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Preface

This volume contains the proceedings of the 11th KES Conference on Agent and
Multi-Agent Systems—Technologies and Applications (KES-AMSTA 2017) held
in Vilamoura, Algarve, Portugal, between June 21 and 23, 2017. The conference
was organized by KES International, its focus group on agent and multi-agent
systems and University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and
Computing. The KES-AMSTA conference is a subseries of the KES conference
series.

Following the successes of previous KES Conferences on Agent and
Multi-Agent Systems—Technologies and Applications, held in Puerto de la Cruz,
Tenerife, Spain (KES-AMSTA 2016), Sorrento, Italy (KES-AMSTA 2015),
Chania, Greece (KES-AMSTA 2014), Hue, Vietnam (KES-AMSTA 2013),
Dubrovnik, Croatia (KES-AMSTA 2012), Manchester, UK (KES-AMSTA 2011),
Gdynia, Poland (KES-AMSTA 2010), Uppsala, Sweden (KES-AMSTA 2009),
Incheon, Korea (KES-AMSTA 2008), and Wroclaw, Poland (KES-AMSTA 2007),
the conference featured the usual keynote talks, oral presentations, and invited
sessions closely aligned to the established themes of the conference.

KES-AMSTA is an international scientific conference for discussing and pub-
lishing innovative research in the field of agent and multi-agent systems and
technologies applicable in the digital and knowledge economy. The aim of the
conference was to provide an internationally respected forum for both the research
and industrial communities on their latest work on innovative technologies and
applications that is potentially disruptive to industries. Current topics of research in
the field include technologies in the area of mobile and cloud computing, big data
analysis, business intelligence, artificial intelligence, social systems, computer
embedded systems, and nature-inspired manufacturing. Special attention is paid on
the feature topics: business process management, agent-based modeling and sim-
ulation, and anthropic-oriented computing.

The conference attracted a substantial number of researchers and practitioners
from all over the world who submitted their papers for main track covering the
methodologies of agent and multi-agent systems applicable in the digital and
knowledge economy, and three invited sessions on specific topics within the field.
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Submissions came from 12 countries. Each paper was peer-reviewed by at least two
members of the International Programme Committee and International Reviewer
Board. Twenty-three papers were selected for oral presentation and publication in
the volume of the KES-AMSTA 2017 proceedings.

The Programme Committee defined the main track entitled Agent and
Multi-Agent Systems and the following invited sessions: Agent-based Modeling
and Simulation (ABMS), Business Process Management (BPM), and
Anthropic-Oriented Computing (AOC).

Accepted and presented papers highlight new trends and challenges in agent and
multi-agent research. We hope that these results will be of value to the research
community working in the fields of artificial intelligence, collective computational
intelligence, robotics, dialogue systems, and, in particular, agent and multi-agent
systems, technologies, tools, and applications.

The Chairs’ special thanks go to the following special session organizers: Dr.
Roman Šperka, Silesian University in Opava, Czech Republic, Prof. Salvatore
Distefano, University of Messina, Italy, and Kazan Federal University, Russia, Max
Talanov, Kazan Federal University and Innopolis University, Russia, Prof. Jordi
Vallverdú, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Spain, and Evgeni Magid, Kazan
Federal University, Russia, for their excellent work.

Thanks are due to the programme co-chairs, all programme and reviewer
committee members, and all the additional reviewers for their valuable efforts in the
review process, which helped us to guarantee the highest quality of selected papers
for the conference.

We cordially thank all authors for their valuable contributions and all of the other
participants in this conference. The conference would not be possible without their
support.

April 2017 Gordan Jezic
Mario Kusek

Yun-Heh Jessica Chen-Burger
Robert J. Howlett
Lakhmi C. Jain
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Abstract. Remarkable gains in life expectancy and declines in fertility have led
current society to an ageing global population. Different stakeholders, researcher
communities and policy makers invest serious efforts to develop intelligent and
smart environments that have to support as much as possible independent living
of old population. As necessary prerequisite for these efforts rapid and fasci-
nating development in ICT offers wide range of new technologies including
wearable, 3D sensors and smart environments. These new technologies provide
rich complex data from living environment and give the opportunity to learn and
analyze them in order to discover the patient’s preferences, traits, and states.
Further research efforts are oriented to personalized healthcare and development
of sophisticated e-coaching facilities to obtain proper recommendations and
advices to patients in order to increase their wellbeing.
Among different artificial intelligence methods and techniques agent tech-

nologies significantly influence and support different medical domains. The use
of agents and multi agent systems in healthcare has also opened the ways to find
out new applications like personalized and socialized healthcare platforms and
systems with tailored recommendation capabilities. In this paper opportunities
and challenges that agent technologies offer in personalized healthcare are
discussed and presented.

1 Introduction

Remarkable gains in life expectancy and declines in fertility have led current society to
an ageing global population. Life expectancy has increased to 70 years or more in
many countries. The ageing of populations has led to changes in the prevalence of
disease and disability.

Consequently in last decade there is growing need to supply constant healthcare
monitoring and adequate support of elderly and disabled people.

Different platforms and tools for monitoring, smart support and making personal-
ized recommendations to old people and patients have been developing. One of
emerging research and application area is Ambient Intelligence (AmI). Ambient
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Intelligence for healthcare monitoring and personalized support is a promising research
direction to provide efficient medical services for old and disabled patients.

New ICT technologies including wearable technologies (health watches and
smartphones), 3D sensors and smart environments provide rich complex data and give
the opportunity to learn and analyze them in order to discover the patient’s preferences,
traits, states and context.

Concepts and techniques of artificial intelligence (AI), data mining, and agent
technology are unavoidable in AmI applications and platforms where sensors tech-
nology to monitor patient in the home and community settings are used.

The main objective of AmI is to try to adapt the technology to the patient’s needs by
different omnipresent devices which mutually communicate in a ubiquitous way. Var-
ious architectures and platforms of AmI application for health and wellness, home
rehabilitation, assessment of treatment have been developing (Salih and Abraham 2013).

During usual patient activities wide range of data has been collected and later it
must be processed, analyzed and later intelligent reasoning and proper decision making
can help patients in everyday activities.

Software (and intelligent) agents represent one of widely applicable technology in
different areas and domains. Agent technologies provide the right architecture for two
major computing areas widely used in medical systems and environments: artificial
intelligence (AI) and pervasive (seamless) computing.

In literature, the use of intelligent software agents has been proposed to deal with a
variety of medical and health related problems: patient and treatment information
access, community care, decision support systems (DSS), patient scheduling, training,
hospital management, elder citizen care, self-care and automatic health monitoring
(Iqbal 2016).

In this paper a quick overview of several contemporary trends in development of
medical and healthcare systems will be presented. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 is devoted to basic characteristics of personalization in medicine and
healthcare. E-coaching in medical domains is presented in Sect. 3. Section 4 discusses
some possible roles of agents in personalized medicine and e-coaching. Last section
brings some concluding remarks.

2 Personalization in Medicine and HealthCare

Rapid increase of use smartphones and 3G and 4G networks has triggered expanded
use of health devices and influenced a lot of different medical aspects like healthcare of
aging people. Low-cost sensors have led to their integration into a wide range of
wearable devices. So through smartphones and tablets patients can access different
health data and monitor their daily activities. In fact the patients are moving into
different technological interconnected worlds.

Healthcare wearables are those wearables for measuring metrics that are assumed to
provide an indication of a patient’s health and state of wellbeing. Recently there has been
the emergence of wearables that are able to monitor detailed clinical metrics, such as
blood pressure, heart function, glucose and insulin levels, and medicine intake and so on.

4 M. Ivanović and S. Ninković



Additional advantage of use of ICT devices in everyday life is that patients can
share their results and behavior through social networks and engage in lifestyle
improvement games with their peers. Such hyper-connected patients open the new
opportunities and directions of research that can help ageing population to cope with
everyday activities smoothly and independently: ubiquitous and smart environments,
personalized medicine, healthcare e-coaching.

In fact a lot of platforms developed to boost patients in their leaving space function as
AmI environments. AmI puts together several crucial resources to provide flexible and
intelligent services to patients acting in their environments: Pervasive Ubiquitous
Computing and Artificial Intelligence (AI), Networks, Sensors and Unobtrusive Human
Computer Interfaces (HCI). Complex context data can be collected by distributed sen-
sors throughout the environment. When analyzing sensor data two strategies can be
recognized: distributed or centralized. In the distributed model, each sensor has onboard
processing capabilities and performs local computation before communicating partial
results to other nodes in the sensor network (Salih and Abraham 2013). In the centralized
model data is transmitted to a central server, which fuses and analyzes the received data.

Nevertheless which approach is adopted in analyzing sensors data it is possible to
create a computational challenge for modeling several AI and data mining methods.
But there exist another slightly different research direction that is based on and
incorporate agent technologies in creating platforms for healthcare support.

Personalization in different e-services and systems is trend that exists for more than
a decade. Personalization consists of tailoring a service or a product to accommodate
specific individuals or groups. Personalization in different medical systems is newest
trend. Personalized medicine and healthcare promise prediction, prevention and treat-
ment of illness that is targeted to patients’ needs. Personalized medicine is oriented
towards the collecting of information from the patient in order to better tailor his/her
needs. So to raise quality of life especially for elderly people it is necessary to orient
research and activities towards more targeted prediction, prevention and treatment of
illness. New technologies for detailed biological profiling of patients at the molecular
level have been crucial in initiating the move to personalized medicine. To obtain more
reliable mechanisms and support for patients it is necessary to continuously develop
new technologies for collecting and properly analyzing complex medical, personal,
environmental and behavioral data (Harvey et al. 2012).

There is also demand for qualitative increase: new types of data such as data on the
patient’s everyday leaving environment (nutrients, the microbiome, toxin exposure) are
being seen as important for understanding biological functioning. More information is
required in both the research setting, and in healthcare practice and also development of
tools to monitor and manage patient’s health status as part of their everyday life as a
form of self-monitoring. Novel technologies and devices are being employed to
facilitate health monitoring and they are becoming more sophisticated, capable of
tracking several physiological variables and communicating them to a mobile smart-
phone or other computerized device. A step further represent the new technologies and
gadgets that will allow the ongoing monitoring of functional status in real time,
allowing fine tuning of therapy or adjustment of lifestyle to achieve the patient’s health
goals. Within self-monitoring and collected data from different devices it is necessary
to obtain efficient ways of analyses of the data to identify areas for improvement,

Personalized HealthCare and Agent Technologies 5



provide education on how to achieve desired health goals, and gamification to increase
engagement, as well as encouraging individuals to share their achievements with
friends, compete and collaborate; providing further motivation to continue improving
(usually via social network sites).

Presence of the diverse needs of an ageing society with use of wide range of ICT
platforms, tools, and intelligent data mining algorithms is a key challenge in achieving
following demands (PwC Global 2015):

1. Help older people to stay independent and healthy for as long as possible
2. Help older people to manage simple chronic conditions
3. Help older people that complex co-morbidities remain independent
4. Help older people to minimize the time they have to spend in hospital.

Technology, including telehealth, wearable devices, and sensor driven detection
software in homes, are increasingly helping older people and their relatives to engage
and communicate with service providers on their own terms. New technology,
including different smart devices and wearables connected to the internet, collects more
and more data (big and complex data), increasingly outside existing care providers. As
such, the individual becomes the central node in the use of his or her own data, and
therefore involved in the seamless delivery of the personalized services they need.

So personalized approach to care of elderly patients has to include different
interconnected components, which will be incorporated in unique platform and obtain
efficient and prompt support:

• Self-rated quality of life
• Family, community & peer support
• Smart homes
• Health apps and remote wellbeing monitoring.

Agent technologies play important role and can significantly help in developing
higher-quality services.

3 E-coaching in Medical Domains

Coaching is new trend in different areas and aspects of human everyday activities. It
generally can promote relationships, feedback, care, conversation, collaboration,
answers, and bonding between different persons, groups, and communities. Great
coaches are motivators, tending to boost individual’s confidence and other emotional
and behavioral issues. Extensive use of the internet advanced different aspects of
coaching and introduced so called e-coaching. E-coaching performs the process online
and greatly expands the possibilities. So online experiences are the essential way of
supporting the coaching relationships (Rossett and Marino 2005). One important
component of e-coaching is reducing costs, while providing encouragement, infor-
mation, and connection to networks of people and content.

Experts from different disciplines and areas agree that there is a strong link between
behavior and health. Healthy lifestyle can prevent many diseases. Personalizes
e-coaching can play significant role in supporting people to achieve their health goals

6 M. Ivanović and S. Ninković



and properly maintain their healthy behavior. This shift towards more personalized
healthcare is reflected in the change of focus from a disease-centered approach towards a
patient-centered approach. This obtains empowering patients to take an active role in the
decisions about their own health. There are different sources of data for a patient starting
from rather traditional ones like electronic healthcare records towards completely new
types and forms of data like as data obtained from the patient’s environment (nutrients,
the microbiome, toxin exposure, gait and more others). Artificial intelligent techniques,
effective data mining algorithms can help to separate relevant from irrelevant infor-
mation and discover significant cognitive, emotional and behavioral patterns. From this
point of view (Rutjes et al. 2016) e-coaching includes many aspects, e.g. persuasion,
behavior change, personal contact and a type of recommendations.

Personalization, contextualization and frequent adaptation are necessary prerequi-
sites of the e-coaching process. According to that seems that agent technologies are
perfect candidates to take a role of an e-coaches that supports automated self-help
therapies (Beun et al. 2016).

Important aspect of e-coaching in the area of personalized medicine is oriented to
emotional and cognitive technologies and includes following essential components:

• Wearables
• Cognitive Health (that are based on Cognitive Enhancement and Cognitive

Assistance)
• Remote Patient Monitoring (for Activity Detection)
• Medication adherence (that incorporates: Different Devices, Reminder Systems,

Coaching and Advising, Coordination Systems)

4 Agents and Their Role in Personalized and E-coaching
Medicine

The most popular application of wearable technology recently has been in the area of
health and wellness. Different wearable devices collect a pile of data about patient and
his/her environment. All the data from the different devices set in the environment are
collected but it is necessary to apply AI and Machine Learning (ML) techniques to
analyze this data comprehensively. Also the patient is able to view the instant and
historical data on their mobile devices. Such platforms and systems also have to provide
the real-time hands-free feedback and instructions through the sophisticated user inter-
faces (visually, acoustically and tactilely). Sophisticated user interfaces that facilitate
HCI more and more are realized as different personal virtual and visual agents (avatars).

The development of AmI-based software requires creating increasingly complex
and flexible applications. Autonomous decision making agents that incorporate
learning mechanisms, and are able to respond to events by (pre)planning in execution
time are excellent mechanisms to be incorporated and support activities in AmI
healthcare environments. With good reasoning and planning mechanisms agents
facilitate acquiring data from different devices that patients use but also the data from
their everyday living environment. They are also good mechanisms that support
straight coordination and communication among wireless medical devices.

Personalized HealthCare and Agent Technologies 7



The successful use of intelligent agents in healthcare has attracted researchers to
apply this emerging software engineering paradigm in more advanced and complex
applications. The multi agent systems have been applied from single healthcare activity
like knowledge-based medical system to complex, multi-component based systems.
The use of multi agent systems in healthcare domain has also opened the ways to find
out new applications like personalized and socialized healthcare systems with tailored
recommendation capabilities.

Agents and Multi-Agent systems are good entities and concepts in abstraction tools,
but predominantly for modeling devices and their interactions, to serve as personal
assistants and recently as virtual e-coaches and advisors in patients’ emotional and
cognitive activities.

Full potential of AmI cannot be realized without sophisticated knowledge repre-
sentation, reasoning, and AI and agent-oriented technologies.

In last two decades development of new theories, methods and technologies is
emerging in order to support adaptive and personalized dialogues between a human and
a (intelligent) software agent. Software agents can be incorporated in different health
platforms and applications: supporting an expert’s decision making (based on big and
complex data collected from wearable devices and environmental sensors), accessing
and making use of distributed data sources or the coordination of the execution of
assistive technology for healthcare activities. Assistive technology can be supportive,
preventive or responsive (Baskar 2014).

Apart from different practical challenges and possibilities software agents are
essential facilitators in handling everyday queries about health that are perceived as
meaningful and useful to the patients. The agent needs to have wide range of data and
knowledge about the patient, the particular topic of the dialogue, and also necessary
data about the physical and social environment in which patient is living. Moreover, the
agent has to know how to be cooperative and be able to recognize patient’s emotions
and cognitive status and behave and express with empathy while conducting a dialogue
activity. In some situations, it needs to approach to the decisions together with the
patient and give him/her adequate recommendations and advices. The dialogue
activities must be based on straightforward argumentation schemes and trust. The agent
can adapt its moves to the patient’s trail of reasoning, goals, and behave in an empathic
way and adapt to the human’s emotional state.

General structure of cognitive agent architecture (Baskar 2014) that could be used
in personalized medical e-coaching as well is presented in Fig. 1.

The knowledge about the patient’s activities involves observation of both personal
and environment activity, obtained by the seamlessly integrated sensors as a part of a
ubiquitous computing environment in which patient lives.

Different kinds of dialogues and e-coaching between virtual agent (e-coach) and
patient could be performed, but some highly important in personalized medicine could
be (Baskar 2014):

1. Information-seeking dialogues, where patient seeks the answer to some medical
and health questions from virtual e-coach realized as intelligent software agent.

2. Inquiry dialogues when the patient collaborates with virtual e-coach to obtain an
answer to specific question and to validate a claim about particular topic.

8 M. Ivanović and S. Ninković



3. Deliberation dialogues, in this dialogs both participants collaborate to decide what
course of action should be adopted. For example in the healthcare, it could be the
decision about interventions aimed at improving a patient’s daily medical
conditions.

4. Persuasion dialogues involve virtual e-coach seeking to guide and persuade patient
to perform some activities and solve some situations adequately in accordance with
his health state.

Software agents also can be used in other medical domains and to support different
tools and platforms in patient-centered environments. Different sub-domains include
ambient medical intelligence, medical data harvesting and collection, medical data
management, knowledgebase and decision support systems, operational systems for
healthcare, healthcare resource planning and management and so on (Iqbal 2016).
A very brief description of these additional possibilities of use agents in medical
systems is given below:

1. Planning and resource management - These systems focus on planning medical
processes, monitoring of staff and performance measurement, patient health mon-
itoring, hospital and clinical resources management.

2. Decision support systems/knowledge base systems - Such systems utilize
knowledgebase and apply some type of data analysis techniques (using AI or
machine learning), pattern recognition algorithms, and also might often use
knowledge inference techniques.

Fig. 1. Cognitive agent architecture (Baskar 2014)
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3. Data management systems - These systems focus mainly on health data extraction,
representation, organization, storage, retrieval, and presentation.

4. Remote care/self care systems - This area includes systems designed for auto-
mated patient monitoring remotely, and patient self-care.

5. Multifunction systems – There exists various systems that perform multiple tasks
related to a complete healthcare solution. These systems are usually complex and
may be composed of two or more sub-domains.

5 Conclusion

Changes in the healthcare sector have to address the shift to an empowered patient and
the potential of wearable sensing data to personalize health treatment. Future of
wearable application lies in the support of the user to make sense of data and get
contextualized personalized feedback for behavior changes (Hänsel et al. 2015).

Emergent and rapid development of wide range of ICT components has significant
influence on personalized medicine and virtual e-coaching. It also directs research in
the area in the following directions (Gemert-Pijnen et al. 2016):

1. Health analytics - advanced methods (machine learning) and models to analyze
Big and Complex Data.

2. Predictive modeling - to set up smart models to predict behaviors, to prevent
diseases and to personalize healthcare.

3. Visualization of data – different tools support and facilitate presentation of data in
meaningful way to support reliable decision making.

4. Integration of mobile (hardware and software) technologies – integration of
different devices with data-platforms is important to enable automated services and
to tailor feedback and recommendations.

5. Personal communication and recommendations between patient and virtual
e-coach - In these area agent technologies definitely could play extremely important
role. Virtual Human Agents are suitable components (have been developed on the
bases of knowledge representation, cognitive and emotional modeling, natural
language processing) to support and empower communication, personalization and
increase motivation of patients.
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Abstract. Dynamic transportation applications have long been a
domain of choice for the multiagent paradigm. Indeed, the presence of
distributed entities, the highly dynamic character of these applications
and the often presence of human actors in the system makes it very
suitable for a multiagent design. This paper advocates for the primary
consideration of multiagent environment design when dealing with such
dynamic transportation applications. Transportation applications can
greatly benefit from the use of the multiagent environment since most
of them consider a dynamic geographical positioning of the system com-
ponents. Indeed, the simultaneous consideration of the time and space
dimensions makes the environment, which is shared and accessed by all
the agents of the system, a candidate of choice to capture the dynamics
of the application. The environment design can be envisioned at several
levels of the system construction. It can be used as a medium for inter-
action between distributed entities. It could be used as a coordination
entity of the system components. It can finally be designed as a mental
model for the agents that they can use in their reasoning. We illustrate
the possible uses of the environment with two transportation applications
dealing with traveler information.

1 Introduction

The multiagent paradigm is proven to be a powerful model to design and imple-
ment transportation applications. Indeed, the multiagent approach deals with
systems consisting of many physically or logically distributed interacting compo-
nents that possess some level of autonomy. These components are able to perceive
their environment and also react to changes in that environment in accordance
to their goals. That is why the multiagent approach is adapted to the transporta-
tion domain since it facilitates an approach by analogy in a domain where the
objective is the management of distributed entities. The authors in [1] list sev-
eral reasons for the privileged use of multiagent systems in these applications,
such as the natural and intuitive problem solving, the ability of autonomous
agents for the modeling of heterogeneous systems, the ability to capture com-
plex constraints connecting all problem-solving phases, etc. Indeed, the concept
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of an agent is well suited for the representation of travelers in transit or road
traffic scenarios [2,3]. They are autonomous entities which are situated in an
environment, adapt their behaviors to the dynamics they perceive and interact
with others agents in order to achieve specific goals. For Parunak [4], “Agent-
based modelling is most appropriate for domains characterized by a high degree
of localization and distribution”, which is the case for complex and dynamic
transportation applications.

In the multiagent community, there is a growing conscience that the mul-
tiagent environment should be considered as a primary design abstraction, of
equal importance as the agents. Models and architectures have been proposed
in the literature for multiagent environments design, validated in a variety of
application domains [5]. We believe that one of the domains of choice for the
multiagent environment modeling is the transportation domain. Indeed, trans-
portation applications always have some kind of representation for the environ-
ment, typically the transportation networks. The environment in transporta-
tion application has its own dynamics (e.g. traffic conditions, dynamic rules,
weather, etc.), which advocates for its independent and explicit representation.
Transportation systems are open, with entities joining and leaving the system
(e.g. travelers, drivers, vehicles, regulators, etc.), generally in a nondeterministic
way. The multiagent environment can also be the privileged interlocutor of the
newcomer entities.

In this paper, we illustrate different design angles of the multiagent environ-
ment when dealing with transportation applications. The environment design
can be envisioned at several levels of the system construction. It can be used
as a medium for interaction between distributed entities. It could be used as
a coordination entity of the system components. It can also be designed as a
mental model for the agents that they can use in their reasoning. To illustrate
the possible uses of the environment, two applications are considered: traveler
information and information dissemination in disturbed transit networks.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we present
a generic design of multiagent environment, in the form of a specification lan-
guage and the traveler information application built with the language, and
using the environment to support agents interaction. In Sect. 3, we present a
representation of the multiagent environment that is specific to transportation
applications, based on space-time graphs. The chosen application example is
information dissemination in disturbed transit networks. Section 4 concludes the
paper and provides some future works.

2 Generic Environment Model

In dynamic transportation applications such as advanced traveler information
or dial a ride systems, travelers, clients and vehicles join the system in a nonde-
terministic way, and might leave it anytime as well. When specifying such open
systems, the designer has to define an architecture that allows for the integra-
tion of unknown agents. Newcomer agents have to be able to find the agents that
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have the properties, the capabilities or the resources that they need. To deal with
this problem, known as the connection problem, the authors in [6] propose the
concept of middle agents, who are the privileged interlocutors of agents look-
ing for specific capacities. The author in [7] proposes recommendation systems,
enabling the linking of distributed agents in open MAS. This approach allows for
the progressive and distributed construction of an address book for the agents.
However, in the dynamic transportation systems, the desired capabilities and
sources of information are generally known: the transport operators, or the vehi-
cles, or the real-time traffic information providers, etc. The problem is to know
which of the information generated by these sources are relevant for the new
agents, which context and needs are usually continuously changing. The multi-
agent environment is also used for agents matching based on the properties of
agents and the exchanged objects [8].

We adopt this environment-centered approach, because it focuses on the
shared data and allows for the selection of relevant information without hav-
ing to know or to maintain knowledge about the emitters of these data. We
propose a generic representation of the environment, shared by all the agents of
the system, that allows for the associative discovery of the other agents and the
exchange of information between them. Agents do not maintain an address book
of each others and delegate the matching of their preferences with others proper-
ties to the environment. They also can describe the properties of the agents they
want to interact with and the messages they want to receive. The presence of a
shared environment and the possibility to define complex interaction constraints
makes this model an excellent candidate for the design of open and dynamic
transportation systems.

2.1 Model

The Fig. 1 illustrates the architecture of a multiagent system (MAS) following
our generic model. The modeled MAS executes on a host, where (local) agents
add, read and take objects to/from the environment. Every agent is either inde-
pendent (like agent 1), or representing a non-modeled external system/user in
the MAS (like agents 2 and 3).

For the specification of agent behavior, we adopt four primitives inspired by
Linda [9] and a set of operators borrowed from Milner’s CCS [10].

A MAS written following our generic model is defined by a dynamic set of
agents interacting with an environment - denoted ΩENV , which is composed of
a dynamic set of objects. Agents can perceive (read only) and/or receive (read
and take) objects from the environment. Agents are defined by a behavior (a
process), a state and a local memory in which they store the data they perceive
or receive from the environment. The primitives allowing these actions are the
following:

μ ::= add(sds) | spawn(P, sds) | look(sdsp, sdsr, e) | update(sds)

The primitive add(sds) adds to the environment an object described by sds.
For instance, add(position ← 1) adds the property-value pair (position ← 1)
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the MAS

to ΩENV . The primitive spawn(P, sds) launches a new agent that behaves
like P and which state is described by a description sds. For instance,
spawn(add(position ← 1), {id ← a1, position ← 1}) creates an agent that has a1

as id and 1 as position and whose behavior is add(position ← 1). The primitive
look(sdsp, sdsr, e) allows both object perception and reception (perception and
removal from the environment). It blocks until a set of objects becomes present
in ΩENV such that the expression e is evaluated to true; the objects associated
with the variables in sdsp are perceived and those associated with the variables
in sdsr are received. For instance, the following instruction:

look({ticket ← t}, {paper ← p}, t.destination = “Berlin” ∧ t.price ≤ budget

∧p.decision = “accepted”)

looks for two objects that will be associated with t and p. The object associated
with t will be perceived while the object associated with p will be received.
After the execution of this instruction, the two objects will be present in the
local memory of the caller agent. The latter will have two additional properties:
ticket that refers to the object associated with the variable t and paper that
refers to the object associated with p. The perceived ticket has “Berlin” as
destination and a price lower than the budget of the executing agent, while the
received paper is “accepted” (the property decision is equal to “accepted”).

2.2 Environment-Centered System for Traveler Information

In this section, we describe an application based on our model. We modeled and
implemented a traveler information server. The purpose of the server is to inform
online travelers about the status of the parts of the transportation network that
concerns them. Transportation Web services are represented with agents in the
server and their properties are related to the service or the information that
they provide. The problem in this kind of applications concerns the informa-
tion flows that are dynamic and asynchronous. Indeed, each information source
is hypothetically relevant. An agent cannot know a priori which information
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will interest him, since this depends on his own context, which changes during
execution.

The objective in this application is to ensure the information of a traveler
about his ongoing trip (disturbances, alerts, alternative itinerary). This process
is difficult because the information sources are distributed and the management
of the followup assumes a comparison of all the available information. Using our
model of the environment for this application allows to design an information
server parameterized by its users (the travelers). We have defined two categories
of agents, the first concerns the agents representing the users (that we call PTA
for Personal Travel Agent) while the second concerns the agents representing
the transportation services (that we call Service Agent).

We have implemented a multiagent system running on a Web server for
traveler information, where each Web service has a representant in the multiagent
environment, which is responsible of the convey of messages from the server to
the transportation Web service and conversely. Every user is physically mobile
and connects to the server via a transportation assistant app (TAA) and has
during his connection a PTA agent representing him inside the server, which is
his interlocutor during his session. The context of the example is the following:
inside the system, there is an agent representing a trip planning service and
an agent representing a traffic service responsible of the emission of messages
related to incidents, traffic jams, etc. These agents are persistent, since they are
constantly in relation with the system providing the service. On the contrary,
PTA agents representing the TAA in the system are volatile, created on the
connection of a user and erased at the end of his session i.e. when he arrives at
destination.

Every stop of the network is described by a line number line to which it
belongs, and a number number reflecting his position on the line. A user u is
also described by his current position in the network (the properties line and
number). In a basic execution scenario, u has a path to follow during his trip i.e.
a sequence of tuples {(line, numbersource, numberdestination)i | i ∈ I}, with I
the number of transportation means used by the traveler. Every tuple represents
a part of the trip, without transfer. To receive his plan, the TAA connects to
the information server, and the agent u representing him is created. Then, the
user is asked to specify his departure as well as his destination. Once these
information entered, u adds his planning demand in the environment. A demand
is an object described by his properties: emitter, subject, etc. Afterwards, u keeps
on listening to messages that are addressed to him, this way: look(∅, {message ←
x}, x.receiver = id). The agent representing the trip planning service is listening
to messages asking for a plan: look(∅, {request ← x}, x.subject = “plan”). As
soon as he receives the message, he creates a message addressed to the trip
planning Web service and awaits for the response. When he receives the answer,
a message is added to the environment addressed to u with the received plan
as body: add({emitter ← id, receiver ← request.emitter, body ← plan}). The
agent u, when he receives the message, analyzes it and displays the result on
the user’s TAA. Then, the agent u restrains his interaction to the messages
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concerning events coming up on his way. To do so, he executes the following
action:

look(∅, {event ← x}, {x.subject = “alert”}, x.line = line∧x.number ≥ number)

The agent u is interested by the alerts concerning his transportation plan,
which are expressed by the preceding look action. Let us assume that the agent
representing the alert service adds an alert message concerning an accident on the
way of u resulting on a serious delay for him. The traveler, via his representing
agent u, is notified concerning this alert event. Since the properties line and
number are updated (with an update action) at each move of u (each time he
moves from stop to stop), the segment concerned by the alert messages gets
gradually reduced until the end of the trip. The use of the environment, the
constant update of the properties of the PTA agents, together with the use of
look actions allowed us to maintain a constant awareness of the traveler about
problems occurring during his trip, without relying on continuous requests to
the server.

The proposal of an environment-centered system for traveler information
shows how our model allows for the design and implementation of a dynamic
and open transportation system. Agents join and leave the system freely and have
complex interaction constraints. In this application, the interaction constraints
concern the current positions and the itineraries of the travelers.

3 Space-Time Environment for Traveler Information

In this section, we present an approach where the notion of multiagent environ-
ment is used in a different way. The environment model presented above is useful
for transportation applications, but remains general-purpose, and can be used
for any open MAS where interaction is complex and involves several agents at
the same time. The environment model that we present in this section is directly
inspired and usable for transportation applications, or at least for applications
involving mobile entities on a graph, a grid or a plane. The general idea is to pro-
pose a space-time representation of the environment, which can either be used as
a mental model of the agents or to synchronize agents actions and movements.
This representation has been used in the past in different applications: dial a
ride, vehicle routing, etc. [11–13].

3.1 Generic Space-Time Model of the Environment

Given a transportation network G = (V,E), with a set of nodes V = {(vi)}, i =
{0, . . . , N} and a set of arcs E = {(vi, vj)|vi ∈ V, vj ∈ V, vi �= vj}. Let two
matrices D = {(dij)} and T = {(tij)} of costs, of dimensions N × N (the arc
(vi, vj) has a distance of dij and a travel time of tij). The representation of
the multiagent environment is made of a duplication of G, H times, with H
the maximum allowed time of the considered application: G(t) = (N(t), E(t)),
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with N(t) a set of nodes at time t and E(t) a set of directed links at time t,
and 0 ≤ t ≤ H. The time copies of G are not necessarily identical (cf. Fig. 2).
Indeed, we could have different travel times between two copies to reflect the
traffic status. Some nodes can be present in one copy while absent in another
to reflect the expansion of a crisis situation. Arcs also can be absent to reflect
vehicles timetables in public transport as in the application described in the
following section.

Fig. 2. Space-time network

3.2 Impact of Real-Time Information in Disturbed Transit
Networks

Transportation systems are becoming progressively complex as they are increas-
ingly composed of smart and mobile entities. Indeed, passengers mobile devices
and connected vehicles allow passengers and vehicles to have up-to-date infor-
mation and their behavior is now related to these information. However, without
control, the massive spread of information via billboards, radio announcements
and individual guidance may have perverse effects and create new traffic jams.
Indeed, with this generalization of real-time traveler information, the behavior
of modern transportation networks becomes harder to analyze and to predict. It
is then important to observe these effects to consider the proper methods to deal
with them. To this end, we have developed a multiagent simulation platform [14]
that represents travelers, drivers and public transportation vehicles and make
them evolve in a realistic way on a multimodal transportation network. To allow
travelers to receive the only disturbance information that concerns them, we
use a space-time network. In the next section, we briefly present the multiagent
simulator before presenting our method for information dissemination to the
relevant travelers with space-time graphs.

The multiagent simulation platform allows for the individual monitoring of
travelers on a transport network. We enrich it with traveler information capabil-
ities, both at the stops and with personal information. The simulator represents
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Fig. 3. Multiagent system

itinerary planners, passengers, public transportation vehicles and information
means in a micro-level and simulate their dynamic movements (cf. Fig. 3).

The multiagent system of the simulator is composed of the following entities
(cf. Fig. 3). The planning service has the responsibility of computing the best
itinerary for the traveler agents. The planning service bases his computation on
the latest status of the networks. Each active agent has a list of coordinates that
he has to follow, resulting from the itinerary that he received from the plan-
ning service. At each simulation tick, the agent iteratively move from his current
coordinate to the next in his list. The public transportation vehicle agents don’t
choose their origin and destination and obey to predefined timetables. When
the vehicle reaches a stop, he looks in his onboard travelers who has to leave
at this stop. Then the vehicle agent looks in the list of waiting travelers at the
stop who has to take him. When they are not walking, traveler agents do not
travel on their own, but take public transportation vehicles, which are respon-
sible of their movements. The traveler agent alternates between walking and
waiting for a vehicle. Local information agents represent devices that broadcast
trafic information on screens or voice announcement at the stops. Every traveler,
when he passes by this node at the planned time will get an update about the
disturbances on the network.

Travelers that are not connected to a real-time information source base their
calculation on a static view of the network. Once they have received an itinerary
from the planning service, they are on their own. They will wait for vehicles at
the planned stops and will not change their itinerary until they either get stuck
in a disturbance (delay or line disconnection) or they receive a local information
from the environment about a disturbance. When they receive the information,
they will infer the new status of the network by applying the modifications to
their mental - and static - view of the transportation network, and compute a
shortest path based on that representation.

We model the public transportation network as a space-time environment,
representing both the network topology and the vehicles timetables. An arc
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connects two nodes n1(t) and n2(t) in G(t) when there is a vehicle departing
from n1 at t. Otherwise, the arc is absent. Space-time arcs are active in this
application: they store listeners from the traveler agents and inform them when
the departure time or the travel time changes or when the mission of the vehicle
is deleted. It is necessary to circumscribe the broadcast of messages to nearby
traveler agents. At each concerned node of the space-time network, an infor-
mation device is associated. To be aware of the only information that concern
their stop, local information agents subscribe to space-time edges connected to
the concerned stop. To be aware of the only events that concerns him, the con-
nected traveler agents subscribe to the only space-time arcs of the multiagent
space-time environment that form his itinerary. When the travel time of an arc
or the departure time of the vehicle changes, the information is broadcasted to
the subscribing connected travelers. The planning process is then launched with
the new status of the network.

Disturbances are modeled exclusively by modifying space-time arcs (that
correspond to vehicles timetables). Indeed, delays are injected in the model by
dynamically modifying the timetables of the vehicles, adding some time to arrival
times. Breakdowns are modeled also by deleting a part of the mission of a vehi-
cle. To model the breakdown of an entire line, the timetables of the remaining
vehicles of the line are all deleted. As soon as a timetable is modified, based
on the space-time network, the information is immediately detected by the con-
cerned local information devices at stops. The concerned connected travelers will
also receive the information immediately. Hence, when a timetable is modified,
the information about the delay or the breakdown is sent to the only connected
travelers that are interested by these vehicles missions.

4 Conclusion

This paper is based on the conviction that multiagent systems are a suitable par-
adigm for modeling, simulating and optimizing dynamic transportation applica-
tions. It investigates one research question: the explicit modeling of the multia-
gent environment is it a good choice for these applications? The answer suggested
by our work is yes, and we propose two classes of environment models that are
interesting for the design of transportation applications. The first class concerns
generic environment models for interaction. The second class proposes a space-
time model for interaction and is supported by a space-time representation of
the environment.

The design of the multiagent environment as an explicit entity is often crit-
icized because it introduces centrality in systems that are supposed to be com-
pletely distributed. Following these arguments, centrality could lead to commu-
nication bottlenecks, to weak fault tolerance and to poor scalability [15]. How-
ever, as we can see it in the models and applications presented in this paper,
this architecture has several benefits, and we believe that there is a compromise
between the two visions. In our ongoing work, we develop the idea that we still
can benefit from an explicit representation of the multiagent environment with-
out loosing the benefits of distribution, namely fault tolerance and scalability.
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This is done by splitting the design process in two phases. During the first phase,
the system is designed with a conceptually centralized environment. During the
second phase, the multiagent environment is distributed. We are working on
environment distributions for each type of environments presented in this paper.
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Abstract. Developing robust monolith systems has achieved its limita-
tions, since the implementation of changes in today’s large, complex, and
fast evolving systems would be too slow and inefficient. As a response to
these problems, microservice architecture emerged, and quickly became
a widely used solution. Such modular architecture is appropriate for dis-
tributed environment of Internet of Things (IoT) solutions. In this paper
we present a solution for service management on Machine-to-Machine
(M2M) devices within IoT system by using collaborative microservices.
Collaboration of distributed modules highly reminds of multi-agent sys-
tems where autonomous agents also cooperate to provide services to the
end-user. Because of these similarities we consider microservices as mod-
ern agents that could improve systems in distributed environments, such
as IoT.

Keywords: IoT · M2M · Microservices · Agents · Service management

1 Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) is not just a popular topic generating a lot of interesting
scientific prototypes, but a very popular concept with a lot of existing industrial
solutions in everyday use. Connecting a large amount of devices to Internet has
shown a lot of benefits and possibilities, but also leaves space for improvement.
It is important to offer users and companies interested in this domain a large
number of different possibilities and architectures, so they could choose the one
that suits them the most.

Common architecture of IoT system has a robust server node where data is
processed and stored. It is also connected with M2M devices that generate this
data through M2M gateway, a middle-node that translates messages of different
protocols. It turned out that processing such amount of data could cause prob-
lems on standard servers and alternative was needed. Processing data in cloud is
today the best alternative, but other options should be studied as well, so that
producers have more options to combine and apply to their products, depend-
ing on their needs. Because of the distributed environment of IoT systems we
believe that using microservices in their implementation would be an applicable
approach, since they also have distributed architecture.

c© Springer International Publishing AG 2018
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Lately, microservices became a very popular topic in software development.
Since it was hard to maintain vast amounts of code in large companies, an idea
of modularization proved to be a good alternative. Modular code is easier to
upgrade, to fix if needed and new employees can get familiarized with it quickly.
Also, teams could focus on parts of the system that are their responsibility
without the need of closely knowing the code of the entire system. Microser-
vice architecture has a lot of similarities with IoT systems [3], which was our
motivation to implement the system described in continuation of this paper.

Distributed microservice architecture has also similarities to agent system
architecture. Requests are processed collaboratively and only the end result
is delivered to end-user. In order to test the behavior of microservices in IoT
system, and to point out similarities between them and agents in multi-agent
systems, we present a solution described in continuation.

Section 2 gives a short overview of related work in connection with IoT,
microservices and agent-based systems. Section 3 presents the purpose of ser-
vice management in our system and proposed architecture used to achieve it.
Next, Sect. 4 describes advantages of microservice architecture and a comparison
between agents and microservices is given. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

IoT systems architecture was inherited from Machine-to-Machine (M2M) con-
cept. Since this concept is slightly older then Internet of Things there are already
some existing standards in use [4] where architecture is proposed, and a great
number of prototypes has already accepted it. Bhowmik et al. [2] used proposed
architecture in their project intended for ambient assisted living (AAL). They
connected constrained devices that perform measurements with their social net-
work server through gateway. This is the most common case of data processing in
M2M applications, where gateway forwards sensor data to server continuously.

Repetitive measurements of sensor values and forwarding them to gateway
can be challenging for battery-powered devices with limited energy available.
Finding more efficient solution of this problem is also a very popular research
topic. In [9] a solution where interval of measurements would increase if observa-
tion values were similar is proposed, assuming that changes in observed space are
not as frequent as expected. This way the amount of measurements and sending
data is reduced, thereby accomplishing energy savings.

Internet of Things architecture is quite similar to microservice architecture
as Butzin et al. conclude in [3]. They compared distributed architecture of IoT
systems with microservices, and pointed out that both of them have the same
architecture goal. Since they are both modular, their goal is to create application
which unifies a large number of services. Main differences between these two are
a result of processing limitations that M2M devices have. This is the reason why
in some cases microservice architecture is easier to deploy and manage then it
is the case with IoT solutions.

Distributed architecture of microservices suddenly became widespread, but
new challenges emerged with it. In [10] Xu et al. highlight programming systems
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that consist of a large number of services, reducing communication overhead in
these systems and flexible deployment of services to a network as three main
challenges in microservice system construction. In their work they tackle these
challenges with agent-oriented programming language CAOPLE. They propose
separating service as functionality from service as a computational entity that
offers such functionalities. So in their novel language service is functionality
offered by agent, where they point out similarity with object oriented design.
Microservices in their work are then presented as agents which can commu-
nicate using some of the provided mechanisms. Also, in [5] Liu et al. present
a software development environment where programming in previously men-
tioned CAOPLE is enabled and the user can test the execution of created
application.

In this paper we demonstrate the similarities between agents and microser-
vices. Firstly, we describe our goal with two approaches we used to achieve it.
Then a comparison between two used approaches is given with a review on their
compliance with popular software architecture properties. Finally, we describe
similarities of microservices and agents with a conclusion why we think there is
a significant resemblance between these two concepts.

3 Agent Model for Service Management in IoT Systems

In order to test agent network model based on microservices, we decided to
implement a solution which would enable service management on M2M devices
in our M2M network. The main goal was to achieve two-way communication with
M2M devices which is then used in registration process of devices and services
in our system, and to start or stop registered services based on the requirements
of interested parties.

Fig. 1. oneM2M architecture
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OneM2M’s recommended architecture [7] for M2M systems depicted in Fig. 1
shows the environment of our solution. We used Waspmote PRO v1.2 as our
M2M devices which communicate with Waspmote gateway using the XBee
802.15.4 area network. Since our goal was to enable communication between
the end-user accessing our system over the Internet and M2M devices in our
M2M area network, we had to implement and integrate agents in both of pre-
viously mentioned networks. In M2M area network we increased functionalities
of M2M devices to make them more agent oriented, which is described in the
following subsection.

However, the main focus of this paper is to present agent model in IoT sys-
tem based on microservices, used for implementation of M2M server and M2M
gateway in Fig. 1. Gateway is a middle node that has a role to forward mes-
sages between M2M server and M2M devices. Our M2M server consists of user-
interface where user can manage services, database where all data is stored and
communication interface towards gateway. Also, to compare advantages and dis-
advantages of proposed microservice model with other approaches, we developed
a monolithic model as well. More detail description of these two models is given
in continuation.

3.1 Agent Based M2M Devices

Since Internet of Things concept emerged, usual practice was to collect data
from M2M devices continuously, which is not an energy efficient approach. Fur-
thermore, in this way a lot of redundant or unnecessary data is measured, sent
to network and stored in databases [1].

This could be resolved, or at least improved, if users could somehow manage
existing services on M2M devices. In order to achieve this goal we extended
mentioned usual practice so that our M2M devices could adapt to the end-user
requirements. The idea was to create a system that could show all available
services offered by reachable M2M devices. The user could then start or stop
selected service, and set the time frequency of measurements in order to spare
energy, but also to receive requested data in specified time intervals.

Algorithm 1 shows proposed procedure for M2M devices in M2M network
that are a part of our system. Firstly, the device waits for messages from gateway,
scheduled at the time of the wakeup. There are two types of messages it can
receive: request for registration of services offered by device and request to start
or stop the specified service. If the registration request is received, registration
data is sent towards gateway. Otherwise, if start or stop request is received,
device turns on or off (depending on the current state) measurements for the
specified service. Also, in this case device updates interval of hibernation to
the received value. Afterwards, the device performs measurements and sends
the collected data if any service is active. Finally, the device goes to sleep for
specified amount of time, after which the process is repeated.
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Algorithm 1. Proposed M2M device algorithm
1: procedure TWO-WAY COMMUNICATING DEVICE
2: loop:
3: receive messages from gateway.
4: if message received then
5: if registration request received then
6: send device registration data.
7: else
8: if measuring and sending == ON then
9: measuring and sending = OFF

10: else
11: measuring and sending = ON
12: x = received time interval.
13: if measuring and sending == ON then
14: measure sensor values.
15: send measured sensor values.
16: sleep (x).
17: goto loop.

3.2 Architectures Description

In our first approach we implemented a monolith M2M server that communicates
using the HTTP communication protocol with M2M gateway. Our goal was to
compare microservices approach with monolith architecture but because of the
distributed environment in IoT, we had to develop two-component system. First
component consists of data manipulation, application logic and interaction with
the end-user and it is the monolithic core of our system. Second component is
the gateway that forwards messages between M2M network and the mentioned
core. Since in this case gateway is just a necessary separate part of the our core
we decided to implement it as a simple runnable application. Thus, it can be
deployed on every device which has a gateway for XBee 802.15.4 communication
attached to it.

To achieve all necessary functionalities of our system using microservice archi-
tecture, we developed three microservices (Fig. 2). Two of them form the M2M
server and the third is M2M gateway in Fig. 1. Since it is recommended that
one microservice should be small and autonomous but also collaborative [6],
we designed mentioned architecture where every microservice performs simple
tasks, but in collaboration with other microservices all functionalities of our sys-
tem are achieved. It is also recommended that each microservice should have its
own business value. However, in distributed environment such as IoT this is hard
to achieve, so in our system they offer business value only in collaboration. Com-
munication between microservices is accomplished using the HTTP protocol, so
each microservice has its own RESTful interface. Tasks of each microservice are:

– Microservice 1 (Database agent) - Stores data received from gateway to data-
base;
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– Microservice 2 (Gateway agent) - This microservice has several tasks since
it communicates with 802.15.4 network. Firstly it registers itself to database
agent, so database agent knows the address where gateway is available. Then,
it periodically discovers reachable devices in 802.15.4 network and initiates
their registration. Finally, this agent forwards all data received from M2M
devices towards database agent and the other way around.

– Microservice 3 (User Agent) - This agent interacts with the end-user. It offers
interface where all available devices are shown and then the end-user can
manage offered services.

Fig. 2. Microservice architecture

4 Benefits of Microservice Approach in IoT Systems

As mentioned before, we implemented a system that enables service control on
M2M devices in M2M network using both of the previously described approaches.
We achieved two-way communication between the end-user and M2M devices.
Consequently we achieved our goal in energy savings on M2M devices and also,
we reduced the need of physical interaction between system provider and men-
tioned devices. System provider could now control active devices remotely which
is important in cases when devices are physically hard to reach.

In continuation we present our comparison of monolith and microservice
architecture, with more detail description why we propose microservice archi-
tecture over others in research oriented systems. Also, we describe how each
microservice could in fact be considered as a single agent. System made of sev-
eral microservices is then a multi-agent system where each agent, in collaboration
with others, processes requests.
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4.1 Comparison of Microservices with Monolith Approach

The greatest advantage that microservice architecture offers in comparison to
other architectures is agility. One of the motives for creating microservices was to
modularize complex and robust systems, in order to increase speed of deploying
new solutions or upgrading the old ones [6].

We also first developed monolith system to solve previously described prob-
lem, and then decided to modularize it. Our motivation to do so were con-
stant changes and improvements we had to do on our system, since we wanted
to research different possibilities in the IoT domain. Every change would then
impact the whole system and consequently we had to revise the whole code
while the system would be unavailable. So in order to avoid this we decided
to use microservices in future, which is suitable for research and development
projects where a lot of changes are made daily, and the scope of the developing
system is always increasing.

Table 1. Property comparison for each architecture

Property Microservice architecture Monolith architecture

Scalability Replicating microservices across
servers depending on demand

Replicating the whole monolith
system on multiple servers

Development Different programming
languages in one system

All services written in same
programming language

Changeability Changing occurs on a single
microservice

Changing one service causes
revisioning and redeploying the
entire system

Integration Challenging because of the large
number of distributed modules

Modules placed together

Communication Defined communication
interface between microservices

In-memory

Maintenance Smaller pieces of code One source code for the whole
system

Upgrades Adding new microservices Upgrading the whole system

Table 1 shows some of the most popular properties that are considered when
designing a new system. Scalability is easier to achieve when using microser-
vice architecture since the owner has to replicate only microservices that are
overloaded. In case of monolith architecture the owner has to replicate the com-
plete system on multiple servers and add a strategy for load balancing between
system replicas. Development is also more convenient with microservices. Sys-
tem architect can have heterogeneous development team regarding programming
languages, and still create fully functioning solution. Every microservice can be
implemented in different programming language as it is only important that
the communication interface between them is well defined. Again, in monolith
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architecture everything should be implemented using the same programming
language. Agility and upgrades are also much easier in modular systems because
changing small modules or creating and integrating new ones is much easier
when they do not impact the complete system. If a single microservice has a key
role in the system, it can be easily replicated and changed when the new one
is compliant with communication interface used in the system. Equally, main-
tenance of smaller code pieces that implement modules is easier then updating
robust monolithic source code.

However, monolith architecture has also its advantages as for example com-
munication between services and integration of the system. Since all services are
a part of the same system placed on a single server, they communicate using
the same memory and their integration is implied. In our opinion communica-
tion could be the greatest weakness of microservice architecture, since a great
amount of communication between different services occurs on every request.
In most cases HTTP is not efficient enough, and alternatives are different mes-
saging systems such as RabbitMQ, Apache Kafka etc. These messaging systems
accelerate message exchange between microservices, but since in most cases there
is no possibility of parallel processing there is still time overhead compared to
monolith system procedure time.

4.2 Microservices as Agents

Because of the distributed architecture and other properties, microservices are
in our opinion modern agents. As it can be seen in Table 2, microservice has
almost every well known agent property [8]. For that reason we could present
microservice architecture of our system as a collaborative multi-agent composi-
tion. Every microservice in our system is then in fact an agent which performs
modest tasks, and in collaboration with other agents it delivers a fully functional
service to the end-user.

Autonomy of every microservice is obvious since it can accomplish its task
without human intervention and independently of other services. In Fig. 2 all
three microservices could in fact be run as a stand-alone services. Microservice 2
for example has a gateway role. Once it is up, it forwards messages and performs
other activities completely autonomously. Microservice 1 stores data in database,
and Microservice 3 fetches data from it, so it could offer GUI to the end-user.
Therefore, these could equally work autonomously.

Interaction, collaboration and coordination are three basic properties of
microservices. A modular system consisting of multiple microservices must have
a well defined interface between them, in order to work properly and efficiently.
Every microservice in Fig. 2 would not have much purpose on its own, but
together they form a complete well functioning IoT system. For example if a
user wants to start a service and receive data from specified device, it can send
request using Microservice 3. However, if Microservice 2 does not forward request
to the device and receive data from it, or on the other hand, if Microservice 1
does not store data to database, user will not receive the wanted result.
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Mobility is also easy to achieve by using microservices. System owner can
run and move each microservice independently, as long as other microservices
can reach it. If HTTP protocol is used for communication between them, they
must have an option to update the address of moving agent. In case messaging
system is used, this is also not necessary since then the moving agent only needs
to maintain or establish new connection towards messaging broker.

Reactivity of microservice agents in our system is defined as their implemen-
tation logic. Once our microservices are up and running they must be aware
of the data processing procedure. Also, if we consider supporting additional
communication protocols on gateway (Microservice 2), reactivity is even more
highlighted. In that case agent is a multi-protocol reactive bridge of the system,
which is responsible for using correct procedures in the right moment.

Learning and adaptation are two agent properties which are not contained
in microservices of our system. However, these properties are also achievable in
microservices. They are left out from our system for now, but in future upgrades
they might be considered.

Table 2. Software agent properties in microservices

Property

Autonomy �
Adaptation ✗

Interaction �
Mobility �
Learning ✗

Collaboration �
Coordination �
Reactivity �

5 Conclusion

This paper presented benefits of microservice architecture and its similarities
with agent-based architecture. In our opinion the greatest improvement brought
by microservices is agility of system development. After modularizing our mono-
lith system and shifting it to microservice architecture we could focus on parts
we wanted to research, without the need of revising the whole code after every
new feature. Since each microservice is independent individual that performs a
single service, we presented them as agents in our systems. Each agent has its
own purpose and together they form a collaboration that accomplishes the goal
of the system.

In our future work we plan to implement additional agents in order to offer
new services to end-users. We also plan to add learning and adoption properties
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to our microservices to achieve dynamic adjustments to the environment they
are placed in. Also, in this way our microservices will have all the properties of
the agents. Therefore we think this will be indisputable argument that in future
microservices should be used to implement agent-based systems.
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Abstract. The actualisation of an information-rich, expansive and com-
plex battlespace have rendered current Tactical Information Assessment
(TIA) within tactical systems as non-effective. Existing TIA techniques
and algorithms perform limited cognitive processing because they lack
fundamental characteristics of Situation Management (SM). In conse-
quence, a dramatic reduction of situation awareness, information and
decision superiority of the operators and the overall tactical system
has emerged. Considerable attention in applying computational cogni-
tive architectures and processing and SM within TIA has been gaining
momentum.

This paper discusses the Cognitive Architecture for Tactical Informa-
tion Assessment (CATIA), a proposed Multi-Agent System (MAS)-based
cognitive architecture. CATIA employs cognitive architecture design
principles and the Belief, Desire and Intention (BDI) framework to facil-
itate recognition and reasoning to deliberate in tactical situations and
events. CATIA will be implemented within the Future Integrated Mis-
sion System (FIMS) to illustrate how superior TIA methodologies can
dramatically improve information assessment, situation awareness and
information and decision superiority within tactical systems.

Keywords: Multi-agent systems · Cognitive architectures · Tactical
information assessment · Situation management · Situation awareness ·
Belief · Desire and intention

1 Introduction

For future information-rich battlespace environments, current Tactical Informa-
tion Assessment (TIA) methodologies will not be able to cope with the asym-
metric nature of smart or intelligent threats. The risk of TIA’s ineffectiveness
could lead to lethal consequences. The primary areas of failure include data and
information fusion techniques and algorithms that have not been designed or
developed from a cognitive perspective, where decisions being made use a closed-
world view of situational awareness [7,14,15]. The second is centred around the
design philosophy of current tactical systems. Contemporary tactical systems
c© Springer International Publishing AG 2018
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have not been designed to be adaptive within their environment, and cannot sup-
port automated cognitive information processing. The result is the reduction of
information and decision superiority against adversaries within the battlespace.

New generation tactical systems will need to perform in higher levels of
uncertainty and complexity. To achieve tactical superiority, there will be greater
scrutiny on the design of future tactical systems, particularly on how effectively
information is collected, processed and assessed to facilitate decision-making.
Tactical systems will need to incorporate computational cognitive processes, or
a Cognitive Architecture (CA) to exhibit human perception, recognition, rea-
soning and decision-making.

CA’s within tactical systems have been used to reduce the human cognitive
load [13]. In recent times, significant research has been conducted into using
CA’s to enhance and potentially automate situation and threat management,
assessment and representation in tactical systems. A current research activity
is the development of an architecture to improve TIA. The proposed Cognitive
Architecture for Tactical Information Assessment (CATIA) synergises cognitive
and multi-agent system architecture design patterns and Situation Management.
The proposed architecture will establish a new generation of TIA that has the
capability to deliver the required decision superiority of future battlespaces.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the definition, require-
ments and designs needed for a CA. Section 3 explores the concept of TIA, Sit-
uation Management (SM) and issues surrounding current TIA practices and
techniques. Section 4 introduces the Cognitive Architecture for Tactical Infor-
mation Assessment (CATIA), the design considerations and the architecture.
Section 5 discusses how CATIA will be integrated into the Future Integrated
Mission System (FIMS), a new generation architecture for combat and mission
systems, as well as the advantages of integrating a CA within mission systems.
Finally Sect. 6 will examine the future work of CATIA.

2 Cognitive Architecture Definition, Requirements and
Design

2.1 What Is a Cognitive Architecture (CA)?

A CA is described as a computational framework, where its primary role is to
model, analyse and understand the human mind [1,2,16,21]. A CA facilitates
and exposes detailed computational processes of cognition, which are multi-level
and multi-domain [13,21]. Most importantly, CAs allow human-like intelligent
activities to be reproduced within technology. The research into CAs leverage
across many science disciplines that include Artificial Intelligence (AI), Com-
putational Intelligence (CI), cognitive science, psychology and computer science
[13,16,23].

ACT-R [1], Soar [11], ICARUS [12] and CLARION [22] are a number of
notable CAs that have been developed and extensively detailed. Gluck (2010)
believes each of these architectures need to be evolutionary and focus on a cogni-
tively aligned phenomena. Taatgen and Anderson (2010) agrees and states that
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a CA must allow for the discovery and refinement of its mechanisms for cogni-
tion, where the designer must decide whether these cognitive mechanisms are
still appropriate for incorporation within the architecture. An example of this
characteristic is seen with ACT-R, Soar and CLARION. Taatgen et al. (2006)
explicitly states that ACT-R is continuously being updated and expanded, Wray
and Jones (2006) illustrates that a previous version of Soar required further
development in its planning components as it only provided low-level planning
capabilities and Sun (2006) indicates the computational cognitive components
required for further evolution in CLARION.

CAs are developed based on an application or capability that will establish a
greater and computational understanding into a particular cognitive phenomena
[13,24]. ACT-R was developed for exploring procedural and declarative knowl-
edge for memory and learning. Soar was developed to explore and demonstrate
general intelligent behaviours within agents [11,26] and CLARION was devel-
oped to explore social simulation in and between cognitive agents [22].

2.2 Design Considerations and Requirements of a Cognitive
Architecture

A well designed CA needs to be adaptable, directable, understandable and trust-
worthy [10]. Adaptability ensures that agents can be reactive, using behaviours
to determine decisions and actions. Directability ensures the architecture appears
sequential and routine for behavioural responses, understandability is also seen as
synergistic interactions, enabling proactiveness, interactions and collaborations
between implicit and explicit computational cognitive components. Finally, there
must be trust between teams of cognitive architectures, i.e. human-to-machine,
machine-to-human and machine-to-machine [10,23].

The successful integration of these capabilities relies on the implementation of
fundamental computational cognitive functions, which include perception, recog-
nition and categorisation; prediction; reasoning; planning; decision-making; and
memory and learning [11]. To achieve any or all of the fundamental compu-
tational cognitive functions, the basic design requirements of a CA include a
symbolic and knowledge-centric environment. A CA must have an environment
that is sensory, diverse, complex and dynamic and must support interaction and
sociality. Symbolic structures allow manipulation of descriptions on environmen-
tal objects, accept instructions from other participants and implicit communi-
cation. In addition, symbolic mechanisms provide the basics of representation
[11].

3 Tactical Information Assessment and Situational
Awareness

3.1 Tactical Information Assessment

Current tactical systems have the ability to provide sophisticated tactical
information assessment that ensures operators have the most current Common
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Operating Picture (COP) to make decisions. TIA is defined as the process of
situational and threat assessment to achieve overall Situation Awareness. Tradi-
tionally, TIA algorithms and techniques have been developed under the guidance
of the popular JDL Data Fusion Model, where Levels 2 and 3 are Situation and
Threat (or Impact) Assessment [20]. Situation Assessment is described as deter-
mining an entity’s association and estimates relating to their cumulative events,
activities or behaviours. Threat assessment leads from situation assessment by
reasoning and predicting the effects of an entity, its association and estimates.
Due to the nature of situation and threat assessment, this process is described
as higher-level, or information fusion [20].

3.2 Issues and Challenges in Automated TIA

The main challenge with current TIA methodologies is the vast amount of tacti-
cal information that needs to be analysed, interpreted and abstracted into knowl-
edge and context for threat assessment and eventual decision-making [3,18,19].
The issues are amplified because situation and threat assessment needs to sup-
port asymmetric warfare at strategic, operational and tactical levels, hence
requiring access to various sources of data and information [19]. To overcome
these issues, automated systems have been designed and developed, however,
the computational solutions have been limited. Powell (2005) believes current
computational and automated situation and threat assessment have been under-
whelming when required to manage and use information that may have different
abstraction levels and relevance, and manipulating the information to represent,
characterise, recognise and project the knowledge of the current situation [3,5].
Surmounting challenges faced by current automated TIA systems can be accom-
plished by exploring the concepts and characteristics of Situation Management
(SM) [9,19].

3.3 Assessing, Representing and Analysing the Tactical Situation

The main attribute of any dynamic environment is the continual change in its
situation. The ability to work within such an environment is dependent on how
well the situation is managed. SM is focussed on how well a new situation is
recognised, reasoned and predicted [8]. Jakobson (2013) defines SM as goal-
directed processes that consist of sensing and information collecting, perception
and recognition of situations, analysis of past situations, prediction of future
situations and reasoning, planning and implementation of actions. Figure 1 illus-
trates the general view of SM.

SM, by its very nature, is cognitive, as its components exhibits perception,
memory, learning and deliberation [8]. SM has three main components: situation
investigation, situation control and situation prediction. Situation investigation
refers to a cogitative analysis of situations to determine why they have occurred,
situation control is viewed as determining whether to change or retain the situa-
tion based on the goals of the environment and situation prediction is the assess-
ment of possible future situations [8]. Jakobson (2013) believes the most critical
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Fig. 1. Situation management view (After Jakobson (2013))

component within the SM model is situation control. The situation control loop
is composed with deliberative and subsumptive-based loops, where the former
is related to the cognitive processes required within a CA and the focal point
of this paper. The deliberative control loop component of the SM model can be
regraded as the vehicle of instantiating mental modelling and producing mental
representation of the environment. Jakobson (2013) agrees and discusses how
the deliberative control loop resembles the Observe-Orient-Decide-Act (OODA)
loop, where the focus is providing a SM model with the sensing, perception and
comprehension of entities, their states and the relations between them.

4 The Cognitive Architecture for Tactical Information
Assessment (CATIA)

4.1 What Is CATIA?

The Cognitive Architecture for Tactical Information Assessment (CATIA) is a
tactical CA designed to support current and future situation and threat assess-
ment by utilising concepts, characteristics and features from situation manage-
ment. As shown in Fig. 2, CATIA enables the recognition, perception and com-
prehension of information-rich environments, asymmetrical threats and ambigu-
ous situations, in unison with tactical mission systems. The implementation of
a tactical CA in conjunction, or within, tactical systems will enable TIA to
produce far more accurate threat behaviours. The result is the tactical systems
will represent far more descriptive, estimated and plausible projected actions for
superior decision-making.

CATIA exploits the Belief, Desire and Intention (BDI) framework and Multi-
Agent System (MAS) design patterns, which is ideal for TIA and SM [4].
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Fig. 2. Schema of CATIA

MAS design patterns allow systems to exhibit capabilities that allow agents to act
independently, rationally reason and interact within their environment. The BDI
framework facilitates two major battlespace functions: detection and recognition
and; sensing, perceiving and comprehension of tactical events. CATIA ensures
agents exhibit goal-directed behaviours, reasoning and cognitive automation.

4.2 Components of CATIA

CATIA is a Java-based real-time system that utilises and extends BDI4Jade,
an open-source Java based BDI framework that extends the Java Agent Devel-
opment Environment (JADE) [17]. CATIA consists of three main components:
Recognition, Reasoning and Deliberation. CATIA also extends the BDI4Jade
framework by introducing the concepts of explicit and implicit beliefs, weighted
transient desires and intentions. The components of CATIA are discussed in
subsequent sections.

Recognition

The Recognition component serves CATIA’s perception of tactical events and
situations. Information is extracted from a tactical event to determine whether:
(i) a new tactical situation has occurred, i.e. a new threat or (ii) a new event
for the current situation, i.e. new behaviours for a current threat. Perception
of a tactical event is illustrated by revising, and updating the current beliefset
of a BDI agent. The beliefset of an agent within CATIA consists of implicit
and explicit beliefs. Explicit beliefs are derived from the definitive and infor-
mative knowledge contained within a tactical event and will invoke the method
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getBeliefRevisionStrategy(). The belief revision will determine whether TIA
needs to occur.

The introduction of implicit beliefs in CATIA provides a superior and novel
cognitive capability to TIA. An implicit belief is a non-representational envi-
ronmental attribute or characteristic of an agent that can assist in reasoning,
perception and deliberation of a new tactical event. When processing an tactical
event, if the informative knowledge does not match the implicit beliefs of the
environment or BDI Agent, then a new ‘situation’ has occurred. The new sit-
uation could be the introduction of a new type of threat that is not consistent
with the battlespace environment or a new behaviour to a known asymmetrical
or smart threat. This introduction of implicit beliefs delivers a superior app-
roach to situation assessment as it is the primary step to reducing uncertainty.
The tactical event is delivering information regarding the behaviours of new, or
existing threats. Within CATIA, a new belief becomes a TransientBelief type
and will commence the Reasoning cycle within CATIA.

Reasoning

CATIA’s Reasoning component has two major processes: Comprehension and
Representation. Comprehension refers to how the beliefs formulated in the
Recognition component are interpreted, integrated and understood. Comprehen-
sion requires three stages: Knowledge Retrieval and Selection, Assessment and
Representation Update. The first stage aims to utilise battlespace knowledge
bases to interpret, integrate and potentially update the information from a BDI
Agent’s beliefs. This stage can be viewed as memory and learning, as CATIA is
relying on past events to formulate an understanding the current situation.

Assessment is the core of Comprehension and can be achieved by using cur-
rent and novel TIA methodologies. Assessment also utilises sophisticated tech-
niques for contextual knowledge retrieval, which include tactical-to-enterprise
technologies (modelling and simulation, or data as a service (MaaS/DaaS)) and,
intelligent and dynamic mission data. The result of Assessment is an integrated
COP of the current tactical information. In other words, CATIA agents will have
a mental model of the current situation.

The next step is the Representation, which contains three processes: Con-
text, Motivation/Goal Creation and Goal Selection. Context is where Tran-
sient Goals are initiated. These goals are weighted, where the weights are
calculated from pre-existing and dynamic rules. If a transient goal’s weight-
ing is below a certain threshold, this could indicate further comprehension is
required, thus instantiating a new Comprehension cycle. Goal selection utilises
the OptionGenerationFunction, and will select a goal based on its weighting.
The goal will be created based on the situation’s beliefs, meaning several beliefs
can be associated with a goal. The selection of the goal will also represent a BDI
Agent’s desire, or motivational state.
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Deliberation

Deliberation is the last component within CATIA and consists of three processes:
Goal Feasibility, Plan Creation and Plan Selection. Goal Feasibility will assess
whether a goal selected from Reasoning can be achieved. If the goal cannot
be achieved, the Reasoning component will be instantiated. In this case, the
weighting of the goal will be recalculated, another goal will be selected, or the
belief may be deemed unacceptable, or no longer required and a belief revision
is required. If a goal is feasible, Plan Creation will create Intentions. Plan
Selection will begin and formulate a Plan strategy that consists of actions. This
is where CATIA’s decision-making cycle resides.

The decision-making component is complex; and is currently being designed
and developed. At the basic level, the decision-making process will determine
whether a plan strategy is accepted or rejected. If rejected, Plan Creation and
Plan Selection will recommence, thus also instantiating the Reasoning compo-
nent. The current design of CATIA’s decision-making centres around exploiting
tactical decision aids within the tactical system to assist in superior decision-
making. The decision-making component of CATIA will be discussed in a future
paper.

5 CATIA and the Future Integrated Mission System
(FIMS)

Current tactical systems are not designed to allow for separate and distinct tac-
tical components, where subsystems have high interdependencies. The result of
current tactical system design principles would render a cognitive architecture
within current tactical systems near impossible. The Tactical System Integra-
tion (TSI) Branch within the Defence Science and Technology (DST) Group has
been designing and developing FIMS, a new generation mission system for future
air platforms. FIMS is based upon Layered Approach to Service Architectures
for a Generic Network Environment (LASAGNE), which is a Service-Oriented
Architecture (SOA) framework that delivers a foundation for developers to cre-
ate concurrent (multi-threaded), interoperable, portable, deterministic and real-
time software components. The main advantage of LASAGNE is the ability for
dynamic deployment of tactical system components.

A significant advantage of FIMS is its ability to host CATIA, implementing
a far more sophisticated, and superior TIA functionality. Currently, if a fusion
subsystem cannot determine the threat, it will be classified as unknown. No
further assessment or information processing can occur to determine the threat’s
behaviour or identification in real-time. Rather, manual processing of the threat
information is conducted after a mission operation has concluded. CATIA is
of great benefit to a fusion component, where upon the identification of an
object, or the behaviour of a threat is not persistent with its known behavioural
patterns, FIMS would utilise CATIA to further process tactical events related
to the threat. A major advantage of this functionality is threat behaviours,
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identity and intent can be determined in real time, rather than after a mission.
This will strengthen the decision superiority of onboard tactical decision aids,
but most importantly, enhance the performance of the human operating the
tactical system.

6 Future Work and Conclusion

This paper highlights the need for agent-based cognitive architectures and their
importance, especially in the area of TIA. In addition, this paper illustrates the
current challenges of automated TIA techniques and how SM and MAS can be
used to introduce and enhance computational cognitive attributes in situation
and threat assessment.

The implementation of cognitive architectures within tactical systems is fast
becoming reality. This paper highlights how CATIA is leading a new and emerg-
ing area of tactical cognitive architectures. The potential benefits of this exciting
and innovative research are extensive, especially for enhancing information and
decision superiority within a joint battlespace. CATIA’s current development
activities are focussed on the Recognition and Reasoning components. Once
completed, they will be integrated within FIMS to investigate the concept of
distributed TIA.

The development activities will also shift toward decision-making processes,
with an emphasis on distributed tactical and automated decision-making.
CATIA will be further developed with a novel approach to decision-making,
where the aspiration is to produce a new generation of tactical decision aids to
enhance distributed decision superiority.
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Abstract. Mobile agent technologies are known for their capacity to develop
and construct distributed, heterogeneous and interoperable systems. Despite the
presence of several platforms for the development of mobile agent applications,
security issues act as a main deterrent against such trends. Based on this, we
conducted a comparative study of the most promising and existing mobile agent
platforms, showing the diverse security features employed to address various
threats. We investigate also the trust models used by the platforms. The estab-
lished study focuses on the contributions to verify security criteria by the used
security mechanisms in every studied platform. This study is important not only
to allow practitioners pick the most suitable platforms to meet their security
requirements, but also to allow researchers address the voids by ameliorating the
concluded limits and proposing possible improvements of new versions of these
platforms.

Keywords: Mobile agents � Mobile agent platforms � Security criteria � Trust

1 Introduction

Mobile agent technology offers several advantages for software development such as
the reduction of network traffic, disconnected operations and reducing communication
costs. Although the mobility of agents has several advantages, it increases security
issues. Thus, a key challenge for the expansion of their use is to overcome these
problems. To date, in most cases surveys on security in mobile agent systems [1, 2]
describe only some basic security characteristics used in some platforms. Moreover in
most cases surveys do not provide a comparison of security aspects in mobile agent
platforms according to the security criteria and do not take consideration of variants
and add-ons. Our paper does not just list the security mechanisms provided by the
platforms, but it focuses on security criteria, specific to mobile agent systems, that need
to be fulfilled to have a high security level. The criteria, derived from the ISO standard
(ISO/IEC 27000:2009), have been detailed to go in depth in the comparison. We have
established the correspondence between the defined sub-criteria and the existing
mechanisms in each platform. Such an analysis enabled us to identify the location of
the gaps in each security system, which made it possible to identify the problem and to
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mitigate this fuzzy aspect around security and to identify what is missing to contribute
to its insurance. In the analysis tables, each of the boxes that specify that the sub
criterion is not verified, present a domain to explore, knowing that the proposal of the
right solution begins with the proper specification of the gaps. In this paper the sections
are organized as follows: we describe in Sect. 2 the security criteria on mobile agent
systems, in Sect. 3 we present a comparative study of mobile agent platforms by
investigating the provided security mechanisms and the treated security criteria. In
Sect. 4 we present the trust models used by the studied platforms. Finally, the final
section presents the conclusion.

2 The Security Criteria on Mobile Agent Platforms

A platform security performance is identified by its level of obedience to the security
criteria. Based on [3, 4], we describe the different security criteria on mobile agent
platforms as follows:

• Confidentiality: All private data stored on a platform or carried by an agent must
remain accessible only to authorized entities.

• Integrity: The platform and the agents must protect from unauthorized changes.
• Access Control: This is the definition of authorizations that specify who is allowed

to do what, how and under what condition on an agent and on a platform.
• Availability: The platform of the agent must be able to ensure the availability and

usability of data and services to local and remote agents.
• Non-repudiation: The technique of non-repudiation is to eliminate the risk that an

agent or a platform may deny sending the data or perform an action.
• Authentication: This is the ability to verify the identity of the two interacting entities

that they are what they claim to be.
• Authenticity: The identity verification and at the same time the authentication of the

communicating parties and integrity of the transmitted message or agent.

3 Comparative Study of Mobile Agent Platforms

In this section we develop a comparative study of mobile agent platforms with an
emphasis on the contribution of provided security mechanisms and approaches to the
verification of security criteria. The studied platforms are Aglets [5], SOMA [6, 7], Jade
[8, 9] and Cougaar [10, 11]. Even though some platforms do not have recent references,
it sometimes presents important solutions and mechanisms that are not used in plat-
forms, which have a higher level of security, with recent references. These platforms
are chosen because they are well known and they focus on the aspects of security.
In the analysis tables, each of the boxes that specify that the sub criterion is not verified,
present a domain to explore, knowing that the proposal of the right solution begins with
the proper specification of the gaps.
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3.1 The Authentication Criteria

In the current system of Aglets, all servers in the same domain share a secret key, and an
agent is authenticated only if it belongs to the same source domain of the visited place.
The agent’s manufacturer is currently anonymous because code signing is not sup-
ported. An extension of aglet SAglet [12] implements Public/Private key for authenti-
cation of both the originator and visitor platforms. In SOMA platform, only the agents
that their domain of origin is not trusted need to be authenticated. The agent authenti-
cation is based on the owner information. Before the agent migration this information,
the initial state of the agent and its code are digitally signed by the owner. SOMA uses
the role certification standard X.509. Poggi et al. [13] present a security model for JADE
that uses a certification authority (CA) and inserts the agent platform into an existing
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). The Jade-S security add-on [8], provides authentication
of a user by the verification of its username and password. An extension of Jade-S [14]
defines a strong user authentication module using database users’ fingerprints that are
signed with public/private key pair. The Jade-S has been extended [15] by implementing
Login Module and an enhanced Security Certification Authority. The X.509v3
digitally-signed certificates, contains owner biometric information. Another extension
of Jade-S [16] adds the self-contained sensors to extend the performance of the
authentication system. A PKI add-on [17] is proposed to provide the Jade platform with
the possibility of using the digital signature of the home container for the authentication.
Cougaar platform allows mutual authentication. An agent can be signed by its owner
using X.509 digital certificates or the standard username-password. Cougaar allows the
use of public key infrastructure (PKI) and certificating authorities (CA). A summary of
the study of the authentication parameters in the mobile agent platforms is presented in
Table 1. The platforms which use authentication based on the verification of the agent
digital signature allow the receiver to know that only the sender could have encrypted it.
Authentication across the platforms is related to the domain (the case of Aglet), the user
or the administrator of the place but not the agent. An authentication of the agent itself
can allow the consideration of many important security concepts and the definition of
fine-grained security policy for a better security level. The fact that a platform does not
use a key distribution adds considerable administrative burden and make the system
more susceptible to several attacks such as masquerade.

3.2 The Integrity Criteria

In mobile agent systems, the integrity of an agent includes the integrity of the agent
code and the agent state (intermediate results). Agent code integrity: All platforms that
use digital signature ensure the integrity of the agent code. The digital signature is not
only a method of identifying the owner of the agent but it is a guarantee of the integrity
of the agent code. The integrity of collected data: Ensuring the integrity of the data is to
prevent any entity from changing intermediate results. Another important aspect is the
computation integrity: Since a malicious host can execute an agent, it is necessary to
have the guarantee that the computation was done according to the instructions of the
mobile agent. In this context we make a study concerning the integrity parameters used
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in the mobile agent platforms (Table 2). Given that the code signing is not provided by
Aglet, integrity is not supported directly by Aglets platform. Any malicious agent or
platform can change the data an agent carried along the way. SAglet proposes the
detection of changes in the agent itinerary using the signature of itinerary object by the
originator private key. Secure Aglet Server (SAS) [18] extends Aglets to support the
creation of Message Digests using the Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) and to allow
the ability to digitally sign objects. SAS adds a java class library that implements the
concept of Read-Only data. SOMA presents two solutions to help resolve the problem
of the agent state integrity using the Message Integrity Code (MIC). The first solution is
that (Trusted Third Party) agents, that need to make cryptographic functions to protect
collectable data, must visit a trusted third party place to validate its encryption after
visiting an untrusted place. The second solution is that (Multiple-Hops) collected data
integrity is assured without imposing any additional visits to other places. Collected
data security is ensured by proofs chain structure among the various platforms hosting
the agent. The integrity of the “chain” of cryptographic proofs is verified by the owner
when the agent returns back. The limit of Multiple-Hops protocol is that it works
properly only with the ‘visit-once’ assumption. Multiple-Hops do not prevent the
malicious platform from totally deleting/replacing all data in a chain. SOMA employs
the transport layer security (TLS) for the agent transfer. TLS protocol is the successor
version of SSL version 3 and is considerably a more secure and capable protocol. In
Jade platform, PKI-Add On achieves integrity of the agent code by signing it with the

Table 1. The authentication parameters in the mobile agent platforms

Platforms Authentication based on Key
distribution

Aglet Aglet Domain secret key Not
available

SAglet Digital signature (public/private key of the platform) Not
available

SOMA Digital signature of the owner X.509
certification

Jade Jade-S Owner username and password (JAAS) Not
available

[14] Owner username and password (JAAS), Fingerprints
signed with public/private key pair

Not
available

[15] Owner username and password, digital signature of
the agent owner, fingerprint information

X.509 v3
certification

[16] Owner username and password, digital signature of
the agent owner, fingerprint information,
self-contained sensors

X.509 v3
certification

Jade-S,
PKI add-on

Digital signature of the home container PKI

Cougaar Username-password, digital signature and X.509
digital certificate of the owner or the server, role
based certification

X.509
certification
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private key of the container and attaching the certificate to the field of the agent.
Compared to other platforms, Cougaar does not use the process of serialization
mobility but it uses shared-object mobility, in which agents are shared between plat-
form containers and the agent’s state is synchronized across platforms during execu-
tion. The messaging component is used for synchronizing the state: Agents store their
state on the Cougaar Blackboard [10]. Cougaar uses assessor and data plugins for real
time monitoring of the execution process. The problem of code integrity and collected
data, which is not going to be changed after its initialization, is resolved by crypto-
graphic functions and digital signature. The challenge problem to solve is to prevent
malicious platforms from making undetectable falsification of the process execution,
like pretending using the already calculated intermediate results in the computation of
results provided by the malicious platform. Or especially in this case, due to the
uncertainty in the computation, we can say that using a trust model, to help decision
making process in choosing hosts to visit, can improve considerably the computation
integrity by trying to limit the selected hosts to trusted ones.

Table 2. The integrity parameters in the mobile agent platforms

Platforms Agent code integrity Collected data integrity Computation
integrity

Aglet Aglet Not available Not available Not available
SAglet Integrity of the agent code

by the digital signature,
Integrity of the itinerary
object (static)

Not available Not available

SOMA Integrity of the agent code
by the digital signature

Cryptographic
functions (TTP, MH)

Not available

Jade Jade-S SSL for the agent transfer
but agent is not signed

Not available Not available

[14] SSL for the agent transfer
but agent is not signed

Not available Not available

[15] Integrity of the agent code
by the digital signature,
SSL

Not available Not available

Jade-S
& PKI
add-on

Integrity of the agent code
by the digital signature of
the home container, SSL

Signature of data
which is not going to
be changed after its
initialization

Not available

Cougaar Agents are shared
between platform
containers (shared-object
mobility)

Agent’s state is
synchronized across
platforms during
execution

Real time
monitoring of
the process
execution
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3.3 Communication Authenticity

Authenticity of a communication between two partners imposes their authentication
and the integrity of the transmitted message. Aglet authenticates the communicating
parties that belong to the same domain using the secret key but it does not use the
exchanged key to encrypt communications. Whiteboard is also a type of communi-
cation used in aglets. The SAS aglet extension is selected to implement SSL in the
Tahiti server. SOMA uses implicit communication that does not require the name of the
communicating parties. Agents in the same place interact by means of shared objects,
such as blackboards and tuple spaces [19]. Tuples spaces are suitable for agent coor-
dination but not applicable to bulk data exchange. To provide channel integrity, con-
fidentiality and authentication of communicated parties, SOMA uses TLS protocol with
a set of cryptographic algorithm. On Jade platform messages are neither encrypted nor
signed by default. It is the responsibility of the agent sending a message to explicitly
request the platform to sign and/or encrypt a message. Messages are transferred over
secure channels SSL. Cougaar uses Blackboard publish/subscribe for communication
within the agent itself and between agents. Inter-agent communication is via message
passing. UltraLog components [20] can adaptively support and alternate multiple
protocols. Cougaar offers third-party developers the possibility to write new link
protocols and plugin them into Cougaar. For all platforms, if a communication is
established between two agents when one of them or both are not in their home place,
the agents or their home place administrator are not responsible for the authentication
of the communicating parties, it is the responsibility of the visited place administrator,
or at least the person who specified the certificate used for visited place authentication.
The issue here (for the sender and/or the receiver) is about the reliability of these parties
and how much an agent can trust a platform to sign or encrypt a message. Different
agents from different owners and creators can communicate through the same
authenticated secure socket. However, in critical cases this can be considered as an
inconvenience. For platforms that use Blackboard it seems there is no existing control
related to the content and transaction security is considered only as adherence to objects
in the Blackboard.

3.4 Access Control Criteria

In this sub-section we compare the different used access control approaches. There are
three hierarchies for Access control in Aglet: general level for unauthenticated man-
ufacturer, organization level for unauthenticated owner and per-aglet level otherwise.
Also in Aglet the definition of authorization can use other parameters like computing
power, occupancy level, organizational affiliation, pricing, code certification, or the
type of aglet. In SAglet, after the verification of the authentication of the visitor agent, a
service agent handles the resource request according to the policy file which includes a
policy entry to each originator node and agent. The factors taken into consideration
when controlling access to resources in SOMA can be divided into two types: static and
dynamic factors. Static factors are the identity of the agent and its role. As dynamic
factors, we can mention the application state and the resource state. In Jade all actions
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that agents can perform on the platform are controlled based on the owner identity and
according to a policy file. There are two types of policy files: platform and containers
policy files. The access control to resources of the platform proposed in [16] uses a
merger of three access control methods: Role Based Access Control [21], Mandatory
Access Control [22] and Credential Based Access Control [22]. The work of [16] offers
the possibility of declaring a role as delegable and/or re-delegable by a delegation
certificate to transfer the authorization related to that role to another subject. The access
control of agents to resources uses reputation system. Owner reputation values are
calculated using a distributed version of the Eigen Trust algorithm [23], based on the
agent past behavior and integrity but it is not specific to mobile agent systems. Cougaar
uses the KAoS policy system [24]. KAoS allows the definition of high-level policies
and finely grained policies. Application-specific concepts can be introduced to the
KAOS policy. Policies may be changed by users or by its adaptive security engine. We
can conclude that there is no platform which offers an access control policy that treats
all parameters in Table 3 and even the parameters used can be improved by taking into
account more aspects and details related to mobile agent systems especially parameters
related to the trust level.

3.5 The Availability Criteria

In Aglet an agent can share a common allowance with its clones and created agent.
Allowance gives the possibility of defining time CPU, memory, agent life span, size of
an agent and whether new aglets can be created. All these parameters contribute in
avoiding blocking. SOMA allows the monitoring of CPU usage percentage; related
conditions can be expressed per single target host or per a whole target domain. SOMA
can limit the number of operations in case of surcharge. SOMA uses protection domain
to isolate agents from other agents running concurrently. In case of intrusion detection,
SOMA allows the decrease of the execution priority, the suspension or the termination
of the breaker agents. Jade allows the definition of a maximum waiting time for a
requested message with the possibility for every single behavior to block its compu-
tation, in the meantime, not to waste CPU time. Jade gives the possibility of defining
timeout after which an agent must execute a task. Cougaar allows the reactive blocking

Table 3. The access control parameters in the mobile agent platforms

Platforms AgID OwID Origin
host

Agent
Role

Org
Aff/gpe

Behavior Trust level

Agent Owner Origin
host

Org
A/G

Itine-rary

Aglet Aglet ● ●
SAglet ● ● ●

SOMA ● ●
Jade Jade-S ●

[20] ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
Cougaar ● ● ● ● ●

Legend:
●: The parameter is used for the definition of the access control policy on the platform.
AgID: Agent ID, OW: Owner ID, Origin Host: Originated host, Org A/G: organizational affiliation/group.
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of ports based on the connection rate. According to the established study (Table 4),
there are several aspects that can be improved in mobile agent platforms to increase the
level of availability.

3.6 Non-repudiation Criteria

To avoid repudiation a platform should provide a logging service to be able to keep
track of all actions and attempts of agents, as well as authentication failures or when
transmission faults occur. Aglet uses log files to logs events. SOMA maintains history
of previous performance and provides indicators, notifications and statistics of moni-
tored events. Jade provides a logging service by instantiation of logger objects, with the
possibility of specifying the logging level and handlers. Logging and analyzing ser-
vices are among future directions of Cougaar platform.

3.7 Confidentiality Criteria

For agents and messages, the confidentiality is ensured like for any data or component
in the network, by the use of cryptographic mechanisms. Aglet proposes to use
cryptographic algorithms if the peer contexts want to exchange sensitive information.
In SOMA it is possible to use DES channel encryption or the SSLv3, both allows the
encryption of agents and messages. Jade platform provide the possibility to encrypt
messages using public or private key of the owner. A Jade user just needs to request a
message to be encrypted using the EncryptionService. The use of the SSL protocol
allows Jade to ensure the confidentiality of the agent during its transfer. Cougaar
provides for the developer the possibility to integrate standard practice security mea-
sures like cryptographic mechanisms.

4 Trust Models Used in the Platforms

In the Aglets trust model, a server determines that an agent is trustworthy only if it is
sent from a server in the same domain. A trusted agent is an authenticated agent. Aglet
safety is ensured by restricting the agents transfer to servers in the same domain. The
security level is static, an agent is trusted or not for all its lifecycle. In Aglet the visited
platform is trusted by default. In SOMA, the notion of trust is equivalent to the concept
of role assignment; roles are used to express the trust model chosen by the determi-
nation of allowed operations in the resource system. The visited platform is trusted by
default. In Cougaar, an authenticated agent is considered as trusted agent. The platform
is considered by default trusted by the agents. In the Jade platform an authenticated
user is considered to be trusted also his actions and agents that it generates. The
platform is considered to be trusted by default. The reputation system described by [16]
combines a reputation value to each service provided by each agent which reflects the
satisfaction of all the agents they interact with the service. This work use Eigentrust
algorithm to calculate the service reputation value. This algorithm is not specific to
mobile agent system. In the works of [25, 26], an extension of Jade, the reputation is a
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value earned by a good behavior on a platform. If an agent terminates successfully a
session +1 is attributed to his reputation score, −1 otherwise. In Table 5 we present the
different aspects of trust management handled by the different platforms. In all studied
platforms the hosts are always considered as trusted. This can cause that the threat of a
malicious platform be neglected. Even if the platform is authenticated, there is always
the possibility that it is or becomes malicious. Also for the agent, the fact that it is
authenticated or has a specific role that does not mean it is trusted because it can carry
and use malicious code or/and false data. It may have changed its behavior during the
course of its itinerary, by an attack carried out by another agent or by a malicious host.

5 Conclusion

In general, all tested platforms use considerable security functions but provide different
levels of security. According to this comparative study of platforms, Cougaar and Jade
could be considered as platforms that offer higher levels of security than others.

Table 4. Treated aspects to ameliorate availability

Platforms Control the resource usage Control related to the
agent characteristics

Recovering
the system

Aglet Time CPU/memory usage Agent’s life span, Agent
size, whether new aglets
can be created

-

SOMA CPU usage percentage,
Limiting the number of
operations, Decrease of the
execution priority, Suspension
or the termination of the
breaker agents, Protection
domain

- -

Jade Jade-S Avoid active wait Maximum waiting time
for a requested
message, timeout for an
agent task

-

Cougaar Reactive blocking of ports - -

Table 5. The different aspects of trust management handled by mobile agent platforms

Platforms Static trust Dynamic trust Trust computation

Aglet ●
SOMA ●
Jade Jade & Jade-S ●

[16] ● Eigentrust algorithm
[25, 26] ● Successful session +1, −1 otherwise

Cougaar ●
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It should be noted that Jade is a platform in accordance with the FIPA standard whereas
this is not the case for Cougaar. Jade is more popular and easier to use than Cougaar
that provide more complicated and unfamiliar interfaces. The highlight of the Cougaar
platform is its Adaptive Security Engine. Cougaar includes a Framework for moni-
toring and interaction that collects and analyzes data from various entities to detect
possible attacks, which can dynamically adjust the security policy in each server.
Cougaar is suitable for dynamic and complex environments. The attention to authen-
tication within Cougaar and Jade platforms is very useful for trust management. By this
study we conclude that the main problems in mobile agent platforms are: the code or
parts of the agent which must be readable by the visited platforms, the encryption and
decryption of the messages when the agent is not in its home platform, the case when
the collected data will be updated later in the itinerary of the mobile agent before it
returns to its home platform and the case when the behavior of an agent depends on
results of its execution in foreign hosts. By observing these problems we can conclude
that they are all caused by the uncertainty, and providing only ‘hard’ security is not
enough to avoid interacting with an entity that carries malicious code or has a selfish
behavior. These observations allow us to say that one of the promoting fields that can
bring future amelioration to the next generation of mobile agent platforms, is the trust
management as such contribution will allow dealing with uncertainty and avoiding
interaction with malicious entity (platform or agent). Integrating a comprehensive trust
model specific to mobile agent systems that provides trust decisions in the security
decision-making process contribute to enhance and improve security performance. We
propose to integrate a framework for trust management based on a trust model specific
to mobile agents systems. This framework must include dimensions which allow us to
calculate trust level of different entities. A trust level can be calculated based on
different metrics like direct interactions, reputation and risk measure. By the elaborated
study we conclude that a combination of the most effective mechanisms used by the
different platforms with a detailed trust model specific to mobile agent systems and new
mechanisms for verification of the sub-criteria identified as unavailable may lead to a
new solution with an important level of security. Such a study can also help many
potential researchers or developers who want to use mobile agent-based technologies
for their applications. With this study, we expect to contribute to cover the need of an
updated study related to security level provided by mobile agent platforms, and to
encourage future work in the field.
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Abstract. Nowadays, there is an increasing need to provide a safe and inde-
pendent living for cognitively deficient population. Notably, we have to improve
seniors’ autonomy and their public spaces accessibility. Giving these observa-
tions, the aim of this paper is to provide a personalized adaptive assisting system
for elderly. More precisely, this paper presents the specification and imple-
mentation of a self-organizing multi-agent system able to abstract the different
distributed components involved in user’s environment. This system is able to
detect different possible situations that a user could face in his daily outdoors
activities and propose accordingly appropriate actions. This system not only
learns user’s habits from its perceptions but also improves its recommendations
thanks to feedbacks provided by stakeholders (family, doctors …) following a
reinforcement learning reasoning. Finally, we present our system evaluation
specially its learning capabilities through different scenarios that have been
generated automatically.

Keywords: Assisted living system � Multi-agent system � AMAS theory �
Reinforcement learning

1 Introduction

Currently, the increasing ageing of the population is one of today’s major problems.
Some difficulties, such as cognitive deficiency among seniors, make the independent
access to the city difficult and unfortunately encourage them to stay at home [1, 2]. The
increasing population of elder people and their social isolation requires that more
activities should be done in order to improve their quality of life. One possible way is
to provide them with tools that assist them.

Nowadays, the rapid increasing of electronic components and the reduction of their
cost have led to an explosion of the number and functionalities of smart devices.
Applications of these devices have reached various domains and a considerable amount
of progress was noticed in assisting seniors in their life such as home monitoring, fall
detection and geolocation gadgets. However, the majority of devices on the market, are
designed for indoor care or limited to a defined zone or made to assist a limited set of
predefined tasks [3–5]. Moreover, they do not provide a personalized tool that is able to
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evolve according to the user needs and to adapt to their gradually cognitive decline or
sudden habits changes [6].

This paper presents a research that aims at designing and developing an adaptive
accompanying system that enables potentially vulnerable and dependent population to
maintain their social life and to ease their access to urban services independently and to
unsure user security while being outside. The targeted population is older adults having
age-related cognitive deficiencies such as memory loss, difficulties in doing parallel
tasks and activities planning.

We propose a self-organizing multi-agent system called Sadikikoi1 able to perceive
its environment and detect conventional or problematic situations. Our system will
propose actions to respond to detected situations and will improve its behavior to adapt
to the user habits and requirements by a reinforcement learning approach. The system
should be able: to evolve using received perceptions coming from different compo-
nents, to analyze and correlate those perceptions and to propose the action required for
assisting the user in his daily life activities outdoors. Moreover, perceptions may be
coming from a smartphone sensor, wearable sensors or other devices distributed in the
environment. Thus a multi-agent system seems adequate to handle those different
components and their interactions and to deal with scalability. Our multi-agent system
combines the AMAS (“Adaptive Multi-agent System”) theory and a reinforcement
learning approach.

Our contribution is threefold. First, we provide a multi-agent architecture: its
components and their interactions described with a UML diagram. Second, we define
the self-adaptive feature of our system that is based on self-organization following a
reinforcement approach. The self-organization feature relies on the automatic creation,
modification or deletion of agents without external intervention. We give high-level
algorithms and a UML sequence diagram to specify this feature. Third, we provide and
discuss evaluations based on simulations.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the state of the art of existing
researches sharing a similar goal such as assisted living systems and their limitation.
Section 3 shows the proposed multi-agent system, its architecture and the specification
of its self-adaptive feature. Section 4 illustrates the implemented system and its use-
fulness. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

Several advanced researches on ambient assisted living (AAL) systems have already
been done. In this section, we will compare the most representative AAL systems of the
state of the art and specifically the closest ones (same target population, close functions
…) to our research.

We consider eight systems (AMON, WEALTHY, UCS, COACH, PEAT, Auto-
minder, OutCare and KopAL) that are compared considering two disciplines (see
Table 1): computer science and social human science. Regarding social science,

1 The system build is called Sadikikoi and it is part of the compagnon project funded by the
Midi-Pyrénées Region.
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we consider user criteria including functional requirements and user needs. Regarding
computer science, we take into account system requirements and the followed
methodology (interdisciplinary, participative design).

AMON a wearable multi-parameter medical monitoring and alert system [4] and
WEALTHY a Wearable Health Care System Based on Knitted Integrated Sensors [7]
consist on wearable sensors that provide continuous monitoring of their user. Both
share the same functionality: save user’s information and send a signal. The infor-
mation transmitted is stored in a server and then sent either to family, a neighbor or a
helping person. Those devices are certainly interesting, though, is not adaptive but
rather reactive device: when a defined condition is detected, a signal is sent. So this
system will neither learn nor evolve according to the changing needs of its user.

Japan’s Fujitsu UCS has unveiled a prototype cane equipped with a GPS that
guides the seniors in their movements, but also to monitor them remotely and monitor
their heart rate [8]. As this rod is still in the prototype stage there is not much details
about it neither about the used techniques. It is definitely interesting but it relies on
sending information and receiving control guidance based on predefined or commu-
nicated thresholds.

Many other assisting devices are defined for indoors assistance, some are usually
targeting a specified task such as the COACH system (Cognitive Orthosis for assisting
aCtivities in the Home) [5] that guide a user through hand washing task based on
planning, other cognitive orthotics tools such as PEAT [9] and Autominder [10] also
use automated planning to provide generic reminders about daily activities.

Others targets a limited zone: OutCare [11] and KopAL [12] support outdoor
wandering issues related to disorientation by alerting the caregiver when leaving a
predefined routes or deviating from daily usual routes.

Table 1 classifies the different described ambient assisted living devices AALs
according to defined criteria extracted according to the user needs and requirements to
create a useful and usable assisting device.

Table 1. Classification of AAL systems
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As described in Table 12, the majority of AAL systems are designed to respond to
predefined situations with predefined conditions and circumstances but they are not
targeting unpredictable situations. Even though they are targeting the same population
and aiming at assisting elderly, those works differ from our work since they are not
adaptive.

We discussed the use of those devices in healthcare based on individuals’ medical
conditions, such as physical or mental disabilities, chronic disease, or rehabilitation
situations. One of the most important shortcomings is that those related works are not
adaptive, nor personalized and tailored to the needs of each user.

Thus, it becomes essential to have an evolving system that will adapt to the user
change of requirements.

This is not an easy task given that aside social issues and ethics of such a device,
the goals set up are not easily reachable. It is very difficult to test exhaustively a device
capable of responding to unpredictable situations.

3 A Self-adaptive Multi-agent System

In order to design and build a self-adaptive system to assist seniors in their daily
outdoor activities while respecting their requirement, we have involved users and their
surroundings, human social science (HSS) and medical experts during the design and
development process following a participative approach.

3.1 Theoretical Foundation of Our Proposed Approach

The computing environment where our system should be deployed is complex since it
is distributed, includes a large number of entities and constraints (devices, sensors …)
and mobile users and devices. It is open since components can enter and leave the
system at any time.

To deal with distribution and openness constraints, we use a multi-agent approach.
As for unpredictability and adaptation, our agents will follow a reinforcement learning
approach taking into account the context.

Let us precise the interest of context and learning in our approach before detailing
the proposed approach.

Need of context
Our system should adapt to the changing contexts of the user and take into account his
possible evolving requirements. In other words, we need to build a context-aware
software that could self-adapt according to user habits, his dependency level, the
changing environment and accessible devices. The notion of Context has been widely
studied (see for example [14, 15]). In our case, we define the context not only by the
user’s location but also the correlation of several parameters such as: network

2 Table legend: The “+ or ++” symbol shows how much the feature is taken into account by each
system and shortcomings of each system are spotted with “− or −−“ symbol.
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connectivity, noise level, heartbeats rate, and every possible sequence of our system
perceptions (events, environment …). These parameters could be collected through
smartphone sensors or connected wearable devices. As stated in [15], the context
provides a meaning to a situation and help to choice the more relevant action to trigger.
In our case, the context is the sequence of our system perceptions (events, environment
…) that justifies the birth of adequate actions.

Need of learning
Giving the numerous and possibly unpredictable contexts that could exist in our
complex environment, it is difficult to enumerate them a priori. One way to deal with
this issue is to use a machine learning approach that enables to build systems that
automatically improve their functioning with experiences and learn to adapt to new
possible contexts. Machine learning is classified in three categories [16, 17] and in our
work, we will use the same reasoning as in the reinforcement learning approach. It is
inspired from the natural learning that learns from its actions and mistakes to produce
better performance in the future, through rewards. Also, it is the only approach that
doesn’t require examples and deals with dynamicity and the unpredictability, required
for our system. More precisely, our agents will automatically determine the ideal
behavior for a specific context based on feedbacks from the environment, and they will
keep on adapting their behavior through time. The goal of each agent is to maximize its
total reward while being cooperative. We will detail the learning process and their
interaction protocol in Sect. 3.2.2.

Proposed Multi-agent Approach: AMAS
We use the Adaptive Multi-Agent Systems (AMAS) [13] approach that aims at solving
problems in a dynamic non-linear environment by enabling agents to learn their
cooperative behavior in order to make emerge the global function of the system.
AMAS theory has presented encouraging results in several context aware application
such as user monitoring system indoors [18] and boat behavior detection [19].

In AMAS theory, agents self-organize by cooperation since automatic creations,
modifications, merging or deletions of agents are operated without external interventions.
Applying this approach to the problem of context learning leads to a specific type of
agents, called Context Agents. They are created at runtime and self-adapt on-the fly [20].

To be cooperative means to valorize the global goal over the personal goal. For
example, if a context agent becomes useless, it will self-destroy for the benefit of the
system. Agents face Non-Cooperative Situation (NCS). For example, a NCS is detected
when two context agents propose two different actions in the same situation and the
wrong recommendation was selected. In this case, a resolution to solve the NCS
situation is conducted collectively by the agents of the system.

3.2 Elderly Monitoring and Assistance with AMAS: System Architecture
and Self-adaptive Feature

3.2.1 Architecture
We implemented a multi-agent system that offers monitoring and analysis of deviation
to detect disorientation situation and assist the user through notifications, alerts and to
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identify and recommend good practices. This system also keeps a margin of initiative
to the user and allows the emergence of innovative processes (set of actions).

Our system contains three main types of agents which are: the percept Agent, The
context Agent and the Effector Agent types. Figure 1 describes the architecture of our
system and its interactions with the environment.

We have three modules in our system that communicates and collaborates, each
composed of a manager and a set of agents. At first, the system contains one situation
manager, one context manager and one scheduler. Percept, context and effector agents
are created progressively at run time.

The percept module detects, saves and interprets inputs received directly from the
environment. Moreover, it guarantees the routing of significant signals to the context
module.

The Context module contains context agents that reason on sent perceptions and
propose appropriate actions.

The Control module gathers the scheduler (decision maker) and effector agents
(performers). It receives context agents’ action propositions, select the most appropriate
one and execute it. It acts and receives feedbacks from the environment for learning
purpose. By environment, we mean both the user behavior and the physical environ-
ment (park, ways, restaurants …) and stakeholders.

Testing our system with real users is risky and time consuming at this stage because
they are vulnerable, not always available and can’t behave normally when observed. So
we decided to define a virtual environment perceived through distributed and unpre-
dictable simulated events. These events are organized by scenario. Each scenario
represents a succession of user daily possible outdoors activities and system actions
that have a relation: done during a given period of time, made on the same place.

Fig. 1. The different modules of our system and its environment
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Figure 2 presents the different components of our MAS (right hand side of the figure)
and the composition of the environment. This later corresponds to the structure of the
scenario (Left hand side of the figure).

In the left hand side of Fig. 2, we represent the structure of generated scenarios
composing our virtual environment. A scenario is a sequence of events (e.g. tasks,
perceptions and actions) made by an actor (e.g. user and system) for a defined duration.
On the right hand side, we can clearly see interactions between the three types of agents
(e.g. percept agents, context agents, effector agents).

3.2.2 The Self-adaptive Feature of Our System
In this section, we will specify the context agent and his cooperative behavior that
represents the key component for the self-adaptive feature of our system.

A. The context Agent specification

Firstly, each context agent has four attributes: context, state, action, appreciation.

Fig. 2. Different components of the virtual environment and our system (UML diagram)
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Let us detail its attributes: Context agent associates to each perceptions an interval
of the values [valueInf, valueSup], which we call validity ranges of each perception.
The combination of all perceptions’ validity ranges composes the context. Appreciation
defines the confidence rate of each context agent.

The context agent state will be said valid if all received perceptions’ values are in
its defined the validity ranges. The context is said validable if the received perception
values are in the validity ranges or in their borders.

In Fig. 3 we present a context agent validity range for a GPS perception (just the
latitude). The yellow interval represents the valid zone, the one with a pattern describes
the validable zone. The white box represent the value of the perception in the current
situation. The context agent is said valid if all perceptions of the current situation in the
yellow zone.

Each context agent follows a life-cycle, at first it is created. Then it can propose an
action if it is in a validable or a valid state. It can be selected by the scheduler and have
its action executed. It can be in the dead state if its confidence is too low. The system
faces four Non-Cooperative Situations (NCS): NCS1: System unproductivity (No
context agent proposing the desired action), NCS2: A wrong action has been per-
formed, NCS3: Useless context Agent has been detected, NCS4: Conflict between
context agents.

To better understand those NCS, the sequence diagram in Fig. 4 describes the
resolution of NCS1.

Fig. 3. Context agent validity ranges example of the GPS latitude percept

Fig. 4. System unproductivity resolving process (UML sequence diagram)
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NCS1 will be managed by the context manager based on the scheduler feedbacks
and will create a new context agent that provides the desired action for an interval that
contains the perceptions at that time. We will detail behaviour algorithms and how it
manages the NCS.

B. Behavior algorithms ensuring the self-adaptive feature

The first algorithm describes the scheduler. It have two phases, the first on is to select
the recommendation to be executed and then to send feedbacks according to the
performed action and detects different types of NCS. However, it’s not responsible of
neither their occurrence nor their resolution and it just follows a couple of rules when
facing multiples propositions:

– The most confident context agent is selected and its proposition is executed
– The valid context is automatically chosen over a validable context

So context agents should manage to make the context agent proposing the relevant
action be valid and the most confident.

There are different three of negative feedbacks, one when there is a context agent
that proposes the desired action along received propositions “sendFeedback(Cs,
Negative,Cd)”,one where none of the proposed context agents proposes the desired
action “sendFeedback(Cs,Negative)” and one that no context was proposed when an
action was needed “sendFeedback(Negative)”. In the two latter cases, the context
manager will be involved in the resolution of those NCSs. The second algorithm
explains the behavior of the context manager whose main role is to dispatch the
received feedbacks to the corresponding context agents. Moreover, the context man-
ager resoles NCS1 and NCS2 by creating a new context agent which explains how our
system becomes populated with context agents in the first place.
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The latter algorithm describes the nominal behavior of the context agent (percep-
tions receptions, state update and recommendations) and the cooperative behavior
when repairing NCS. The context agent ultimate goal is to always be in a cooperative
situation.
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We have two main hypothesis to ensure cooperative behavior between context
agents while dealing with NCSs which are: a validable context agent does not update
its confidence, but updates its validity ranges and a valid context agent can update both
its confidence and its validity ranges.

The context agent behavior algorithm consists on an infinite loop made of three
steps. First, it will start its nominal behavior by updating his state according to received
perceptions and possibly propose a recommendation (line 2 to 6). Second, the context
agent starts a loop to treat received feedbacks from the scheduler in order to learn the
user’s habit and adapt to his requirement. There are two types of possible feedbacks,
positive corresponding to correct recommendation leading the concerned agent to
increase its confidence or its validity ranges (line 8 to 15). Negative feedbacks are
reactions to failing recommendations which trigger NCS (line 16 to 42). Third, the
context agent cooperates with other context agent by executing sent suggestions (line
44 to 56). Feedbacks being sent by the scheduler, the second algorithm details the
behavior of the scheduler.

The self-adaptation feature is based on cooperation that reduces NCS and therefore
maximizes good recommendations by means of self-organization, consisting in:

1. Creating new context agents in case of system unproductivity
2. Modifying existing ones through self-adjustments on the confidence and validity

range
3. Reducing the number of context agents by self-destruction of useless context agent

and by merging context agents when they propose the same action for the same
situation.

Now that we have an overview on our system process, in the following section we
will describe our application and different primary results.

4 System Evaluation

As explained in Sect. 3, our system was tested through scenarios generated automat-
ically. The generator simulates a user’s activities through a combination of perception,
action and tasks. Tasks correspond to user’s activities such as “going shopping”,
“walking”, doctor’s visit.

Figure 5 illustrates the configuration panel of our generator in which we define
various parameters (i.e. number of generated days, number of actions and perceptions
in scenario …) of the generator corresponding to user’s characteristics (his autonomy
level, system acceptance level, …).

We generated a set of 100000 scenarios and created a simulation of 1000 days for a
single user profile. We observe the behavior of our system to test self-adaptation and
self-organization by checking when the system will be able to propose the action
required. The generator goal is to create enough scenarios for a given period of time
(e.g. a day, a week …) in order to evaluate the learning capabilities of our system.
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Figure 6 describes the system considering four common behaviors of learning
process:

• Right True: Is when the system proposes the right action
• Wrong True: Is when the system proposes an action that should not have been

proposed
• Right False: Is when the system doesn’t proposes any actions and it was the right
• Wrong False: Is when the system doesn’t proposes any actions but it should have.

These three graphs of Fig. 6 are generated automatically throughout the execution
of our system. The horizontal axes represent the number of steps (corresponding to the
number of received events). We can clearly see that all graphs start at zero since no
recommendation can be made when no context agent is created yet. The first graph
shows how context agent number evolves with events. We can notice that at the end we

Fig. 5. Configuration panel of the scenarios generator

Fig. 6. Variation of right and wrong predictions made by the MAS
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have 120 context agents for 2400 events. These numbers show that our system doesn’t
create an agent for each event but a same agent is able to manage several correlated
events (corresponding to a situation) thanks to its adaptation.

In the two last graphs of Fig. 6, we can see that our system performs well: Correct
recommendations are almost three times greater than the failing ones. The fact that the
number of errors keeps increasing comes from the unpredictably of our daily life
scenarios. The last graph shows how the correct recommendations (right false and right
true) suggesting the right behavior are three times greater than wrong recommendations
(wrong false, wrong true).

5 Conclusion and Perspectives

In this paper, we have shown that current Ambient Assisted Living systems (AALs) are
facing strong limitations and lacking adaptation since they do not take into account
environment and users’ requirements evolutions.

We have defined the architecture of a self-adaptive multi-agent system that can
assist older adults in their outdoor activities and handle unexpected situations. Our
system has the capacity to learn user habits from its perceptions and improve its
recommendations thanks to feedbacks provided by stakeholders. A simulator has been
implemented and experimentations have shown the feasibility of our system and the
efficiency of our learning process.

However, it is clear that there are still a number of issues that require further
investigations. The simulator can be improved to take into account the user planning in
its recommendations in order to provide recommendation compliant with the user
planning. Moreover, we intend to implement a prototype on smartphones and test it
with real users.
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Abstract. Agents negotiate the meaning of terms in numerous real-life
situations. When they behave so, they can be used as the basis for pro-
viding an emulation paradigm for software agents, habilitating therefore
socio-technical systems to perform meaning negotiation. In this paper we
focus upon two methods for meaning negotiation in defeasible logic and
provide room for an analysis of how the proposed approaches perform the
aforementioned process. Finally we also provide a computational analysis
of the process automation problem.

1 Introduction

In general, negotiation is a dialogue between two or more agents by which they
try to reach an agreement about something starting from different viewpoints
about the shared object. A negotiation process is quantitative when the agents
discuss about how to share a set of countable objects, whereas in Meaning Nego-
tiation, on which we focus in this paper, the proposals are pieces of knowledge
represented by terms, i.e. the expressions of what an agent knows about the
negotiated terms. These pieces of knowledge may be accepted or rejected by the
other discussants.

More specifically, Meaning Negotiation (henceforth MN) is a negotiation
process in which the sharing object is the meaning of a set of terms. An agent R
(the receipient) tries to reach an agreement with a counterpart C by looking at
a proposal π made by C that R compares with her viewpoint ω. The comparison
produces an evaluation that can produce different effects:

– R can accept π for it is compatible with ω. The negotiation ends with an
agreement;

– R rejects π for it is incompatible with ω, but since R thinks that it is possible
to obtain an agreement on a different proposal that she hopes can be derived
in the negotiation process, she responds with a new proposal. This action
inverts the turns in the negotiation process, so that at next turn the role
played by R is played by C and vice versa;

c© Springer International Publishing AG 2018
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– R rejects C’s proposal, and since she came to the conclusion that it is not pos-
sible to reach any agreement with C, she terminates the negotiation process
with an explicit disagreement with C’s viewpoint.

In [5–8] it has been deeply analysed, in different contexts, how to reach agree-
ments, and have been provided methods to implement algorithms that provide
negotiation processes automatically. Although this approach has revealed to be
quite fruitful, only preliminary results has been obtained so far that exhibit
deduction system architecture models for meaning negotiation [9].

In this paper we focus upon a mechanism that is somewhat intrinsic in defea-
sible logic that naturally mimics meaning negotiation, the distinction between
derivation and conclusion, that is also the base of non monotonic capabilities
of defeasible logic. In particular we study a notion of proposal and viewpoint
as studied before for meaning negotiation and embed them in the machinery of
defeasible logic, by means of the notions of literal set and theory. Further on, we
study two variants of defeasible logic systems, that can be used to provide room
for strategies of negotiation and compatibility. These are, respectively, obtained
by introducing revision operators and repair chains. These concepts allow to
determine new models of meaning negotiation that are very simple in terms of
machinery and also efficient computationally.

The purpose of the paper is therefore to clarify how to employ the internal
mechanisms of defeasible logic to emulate the behaviour of a software agent
negotiating the meaning of a set of terms. This allows to employ a very powerful
tool that is also close to logic programming, in order to define such agents.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2 we present the formal-
ism of defeasible logic, and in Sect. 2.1 we accommodate meaning negotiation in
defeasible logic. Section 3 takes some conclusions and sketches further work.

2 Defeasible Theories as Negotiation Structures

DL is based on a logic programming-like language and it is a simple, efficient but
flexible non-monotonic formalism capable of dealing with many different intu-
itions of non-monotonic reasoning. DL is closely related to logic programming
[2] and an argumentation semantics exists [11]. DL has a linear complexity [18]
and also has several efficient implementations (e.g., [3]).

Defeasible logic has originally been created by Donald Nute with a particular
concern about efficiency and implementation.

The main intuition of the logic is to be able to derive “plausible” conclusions
from partial and sometimes conflicting information. Conclusions are tentative
conclusions, in the sense that a conclusion can be withdrawn when we have new
pieces of information.

Defeasible Logic is a sceptical formalism, meaning that it does not support
contradictory conclusions. In cases where there is some support for conclud-
ing φ but also support for concluding ¬φ, the reasoning mechanism does not
conclude either of them. The contradiction is resolved by a priority relation
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between the supports. A defeasible theory, i.e. a knowledge base in Defeasible
Logic, consists of two kinds of knowledge: facts and rules. Facts denote sim-
ple pieces of information that are deemed to be true regardless of the other
knowledge items. They are indisputable statements represented by ground lit-
erals. For example, “Tweety is a penguin” is represented by Penguin(Tweety)
A rule describes the relationship between a set of literals, premises, and a lit-
eral, conclusion. Rules specify the strength of the relation between premises and
conclusion by having different kinds of rules. Rules distinguish between strict
rules, defeasible rules and defeaters representing respectively, by expressions of
the form A1, . . . An → B, A1, . . . An ⇒ B, A1, . . . An � B, where A1, . . . An is a
possibly empty set of prerequisites and B is the conclusion of the rule.

Strict rules are rules in the classical sense: whenever the premises are true then
so is the conclusion. They are used for definitional clauses and the conclusion
of a strict rule is a fact. An example of a strict rule is “Penguins are birds”,
formally: Penguin(X) → Bird(X);

Defeasible rules are rules that can be defeated by contrary evidence. The mean-
ing of a defeasible rule is “whenever the premises are true then presumably
so is the conclusion”. An example of defeasible rule is “Birds usually fly”:
Bird(X) ⇒ Fly(X). The idea is that if we know that X is a bird, then we
may conclude that X can fly unless there is other evidence suggesting that
she may not fly ;

Defeaters are special kind of rules. They are used to prevent conclusion, not to
support them. For example: Heavy(X) � ¬Fly(X) states that if something
is heavy then it might not fly. This rule prevents the derivation of Fly(X)
and it cannot be used to support a ¬Fly(X) conclusion.

The prevention from concluding contradictions is made by the superiority rela-
tion among rules. The superiority relation is used to define priorities among
rules, that is, where one rule may override the conclusion of another rule. For
example: Bird(X) ⇒ Fly(X) and r′ : Penguin(X) ⇒ ¬Fly(X) which contra-
dict one another, no conclusive decision can be made about whether a Tweety
can fly or not. But if a superiority relation is introduce as r′ � r then it can be
concluded that Tweety cannot fly since it is a penguin.

Conclusions can be classified as definite or defeasible. A definite conclusion
is a conclusion that cannot be withdrawn when new information is available. A
defeasible conclusion is a tentative conclusion that might be withdrawn by new
pieces of information. In addition the logic is able to tell whether a conclusion is
or is not provable. Thus it is possible to have the following 4 types of conclusions:

– Positive definite conclusions: meaning that the conclusion is provable using
only facts and strict rules;

– Negative definite conclusions: meaning that it is not possible to prove the
conclusion using only facts and strict rules;

– Positive defeasible conclusions: meaning that the conclusions can be defeasible
proved;

– Negative defeasible conclusions: meaning that one can show that the conclu-
sion is not even defeasibly provable.
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Strict derivations are obtained by forward chaining of strict rules, while a defea-
sible conclusion A can be derived if there is a rule whose conclusion is A, whose
prerequisites (antecedent) have either already been proved or given in the case
at hand (i.e., facts), and any stronger rule whose conclusion is ¬A (the negation
of A) has prerequisites that fail to be derived. In other words, a conclusion A is
(defeasibly) derivable when:

– A is a fact; or
– there is an applicable strict or defeasible rule for A, and either

• all the rules for ¬A are discarded (i.e., not applicable) or
• every applicable rule for ¬A is weaker than an applicable strict or defea-

sible rule for A.

Alternatively the reasoning process can be explained in terms of arguments with
a three phase process:

1. Give an argument for the conclusion to be proved;
2. Consider all possible counter-arguments for the conclusion;
3. Rebut the counter-arguments:

– Show that a counter-argument is not valid (e.g., some of the premises do
not hold);

– Defeat a counter-argument by a stronger argument supporting the con-
clusion.

A defeasible theory D is a triple 〈F ,R,�〉 where F is the set of facts, R =
Rs ∪ Rd ∪ Rdft is the set of strict, defeasible rules and defeaters, and > is the
superiority relation on R.

A rule r ∈ R is formed by an antecedent or body A(r) and a consequent
or head C(r). A(r) consists of a finite sequence of literal while C(r) contains a
single literal.
We denote by C(q) the set of rules having q as consequence.

A conclusion derived form the theory D is a tagged literal and is categorised
accordingly to how the conclusion can be proved:

– +Δq if q is definitely provable (only facts and strict rules are used in the
derivation);

– −Δq if q is not definitely provable (it is different from proving that +Δ¬q so
that it is definitely provable that ¬q);

– +∂q if q is defeasibly provable, then only defeasible rules and/or defeaters are
used in the derivation;

– −∂q if q is not defeasibly provable.

A derivation in defeasible logic is a finite sequence P = (P (1), P (2), . . . , P (n))
of tagged literals. Each tagged literal satisfies some proof conditions. A proof
condition corresponds to the inference rules corresponding to one of the four
kinds of conclusions we mentioned above. P (1 . . . i) denotes the initial part of
the sequence P of length i. In Table 1 we state the conditions for strictly and
defeasible derivable conclusions.
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Table 1. Proof conditions for definite and defeasible derivations.

For the purposes of this paper we can restrict ourselves to defeasible theories
without defeaters. The knowledge representation assumptions we make here can
be summarised in the point below. Before to go into that analysis, let us recall
more formally what kind of model for negotiation we can assume. Basically, by
following the approach proposed in Sect. 1 we aim at allowing two contendants
to discuss about a set of literals, with the goal of deriving a subset of non-
contradictory literals that result acceptable for both parties under an evaluation
semantics that is retained private by each of the two contendants.

Every contendant has a private viewpoint, that is used to evaluate literals.
We explore two basic ways of performing this process, that are both derived by
defeasible logic research:

– By means of belief revision (in particular base revision [10]) as applied to the
superiority relation;

– By means of the superimposition of a logical model in which discussants relate
parts of the viewpoint by preferences on what part has to be applied to try
the derivation of a literal when the previous part failed in this process.

Within the above described framework, we make the following assumptions:

– A viewpoint is a defeasible theory;
– A proposal is a finite set of literals;
– The evaluation of a proposal is a function that returns true when a proposal

is derived in a viewpoint, and false in the opposite case.
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The behaviour of agents is modelled by the operations that need to be per-
formed to manage the process described in [7]. An agent’s decision when passing
on a proposal is nondeterninistic and should be discriminated in a strategic
standpoint, that has already been shown to be a difficult task to accomplish
[14]. We avoid here to treat this aspect, that is however important and will be
investigated in further work.

2.1 Defeasible Reasoning as Negotiation

When an agent receives a proposal, she can evaluate it positively, and this means
that his viewpoint derives each of the literals in the proposal. When, instead,
it is evaluated negatively, there can be different conditions. Let us consider an
agent A and one agent B, that are, in turn, receipient and counterpart in the
negotiation process. B makes a proposal π to A who evaluates it negatively.

– In the proposal π there is a literal l that is opposite to a literal in the set of
strictly derivable literals of the viewpoint of A. The agent A definitely rejects
the proposal. Moreover, the agent also performs a compatibility analysis to
establish whether it is or not the case to make a counterproposal basing this
decision on the history of the proposals π1, π1, . . . , πn the two parties have
made so far;

– In the proposal π there is one literal that is opposite to a literal in the set
of defeasibly derivable literals of the viewpoint of A. In this case the agent A
shall decide whether it is the case or not to make a counterproposal, basing
this decision on the history of the proposals π1, π1, . . . , πn the two parties
have made so far. This may depend upon the compatibility strategy that is
used by A (that can be different from the one adopted by B);

– In the proposal of π there are only literals that cannot be derived by the
viewpoint of A but are not opposite to any literal derived by A. In this case
the agent A can accept the proposal, but, based on her negotiation strategy
she can also decide to make a counterproposal.

The idea underlying the model of negotiation presented above is that an agent
can accept a proposal when she can derive it entirely, or when she can contract
his viewpoint so that the viewpoint derives the proposal. On the other hand we
can assume that when a proposal is made, it necessarily contains all the strictly
derivable literals of the proposer. In this way, when two viewpoints are essentially
incompatible, for they contain at least one literal each that is opposite to one
literal of the other’s viewpoint, no proposal can be accepted and the negotiation
ends after one single step.

The strategies to obtain a contraction that results compatbile with other’s
viewpoint, can be limited. For instance, we can decide that the only possible way
to modify a viewpoint is by making a revision of the superiority relation, as in
[13]. More generally speaking, we could also extend the strategy to allow adding
rules, or substituting, but this would make the operational sequence creative,
limiting the intrinsic meaning of the notion of viewpoint. In fact, if the revision
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process might be creative, consequently, a viewpoint could simply be a set of
admissible literals, not a set of literals to which an agent commits. Therefore,
either we can contract rules freely, or we can act in a free way, but only on the
superiority relation. On the other hand, it is clear that the family of revision
processes that we are considering here is not general, as we exclude the revision
of facts. In literature, belief revision only involving facts, is usually named base
revision.

The most general possible way to provide a strategy is to explore nondeter-
ministically the contractions that bring to a theory compatible with the literals.
While doing so, we can memorize the resulting defeasible theories and compare
them against the set of literals proposed at the negotiation stage. There can be
two results:

– The set of literals in the proposal can be accepted only by contractions that
have already been used to derive proposals that have been rejected. In this
case, the agent rejects the proposal and ends the negotiation;

– The set of literals in the proposal can be accepted by a contraction that have
not yet been made. Every proposal satisfying this condition can be used as a
counterproposal.

On the above reasoning we base the notion of negotiation strategy. Before to do
so, however, we also need to incorporate a notion that has been deeply studied
in Deontic Logic and Defeasible Logic literatures: the one of repair chain. The
idea is to represent the actions taken in a legal system to repair the result of the
violation of a law. This may consist of other rules to be applied instead, and can
ultimately establish what are the consequences of the violation (for instance in
systems with punishment). For a general study of problems related to the repair
chain as applied to defeasible logic, in particular with applications to business
process compliance see [12,15].

2.2 Base Revision Operators

Several authors have studied base revision and applied to rule systems and defea-
sible logic as well. In particular in [17] authors have introduced some basic oper-
ators to revise rule systems used to represent legal systems. The fundamental
operators are named abrogation and annulment. These operators are derived
from the classical contraction operator as defined in monotonic systems in [1],
and further developed in [4,16]. We are interested in a simplified version of the
contraction operator: the nondeterministic operator of contraction. Consider a
proposal π made by the counterpart C and evaluated by the recipient R, by
means of her viewpoint T , a defeasible theory 〈F ,R,�〉. By E+∂(T ) we denote
the set of all literals that can be derived defeasibly in T . A nondeterministic
contraction operator T contr(l), contracts the theory T by the literal l in such a
way that

T contr(l) =

{
T if l ∈ E+∂(T )
T ′ ∈ {(F,R′,≺′)} otherwise

(1)
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Where the rule set R′ is obtained by contracting (namely, by removing rules) R,
and so is the set ≺′, derived by contraction from ≺. The theory T ′ is such that, in
T ′, −∂l. Trivially, if in T , −∂l, then T = T ′. The proof of the following claim is

Proposition 1. Given a defeasible theory T , there exist finitely many T ′ that
contract T by T contr(l), for every literal l, as much as 2(‖R‖·‖≺‖).

Another interesting computation is the number of possible minimal contractions.
A contraction T ′ = {(F,R′,≺′)} is minimal if and only if in every contraction
T ′′ = {(F,R′′,≺′′)} such that R′ ⊆ R′′ or ≺′⊆≺′′, +∂l. The maximum number
of minimal contractions can be easily computed, as it consists in all the element
contraction on R and ≺, namely the set of contractions that can be obtained by
removing one element in R or one in ≺.

Proposition 2. Given a defeasible theory T , there exist minimal contractions
of T by T contr(l), for every literal l, not more than (‖R‖ + ‖ ≺ ‖).

Proof. A minimal contraction consists in removing only one rule or one pref-
erence pair. Clearly, it may be the case that we obtain not a correct minimal
contraction by doing so, therefore the figure is maximal.

It might seem, at first, that this provides room for a linear time solution of
the problem of computing a minimal contraction, but this is not the case, as it
might happen, instead, that you need to visit, in a complete fashion, the set of
possible contractions of a given theory, not only the minimal, to determine one
contraction that does not derive anymore a given set of literals. We can prove,
however, rather easily, that, with a direct oracle on the combinatorics of elements
in R and ≺, we can determine a minimal contraction in a polinomial time on
nondeterministic machines. Therefore we have the following result, whose proof
is omitted, for the sake of space.

Theorem 1. The problem of computing the minimal contraction of a given set
of literals for Defeasible Theories is in NP.

This may be a rather unpleasant aspect of the developed system. However, there
is a natural answer to the arising problem. This consists in limiting the set of
contractions that can be used by user’s preferences. We might for instance be
interested only onto element contraction. Obviously this is a partial negotiation
strategy as it can fail in providing all the possible contractions that are candi-
date to prevent the derivation of one literal. This is coherent with the fact that
the complexity of strategic argumentation is NP-complete, as proved in [14], a
result that is strictly connected with the notion of contraction of theories. In a
certain manner, we might say that strategic argumentation is the dual of mean-
ing negotiation. In strategic argumentation discussants rule themselves within a
discussion that can bring to opposite conclusions, and provide arguments that
support one thesis and disprove opponent’s counterthesis; in meaning negotia-
tion, we aim at agreeing on the same conclusions about the world, and therefore
on the meaning of the derived terms, but without agreeing on the ways in which
these conclusions are made. Most obviously, if we determine a subset S of theo-
ries that we aim at exploring, we can state the following.
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Theorem 2. The problem of computing nondeterministically the theory con-
traction of a defeasible theory T by S chosen contractions is O(‖S‖).

Rather obviously, the set S can have superpolynomial size in the number of
involved literals. The representation of the above can be made by the construc-
tion of repair chains, by means of the relation ⊗. The expressions we intro-
duce in the logical theory T = (F,R′,≺′, C) where C is a set of repair chains
r1 ⊗ r2 ⊗ . . . rn, and ≺ (ri1 , rj1)⊗ ≺ (ri2 , rj2)⊗ ≺ (rin , rjn) where ri is an ele-
ment of the set R, and ≺ (rix , rjy ) means that the relation ≺ is established
between rix and rjy . The meaning of the repair chain r1 ⊗ r2 ⊗ rn is that, if the
element contraction of ri shall be explored before the contraction of r(i+1) for
every 1 ≤ i ≤ (n − 1).

We can easily prove the following combinatorial result, where we assume that
the maximal length of a repair chain of rules and preferences is denoted by m(T )
for a theory T , while the number of these chains in denoted by n(T ).

Theorem 3. The problem of computing nondeterministically the theory con-
traction of a defeasible theory T with repair chains is O(n(t) · m(T )).

3 Conclusions

This paper has discussed the notion of meaning negotiation as embedded into
defeasible logic. We studied two variants of the logical system that allow revision
of knowledge and repair chains. We obtain some basic computational results, in
particular regarding the basic process of implementing the negotiation and the
compatibility strategies. The results are discouraging from a general viewpoint
and foresee room for the provision of intermediate models that result interesting
from a practical purpose. In particular we argue that the simplest strategy of
negotiation and the simplest strategy of compatibility analysis are combined in a
rational manner and show that these are polynomially solvable on deterministic
machines.
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Abstract. It was always a challenging task to create artificial opponents
for strategy video games. It is usually quite easy to discover and exploit
their weaknesses because their tactics usually do not adapt to changing
conditions and to human opponent tactics. In this paper two artificial
intelligence techniques for well known Puerto Rico strategy game are
proposed. One of them does not rely on any precoded tactics, but tries
to dynamically learn and adapt to the changing game environment. Both
techniques were compared on the basis of results of games played against
each other and also against human expert players.

Keywords: Strategy games · Artificial intelligence techniques ·
Computer games

1 Introduction

Since the invention of computers, Artificial Intelligence (AI) was always a topic
of high interest. Research on AI was not only related to computer games—in fact
it was rather conducted as a part of academic studies or military development.
In the recent decades, along with the rapid growth of video games industry, AI
for games started to become a necessary part of games development. Almost
every published game has some simple—or more sophisticated—AI algorithms
inside, which are responsible for actions performed by various gaming agents.

In games that require rather agility skills (e.g. shooting games, hack and
slash games), AI development is focused on creating more human-like agents,
that are competitive, but not too difficult to compete with, allowing human
players to eventually win. If the task is to calculate some number based on the
given variables (e.g. hit the target accurately) AI player will outplay human
player quite easily, so in most cases the main difficulty is to properly handicap
AI player (make it less perfect), in order to achieve more human-like behavior.

The situation becomes completely different in the case of games that require
thinking, inventing new tactics, adapting to environment, properly reacting to
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enemy’s moves. While the above skills would be appreciated in many types of
games, strategy games definitely require these skills. That is why it was always
hard to create a good AI technique for strategy games [8]. AI techniques for
enterprise video games usually are based on instructions what to do in particular
situations. This is usually achieved by finite state algorithms or scripts. Skill
of such AI depends on how many possible situations the AI’s creator would
predict. However, in most strategy games it is impossible to predict all situations
or combinations, or even get close to it. Such an approach leads to weak AI
technique for games. Usually, AI would behave correctly in some situations and
much worse in the others. Even bigger problem is that such AI will often perform
the same actions in the same or similar situations and its moves would be easy
to predict, while prediction of enemy moves is a key of every successful tactic.
That is why a good player will sooner or later find such weaknesses and exploit
them in order to easily win the game.

The goal of this paper is to present a different approach—AI player that can
quickly adapt and change its tactics dynamically on the basis of changes of the
game environment. This is achieved by using tree search technique, with such
adjustments, that would minimize search time, while keeping results at the sat-
isfying level. Such AI player is capable of competing with an advanced human
player and of making its decisions within a reasonable time slot, which is very
important for a good game experience. In order to test different proposed AI
techniques the computer game based on Puerto Rico board game was imple-
mented. Also two AI algorithms for that game were proposed and implemented
in order to illustrate the difference between more common approach (based on
precoded decisions) and the proposed adaptive approach.

2 Related Work

Due to the complexity of the most of strategy games, creating AI for them was
always very difficult—that is why AI techniques for most enterprise games are
quite simple, usually based on scripts. Such an AI will not be a serious challenger
for any advanced player, therefore the common technique of improving its skills
is providing it a number of advantages (more money, more units, less penalties,
etc.). However such an approach is not ideal—basically it is cheating.

Of course, everyone can point to chess game, where AI have achievements
of beating the best human players. But there are some significant differences
between chess game and enterprise strategy games. Chess AI has been a subject
of university studies for almost 70 years. There are a lot of strategies available
and that strategies can be hard-coded into chess AI algorithms. The lower bound
of the game-tree complexity of chess is 10120, which makes it possible to search all
states for next few moves in a reasonable time, or even prepare a database with
some precalculated moves. In most of the enterprise strategy games environment
is totally new and the number of possible moves is almost infinite. Any brute-
force-like methods will fail or require a lot of computational time to obtain any
viable results, while common human player requires such an AI technique to
perform actions almost instantly.
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The research is now conducted on methods that would improve static,
scripted AI, without significant effect on the speed of decision making. One
of the popular ways seems to be “Reinforcement learning” [10]. This method
can be used to optimize single decision made during the game using historical
data. In [11] usage of this method to optimize algorithm for city placement in
popular game Civilization IV is described, while in [3] optimization of high-level
strategies for that game is presented. Those methods help improve AI efficiency
a bit, but it is obvious that this is only tip of the iceberg. Both of the above
mentioned research works focus on optimization of only one aspect of the game.
Although the second approach allows for focusing on global strategy that impacts
the entire game, it is still just choosing from four scripted tactics.

Another method is called “Dynamic Scripting” [9]. It is quite similar to rein-
forcement learning—it is focused on adjusting factors of scripts on the basis of
historical data collected from previous runs of those scripts and thus improving
their efficiency.

Such methods allow for AI improvement with the use of data coming from
competition against other AI players, however the most important data is col-
lected when playing against human opponents. In order to improve the learning
process during competition with human players “online learning” can be used.
It allows to collect the data generated directly by human players, accumulate it
and adjust strategy of individual AI players.

While those methods are having their successes, the main problem is balance
between exploration and exploitation. Exploitation of collected knowledge is
needed to perform the best actions, while exploration is necessary to collect
more data. So such approach always requires significant number of tries, before
the results can be visible—and this is the situation when only one aspect of
the game is taken into consideration. The more aspects are automated by these
algorithms, the more tries are needed to produce a reasonable version of the AI
technique for the given game. This is the main factor why the game producers do
not like such approach. Usually everybody wants a product which is immediately
ready for usage—not after some time (which is even hard to predict) needed for
learning.

The key difference with the algorithm proposed in this paper is that in our
technique adjustment of the strategy is done not on the basis of historical data,
but it is based on simulations performed during the game, while trying to keep
AI responses as quick as possible. Such an approach can be used in a strategy
game to adjust several important decisions in the case of complex games, or even
all of them in the case of less complex ones.

Algorithms like Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) are also used in games,
however usually either to simulate simple actions, or in games that do not require
quick response times, like Chess or Go. There are three main differences between
the approach proposed in this paper, which is based on game tree search, and
standard MCTS algorithm:

• Simulations of the moves are performed with the use of scripted AI algorithm,
instead of using random movements.
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• Simulations are not performed till the end of the game, but usually end after
few rounds. This requires special formulas to calculate value of moves.

• Exploration versus exploitation balance is shifted in order to minimize the
number of simulations needed to achieve reasonable outcome.

The above differences have one main purpose—minimize the time needed for
performing simulations.

3 Puerto Rico Game

Puerto Rico is a German-style strategy board game, created by Andreas Sey-
farth in 2002 and published by Alea [2]. The game quickly reached top ranks
in BoardGameGeek (world’s most popular board game site) and still stays in
top10, becoming the oldest game at the top ranks [1].

There are three main reasons why we decided to focus our research on this
game, and not on any other: lack of randomness, level of rivalry and easy
rules. From all the board games we have played, Puerto Rico is less depen-
dent on randomness, like throwing a dice or random events. It requires no luck,
but pure tactical skills to win a game. That makes it a good test-bed for AI
techniques. The level of rivalry in this game makes it impossible to create some
unique “always good” strategy. Players fight for control over common pool of
various kind of resources and performing good moves highly depends on oppo-
nent’s moves. That additionally increases the difficulty level of creating AI tech-
nique properly reacting to environment changes (which always is a hard task).
Easy rules decrease time spent on creating game engine and coding all possible
situations on the board, allowing to focus on creating AI mechanisms.

In Puerto Rico game we can perform the following actions:

• Raise plantations, which later allows us to produce goods of 5 kinds: corn,
indigo, sugar, tobacco and coffee.

• Build production buildings, which combined with plantations, let us produce
goods.

• Build utility buildings, which gives us several bonuses.
• Grant colonists to work on plantations or buildings.
• Produced goods can either be sold on the Market, granting doubloons, or

shipped to Europe, granting victory points.
• Every turn we pick one of the 6–7 roles. Then every player performs action

connected with this role, however the player who picked it is granted addi-
tional bonus and also opportunity to perform the given role’s action first. Pos-
sible roles are the following: Settler (raising plantations), Mayor (getting new
colonists and transfer them to plantations/buildings), Builder (builds build-
ings for the doubloons), Craftsman (produces goods), Trader (sells goods for
the doubloons), Captain (ships goods for victory points) and Prospector (no
action).
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4 Game Engine

The game engine used in this research was created in C# using MS Visual Stu-
dio, with .Net 4.5 and WPF frameworks. WPF allows to create a nice graphical
interface for the game, while .Net features, especially generic, allows to create a
clean object oriented code. The engine of the game consists of 3 main modules
(classes): Game, GamePage and Player. First two ones are responsible for gen-
eral game rules, while Player class holds all user actions. By default these are
human player actions performed with the use of mouse. Every AI player class
derives from Player class, overriding its virtual functions, which are responsi-
ble for making choices (there are 10 such functions). Such architecture makes it
quite easy to add a new AI technique.

5 AI Techniques

Low complexity level of the game rules leads to only 10 different possible choices
to be made. Of course these choices always appear within the context of different
situation—giving almost infinite number of possible combinations—but it allows
for easier grouping of all AI actions. The set of choices include:

• Choosing a role;
• Choosing a plantation from available plantations stack;
• Choosing a building to build from the list of available buildings;
• Choosing how to re-allocate colonists over plantations and buildings;
• Choosing an additional production (as a bonus to craftsman role);
• Choosing which good to sell on the Market;
• Choosing which type of goods should be loaded onto ship;
• Choosing a ship onto which the goods should be loaded;
• Choosing which goods will be spoiled (due to the lack of storage);
• Choosing whether to use a Hacienda (an utility building).

The above grouping allowed for creating 10 virtual functions, one for each choice.
Initially these functions were created for a human player and later they were
overridden in AI classes, which provided specific implementation.

For a human player, a specific GUI is launched, which allows for making
a choice with a mouse click. For AI players it is required to create a specific
algorithm for each of those functions.

Two kinds (generations) of AI mechanisms were created for the Puerto Rico
game. First one is similar to the already mentioned scripted AI (with some
small adjustments implemented). The second one does not have any hard-coded
strategies—instead it tries to perform a simulation for choosing best moves.

5.1 Scripted AI

First generation of AI was based mostly on scripts and Bayesian networks, with
a little addition of random algorithms.

Most of the 10 possible actions, mentioned above, have a very similar
algorithm:
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1. Prepare a list of all possible choices (e.g. all buildings that are possible to
build taking into account the amount of money and placement limitations).

2. Calculate which choice is potentially the best one by adding specific weights
to each of them and then select one of the possibilities on the basis of these
weights.
• Add an a priori weight, which is based on some values predefined for each

of the choices.
• Consider multiple cases that can modify weights accordingly to the cur-

rent situation on the board.
3. Randomly choose final option, on the basis of weighted list (choice with high-

est weight is the most probable).

Slight changes had to be made for re-allocating colonists action. Due to the fact
the we have to place multiple colonists, the above algorithm actually runs in a
loop and the choice is done multiple times, until all colonists are placed.

It should be noticed that there is a slight difference when we compare our
approach to the standard scripted approach—it is randomness factor. It was
added to achieve the lack of predictability, so AI player not always acts in the
same way in a similar situation (e.g. at the beginning of the game). Puerto Rico
game offers multiple, almost equally valuable, choices at many stages of the
game, so randomness factor is used in order to avoid following the same path
in the case when there are several reasonable possibilities. In order to avoid the
selection of bad moves, precalculated weights were added, so it is very unlikely
that really bad (low value) moves would be chosen.

Such AI approach is extremely fast, relatively easy to code and slight ran-
domness factor gives lower rates of predictability. The above approach has also
some limitations. It does not “think”—all the decisions are defined by its creator
(so basically it acts like him in some limited way). Quick (not very sophisticated)
implementation of such approach would result in quite low strategy skills, which
would not be really challenging for advanced human player. This approach needs
a lot of work when trying to implement large number of cases, resulting in per-
forming better moves in different situations and generally being more challenging
for advanced players. Randomness factor, which protects against the predictabil-
ity, unfortunately sometimes lowers general skills of AI player, so it should be
used with caution.

5.2 Thinking AI

The second generation of AI is based on game tree searching approach. Dur-
ing the tree search, simulations of moves are performed with the use of first
generation (scripted) AI. In short, the algorithm works as follows:

1. When the choice is to be made, start a simulation. To save some time, start it
in the background as soon as possible (e.g. we can start thinking about which
building should be built, as soon as other player picks the Builder role).

2. Like previously, create a list of all possible choices.
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3. Start a simulation:
• Create a copy of the game with the current state.
• Replace all the players with Scripted AI.
• Make a choice (pick one of possible choices from the list).
• Let the game run for a turn or few turns (depending on the type of choice).
• Estimate the final result. Estimation is different depending on the choice.

For example if it is about choosing a resource to be sold on the Market
then the estimation is quite simple—the amount of money earned is com-
pared to the amount of money earned by other players. If it is about a
role to choose then player’s virtual score after few rounds of the game
is estimated. This estimation is made on the basis of goods, money and
holdings, as well as on current victory points.

4. Repeat a simulation multiple times for each choice and prepare the statistics.
5. When it is time to make a choice, stop the simulation and choose statistically

best action.

Again, there is a slight difference for re-allocating colonists action. To save some
time, most of the colonists are placed with the use of scripted algorithm (because
usually it is an obvious choice), only for few last colonists simulation is made.

Choosing a Role may be implemented as follows. First, for every possible
choice 5 rounds of the game are played. Next the score =

∑
Pi

Difference (Pi) is
calculated, where P(i) are all other players in the game.

Difference is calculated as follows:

Difference = (Pr + 20) · (V P0 − V Pi) + (80 − Pr) · (Pos0 − Posi) (1)

where Pr is a game progress valued from 0 to 100, V P0 are Victory Points of AI,
V Pi are Victory Points of i-th player, Pos0 is Virtual Score (based on possession
state) of AI and Posi is Virtual Score (based on possession state) of i-th player.

Possession state is calculated in the following way:

Pos = (100 ·D + 50 · C +
∑

Ri

Quan(Ri)(100 + 50 · Val(Ri) + Prod(Ri) · (200+

100 · Val(Ri)) + 450 ·Q +
∑

Pli

50 + 25 · Val(Pli) +
∑

Bi

150 · Prize(Bi)
(2)

where D is Quantity of doubloons, C is Quantity of colonists, Ri is type of
resource, Quan is Quantity of resource, Val is Value of type of the resource
(Corn = 1, Indigo = 2, Sugar = 3, Tobacco = 4, Coffee = 5), Prod is Production
capacity of the resource, Q is Quantity of Quarries, Pli is i-th plantation in
possession, Bi is i-th building in possession and Prize is prize for building.

It is worth to notice (Eq. (1)) that game progress is very important. In early
stages of the game it is more important to have high Virtual Score (resources
that will allow to produce Victory Points later), while later it is more important
to have Victory Points.

There are of course some pros and cons of such AI technique. Firstly, we can
say that this AI is “thinking”, choices are not coded by the creator—instead
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they are the results of simulations. Implementation of this algorithm gives good
results and do not require a lot of work. This approach possesses a highly chal-
lenging strategy skills, capable of competing with experienced human player.
It can dynamically react to the changes taking place on the board and adjust
accordingly its tactics. Its actions and tactics are very hard to predict.

The biggest disadvantage of the second generation AI is that it is dependent
on other (scripted) AI, it simply can not work without it. And actually its skills
also depend on how precisely the scripted AI was developed. But even with quite
basic implementation of the first generation AI, the second generation is working
very well. The time needed for performing moves is noticeable, but not annoy-
ing for human players. This technique, when given more time for performing a
move, gives slightly better results, but on any modern PC quite short time is
enough for very good performance (it is usually between one and several sec-
onds for a single action). Implementing estimation functions—which are most
important for making a proper choice—can be quite difficult. The functions can
be obtained by a series of additional simulations or by applying reinforcement
learning technique, which seems to be a next step to be made in order to further
improve AI’s efficiency.

6 Experiments and Results

6.1 Comparison of Both AI Mechanisms

Assumption of the research was that Thinking AI should be a perfect oppo-
nent, able to win with Scripted AI—at least if given enough time for thinking.
“Thinking time” is a maximum time dedicated for performing simulations by
Thinking AI. Some of the functions use the whole time, some only 1/2 or 1/4
of a given time. A series of experiments were carried out in order to test that.
The configuration details of the machine used during experiments are as follows:
Intel i5-2500 k CPU, 3.30 GHz, 16 GB RAM running MS Windows 7. Rules of
the experiments were as follows:

• Run tests for 4 possible settings of thinking time: 100 ms, 2.5 s, 5 s,10 s.
• Run 100 games for each series, with 4 players, 2 of each AI types.
• Check the game winner and prepare statistics based on that.

Results (see Fig. 1) were a bit surprising. It could be expected that with minimal
thinking time Scripted AI would win because Thinking AI would perform quite
random moves, but in reality it was opposite. Apparently 100 ms was enough
to perform such a number of simulations that Scripted AI could be outplayed.
With 2.5 s thinking time the second generation AI almost always won.

6.2 AI Vs Human Players

Experiments in which AI competed with human players were much more difficult
to carry out. During those experiments, one of the authors of this paper and few
other players with various range of strategy skills played about 50 games.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of AI mechanisms

Table 1. Results of competition between AIs and expert player

Player Score in consecutive games Average score

AI Scripted 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 2 2 1 3 1 1 2 1 1 1 1.55

AI Scripted 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 1.65

AI Thinking 1 4 5 4 3 4 5 4 2 3 5 5 5 3 4 3 4 3 5 4 5 4

AI Thinking 2 3 3 5 5 3 4 3 4 5 4 4 3 4 2 5 5 5 4 3 4 3.9

Expert player 5 4 3 4 5 3 5 5 4 3 1 4 5 5 4 3 4 3 5 3 3.9

Most of the games were played by an expert player against 2 AIs of both
types. In these games each player received points on the basis of his position
at the end of the game (5 points for winning, 4 for second place, etc.) Then
statistical data was computed on the basis of the results of 20 games in order
to compare performance of human expert player during competition against
different AIs (see Table 1). As we can see, Scripted AI had no chance at all,
while Thinking AI scored almost the same as expert player. Statistics from the
games played against beginner or intermediate human player are currently not
available because the focus of this research was to create the best possible AI
player capable of competing with an expert human player. However a few games
were played also against less advanced human players and typical results of one
of such games are presented in the Fig. 2.

The following observations may be formulated on the basis of the obtained
results. Scripted AI is a good opponent for beginning player or a player with
lower strategy skills. Intermediate player will often win with the Scripted AI,
but winning against Thinking AI will be almost impossible. Human player needs
to possess good strategy skills to be able to win with it at all. Advanced player
is usually capable of beating the first generation AI and sometimes the second
generation AI. Only very good player would win with Thinking AI more often,
but still not always. On the basis of the performed experiments it is safe to
assume that Thinking AI’s skills are similar to such an experienced human player.
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Fig. 2. Typical results of competition between intermediate human player and various
AIs (AI I is Scripted AI, AI II is Thinking AI)

7 Summary and Conclusions

The AI players proposed in this paper were, more or less, performing in accor-
dance with our expectations. Two types of AI, with different playing styles and
skills, can ensure a good game experience both for beginner and advanced human
players. It is really hard to get bored when playing against such AI players—
actions of both of them are rather hard to predict. Especially Thinking AI is
very promising technique because it can adapt and dynamically react to other
players’ actions.

It is worth to notice that there are still possibilities to improve both AI
mechanisms. Improving Scripted AI relies on tests and observation. We can try
to improve conditional statements and weights calculations used during decision
making. This technique can be also greatly improved by adding more conditional
statements, taking into account additional situations. Possibly, also dynamic
scripting could be used here, however it would require much more programming
effort.

Improving Thinking AI can be done automatically when improving Scripted
AI. Improvement of Scripted AI would impact simulation results because moves
would be performed against stronger opponents. Another way to improve Think-
ing AI is to create better formulas for approximation of the best moves. The most
important thing would be more precise approximation of a real value of oppo-
nent player’s assets. It could be done by performing additional simulations or
by applying reinforcement learning technique. The goal would be to find bet-
ter ways of valuing different kind of opponent players’ properties, for example
how to value buildings, plantations and colonists as compared to doubloons and
victory points. Creating better formula could eventually lead to choosing much
better moves from the simulated ones.

The proposed Thinking AI technique, of course when correctly implemented,
seems to be highly effective and significantly improving skills of AI player. Due
to the fact that it is based on the standard scripted AI, it could be used along
with other known techniques (that improve efficiency of the scripted AI) and
thus made even more challenging for human players.
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In the future research we plan also to adapt and use the techniques pro-
posed in this paper in agent-based strategy and tactical games, where agents
are individuals interacting independently with each other and with an environ-
ment. In such a case AI mechanisms are encapsulated within each agent and thus
many different AI techniques can be coherently combined together (for example
evolutionary algorithms, neural nets, multi-objective evolutionary optimization
techniques, etc.)—we have already used such approach with great success in
computational systems [4–7] and it seems that it can also bring many advan-
tages to the construction of AI for computer games. The simulation technique
proposed in this paper could be used by each agent in order to assess its future
moves and to select the best one.

Acknowledgments. This research was partially supported by Polish Ministry of Sci-
ence and Higher Education under AGH University of Science and Technology, Fac-
ulty of Computer Science, Electronics and Telecommunications statutory project no.
11.11.230.124.
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Abstract. We present a new translation of Metric Temporal Logic with
knowledge operators (MTLK) to the Linear Temporal Logic with knowl-
edge operators and with a new set of the atomic propositions (LTLqK).
We investigate a SAT-based bounded model checking (BMC) method
for MTLK. The semantics of MTLK is defined over timed interpreted
systems (TIS). We show how to implement the bounded model checking
technique for LTLqK and timed interpreted systems, and as a case study,
we apply the technique in the analysis of the Timed Generic Pipeline Par-
adigm modelled by TIS. We also present the differences between the old
translation of MTLK and the new one. The theoretical description is
supported by the experimental results that demonstrate the efficiency of
the method.

1 Introduction

The formalism of interpreted systems (IS) was introduced in [2] to model multi-
agent systems (MAS) [5], which are intended for reasoning about the agents’
epistemic and temporal properties. The formalism of timed interpreted systems
(TIS) [6] extends IS to make the reasoning possible about not only temporal and
epistemic properties, but also about real-time aspects of MASs.

Bounded model checking [1,4] (BMC) is one of the symbolic model checking
technique designed for finding witnesses for existential properties or counterex-
amples for universal properties. Its main idea is to consider a model reduced to a
specific depth, which means that we consider only finite prefixes of the paths in
the model. The SAT-BMC method works by mapping a bounded model check-
ing problem to the satisfiability problem (SAT). For metric temporal logic with
epistemic operators (MTL) [3,6] and timed interpreted systems [6] the BMC
method can by described as follows: given a model M for a timed interpreted
system, an MTLK formula ϕ, and a bound k, a model checker creates a propo-
sitional formula [M, ϕ]k that is satisfiable if and only if the formula ϕ is true in
the model M. The novelty of our paper lies in:
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1. defining a translation of the existential model checking problem for MTLK to
the existential model checking problem for linear temporal logic with addi-
tional propositional variables qI. This logic is denoted by LTLqK;

2. defining bounded semantics for LTLqK and defining the BMC algorithm;
3. implementing the new method.

The translation from MTLK to LTLqK requires neither new clocks nor new
transitions, whereas the translation to HLTLK [6] requires as many new clocks
as there are intervals in a given formula. It also requires an exponential number
of resetting transitions. Moreover, our BMC method needs only one path for
temporal operators, whereas the BMC method from [6] needs a number of paths
depending on a given formula ϕ. Thus, one may expect that our method is much
more effective since intuition is that an encoding which results in fewer variables
and clauses is usually easier to solve.

Finally, we evaluate the BMC method experimentally by means of a timed
generic pipeline paradigm (TGPP), which we model by a TIS.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 we briefly recall
the basic notion used through the paper. In Sect. 3 we define the translation to
LTLqK. In Sect. 4 we define the BMC method for LTLqK. In Sect. 5 we discuss
our experimental results. In Sect. 6 we conclude the paper.

2 Preliminaries

Let IN be a set of natural numbers. We assume a finite set X = {x0, . . . , xn−1}
of variables, called clocks. Each clock is a variable ranging over a set of non-
negative natural numbers. A clock valuation is a total function v : X �→ IN that
assigns to each clock x a non-negative integer value v(x). The set of all the clock
valuations is denoted by INn. For X ⊆ X , the valuation v′ = v[X := 0] is defined
as: ∀x ∈ X, v′(x) = 0 and ∀x ∈ X \ X, v′(x) = v(x). For δ ∈ IN, v + δ denotes
the valuation v′′ such that ∀x ∈ X , v′′(x) = v(x) + δ. Let x ∈ X , c ∈ IN, and
∼ ∈ {<,�,=,�, >}. The set C(X ) of clock constraints over the set of clocks
X is defined by the following grammar: cc := x ∼ c | cc ∧ cc. Let v be a clock
valuation, and cc ∈ C(X ). A clock valuation v satisfies a clock constraint cc,
written as v |= cc, iff cc evaluates to true using the clock values given by the
valuation v.

Let A = {1, . . . , n} denote a non-empty and finite set of agents, and E be a
special agent that is used to model the environment in which the agents operate,
and AP =

⋃
i∈A∪{E} AP i be a set of atomic formulae, such that AP i1

⋂ AP i2 = ∅
for all i1, i2 ∈ A ∪ {E}.

A timed interpreted system is a tuple ({Li, Acti,Xi, Pi,Vi, Invi, ιi}i∈A∪{E},
{ti}i∈A, {tE}), where: Li is a non-empty set of locations of the agent i, ιi ⊆ Li is
a non-empty set of initial locations, Acti is a non-empty set of possible actions of
the agent i, Act = Act1× . . .×Actn ×ActE is the set of joint actions, Xi is a non-
empty set of clocks, Pi : Li → 2Acti is a protocol function modelling the program
the agent is executing. Formally, for any agent i, the actions of the agents are
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selected according to a local protocol, ti : Li × LE × C(Xi) × 2Xi × Act → Li

is a (partial) evolution function for agents. The evolution function determines
how locations “evolve”, based on the agent’s locations, on other agents’ actions,
on the location of a special agent used to model the environment, on the clock
constraints of agent i, and on the set of clocks, tE : LE ×C(XE)×2XE ×Act → LE
is a (partial) evolution function for environment, Vi : Li → 2APi is a valuation
function assigning to each location a set of atomic formulae that are assumed
to be true at that location, Invi: Li → C(Xi) is an invariant function, that
constraints the amount of time the agent i may spend in a given location.

It is assumed that locations, actions and clocks for the environment are “pub-
lic”, which means that all the agents know the current location, the action, and
the clock valuation of the environment.

We also assume that if εi ∈ Pi(�i), then ti(�i, �E , cci,X , (a1, . . . , an, aE)) = �i
for ai = εi, any cci ∈ C(Xi), and any X ⊆ Xi. Each element t of ti is denoted by
< �i, �E , cci,X ′, a, �′

i >, where �i is the source location, �′
i is the target location, a

is an action, cci is the enabling condition for ti, and X ′ ⊆ Xi is the set of clocks
to be reset after performing t. An invariant condition allows the TIS to stay at
the location � as long as the constraint Invi(�i) is satisfied. The guard cc has to
be satisfied to enable the transition.

Timed model. For a given TIS let the symbol S =
∏

i∈A∪{E}(Li× INXi) denote
the non-empty set of all the global states. Moreover, for a given global state
s = ((�1, v1), . . . , (�n, vn), (�E , vE)) ∈ S, let the symbols li(s) = �i and vi(s) = vi
denote, respectively, the local component and the clock valuation of agent i ∈
A ∪ {E} in s. Now, for a given TIS we define a timed model (or a model) as a
tuple M = (S,Act, ι, T,V), where:

Act = Act1 × . . . × Actn × ActE is the set of all the joint actions, ι =∏
i∈A∪{E}(ιi ×{0}Xi) is the set of all the initial global states, V : S → 2AP is the

valuation function defined as V(s) =
⋃

i∈A∪{E} Vi(li(s)), T ⊆ S × (Act ∪ IN) × S

is a transition relation defined by action and time transitions. Let s and s′ be
two global states. For ã ∈ Act:

1. action transition: (s, ã, s′) ∈ T (or s
ã−→ s′) iff for all i ∈ A∪{E}, there exists

a local transition ti(li(s), cci,X ′, ã) = li(s′) such that vi(s) |= cci ∧ Inv(li(s))
and v′

i(s
′) = vi(s)[X ′ := 0] and v′

i(s
′) |= Inv(li(s′)) (vi(s)[X ′ := 0] denotes

the clock valuation which assigns 0 to each clock in X ′ and agrees with vi(s)
over the rest of the clocks).

2. time transition: let δ ∈ IN, (s, δ, s′) ∈ T iff for all i ∈ A ∪ E , li(s) = li(s′) and
vi(s) |= Inv(li(s)) and v′

i(s
′) = vi(s) + δ and v′

i(s
′) |= Inv(li(s′)).

Given a TIS, one can define for any agent i the indistinguishability relation
∼i⊆ S × S as follows: s ∼i s′ iff li(s′) = li(s) and vi(s′) = vi(s). We assume the

following definitions of epistemic relations: ∼E
Γ

def
=

⋃
i∈Γ ∼i, ∼C

Γ

def
= (∼E

Γ )+ (the

transitive closure of ∼E
Γ ), ∼D

Γ

def
=

⋂
i∈Γ ∼i, where Γ ⊆ A.
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A run in M is an infinite sequence ρ = s0
δ0,a0−→ s1

δ1,a1−→ s2
δ2,a2−→ . . . of global

states such that the following conditions hold for all i ∈ IN : si ∈ S, ai ∈ Act, δi ∈
IN+, and there exists s′

i ∈ S such that (si, δi, s
′
i) ∈ T and (si, ai, si+1) ∈ T .

Observe that the above definition of the run ensures that the first transition is
the time one, and between each two action transitions at least one time transition
appears.

The set of all the runs starting at s ∈ S is denoted by Π(s), and the set of all
the runs starting at an initial state is denoted by Π =

⋃
s0∈ι Π(s0). Moreover,

for ã ∈ Act ∪ {τ}, we sometimes write s
ã−→ s′ instead of (s, ã, s′) ∈ T .

MTLK. Let p ∈ AP, and I be an interval in IN of the form: [a, b) or [a,∞),
for a, b ∈ IN and a �= b. The MTLK in negation normal form is defined by the
following grammar:

α := true | false | p | ¬p | α ∧ α | α ∨ α | αUIα | GIα | Kiϕ | Kiϕ.

Intuitively, UI and GI are the operators for bounded until and for bounded always.
The formula αUIβ is true in a computation if β is true in the interval I at least in
one state and always earlier α holds. The formula GIα is true in a computation
if α is true at all states of the computation that are in the interval I. The derived
basic modality is defined as follows: FIα

def
= trueUIα (bounded eventually). Ki

is the operator dual for the standard epistemic modality Ki (“agent i knows”),
so Kiα is read as “agent i does not know whether or not α holds”.

The EMTLK in the existential fragment of MTLK defined as:

α := true | false | p | ¬p | α ∧ α | α ∨ α | αUIα | GIα | Kiϕ.

Observe that we assume that MTLK (and so EMTLK) formulae are given in the
negation normal form, in which the negation can be only applied to propositional
variables. Moreover, EMTLK is existential only w.r.t. the epistemic modalities.

In order to define the satisfiability relation for MTLK, we need to define the
notion of a discrete path λρ corresponding to run ρ [6]. This can be done in a
unique way because of the assumption that δi ∈ IN+. First, define the sequence
Δ0 = [b0, b1),Δ1 = [b1, b2),Δ2 = [b2, b3), . . . of pairwise disjoint intervals, where:
b0 = 0, and bi = bi−1 + δi−1 if i > 0. Now, for each t ∈ IN, let idxρ(t) denote the
unique index i such that t ∈ Δi. A discrete path (or path) λρ corresponding to ρ
is a mapping λρ : IN �→ S such that λρ(t) = (�i, vi + t − bi), where i = idxρ(t).
Given t ∈ IN, the suffix λt

ρ of a path λρ at time t is a path defined as: ∀i ∈ IN,
λt

ρ(i) = λρ(t + i).
In order to improve readability, in the following definition we write

λt
ρ |=MTLK ϕ instead of M̂, λt

ρ |=MTLK ϕ, for any MTL formula ϕ.

Definition 1. The satisfiability relation |=MTLK, which indicates truth of
an MTLK formula in the model M along a path λρ at time t ∈ IN, is defined
inductively as follows:
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– λt
ρ |=MTLK true, λt

ρ � |=MTLK false,
– λt

ρ |=MTLK p iff p ∈ V(λρ(t)), λt
ρ |=MTLK ¬p iff p �∈ V(λρ(t)),

– λt
ρ |=MTLK α ∧ β iff λt

ρ |=MTLK α and λt
ρ |=MTLK β,

– λt
ρ |=MTLK α ∨ β iff λt

ρ |=MTLK α or λt
ρ |=MTLK β,

– λt
ρ |=MTLK αUIβ iff (∃t′ ∈ I)(λt+t′

ρ |=MTLK β and (∀0 � t′′ < t′)λt+t′′
ρ

|=MTLK α),
– λt

ρ |=MTLK GIβ iff (∀t′ ∈ I)(λt+t′
ρ |=MTLK β),

– λt
ρ |=MTLK Kiα iff (∀π′ ∈ Π)(∀i ≥ 0)(π′(i) ∼i π(t) implies M, π′i |= α),

– λt
ρ |=MTLK Kiα iff (∃π′ ∈ Π)(∃i ≥ 0)(π′(i) ∼i π(t) and M, π′i |= α).

As λ0
ρ = λρ, we shall write M, λρ |=MTLK ϕ for M, λ0

ρ |=MTLK ϕ. An MTLK
formula ϕ is existentially valid in the model M, denoted M |=MTLK Eϕ, if, and
only if M, λρ |=MTLK ϕ for some path λρ starting in the initial state of M.
Determining whether an MTLK formula ϕ is existentially valid in a given model
is called an existential model checking problem.

3 Translation from MTLK to LTLqK

Abstract model. The set of all the clock valuations is infinite which means
that a model has an infinite set of states. We need to abstract the proposed
model before we can apply the bounded model checking technique.

Let ϕ be an MTLK formula and TIS = ({Li, Acti,Xi, Pi,Vi, Ii, ιi}i∈A∪{E},
{ti}i∈A, {tE}) be a timed interpreted system with X = {x0, . . . , xn}. For each
i ∈ A ∪ {E}, let cmax

i be the largest constant appearing in intervals of ϕ and in
any enabling condition involving the clock xi and used in the state invariants
and guards of TIS. For two clock valuations v and v′ in IN|X |, we say that v � v′

iff for each agent i either v(xi) > cmax
i and v′(xi) > cmax

i or v(x) � cmax
i and

v′(x) � cmax
i and v(x) = v′(x).

It is well known, that the relation � is an equivalence relation, what gives rise
to construct an finite abstract model. To this end we define the set of possible
values of the clock xi in the abstract model as IDi = {0, . . . , cmax

i +1}. Moreover,
for two clock valuations v and v′ in ID0 × . . . × IDn × IDE , we say that v′ is the
time successor of v (denoted succ(v)) as follows: for each x ∈ X ,

succ(v)(xi) =
{

v(xi) + 1, if v(xi) � cmax
j ,

cmax
i + 1, if v(xi) = cmax

i + 1.

Definition 2. A tuple M̂ = (Ŝ, Act, ι̂, T̂ , V̂), is an abstract model, where ι̂ =
∏

i∈A∪E(ιi × {0}|Xi|) is the set of all the initial global states, Ŝ =
∏

i∈A∪E(Li ×
ID|Xi|

i ) is the set of all the abstract global states. V̂ : Ŝ → 2AP is the valuation
function such that: p ∈ V̂(ŝ) iff p ∈ ⋃

i∈A∪E V̂i(li(ŝ)) for all p ∈ AP; and T̂ ⊆
Ŝ × (Act∪τ)× Ŝ. Let ã ∈ Act. Then, action transition is defined as (ŝ, ã, ŝ′) ∈ T̂
iff ∀i∈A∃φi∈C(Xi)∃X ′

i ⊆Xi
(ti(li(ŝ), φi,X ′

i , ã) = li(ŝ′) and vi |= φi ∧ Inv(li(ŝ)) and
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v′
i(ŝ

′) = vi(ŝ)[X ′
i := 0] and v′

i(ŝ
′) |= Inv(li(ŝ′))); time transition is defined as

(ŝ, τ, ŝ′) ∈ T̂ iff ∀i∈A∪E(li(ŝ) = li(ŝ′)) and vi(ŝ) |= Inv(li(ŝ)) and succ(vi(ŝ)) |=
Inv(li(ŝ))) and ∀i∈A(v′

i(ŝ
′) = succ(vi(ŝ′))) and (v′

E(ŝ′) = succ(vE(ŝ))).

Definition 3. A path in M̂ is a sequence π = (s0, s1, . . .) of states such that

for each j ∈ IN, either (sj
τ
↪→ sj+1) or (sj

ã
↪→ sj+1) for some ã ∈ Act, and every

action transition is preceded by at least one time transition.

The above definition of the path ensures that the first transition is the time
one, and that between each two action transitions at least one time transition
appears.

For a path π, π(j) denotes the j-th state sj of π, π[..j] = (π(0), . . . , π(j))
denotes the j-th prefix of π ending with π(j), and πj = (sj , sj+1, . . .) denotes
the j-th suffix of π starting with π(j).

Given a path π one can define a function ζπ : IN �→ IN such that for each
j � 0, ζπ(j) is equal to the number of time transitions on the prefix π[..j]. Let
us note that for each j � 0, ζπ(j) gives the value of the global time in the j-th
state of the path π.

The logic LTLqK. The logic LTLq was defined in [8]. LTLqK is the fusion of
the two underlying languages: LTLq and S5n for the knowledge operators [2].

Let I be the set of all intervals in IN. Let API = {qI | I ∈ I}. The LTLqK
formulae in the negation normal form are defined by the following grammar:

ψ:: = true | false | p | ¬p | qI | ¬qI | ψ ∧ ψ | ψ ∨ ψ | ψUψ | Gψ | Kiϕ | Kiϕ,

where p ∈ AP and qI ∈ API . The temporal modalities U and G are, respec-
tively, named as the until and the always. The derived basic temporal modality
for eventually is defined in the standard way: Fψ

def
= trueUψ.

In order to improve readability, in the following definition we write 〈π,m〉 |=k

ψ instead of M̂, 〈π,m〉 |=k ψ, for any LTLqK formula ψ.

Definition 4. The satisfiability relation |=d, which indicates truth of an LTLqK
formula in the abstract model M̂ along the path π with the starting point m and
at the depth d � m, is defined inductively as follows:

– 〈π,m〉 |=d true, 〈π,m〉 � |=d false,
– 〈π,m〉 |=d

p iff p ∈ V(π(d)), 〈π,m〉 |=d ¬p iff p /∈ V(π(d)),
– 〈π,m〉 |=d

qI iff ζπ(d) − ζπ(m) ∈ I, 〈π,m〉 |=d ¬qI iff ζπ(d) − ζπ(m) �∈ I,
– 〈π,m〉 |=d

α ∧ β iff 〈π,m〉 |=d
α and 〈π,m〉 |=d

β,
– 〈π,m〉 |=d

α ∨ β iff 〈π,m〉 |=d
α or 〈π,m〉 |=d

β,
– 〈π,m〉 |=d

αUβ iff (∃j � d)(〈π, d〉 |=j
β and (∀d � i < j) 〈π, d〉 |=i

α),
– 〈π,m〉 |=d Gβ iff (∀j � d) 〈π, d〉 |=j

β,
– 〈π,m〉 |=d Kiα iff (∀π′ ∈ Π)(∀j ≥ d)(〈π′, j〉 ∼i 〈π, d〉 implies 〈π′, d〉 |=j α),
– 〈π,m〉 |=d Kiα iff (∃π′ ∈ Π)(∃j ≥ d)(〈π′, j〉 ∼i 〈π, d〉 and ′ 〈π′, d〉 |=j α).
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An LTLqK formula ψ existentially holds in the model M̂, written M̂ |= Eψ,
if, and only if M̂, 〈π, 0〉 |=0

ψ for some path π starting at the initial state. The
existential model checking problem asks whether M̂ |= Eψ.

Translation. The translation from MTLK to LTLqK is based on translation
presented in [8]. Let p ∈ AP, α and β be formulae of MTLK. We define the
translation from MTLK into LTLqK as a function tr : MTLK → LTLqK in the
following way:

– tr(true) = true, tr(false) = false, tr(p) = p, tr(¬p) = ¬p,
– tr(α ∧ β) = tr(α) ∧ tr(β), tr(α ∨ β) = tr(α) ∨ tr(β),
– tr(αUIβ) = tr(α)U(qI ∧ tr(β)), tr(GIβ) = G(¬qI ∨ tr(β))
– tr(Kα) = Kα, tr(Kα) = Kα.

Observe that the translation of literals as well as logical connectives and epis-
temic operators is straightforward. The translation of the UI operator ensures
that β holds somewhere in the interval I (this is expressed by the requirement
qI ∧ tr(β)), and α holds always before β. Similarly, the translation of the GI

operator ensures that β always holds in the interval I (this is expressed by the
requirement ¬qI ∨ tr(β)).

Theorem 1. Let TIS be a timed interpreted system, ϕ an MTLK formula, and
M the model for the timed interpreted system TIS, and M̂ the abstract model
for the timed interpreted system TIS and the formula ϕ. Then, M|=Eϕ if, and
only if M̂ |=Etr(ϕ).

4 Bounded Model Checking

In this section we define a bounded semantics for LTLqK in order to translate
the existential model checking problem for LTLqK into the satisfiability problem.

Bounded semantics. To define the bounded semantics one needs to represent
infinite paths in a model in a special way. To this aim, we recall the notions of
k-paths and loops [7].

Definition 5. Let M̂ be the abstract model, k ∈ IN, and 0 � l � k. A k-path is
a pair (π, l), also denoted by πl, where π is a finite sequence π = (s0, . . . , sk) of

states such that for each 0 � j < k, either (sj
τ
↪→ sj+1) or (sj

ã
↪→ sj+1) for some

ã ∈ Act, and every action transition is preceded by at least one time transition.
A k-path πl is a loop, written �(πl) for short, if l < k and π(k) = π(l).

If a k-path πl is a loop it represents the infinite path of the form uvω, where
u = (π(0), . . . , π(l)) and v = (π(l +1), . . . , π(k)). We denote this unique path by
π̃l. Note that for each j ∈ IN, π̃l

l+j = π̃l
k+j .

In the definition of bounded semantics for variables from API one needs to
use only a finite prefix of the sequence (ζπ̃l

(0), ζπ̃l
(1), . . .). Namely, for a k-path
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πl that is not a loop the prefix of the length k is needed, and for a k-path πl

that is a loop the prefix of the length k + k − l is needed.
In order to improve readability, in the following definition we write 〈πl,m〉 |=k

ψ instead of M̂, 〈πl,m〉 |=k ψ, for any LTLqK formula ψ.

Definition 6 (Bounded semantics). Let M̂ be the abstract model, πl be a
k-path in M̂, and 0 � m, d � k. The relation |=d

k is defined inductively as
follows:

–〈πl,m〉 |=d
k true, 〈πl,m〉 � |=d

k false,
–〈πl,m〉 |=d

k p iff p ∈ V(πl(d)), 〈πl,m〉 |=d
k ¬p iff p /∈ V(πl(d)),

–〈πl,m〉 |=d
k qI iff

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

ζπ̃l
(d) − ζπ̃l

(m) ∈ I, if πl is not a loop,

ζπ̃l
(d) − ζπ̃l

(m) ∈ I, if πl is a loop and d � m,

ζπ̃l
(d + k − l) − ζπ̃l

(m) ∈ I, if πl is a loop and d < m,

–〈πl,m〉 |=d
k ¬qI iff 〈πl,m〉 � |=d

k qI
–〈πl,m〉 |=d

k α ∧ β iff 〈πl,m〉 |=d
k α and 〈πl,m〉 |=d

k β,
–〈πl,m〉 |=d

k α ∨ β iff 〈πl,m〉 |=d
k α or 〈πl,m〉 |=d

k β,
–〈πl,m〉 |=d

k αUβ iff (∃d�j�k)
( 〈πl, d〉 |=j

k β and (∀d�i<j) 〈πl, d〉 |=j
k α

)

or
(
�(πl) and (∃l<j<d) 〈πl, d〉 |=j

k β and (∀l<i<k) 〈πl, d〉 |=j
k α

and (∀d�i�k) 〈πl, d〉 |=j
k α

)
,

–〈πl,m〉 |=d
k Gβ iff �(πl) and (∀j�k)j � min(d, l) implies 〈πl, d〉 |=j

k β,

–〈πl,m〉 |=d
k Kiα iff (∃π′

l′ ∈ Πk)(∃d ≤ j ≤ k)(〈πl, d〉 |=j
k α and π(d) ∼i π′(j)).

An LTLqK formula ψ existentially k-holds in the model M̂, written
M̂ |=k Eψ, if, and only if M̂, 〈π, 0〉 |=0

k ψ for some path π starting at the initial
state.

Theorem 2. Let TIS be a timed interpreted system, ϕ an MTLK formula, and
M̂ the abstract model for the timed interpreted system TIS and the formula ϕ.
Moreover, let ψ = tr(ϕ). Then, M̂ |= Eψ if, and only if there exists k � 0 such
that M̂ |=k Eψ.

Translation to SAT. The last step of our method is the standard one (see
[4,7]). It consists in encoding the transition relation of M̂ and the LTLqK for-
mula tr(ϕ). The only novelty lies in encoding of the finite prefix of the sequence
(ζπ̃l

(0), ζπ̃l
(1), . . .). The translation to SAT results in the propositional formula

[M̂, tr(ϕ)]k with the property expressed in the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Let M̂ be an abstract model. Then, for every k ∈ IN, M̂ |=d
k

Etr(ϕ) if, and only if, the propositional formula [M̂, tr(ϕ)]k is satisfiable.
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5 Experimental Results

In this section we experimentally evaluate the performance of our new translation
described in the previous sections. We have conducted the experiments using
Timed Generic Pipeline Paradigm (TGPP) [8].

The Timed Generic Pipeline Paradigm (TGPP) TIS model shown in Fig. 1
consists of Producer producing data within a certain time interval ([a, b]) or
being inactive, Consumer receiving data within a certain time interval ([c, d]) or
being inactive within a certain time interval ([g, h]), and a chain of n intermediate
Nodes which can be ready for receiving data within a certain time interval ([c, d]),
processing data within a certain time interval ([e, f ]) or sending data. We assume
that a = c = e = g = 1 and b = d = f = h = 2 · n + 2, where n represents
number of nodes in the TGPP.

Fig. 1. The TGPP system.

We have tested the TGPP timed interpreted system model, scaled in the
number of intermediate nodes on the following MTLK formulae that existentially
hold in the model of TGPP (n is the number of nodes):

– ϕ1 = G(KP (ProdSend ⇒ F[0,2n+2)(ConsReceived))). It expresses that Pro-
ducer knows that each time Producer produces data, then Consumer receives
this data not later than in 2n + 1 time units.

– ϕ2 = KP (F[0,2n+1)(ConsReceived)). It states that Producer knows that even-
tually Consumer will receive data not later than in 2n + 1 time units.

– ϕ3 = KC(KP (F[0,2n+2)(ConsReceived))). It expresses that Consumer knows
that Producer knows that eventually Consumer will receive data not later
than in 2n + 2 time units.

– ϕ4 = KP (ConsReceived ⇒ F[0,2n+1)(¬ConsReceived)). It states that Pro-
ducer knows that time Consumer receives data, then Consumer is ready to
receive data no later than 2n + 1 time units after that Consumer will receive
data.
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Performance evaluation. We have performed our experimental results on
a computer equipped with I7-3770 processor, 32 GB of RAM, and the operating
system Linux. Our SAT-based BMC algorithms are implemented as standalone
programs written in the programming language C++. We used the state of the
art SAT-solver CryptoMiniSAT.

All the benchmarks together with instructions on how to reproduce our exper-
imental results can be found at the web page tinyurl.com/sat-bmc-tis-emtlk.

The number of considered k-paths for the properties ϕ1, ϕ2, and ϕ4, is equal
to 2, and for the property ϕ3 is equal to 3.

As one can see from the line charts in Fig. 2 showing the total time and
the memory consumption for all the tested properties, the experimental results
confirm that our new SAT-based BMC for TIS and for EMTLK is indeed feasible.
Moreover, we can observe that as in the case of other known SAT-based BMC
methods, our new approach is also sensitive on the size of the counterexample.
The size of the resulting SAT formula, measured by the number of clauses, grows
with the number of components and depends also on the structure of the input
MTLK formula.
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6 Conclusions

We have proposed, implemented, and experimentally evaluated SAT-based
BMC method for timed interpreted systems and for properties expressible in
MTLK with the semantics over timed interpreted systems. The method is based
on a translation of the existential model checking for MTLK to the existential
model checking for LTLqK, and then on the translation of the existential model
checking for LTLqK to the propositional satisfiability problem.

We believe that our approach is much better than the approach based on
translation to HLTLK as we could see in [8]. The reason is that the new method
needs only one new path for temporal operators, does not need any new clocks,
and does not need any new transitions. The paper presents preliminary experi-
mental results only, but they show that the proposed verification method is quite
efficient and worth exploring.

Therefore, in our future work we are going to define the SMT-based BMC
encoding for TIS and for LTLqK and compare this encoding with the SAT-
based encoding, and we would like to compare our new implementation with the
implementation of the translation from MTLK to HLTLK presented in [6].
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Abstract. Task allocation is an important aspect in dealing with coordi-
nation problems. However, there are challenges in developing appropriate
strategies for multi-robot teams in such a way that robots perform their
operations efficiently. Real-world scenarios usually require the use of het-
erogeneous robots and execution of tasks with different structures and
constraints. In this paper we propose a dynamic, decentralised task allo-
cation mechanism considering different types of tasks for heterogeneous
robot teams playing different roles and carrying out tasks according to
their own capabilities. We have run several simulations in order to eval-
uate the proposed mechanism. The results indicate that the proposed
mechanism scales well and provides near-optimal allocations.

Keywords: Task allocation · Multi-robot systems · Multi-agent systems

1 Introduction

One of the challenges in developing multi-robot systems today is the design of
coordination strategies in such a way that robots perform their operations effi-
ciently [11]. Without such strategies, the use of multi-robot systems in complex
scenarios becomes limited or even unfeasible.

An important aspect considered in coordination problems is task alloca-
tion [5,11]. There are several features that should be considered by a mechanism
for allocating tasks to multiple robots in real-world scenarios such as considering
the heterogeneity of robots, the impact of individual variability to assign specific
roles to individual robots, and the definition and allocation of different types of
tasks. This is particularly true for disasters such as flooding [8].

During a rescue phase in a flooding disaster, teams are called into action to
work in tasks such as locating and rescuing victims [6]. Such teams are normally
organised by a hierarchy model [7], with individuals playing different roles during
a mission. The execution of tasks during the rescue stage poses a number of risks
to the teams. Using robots in a coordinated way to help the team may minimise
those risks. It was the typical tasks in flooding rescue that inspired us to work on

c© Springer International Publishing AG 2018
G. Jezic et al. (eds.), Agent and Multi-Agent Systems: Technology
and Applications, Smart Innovation, Systems and Technologies 74,
DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-59394-4 10
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a task allocation mechanism that could address different types of tasks. Although
the actual flooding rescue tasks we are dealing with is not the focus of this
paper, the algorithm we present here was inspired and is being developed for
such an application in a multi-institution project1 to address disaster response,
particularly in case of flooding.

Although real-world scenarios typically require the use of heterogeneous
robots and execution of tasks with different constraints and structures, most
of the solutions found in literature either deal with the allocation of one type of
task only (mainly atomic tasks) or focus on one type of constraint only or have
high computational cost. The main contribution of our work is a decentralised
mechanism for the dynamic allocation of different types of tasks to heteroge-
neous robot teams, considering that they can play different roles and carry out
tasks according to their own capabilities. The proposed mechanism extends the
work presented in [5], adding to that approach different types of tasks, the use
of roles, and verification of constraints related to the heterogeneity of robots.
In this paper we use the term agent to refer to the main control software of an
individual robot, so our multi-robot system is effectively treated as a multi-agent
system.

2 Multi-Robot Task Allocation (MRTA)

Task allocation among multiple robots (and more generally among multiple
agents) consists of identifying which robots should perform which tasks in order
to achieve cooperatively the global objective function in the best possible way.
When a task is executed by a robot, it contributes some value to the robots’
objective and, consequently, to the global team goals. This value is referred as
utility, and can combine several factors (such as payoff to be received, the costs
incurred, etc.) [3]. In this paper we assume that each robot is able to calculate
its utility for each task.

Different types of tasks can be used to address different problems involved in
real-world scenarios, which cannot be adequately represented by only one type
of task due to their complex structures and other domain-specific characteristics.
In this paper we use the following type of tasks defined in [12]:

– Atomic task (AT): a task is atomic if it cannot be decomposed into subtasks.
– Decomposable simple task (DS): a task that can be decomposed into a set of

atomic subtasks or other decomposable simple tasks as long as the different
decomposed parts have to be carried out by the same robot.

– Compound task (CT): task that can be decomposed into a set of atomic or
compound subtasks. When each of the subtasks need to be allocated to a
different robot we call it CN task (N subtasks that need exactly N robots).
When there is no constraints, the subtasks can be allocated to one up to M
robots, where M is the number of subtasks (CM tasks).

1 Disaster Robotics “Pro-Alertas” (funded by CAPES – Pro-Alertas) https://
disaster-robotics-proalertas.github.io.

https://disaster-robotics-proalertas.github.io
https://disaster-robotics-proalertas.github.io
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2.1 Problem Statement

Here we formally state our multi-robot task allocation as an optimisation prob-
lem. Consider that there are nr available robots R = {r1, . . . , rnr

}. Consider also
that there are nt tasks T = {t1, . . . , tnt

} and nst subtasks ST = {st1, . . . , stnst
}

where each subtask stk belongs to exactly one task tj . Each task tj has one
or more subtasks from ST , and we use Nj for the specific number of sub-
tasks that the jth task has. Consider further that there are nq types of tasks
Q = {q1, . . . , qnq

} and that each task tj is associated to exactly one type of task
from Q. Each type of task q ∈ Q has a minimum and maximum (minq,maxq)
number of subtasks that a robot must take on when allocating to itself subtasks
of a single task of type q. We use minj and maxj for the minimum and maximum
number of subtasks that a robot must take when allocating subtasks from a task
tj . Note that with the min and max constraints we can represent tasks such as
DS, CN and CM tasks. For example, a robot trying to allocate a DS task must
take all of the Nj subtasks, i.e. it must take a minimum of Nj and a maximum of
Nj subtasks since the type DS requires the allocation of all subtasks to exactly
one robot. Similarly, a robot trying to allocate a CN task with Nj subtasks
must take only one subtask, i.e. it must take a minimum and a maximum of
one subtask. A robot trying to allocate a CM task with Nj subtasks must take
a minimum of one and a maximum of Nj subtasks. Consider also that there
are nc capabilities C = {c1, . . . , cnc

} and ne roles E = {e1, . . . , ene
}. Each role

e is associated with the capabilities a robot must have in order to be able to
play that role. Each robot ri has a set of capabilities, which determine the set
of roles it is able to play. Each subtask stk is associated with a set of roles a
robot must be able to play in order to execute it. Finally, we assume that a
task tj ∈ T is considered allocated if all of its subtasks were allocated to robots
following the constraints described above. Each subtask may be allocated to at
most one robot, and each robot ri can perform at most Li subtasks (i.e., its task
limit). Let us consider the following binary variables: fik indicates whether ri is
assigned to stk; pjk indicates whether stk belongs to tj ; gyx indicates whether ey
requires cx; vix indicates whether ri has cx; hky indicates whether stk requires
ey and; ziy indicates whether ri is able to play ey. Finally, let uik ∈ R be the
utility of the allocation of ri to stk.

The objective of our MRTA problem is to find an allocation that maximises
the sum of utilities while satisfying all the above constraints, and can be stated
as follows:

Objective:

max
{fik}

nr∑

i=1

nst∑

k=1

uik.fik (1)

subject to:
nr∑

i=1

fik ≤ 1 ∀k = 1, . . . , nst. (2)
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nst∑

k=1

fik ≤ Li ∀i = 1, . . . , nr. (3)

nt∑

j=1

pjk = 1 ∀k = 1, ..., nst. (4)

nc∑

x=1

gyx ≤ nc ∀y = 1, ..., ne. (5)

nc∑

x=1

vix ≤ nc ∀i = 1, ..., nr. (6)

ne∑

y=1

ziy ≤ ne ∀i = 1, ..., nr. (7)

ne∑

y=1

hky ≤ ne ∀k = 1, ..., nst. (8)

nst∑

k=1

fik.pjk ≥ minj ∀j s.t. tj ∈ T ; i = 1, . . . , nr. (9)

nst∑

k=1

fik.pjk ≤ maxj ∀j s.t. tj ∈ T ; i = 1, . . . , nr. (10)

nc∑

x=1

gyx.vix.ziy =
nc∑

x=1

gyx.ziy ∀i = 1, ..., nr; y = 1, . . . , ne. (11)

ne∑

y=1

hky.ziy.fik =
ne∑

y=1

hky.fik ∀i = 1, ..., nr; k = 1, . . . , nst. (12)

Equations (9) and (10) state, for each task, the constraints on the number of
subtasks a robot must allocate to itself based on the type of that task.

3 The Proposed Approach

We consider the existence of an organisation that is responsible for announc-
ing tasks that need to be carried out by the agents. The tasks are published
in a blackboard that can be viewed by all the available agents. Finally, the
environment is the place where agents carry out the tasks. By identifying new
tasks, the agents begin the allocation process based on the proposed mechanism.

3.1 The Proposed Mechanism

The proposed mechanism allow us to work with types of tasks such as decompos-
able simple tasks (DS) and compound tasks (CN and CM) through the definition
of the minimum and maximum number of subtasks a robot must take from tasks
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of each type. Atomic tasks are considered as subtasks of both compound and
decomposable simple tasks. The tasks require agents able to play particular roles
to carry them out. We assume that an agent can have different capabilities and
also a maximum number of tasks that can be allocated to itself.

Our mechanism is composed by algorithms that are executed by each agent,
characterising a decentralised solution. The initial algorithm is Algorithm 1
which receives as input: the list of tasks to be carried out by the agents as cur-
rently available in the blackboard and; the list of roles within the organisation.
The first step for an agent is to select only the tasks that are compatible with
the roles it can play (line 3 calls the Algorithm 2 responsible for this). Knowing
the tasks that the agent can perform, it calls getMinMaxTaskType function (line
4) which updates for each task the minimum and maximum number of subtasks
that a robot must take from each task. Finally, it calls Algorithm 3 (line 5) which
starts the allocation process for the tasks that can possibly be allocated to that
agent. Algorithm 2 receives as input the list of all blackboard tasks that need
to be carried out as well as the description of all the roles (with their required
capabilities) defined within the organisation so that the agent can identify the
roles it can play. Initially, the algorithm identifies the possible roles the agent
may play by considering its capabilities and the capabilities required for each
role (lines 1 to 12). Then, given the roles the agent is able to play, the algorithm
identifies which tasks can be allocated to the agent (13 to 17).

Algorithm 1. startAllocation(blackboardTasks,organisationRoles)
1: allocatedSubtasks = ∅;
2: candidates = ∅;
3: possibleTasks ← getPossibleTasks(blackboardTasks, organisationRoles);
4: possibleTasks ← getMinMaxTaskType(possibleTasks)
5: taskAllocation(possibleTasks, candidates, allocatedSubtasks);

Algorithm 2. getPossibleTasks(blackboardTaskList, rolesList)

Let agentCapabilities be the list of
agent’s capabilities;

2: for all role rk in rolesList do
validRole ← true

4: for all capabilityRequired in rk do
if capabilityRequired not in

agentCapabilities then
6: validRole ← false

end if
8: end for

if validRole = true then

10: agentRoles.add(rk)
end if

12: end for
for all task tj in blackboardTaskList
do

14: if tj .role in agentRoles then
possibleTasks.add(tj)

16: end if
end for

18: return possibleTasks

Algorithm 3 receives as input the list of possible tasks to be allocated to agent
ri. Initially, the algorithm checks if the number of allocated tasks (nai) so far is
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lower than agent capacity (the task limit li) and, if so, it begins the analysis of
the tasks in order to identify those that could possibly be allocated (lines 5 to
16). The analysis goes through each task as described below. We use l′i to refer
to the difference between li and nai. For each task tj , the algorithm identifies
the number of subtasks the agent can select as candidates to allocation (line 12).
In order to get this value the algorithm first checks if the agent has capacity to
select the minimum number of subtasks required by task tj (line 10) and if there
is still subtasks of task tj that are not in the list of allocated subtasks (line 11).
Then, it selects as candidates the nToAlloc best subtasks from task tj (line 13).
The choice of candidates is carried out based on the utility of each subtask.

From the subtasks selected as candidate, the algorithm selects the best sub-
tasks for allocation considering the task limit for the agent (line 17). For the
selected subtasks, it then calculates the bids to send to the other agents. The
current calculation is based on the formula (see Eq. 16) introduced in [5], where
a new bid for a subtask is based on the old bid plus the utility that will be lost
if the robot has to be assigned to the next best subtask instead of the current
one. Lines 19 to 22 refer to the calculation of the bids and their broadcasting.

When an agent receives a bid from other agent that is greater than the bid
the agent itself provided when allocating the subtask to itself, the agent has
to remove the subtask from its allocated subtasks and then it tries to allocate
further subtasks by executing Algorithm 3. The process is repeated until the

Algorithm 3. taskAllocation(possibleTasks,candidates, allocatedSubtasks)
Let l be the agent’s max. number of allowed concurrent tasks;
na ← allocatedSubtasks.size;
l′ ← l − na;

4: if l′ > 0 then
for all task tj in possibleTasks do
minT ← tj .minSubTask;
maxT ← tj .maxSubTask;

8: naT ← allocatedSubtasks.countSubtasksFrom(tj);
notAllocT ← maxT − naT ;
if l′ >= minT then
if maxT > naT then

12: nToAlloc ← min[l′,maxT, notAllocT ];
candidates.add(nBestSubtasks(tj .subTasks, nToAlloc));

end if
end if

16: end for
bestCandidates ← getBest(candidates, l′);
allocatedSubtasks.add(bestCandidates);
for all subtask in bestCandidates do

20: calculateBidValue(subtask);
communicate new bid values to all other agents;

end for
end if
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agents agree on the allocation, that is, until the self-allocated subtasks do not
undergo any further modifications.

3.2 Coping with Partially Allocated Tasks

When the number of subtasks is greater than the total capacity of the agents,
the final allocation can result in tasks not completely allocated, that is, tasks in
which at least one subtask was not allocated to any agent. As it makes sense that
tasks must be completely allocated or not allocated at all, agents make extra
effort to identify those tasks and to try reallocate them. Thus, at the end of the
allocation previously described the agents identify the tasks partially allocated
and remove any of their subtasks from their allocation list. After this step, there
may be several completely unallocated tasks and also agents which have space
for new allocations. The allocation of the remaining tasks occurs by running
an simple auction to fully allocate one task by time. The order in which the
tasks will be auctioned is relevant since the preference order may be different for
the agents. We use a social-choice algorithm based on voting (Borda count) to
achieve such an agreement on that ordering. The auctions are distributed and
there is no an auctioneer role.

4 Evaluation

This section compares the performance of the proposed mechanism with the opti-
mal solution using Monte-Carlo simulations. Our mechanism was implemented
using a framework for multi-agent systems development called JaCaMo [1]. The
GLPK (GNU Linear Programming Kit [13]) solver was used to obtain (cen-
tralised) optimal solutions for comparison with our results.

By performance we mean how close our results are to the optimal solution
(100%). The coefficient of variation (Standard Deviation/Mean) was used as a
measure of dispersion that describes the amount of variability relative to the
mean. The number of bids sent is also measured to assess the impact of the
different settings on the network traffic.

The simulations were run by varying a different parameter at each setting
(Table 1). In all simulations the subtasks of different types of task (CN, CM, DS)
were uniformly distributed and for each robot we randomly selected the utility
values to each subtask based on the utility range. In the settings 1 and 2 were
run simulations with the total capacity of the agents greater than or equal to
the total number of subtasks. The results for each variation in these simulations
were averaged over one-hundred iterations each. For the setting 3 the simulations
were run with more subtasks than the total capacity of the agents. The average
results were calculated from twenty iterations for each variation.

Setting 1 – Varying the Number of Agents: First, simulations were run
considering agents with capabilities to play any role and thus are able to carry
out any task. Figure 1a shows that the performance of the proposed solution
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Table 1. Setting of variations used in the simulations.

Setting Agents Subtasks Limit Utility range

1 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 24 5 1–6

2 10 15, 30, 45, 60 7 1–15

3 3 21, 28, 35 6 1–6

improves and is closer to the optimal solution as we increase the number of
agents. Also, the coefficient of variation between the solutions is lower for larger
teams (Fig. 1b). Regarding the number of bids, Fig. 1c shows that the average
number of bids by agent remains stable for larger number of agents while the
average number of bids by task increases since there are more agents bidding
the same tasks. Then we run simulations by randomly assigning different capa-
bilities to each robot (from 1 up to 4 capabilities). Thus, some robots may not
be able to play some roles, limiting the tasks they are able to carry out. Figure 2
shows that our approach is able to maintain reasonable results, similar to those
of the first simulation, even when the capabilities of the robots limit the tasks
that they can perform. The average execution time in all these simulations was
4 s for each simulation with 5 agents, and 15 s with 35 agents.

Setting 2 – Varying the Number of Subtasks: First, simulations consid-
ered agents with capabilities to play any role. Figure 3a shows that although
the performance decreased somewhat with more subtasks, it is still close to the
optimal solution. Even though the distance between the coefficients of varia-
tion increases with more subtasks, the distance still represent small differences
(Fig. 3b). The average number of bids that each agent provides increase with
more subtasks while the average number of bids by subtask decreases (Fig. 3c).
Then for the next simulations we randomly assign from 1 to 4 capabilities to each
robot. Figure 4 shows the results with similar performance obtained in the first
part of the simulations, even when the capabilities of the robots limit the tasks
that they can perform. The average execution time was 5 s for each simulation
with 15 subtasks, and 26 s with 60 subtasks.

Fig. 1. Performance results by varying the number of agents.
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Fig. 2. Performance results by varying the number of agents and agents capabilities.

Fig. 3. Performance results by varying the number of subtasks.

Fig. 4. Performance results by varying the number of subtasks and agents capabilities.

Setting 3 – Coping with Partially Allocated Tasks: These simulations
considered that the number of subtasks was greater than the total capacity of
the agents. Thus, at the end of allocation we may have tasks partially allocated
and others completely unallocated, which the agents will try to reallocated.
Table 2 shows reasonable performance results on reallocating partially allocated
tasks, where PA is the number of partially allocated tasks, NA is the number
of completely unallocated tasks and EA represents the entirely allocated tasks
(i.e., all subtasks have been allocated). The execution time varied from 3 to 10 s.
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Table 2. Simulations when number of subtasks is greater than total capacity of robots

Tasks Subtasks
First

allocation

PA NA EA
Second

allocation

PA NA EA
9 21 3 1 5 0 3 6
12 28 5 4 3 0 6 6
15 35 6 5 4 0 10 5

5 Related Work

There are several works on tasks allocation, some them aims at allocating an ini-
tial set of tasks to a set of robots [2,5,9], while others focus on allocation of tasks
that arise during the execution of other tasks [4,10]. [9], for instance, presents a
distributed solution for task allocation to heterogeneous robots in which robots’
capabilities are considered. Unlike our proposal, the solution requires that only
one task is allocated to each robot and focus only on atomic tasks. Further, in [2]
is introduced a centralised approach for task allocation that considers heteroge-
neous robots with different capabilities. However, each robot can be allocated
only two subtasks at the same time (current and next subtask to be carried
out). In [4] a framework for allocating new tasks discovered by robots during
their missions is put forward. It proposes the use of heterogeneous robots, in
which the robot with the best computational resources is responsible for the
allocation process. Thus, it could be said of that there is still a single point
of failure within each team, so it is not exactly a decentralised solution like
ours. The work presented in [5] is the basis for the mechanism proposed here.
It presents a distributed algorithm focusing on the allocation of groups of tasks.
There are constraints in the total number of tasks that a robot can carry out in
the mission. It is assumed that any robot can be allocated to any task. Unlike us,
the work does not consider the allocation of different types of tasks at the same
time, aspects related to capabilities of robots, and the use of roles associated
with tasks is not considered either.

6 Conclusion

We proposed a decentralised mechanism for the dynamic allocation of different
types of tasks to heterogeneous robots, considering that they can play different
roles and carry out tasks according to their own capabilities. The mechanism
allows to represent type of tasks such as DS, CN and CM and also to express
other constraints through the definition of minimum and maximum values.

The results demonstrate that the proposed mechanism seems to scale well, as
well as provides near-optimal allocations. However, the number of bid messages
exchanged between the robots could impact the solution in a real-world environ-
ment. Future work aims to consider aspects such as task prioritising and other
task constraints. We also intend to evaluate the approach with real robots or at
least more realistic settings (e.g., including details of available communication
links for robots) on ROS-based simulations that are currently being developed.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present the SAT-based bounded model
checking method for Timed Weighted Interpreted Systems and for
Weighted Existential Computation Tree Logic with epistemic operators.
SAT-based bounded model checking consists in translating the existen-
tial model checking problem for a modal logic and for a model to the
boolean satisfiability problem. We provide an implementation based on
Cryptominisat and YicesSAT SAT-solvers and we present a compari-
son of the SAT-based BMC method and SMT-based BMC methods on
common instances that can be scaled up to for performance evaluation.

1 Introduction

Multi-agent systems (MASs) are composed of many intelligent agents that inter-
act with each other. The agents can share a common goal or they can pursue their
own interests. Also, the agents may have a deadline or other timing constraints
to achieve intended targets. As it was shown in [3], knowledge is a useful concept
for analysing the information state and the behaviour of agents in multi-agent
systems.

Model checking [1] is an automatic verification technique for concurrent sys-
tems. To be able to check automatically whether the system satisfies a given
property, one must first create a model of the system, and then describe in a
formal language both the created model and the property. One of the main
technique here is the symbolic model checking [1]. Unfortunately, because of
the agents’ intricate nature, the practical applicability of model checking is
firmly limited by the “state-space explosion problem”. To reduce this issue, var-
ious techniques, including the SAT- and BDD-based bounded model checking
(BMC) [5,8], have been advanced. These have been effective in permitting users
to handle bigger MASs, however it is still hard to check MASs with numerous
agents.
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Timed weighted interpreted systems (TWIS) were proposed in [13] to extend
interpreted systems in order to make possible reasoning about real-time aspects
of MASs and to make the reasoning possible about not only temporal and
epistemic properties, but also agents’s quantitative properties. In this paper,
we consider the existential fragment of a weighted epistemic computation tree
logic (WECTLK) interpreted over TWISs. We propose SAT-based bounded
model checking technique for this kind of systems and specifications described
in WECTLK.

The original contributions of the paper are as follows. First, we propose a
SAT-based BMC technique for TWIS and for WECTLK- the SAT-based method
is much more difficult to define and implement than SMT-based method. We
also improved the translation of the abstract model presented in [13]. Second,
we report on the implementation of the proposed BMC method as a new module
of a verification system, and evaluate it experimentally by means of a modified
generic pipeline paradigm [7]. We compare our new method with the method
presented in [13] because it is the only method which supports the WECTLK
language and the timed weighted interpreted systems, and we improved the old
implementation of the SMT-based BMC method.

2 Preliminaries

Let IN be a set of natural numbers, and IN+ = IN \ {0}. We assume a finite set
X of variables, called clocks. Each clock is a variable ranging over a set of non-
negative natural numbers. For x ∈ X , ��∈ {<,≤,=, >,≥}, c ∈ IN we define a set
of clock constraints over X , denoted by C(X ), The constraints are conjunctions of
comparisons of a clock with a time constant c from the set of natural numbers IN,
generated by the following grammar: cc := true | x �� c | cc∧cc. A clock valuation
v of X is a total function from X into the set of natural numbers. The set of all
the clock valuations is denoted by INX . For X ′ ⊆ X , the valuation which assigns
the value 0 to all clocks is defined as: ∀x∈X ′v′(x) = 0 and ∀x∈X\X ′v′(x) = v(x).
For v ∈ INX , succ(v) is the clock valuation of X that assigns the value v(x) + 1
to each clock x. A clock valuation v satisfies a clock constraint cc, written as
v |= cc, iff cc evaluates to true using the clock values given by v.

TWISs. Let A = {1, . . . , n} denote a non-empty and finite set of agents,
and E be a special agent that is used to model the environment in which the
agents operate, and AP =

⋃
i∈A∪{E} AP i be a set of atomic formulae, such that

AP i1

⋂
AP i2 = ∅ for all i1, i2 ∈ A ∪ {E}.

A timed interpreted system is a tuple TWIS = ({Li, Acti,Xi, Pi,Vi, Ii,
ιi, di}i∈A∪{E}, {ti}i∈A, {tE}), where: Li is a non-empty set of locations of the
agent i, ιi ⊆ Li is a non-empty set of initial locations, Acti is a non-empty set of
possible actions of the agent i, Act = Act1 × . . . × Actn × ActE is the set of joint
actions, Xi is a non-empty set of clocks, Pi : Li → 2Acti is a protocol function,
ti : Li ×LE ×C(Xi)× 2Xi ×Act → Li is a (partial) evolution function for agents,
tE : LE × C(XE) × 2XE × Act → LE is a (partial) evolution function for environ-
ment, Vi : Li → 2APi is a valuation function assigning to each location a set of
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atomic formulae that are assumed to be true at that location, Ii: Li → C(Xi) is
an invariant function, that specifies the amount of time the agent i may spend in
a given location, di : Acti → IN is a weight function. It is assumed that locations,
actions and clocks for the environment are “public”, which means that all the
agents know a current location, an action, and a clock valuation of the environ-
ment. We also assume that if εi ∈ Pi(li), then ti(li, lE , cci,X , (a1, . . . , an, aE)) = li
for ai = εi, any cci ∈ C(Xi), and any X ⊆ Xi. Each element t of ti is denoted by
< li, lE , cci,X ′, a, l′i >, where li is the source location, l′i is the target location, a
is an action, cc is the enabling condition for ti, and X ′ ⊆ Xi is the set of clocks
to be reset after performing t. An invariant condition allows the TWIS to stay
at the location l as long as the constraint Ii(li) is satisfied. The guard cc has to
be satisfied to enable the transition.

Timed Weighted Model. For a given TWIS let the symbol S =
∏

i∈A∪{E}(Li×
INXi) denote the non-empty set of all global states. Moreover, for a given global
state s = ((l1, v1), . . . , (ln, vn), (lE , vE)) ∈ S, let the symbols li(s) = li and vi(s) =
vi denote, respectively, the local component and the clock valuation of agent
i ∈ A∪{E} in s. Now, for a given TWIS we define a timed model (or a model) as
a tuple M = (S,Act, ι, T,V), where: Act = Act1 × . . .×Actn ×ActE is the set of
all the joint actions, S =

∏
i∈A∪{E}(Li × INXi) is the set of all the global states,

ι =
∏

i∈A∪{E}(ιi ×{0}Xi) is the set of all the initial global states, V : S → 2AP is
the valuation function defined as V(s) =

⋃
i∈A∪{E} Vi(li(s)), T ⊆ S×(Act∪IN)×S

is a transition relation defined by action and time transitions. For ã ∈ Act:

1. action transition: (s, ã, s′) ∈ T (or s
ã−→ s′) iff for all i ∈ A∪{E}, there exists

a local transition ti(li(s), cci,X ′, ã) = li(s′) such that vi(s) |= cci ∧ I(li(s))
and v′

i(s
′) = vi(s)[X ′ := 0] and v′

i(s
′) |= I(li(s′)) (vi(s)[X ′ := 0] denotes the

clock valuation which assigns 0 to each clock in X ′ and agrees with vi(s) over
the rest of the clocks.

2. time transition (s, δ, s′) ∈ T iff for all i ∈ A ∪ {E}, li(s) = li(s′) and v′
i(s

′) =
vi(s) + δ and v′

i(s
′) |= I(li(s′)).

The “joint” weight function d : Act → IN is defined as follows: d((a1, . . . ,
an, aE)) = d1(a1) + . . . + dn(an) + dE(aE).

Given a timed weighted model, one can define for any agent i the indis-
tinguishability relation ∼i⊆ S × S as follows: s ∼i s′ iff li(s′) = li(s) and
vi(s′) = vi(s). We assume the following definitions of epistemic relations:

∼E
Γ

def
=

⋃
i∈Γ ∼i, ∼C

Γ

def
= (∼E

Γ )+ (the transitive closure of ∼E
Γ ), ∼D

Γ

def
=

⋂
i∈Γ ∼i,

where Γ ⊆ A.
A run in M is an infinite sequence ρ = s0

δ0,ã0−→ s1
δ1,ã1−→ s2

δ2,ã2−→ . . . of global
states such that the following conditions hold for all i ∈ IN : si ∈ S, ãi ∈ Act, δi ∈
IN+, and there exists s′

i ∈ S such that (si, δ, s
′
i) ∈ T and (si, ã, si+1) ∈ T . Notice

that the definition of a run does not permit two consecutive joint actions to be
performed one after the other, i.e., between each two joint actions some time
must pass; such a run is called strongly monotonic.
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Abstract model. Let IDi = {0, . . . , ci + 1} with ci be the largest constant
appearing in any enabling condition or state invariants of agent i and ID =
⋃

i∈A∪E ID|Xi|
i . A tuple M̂ = (Ŝ, Act, ι̂, T̂ , V̂, d), is an abstract model, where ι̂ =

∏
i∈A∪E ιi×{0}|Xi| is the set of all the initial global states, Ŝ =

∏
i∈A∪E Li×ID|Xi|

i

is the set of all the abstract global states. V̂ : Ŝ → 2AP is the valuation function
such that: p ∈ V̂(ŝ) iff p ∈

⋃
i∈A∪E V̂i(li(ŝ)) for all p ∈ AP; and T̂ ⊆ Ŝ ×

(Act ∪ τ) × Ŝ. Let ã ∈ Act. Then,

1. Action transition: (ŝ, ã, ŝ′) ∈ T̂ iff ∀i∈A∃φi∈C(Xi)∃X ′
i ⊆Xi

(ti(li(ŝ), φi,X ′
i , ã) =

li(ŝ′) and vi |= φi∧I(li(ŝ)) and v′
i(ŝ

′) = vi(ŝ)[X ′
i := 0] and v′

i(ŝ
′) |= I(li(ŝ′)))

2. Time transition: (ŝ, τ, ŝ′) ∈ T̂ iff ∀i∈A∪E(li(ŝ) = li(ŝ′)) and vi(ŝ) |= I(li(ŝ))
and succ(vi(ŝ)) |= I(li(ŝ))) and ∀i∈A(v′

i(ŝ
′) = succ(vi(ŝ′))) and (v′

E(ŝ′) =
succ(vE(ŝ))).

Given the abstract model one can define for any agent i the indistinguishabil-
ity relation ∼i⊆ Ŝ×Ŝ as follows: ŝ ∼i ŝ′ iff li(ŝ′) = li(ŝ) and vi(ŝ′) = vi(ŝ). A run
ρ in the abstract model is a sequence ŝ0

b1−→ ŝ1
b2−→ ŝ2

b3−→ . . . of transitions
such that for each i ≤ 1, bi ∈ Act ∪ {τ} and b1 = τ and for each two consecu-
tive transitions at least one of them is a time transition. Next, ρ[j..m] denotes

the finite sequence ŝj
δj+1,ãj+1−→ ŝj+1

δj+2,ãj+2−→ . . . ŝm with m − j transitions and
m − j + 1 states, and ρ(j) denotes j-th state at the run ρ. Dρ[j..m] denotes the
(cumulative) weight of ρ[j..m] that is defined as d(ãj+1) + . . . + d(ãm) (hence 0
when j = m). The set of all the runs starting at ŝ ∈ Ŝ is denoted by P(ŝ), and
the set of all the runs starting at an initial state is denoted by P =

⋃
ŝ0∈ι̂ P(ŝ0).

WECTLK. The WECTLK has been defined in [9] as the existential fragment
of the weighted CTLK with integer cost constraints on all temporal modalities.
In the syntax of WECTLK we assume the following: p ∈ AP is an atomic
proposition, i ∈ A, Γ ⊆ A, I is an interval in IN of the form: [a,∞) and [a, b),
for a, b ∈ IN and a �= b. Moreover, hereafter, right(I) denotes the right end of
the interval I. The WECTLK formulae are defined by the following grammar:

ϕ:: = true | false | p |¬p |ϕ ∨ ϕ |ϕ ∧ ϕ |EXIϕ |E(ϕUIϕ) | EGIϕ |Kiϕ.
A WECTLK formula ϕ is true in the abstract model M̂ (in symbols M̂ |= ϕ)

iff M̂, ŝ0 |= ϕ for some ŝ0 ∈ ι̂ (i.e., ϕ is true at some initial state of the abstract
model M̂). For every ŝ ∈ Ŝ the relation |= is defined inductively as follows:

– M̂, ŝ |= true, M̂, ŝ �|= false, M̂, ŝ |= p iff p ∈ V̂(ŝ), M̂, ŝ |= ¬p iff
p �∈ V̂(ŝ),

– M̂, ŝ |= α ∧ β iff M̂, ŝ |= α and M̂, ŝ |= β,
– M̂, ŝ |= α ∨ β iff M̂, ŝ |= α or M̂, ŝ |= β

– M̂, ŝ |= EXIα iff (∃ρ∈P(ŝ))(Dρ[0..1]∈I and M̂, ρ(1) |= α),
– M̂, ŝ |= EGIα iff (∃ρ∈P(ŝ))(∀i≥0)(Dρ[0..i] ∈ I implies M̂, ρ(i) |= β),
– M̂, ŝ |= E(αUIβ) iff (∃ρ∈P(ŝ))(∃i ≥ 0)(Dρ[0..i] ∈ I and M̂, ρ(i) |= β and

(∀j < i)M̂, ρ(j) |= α),
– M̂, ŝ |= Kiα iff (∃ρ∈P) (∃i≥0)(ŝ∼i ρ(i) and M̂, ρ(i) |= α).
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The model checking problem asks whether M̂ |= ϕ. Note that the formula

“weighted eventually” is defined as standard: EFIϕ
def
= E(trueUIϕ) (meaning

that it is possible to reach a state satisfying ϕ via a finite run whose cumulative
weight is in I).

3 SAT-based Bounded Model Checking

In this section, we present an outline of the bounded semantics for WECTLK and
define an SAT-based BMC method for WECTLK, which is based on the BMC
encoding presented in [9]. As usual, we start by defining k-runs and (k, l)−loops.
Next, we define a bounded semantics, which is used for the translation to SAT.

Bounded semantics. Let M̂ be the abstract model for TWIS, and k ∈ IN a
bound. A k-run ρk is a finite sequence ŝ0

b1−→ ŝ1
b2−→ . . .

bk−→ ŝk of transitions
such that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, bi ∈ Act ∪ {τ} and b1 = τ and for each two
consecutive transitions at least one is a time transition. A k-run ρk is a loop
if l < k and ρ(k) = ρ(l). Note that if a k-run ρk is a loop, then it represents
the infinite run of the form uvω, where u = (s0

b1−→ s1
b2−→ . . .

bl−→ sl) and

v = (sl+1
bl+2−→ . . .

bk−→ sk). Pk(ŝ) denotes the set of all the k-runs of M̂ that
start at ŝ, and Pk =

⋃
ŝ0∈ι̂ Pk(ŝ0).

The bounded satisfiability relation |=k which indicates k-truth of a WECTLK
formula in the abstract model M̂ at some state ŝ of M̂ is also defined in [9]. A
WECTLK formula ϕ is k-true in the abstract model M̂ (in symbols M̂ |=k ϕ)
iff ϕ is k-true at some initial state of the abstract model M̂.

The bounded model checking problem asks whether there exists k ∈ IN such
that M̂ |=k ϕ. The following theorem states that for a given abstract model
and a WECTLK formula there exists a bound k such that the model checking
problem (M̂ |= ϕ) can be reduced to the bounded model checking problem
(M̂ |=k ϕ).

Theorem 1. Let M̂ be the abstract model and ϕ a WECTLK formula.
Then, the following equivalence holds: M̂ |= ϕ iff there exists k ≥ 0 such
that M̂ |=k ϕ.

Proof. The theorem can be proven by induction on the length of the formula ϕ
(for details one can see [11]).

Translation to SAT. Let M̂ be the abstract model for TWIS, ϕ a WECTLK
formula, and k ≥ 0 a bound. The presented SAT encoding of the BMC prob-
lem for WECTLK and for TWIS is based on the SAT encoding of the same
problem [10,12], and it relies on defining the propositional formula: [M̂, ϕ]k :=
[M̂ϕ,ι̂]k ∧ [ϕ]

̂M,k
that is satisfiable if and only if M̂ |=k ϕ holds.

Let i ∈ A ∪ {E}. The definition of the formula [M̂, ϕ]k assumes that
each global state s ∈ Ŝ is represented by a valuation of a symbolic state
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w = ((w1, v1), . . . , (wn, vn), (wE , vE)) that consists of symbolic local states and
each symbolic local state wi is a pair (wi, vi) of individual variables ranging
over the natural numbers, in which the first element represents a local state
of the agent i, and the second represents a clock valuation; each joint action
ã ∈ Act is represented by a valuation of a symbolic action a = (a1, . . . , an, aE)
that consists of symbolic local actions and each symbolic local action ai is an
individual variable ranging over the natural numbers; each sequence of weights
associated with the joint action is represented by a valuation of a symbolic weights
d = (d1, . . . , dn+1) that consists of symbolic local weights and each symbolic local
weight di is an individual variable ranging over the natural numbers.

The formula [M̂ϕ,ι̂]k encodes a rooted tree of k-runs of the abstract model M̂.
The number of branches of the tree depends on the value of fk : WECTLK → IN
which is an auxiliary function defined in [9]. The formula [M̂ϕ,ι̂]k is defined over
(k + 1) · fk(ϕ) different symbolic states, k · fk(ϕ) different symbolic actions, and
k · fk(ϕ) different symbolic weights. Moreover, it uses the following auxiliary
propositional formulae:

– Is(w) - it encodes the state s of the abstract model M̂;
– Hi(wi, w

′
i) - it encodes equality of two local states, such that wi = w′

i for
i ∈ A ∪ E ;

– Ti(wi, ((a, d), δ), w′
i) - it encodes the local evolution function of agent i;

– A(a) - it encodes that each symbolic local action ai of a has to be executed
by each agent in which it appears;

– T (w, ((a, d), δ),w′) := A(a) ∧
∧

i∈A∪{E} Ti(wi, ((a, d), δ), w′
i);

– Let ρj denote the j-th symbolic k-run, i.e. the sequence of symbolic tran-

sitions: w0,j
(a1,j ,d1,j),δ1,j−→ w1,j

(a2,j ,d2,j),δ2,j−→ . . .
(ak,j ,dk,j),δk,j−→ wk,j . Then,

DI
a,b;c,d(ρn) for a ≤ b and c ≤ d is a formula that:
• for a < b and c < d encodes that the weight represented by the sequences

da+1,n, . . . , db,n and dc+1,n, . . ., dd,n belongs to the interval I,
• for a = b and c < d encodes that the weight represented by the sequence

dc+1,n, . . . , dd,n belongs to the interval I,
• for a < b and c = d encodes that the weight represented by the sequence

da+1,n, . . . , db,n belongs to the interval I,
• for a = b and c = d, the formula DI

a,b;c,d(ρn) is true iff 0 ∈ I.

Thus, given the above, one can define the formula [M̂ϕ,ι̂]k as follows:

[M̂ϕ,ι̂]k :=
∨

s∈ι̂
Is(w0,0) ∧

∨fk(ϕ)

j=1
w0,0

= w0,j ∧
∧fk(ϕ)

j=1

∧k−1

i=0
T (wi,j , ((ai,j , di,j), δi,j),wi+1,j)

where wi,j , ai,j , and di,j are, respectively, symbolic states, symbolic actions,
and symbolic weights for 0 ≤ i ≤ k and 1 ≤ j ≤ fk(ϕ). Hereafter, by ρj

we denote the j-th symbolic k-run of the above unfolding, i.e., the sequence of

transitions: w0,j
(a1,j ,d1,j),δ1,j−→ w1,j

(a2,j ,d2,j),δ2,j−→ . . .
(ak,j ,dk,j),δk,j−→ wk,j .
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The formula [ϕ]
̂M,k

encodes the bounded semantics of a WECTLK formula
ϕ, and it is defined on the same sets of individual variables as the formula
[M̂ϕ,ι̂]k. Moreover, it uses the auxiliary propositional formulae defined in [11].

Furthermore, following [9], our formula [ϕ]
̂M,k

uses the following auxiliary
functions gl, gr, gμ, hU, hG that were introduced in [12], and which allow to
divide the set A ⊆ Fk(ϕ) = {j ∈ IN | 1 ≤ j ≤ fk(ϕ)} into subsets needed for
translating the subformulae of ϕ. Let 0 ≤ n ≤ fk(ϕ), m � k, and n′ = min(A).
The translation of WECTLK formula is defined in [9]. The theorem below states
the correctness and the completeness of the presented SAT translation. It can
be proved in a standard way, using induction on the complexity of the given
WECTLK formula.

Theorem 2. Let M̂ be the abstract model for TWIS, and ϕ a WECTLK for-
mula. For every k ∈ IN, M̂ |=k ϕ if, and only if, the propositional formula
[M̂, ϕ]k is satisfiable.

Proof. The theorem can be proven by induction on the length of the formula ϕ
(for details one can see [11]).

4 Experimental Results

In this section, we experimentally evaluate the performance of our SAT-based
BMC encoding for WECTLK over the TWIS semantics. Note that, each multi-
agent system, which can be modelled by TWIS, may be verified using presented
module. The benchmark, we consider is the timed weighted generic pipeline par-
adigm TWIS abstract model (TWGPP) [13]. The abstract model of TWGPP
involves n + 2 agents: Producer producing data within the certain time interval
([a, b]) or being inactive, Consumer receiving data within the certain time inter-
val ([c, d]) or being inactive within the certain time interval ([g, h]), a chain of n
intermediate Nodes which can be ready for receiving data within the certain time
interval ([c, d]), processing data within the certain time interval ([e, f ]) or sending
data. The weights are used to adjust the cost properties of Producer, Consumer,
and of the intermediate Nodes. The precise description of the TWGPP system
can be found in [13].

We assume the following two local weight functions for each agent:

– dP (Produce) = 4, dP (send1) = 2, dC(Consume) = 4, dC(sendn+1) = 2,
dNi

(sendi) = dNi(sendi+1) = dNi
(Proci) = 2,

– dP (Produce) = 4000000, dP (send1) = 2000000, dC(Consume) = 4000000,
dC(sendn+1) = 2000000, dNi

(sendi) = dNi(sendi+1) = dNi
(Proci) =

2000000.

The system is scaled according to the number of its Nodes (agents), i.e., the
problem parameter n is the number of Nodes. For any natural number n ≥ 0,
let D(n) = {1, 3, . . . , n−1, n+1} for an even n, and D(n) = {2, 4, . . . , n−1, n+
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1} for an odd n. Moreover, let r(j) = dP (Produce) + 2 ·
∑j

i=1 dNi
(Sendi) +

∑j−1
i=1 ·dNi

(proci).
Then, we define Right as follows: Right =

∑
j∈D(n) r(j).

We consider the following formulae as specifications:

– ϕ1 = EF[0,Right)(ConsFree) - it states that there exists a run on which Con-
sumer receives a data and the cost of receiving the data will be less than
Right.

– ϕ2 = EF[0,Right)(ConsFree ∧ EG(ProdSend ∨ ConsFree)) - it states that
there exists a run on which Consumer receives a data and the cost of receiving
the data is less than Right and from that point there exists a run on which
always either the Producer has sent a data or the Consumer has received a
data.

– ϕ3 = KP (EF[0,Right)(ConsFree ∧ EG(ProdSend ∨ ConsFree))) - it states
that it is not true that Producer knows that there exists a run on which Con-
sumer receives a data and the cost of receiving the data is less than Right
and from that point there exists a run on which always either the Producer
has sent a data or the Consumer has received a data.

– ϕ4 = KP (EF[0,Right)(ConsFree∧KCKP (EG(ProdSend∨ConsFree)))) - it
states that it is not true that Producer knows that there exists a run on which
Consumer receives a data and the cost of receiving the data is less than Right
and at that point it is not true that Consumer knows that it is not true that
Producer knows that there exists a run on which always either the Producer
has sent a data or Consumer has received a data.

The number of the considered k-runs is equal to 3 for ϕ1, and 5 for ϕ2,
respectively. The length of the witness is 2 · n + 4 if n ∈ {1, 2} and, 2 · n + 2 if
n > 2 for the formula ϕ1, 2 · n + 2 for the formula ϕ2, respectively.

Performance evaluation. We performed our experimental results on a com-
puter equipped with I7-5500U processor, 12 GB of RAM, and the operating
system Ubuntu Linux with the kernel 4.4.0. Our SAT-based BMC algorithm
was implemented as a standalone program written in the programming lan-
guage C++. We used the state of the art SAT-solvers: CryptoMiniSAT https://
github.com/msoos/cryptominisat and Yices (SAT version) [2] (http://yices.csl.
sri.com/), and state of the art SMT-solvers: Z3 [6] (for the old and the new one
versions of SMT-BMC implementation), and Yices (SMT version) [2].

For both properties ϕ1 and ϕ2 we scaled up both the number of nodes and
the weights parameters. The results are summarised on charts in Fig. 1. For the
formula ϕ1 memory usage for the SAT-BMC is very high. In this case the new
SAT-BMC implementation with Yices-SAT can verify only 25 nodes for the basic
weights (bw for short) and 23 nodes for bw multiplied by 106. CryptoMiniSAT
can verify only 23 nodes for bw and bw multiplied by 106. One can observe that
our improved the SMT-based BMC is better than the old one, and it is not
sensitive to scaling up the weights, but it is sensitive to scaling up the size of
benchmark. For bw the SMT-BMC based on Z3 can verify 29 nodes, and the
SMT-BMC based on Yices-SMT can verify 27 nodes. For bw multiplied by 106

https://github.com/msoos/cryptominisat
https://github.com/msoos/cryptominisat
http://yices.csl.sri.com/
http://yices.csl.sri.com/
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Z3 is able to verify 29 nodes, and Yices-SMT 27 nodes, however total memory
usage is better for Yices-SMT. In the case of the formula ϕ2 SAT-based BMC is
able to verify 23 nodes for bw and CryptoMiniSAT, and 21 nodes for Yices-SAT;
for bw multiplied by 106 CMS is able to verify 21 nodes, and Yices-SAT is able
to verify 19 nodes, however memory usage for SAT-BMC is very high. In the
case of the SMT-based approach Z3 is able to verify only 15 nodes for bw, and
19 nodes for bw multiplied by 106 and Yices-SMT. As we can see on charts in
Fig. 1 Yices-SMT has the lowest memory usage. The old SMT-BMC approach
is he worst one.
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Fig. 1. Formulae: ϕ1 and ϕ2: Scaling up both the number of nodes and weights.

The results for the properties ϕ3 and ϕ4 are summarised on charts in Fig. 2.
For the formula ϕ3 the SMT-BMC approach (the old one and the new one) is
much better than SAT-BMC approach. Z3 was able to verify 29 nodes in both
cases. The SAT-BMC with Yices-SAT was able to verify only 25 nodes for bw,
and 23 nodes for bw multiplied by 106. Also the total memory usage for SAT-
BMC is much worse than for SMT-based approach. In the case of the property
ϕ4 SAT-based BMC with CryptoMiniSAT is much better. It is able to verify
23 nodes for bw, and 21 nodes for bw multiplied by 106, however total memory
usage is very high. Also in this case the old SMT-based implementation is the
worst one. In the comparison of SMT-BMC approaches the best one is Z3 for
bw, and Yices-SMT for bw multiplied by 106.
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Fig. 2. Formulae: ϕ3 and ϕ4: Scaling up both the number of nodes and weights.

5 Conclusions

We have proposed, implemented, and experimentally evaluated SAT-based
bounded model checking approach for WECTLK interpreted over the timed
weighted interpreted systems. We compared the SAT-BMC approach and the
SMT-BMC approach for different kinds of SAT- and SMT-solvers. We also
improved the old implementation of the SMT-BMC [13] in terms of mem-
ory usage. The experimental results show that the approaches are complemen-
tary. They show that the choice of the BMC method and SAT- or SMT-solver
should depend on the considered formula. The module will be added to the
model checker VerICS ([4]). All the benchmarks together with an instruction
how to reproduce our results can be found at the webpage http://tinyurl.com/
bmc-twis-wectlk.
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Abstract. After disasters occurrence, advanced technologies always
play significant contributions to various disaster response tasks. For
instance, utilization of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) for aerial
imagery data helps to get a real-time monitoring system of the stricken
areas. Recently, UAV is becoming a ubiquitous system and valuable tech-
nology in many civil applications, motivating researchers to endeavor to
develop UAVs systems. Moreover, Internet of Things (IoT) has been
employed to several study cases of disaster response. Using IoT to com-
municate, manage and control multiple UAVs after disaster occurrence
is a real practical approach. However, this kind of integration wasn’t
clearly presented especially in the technical sides like communication and
autonomous control. Consequently, this paper aims to reveal the scien-
tific scenes of communications and controls between multiple UAVs and
Ground Control Stations (GCSs). Due to an unexpected failure within a
single UAV system, this study presents a multi-UAV system for scanning
and tracking missions. Authors turned UAV to an IoT device by using
embedded LTE dongle on the UAV control board. In the beginning of the
paper, authors raised the issues of existing systems. Then, presented the
design and process of the proposed system. Lastly, they demonstrated
some results through experiments.

Keywords: Unmanned aerial vehicles · Communication · Autonomous
control · TCP · UDP · MAVlink · IoT · Disaster responses

1 Introduction

The aerial visual data of buildings, roads, and pedestrian traffics after disas-
ter occurrence are very important information to create a new safe map [1].
Furthermore, providing real-time images can assist to pinpoint the exact geo-
graphical locations of refugees and victims before planning to guide them to
safe locations [2]. Therefore, employing a Multi-UAV system with integration of
IoT for disaster response is very appreciated, especially for rescue operations [3].
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Authors in the previous study used a single UAV to track pedestrians in a sce-
nario of after disaster occurrence [4]. However, in a case of multiple missions,
using one single UAV is considered as a curtailment of the system functionality;
since it has many flaws in various features comparing to Multi-UAV system [1].

IoT is a suitable solution for autonomous missions and controlling multi-
UAV system from one GCS. Normal controller (i.e. radio controller) has imple-
mentation issues in controlling Multi-UAV system. For instance, designation of
multiple operators is a necessary procedure in order to control multiple UAVs
simultaneously; furthermore, it has a short-range control problem. However, in
a case of cellular network coverage or multiple Internet Access Points (AP),
problems of short-range control and multiple operators designation aren’t flaws
anymore. Of course, after disaster occurrence, cellular towers may collapse. In
this point, emergency communication can be implemented like mobile satellite
Internet systems or Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) which basically works as
a temporary network provider.

2 Communication

Employing UAV as an IoT device with embedded sensors and cameras makes
UAV instructable for various of missions through the Internet. To initiate a
certain required, the Internet AP has to be utilized in the system. The Internet
AP also can be used to communicate with refugees, like sending alert messages
and guiding them by using a new safe map. In the meanwhile, it makes UAV
accessible agent in the network. For attaining a dynamic communication, UAV
acts as a server in remote and nearby GCS. The communication in nearby GCS
is going to be through ZigBee Network or 3DR telemetry radio. However, in a
case of using remote GCS, the communication is going to be through cellular
coverage or Internet AP as Fig. 1 demonstrates. Firstly, UAV is going to receive
commands to coordinate itself. Then, it sends images back to the GCS. The
location of the operators isn’t a flaw in this system since it used a long range
communication and wide internet connection coverage (e.g. cellular coverages
for remote GCS).

2.1 Internet of Things

Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) in AWSIoT established an ArduPilotMega (APM)
connection [5] that mainly used MAVlink protocol [8] to connect to UAVs via
UDP/TCP connection. The connection between UAV and GCS can be initiated
through ZigBee in a case of nearby GCS mode or LTE for remote GCS as we
mentioned earlier. In either case, IP addresses of the UAVs and GCS must be
acknowledged. In LTE/3G telemetry data connection, the problem of assigning
new arbitrary IP addresses and dynamic ISP in the network (i.e. DHCP) can
be solved by implementing a Dynamic DNS (DynDNS) or configuring a Virtual
Proxy Network server (VPN) [6]. After forwarding the embedded dongle modem,
The accessibility can be done via remote protocols like SSH on port 22 protocol
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Fig. 1. Network system of Multi-UAV using internet AP

or RDP on port 3389. Also, In VPN mode, tunnels between clouds and the
UAVs provide a secure end-to-end communication as the Fig. 2 shows. In the
beginning, operators need to setup dynamic networks for both UAV and EC2
that has GCS. Also, gateways need to be comprehensively configured.
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LTE ModemLTE Modemm

Internet

Static IP
Secured

Mission Planner

MAVlink Protocol Via SSH Connection 
With SSL Certification

VPN GatewayVPN Gateway

EC

VPN Gateway
Private Key Private Key

UAV

LL

Fig. 2. Communication between each UAV and EC2 of IoT using VPN

2.2 Multi-UAV Communication System

In the early usage of UAV system, it only used one huge single UAV for executing
one or multiple tasks. Single UAV system is not sufficient comparing to Multi-
UAV system, even if it was an advanced UAV that has high specifications. During
the disaster, the timeline is important to be short to save what can be saved in
such incident. Therefore, multi-UAV system can collaboratively finish multi-
assignments more objectively rather than a single UAV system, especially in
the time of finishing missions. Table 1 illustrates the different characteristics and
features between single UAV system and multi-UAV system [7].
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Table 1. Multi-UAV and single UAV systems.

Features Single UAV Micro multi-UAV

Failure of completion High Low

Speed of finishing assignments Low High

Survivability Poor High

Multitasks capability Low High

Reconfigurability Low High

Ad-Hoc networks Cannot Optimal

Complexity Low High

Heterogeneous Inapplicable Applicable

2.3 MAVlink Protocol

MAVlink is an acronym of Micro Air Vehicle Link [8]. It is a protocol that helps
UAV to communicate and interact with GCS. MAVlink protocols can be defined
as a large number of waypoints command types that can be sent wirelessly to
the UAV flight controller. To retrieve a list of all waypoints from GCS, a WAY-
POINT REQUEST LIST message has to be sent by UAV first. Then, GCS will
response with a WAYPOINT COUNT messages stating the number of waypoints
list. After that, UAV will ask for all waypoints starting with a sequence number
of 0 and that can be accomplished by sending WAYPOINT REQUEST message.
As soon as GCS received the request message, it has to answer to every request
with a corresponding of WAYPOINT messages. When the last waypoint has
successfully retrieved, UAV sends a WAYPOINT ACK message to the GCS and
execute the mission. Figure 3 demonstrates the messages of waypoints between
GCS and UAV.

UAV Flight Controller Ground Control StationMassages 

WAYPOINT_REQUEST_LIST 

WAYPOINT_COUNT N
Start Timeout ut 

WAYPOINT_REQUEST (WP1)

Start Timeout 

Start Timeout 

Start Timeout 

Start Timeout 

WAYPOINT (WP1)

WAYPOINT_REQUEST (WP2)

Start Timeout 

WAYPOINT (WP2)

WAYPOINT_ACK

Waypoint (WPn)

Fig. 3. MAVlink messages of waypoints between GCS and UAV
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3 Control System

3.1 Tracking Mission

Tracking mission is mainly used to recorder routes history and trajectories of
refugees in the impacted areas. After evaluation, cloud generates a map accord-
ing to the refugee’s paths. In the work of [4], UAV managed to track human
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Fig. 4. Activity diagram of UAV missions
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successfully by using image processing and send GPS data of the UAV to the
cloud as safe routes. EC2 has a GCS software that can assign UAVs to track
refugees and record their directions. In that study, authors used tracking his-
tograms of oriented gradients (HOG) for human detection and tracking [9].

3.2 Scanning Mission

Scanning mission is different than tracking mission in terms of control and
process. In tracking mission, waypoints of the UAV depend on the movements
of targets (i.e. humans, bicycles, and cars). However, in scanning mission, the
waypoints are already preprogrammed. Scanning mission can be also defined
as a survey mission. Basically, after disaster occurrence, UAV will survey the
impacted area and send the aerial images to the cloud to generate an emergency
map. Figure 4 shows the activity diagram of the scanning and tracking tasks.

3.3 Autonomous Control of Tracking and Scanning Missions

Recently, controlling multi-UAV system has attracted a lot of attentions in robot-
ics communities. Autonomous control of the UAVs can be done by many methods
[10]. Figure 5 shows the autonomous control that have been used in both mis-
sions. In this study, scanning task used a Sense-Plan-Act control system. On the
other hand, in tracking task the control method was Reactive-Robotic control
system.

3.4 UAV Model

The UAV model in this study was a hexacopter type. Generally, copter’s frames
have the ability to do hovering mode which helps to get more stable imaging
angles. Furthermore, by using multi-rotor types, there is no need to maintain
velocity to avoid a crash or falling down like Fixed wing frames.

3.5 Remote and Nearby GCS

The location of the controller is not an issue since the system has to be dynamic
and easy to reconfigure according to the requirements of the manual interrup-
tions. So, in remote GCS, the methodology of controlling is different than nearby
GCS as Fig. 6 shows. In this system, both missions are autonomous missions;
however, manual control is necessary as an emergency control interruption.

Act

b)a)

PlanSense SenseAct

Fig. 5. (a) Scanning control (b) Tracking control
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Fig. 6. (a) Nearby GCS (b) Remote GCS

4 Experiments

The GCS in this system is an open source software called “Mission Planner”,
it has been installed in Windows OS 2016 on EC2 cloud server. UAV flight
controller is powered by Raspberry Pi’s HAT control shield named Navio2 [11].
Since communications between UAVs and EC2 computing clouds have to be
evaluated, we monitored UDP and TCP in real-time by software called Wire-
shark. The goal of these experiments is to evaluate the network performance of
EC2 cloud through MAVlink protocol and LTE/3G dongle gateway. After fin-
ishing some network configurations, we connected UAVs to GCS (i.e. Mission
Planner on EC2) to analyze TCP and UDP packet traffic per second during the
missions.

4.1 Mission Planning

In this experiment, we used a single UAV mission planning as Fig. 7 shows. We
wrote a course with many waypoints into the autopilot of UAV’s flight controller.
The experiments were on the university campus that has 0.16 km2 area of inter-
est. The mission took around 16 min and that didn’t include the taking off and
landing time. However, 16 min range is an inadequate performance for providing
disaster information and to send a proper information of the emergency map.
Also, factors like altitude, way of scanning and speed are very important pillars
for the mission time cost.
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Fig. 7. Single UAV scanning mission

Fig. 8. Example of two instances of EC2 executing scanning mission

4.2 Multi-UAV Scanning

As Fig. 8 shows, in the same area of interest, we assigned two scanning UAVs.
Practically, assignment of two UAVs is appropriate for 10 min time of interest.
For more demonstration, Formula 1 presents an equation that simplified the
relationship between time of interest, area of interest and the number of UAVs.
Theoretically, the less time of interest wanted, the more number of UAVs has
to be used. Of course, using two UAVs in the same area of interest decreased
the time of the mission. However, besides the less time of interest, Multi-UAV
enhanced the quality of emergency data since the images of all orientations at
the stricken areas have been provided at the same time (Table 2).

– Altitude = 150 m
– Speed = 5 m/s
– Area of Interest = 0.16 km2

∴ Tscan =
AreaOfInterest(km2)

(NumberOfUAV s) ∗ (SingleUAVscan(km2/min))
= min (1)

4.3 MAVlink Protocol over UDP and TCP

In order to evaluate the network performance, we analyzed the behaviors of UDP
and TCP connections over LTE and MAVlink protocol during missions. MAVlink
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Table 2. Two UAVs and single UAV in scanning mission

Parameter Single UAV Two UAVs

Area (km2) 0.16 0.16

Mission flight time (min) 15:57 10:05

Distance (km) 3.83 4.53

Number of images 36 43

Distance between lines (m) 50.64 m 55.44

Footprints (m) 168.8× 126.6 352.6× 279.5

protocol supports UDP and TCP protocols connection to send telemetry data
and receive commands from the GCS. In this experiment, the signal power was
between −110 dBm and −79 dBm and it was diversely changing. We ran missions
in the EC2 using MAVlink protocols through TCP and UDP. Then, we recorded
the pockets traffic per second between GCS and UAV as Fig. 9 shows.

TCPUDP

Fig. 9. Graph of TCP and UDP PacketsTraffic per second

4.4 Discussion

Regarding the experiment results, UDP and TCP have different characteris-
tics. Therefore, they behaved quite differently during the missions. Theoretically,
TCP has many advantages over UDP protocols. For example, TCP guarantees
the data transmission to be received and manages the sequence of the data
without depublication. However, TCP is a heavy protocol and doesn’t have a
feature of broadcasting. Alternatively, UDP can work as broadcast protocol and
it’s lighter than TCP. In the experiment, UDP used more packet than TCP and
that because TCP connection in MAVlink protocol used some UDP protocols
to transfer telemetry data to GCS. On the other hand, in UDP connection,
MAVlink protocol used UDP only without any TCP. Therefore, UDP looks had
more traffic than TCP.
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5 Conclusion

This study shows how Multi-UAV system contribution can execute multiple res-
cue tasks like scanning and tracking autonomously and simultaneously using IoT
as GCS. Also, it demonstrates a combination of tracking data and scanning mis-
sion which can create a high-quality safe map for the refugees after the disaster
occurrence. The footprints of two UAVs is more than single UAV with less time
and that proved the reliability of the Multi-UAV system over single UAV sys-
tem. In this study, UAV is a server for EC2 and EC2 is an interface for operator.
Using DynDNS or VPN gave a secure connection between UAVs and the GCS
in EC2 and also solved the issues of random IP assignment. The experiments
revealed that MAVlink cannot establish a TCP connection without UDP proto-
col. The next step in this research is to keep improving the communication by
using Multi-hop communication system with leader UAV at simulated disaster
area based on real scenarios.
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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to present the use of a decision function in
the implementation of a multi-agent simulation model of a small-sized enterprise
dealing with trading. The subject of the presented research are simulation
experiments in MAREA software framework, which was designed to simulate
trading behaviour of a trading company. Firstly, we present a multi-agent system
and a mathematical description of a decision function, which is used to establish
the price of traded goods. Secondly, we present MAREA software framework
and lastly we discuss the simulation results of company dealing with retailing of
fluorescence colours. The results obtained show that simulation experiments in
MAREA could be used to support the decision-making process of a manage-
ment of trading companies in the scope of predicting key performance indicators
and changes of parameters and their impact on the company’s financial balance.

Keywords: Multi-agent system � Framework � Model � Simulation �
Software � Business process � Trading � MAREA

1 Introduction

The importance of business information systems has been rapidly growing recently
because of the globalization. The managements of business companies have to increase
the flexibility and the decision speed to keep pace with the situation on targeting
markets. The complexity of business operations often does not allow to take measures
without known impacts of such decisions. This is where the modeling and simulations
find their place (e.g., [1]). While analytical modeling approaches are based mostly on
mathematical theories [2, 3] the approach used in this paper is based on simulations.

The simulations, we experiment with, can be described as agent-based [4] in the
field of business economics. In our opinion only several problems can be identified
while using classical simulation approaches (e.g., [5]). There is a lot of other influences
that cannot be captured by using typical business process models (e.g., the effects of
collaboration of business process participants or their communication, experience level,
cultural or social factors, etc.) as shown in, e.g., [6].
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Intelligent software agents representing business process participants are more
accordant with people and can model a typical behaviour like communication, coor-
dination or cooperation – the basic characteristics of a multi-agent system (MAS).
Software agents can also be specialized (e.g., adaptability in a new environment or in
life experience). They are able to plan the tasks and to assign the work to other agents.
Intelligence of a MAS is created emergently during the interaction both among the
agents themselves, with their environment, and its components.

The presented research is based on the decision function in a control loop model [7,
8] of a generic business company. The control loop consists of controlled units like
sales, purchase, production and others, managed by a regulator unit (the management
of the company). The outputs of the controlled units are measured by the measuring
unit and compared with the desired key performance indicators (KPIs). The differences
found are sent to the regulator unit, which takes the necessary measures in order to keep
the system in the closeness to the KPI values. However, it was shown that a business
company must be looked upon as a system with social functions and responsibilities,
where individuals besides the company KPIs also follow their personal aims and
preferences (e.g., the paper from [9], summarizing the Corporate Social Responsibility
research of many other authors). The same can be observed in the market, where the
customers and the suppliers follow their own targets. The principles described could be
used to improve decision making processes of the company’s management.

Previous research results of our approach to this challenge using software agents
were presented in [8, 10–13]. Business process simulation framework called MAREA
was implemented and described recently in [14].

The structure of the paper is as follows. In the second section the business process
simulation and the mathematical model are described. In the third and last section
MAREA software framework is introduced and simulation results are discussed.

2 Multi-agent System Details

To ensure the outputs of trading processes simulations a simulation framework was
implemented and used to trigger the simulation experiments. The framework covers
business processes supporting the selling of goods by company sales representatives to
the customers – seller-to-customer negotiation (Fig. 1). It consists of the following
types of agents: sales representative agents (representing sellers, seller agents), cus-
tomer agents, an informative agent (provides information about the company market
share, and company volume), manager agent (manages the seller agents, calculates
KPIs), and disturbance agent (brings disturbances of market environment into the
model). All the agent types are developed according to the multi-agent approach. The
interaction between agents is based on the FIPA contract-net protocol [15].

The number of customer agents is significantly higher than the number of seller
agents in the model because the reality of the market is the same. The behavior of
agents is influenced by two randomly generated parameters using the normal distri-
bution (an amount of requested goods and a sellers’ ability to sell the goods). In the
lack of real information about the business company, there is a possibility to randomly
generate different parameters (e.g. company market shares for the product,
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market volume for the product in local currency, or a quality parameter of the seller).
The influence of randomly generated parameters on the simulation outputs while using
different types of distributions was previously described in [11].

In the text to follow, the seller-to-customer negotiation workflow is described and
the mathematical definition of a decision function is proposed. Decision function is
used during the contracting phase of agents’ interaction. It serves to set up the limit
price of the customer agent as an internal private parameter. One stock item simplifi-
cation is used in the implementation. Participants of the contracting process in our
multi-agent system are represented by the software agents - the seller and customer
agents interacting in the course of the quotation, negotiation and contracting. There is
an interaction between them. The behavior of the customer agent is characterized in our
case by a decision function (Eq. 1).

Each period turn (here we assume a week), the customer agent decides whether to
buy something. His decision is defined randomly. If the customer agent decides not to
buy anything, his turn is over; otherwise he creates a sales request and sends it to his
seller agent. The seller agent answers with a proposal message (a certain quote starting
with his maximal price: (limit price * 1.25). This quote can be accepted by the cus-
tomer agent or not. The customer agents evaluate the quotes according to the decision
function. The decision function was proposed to reflect the company’s market share for
the product quoted (a market share parameter), seller’s ability to negotiate, total market

Fig. 1. Generic model of a business company. (Source: adapted from [14])
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volume for the product quoted etc. (in e.g., [11]). If the price quoted is lower than the
customer’s price obtained as a result of the decision function, the quote is accepted. In
the opposite case, the customer rejects the quote and a negotiation is started. The seller
agent decreases the price to the average of the minimal limit price and the current price
(in every iteration is getting effectively closer and closer to the minimal limit price), and
resends the quote back to the customer. The message exchange repeats until there is an
agreement or a reserved time passes.

The decision function for the m-th seller pertaining to the i-th customer determines
the price that i-th customer accepts (adjusted according to [11]).

cmn ¼ snTncqm
Ovn

ð1Þ

cmn - price of n-th product offered by m-th seller,
sn - market share of the company for n-th product 0\sn\1,
Tn - market volume for n-th product in local currency,
c - competition coefficient, lowering the success of the sale 0\c\1,
qm - m-th sales representative ability to sell 0; 5� qm � 2,
O - number of sales orders for the simulated time,
vn - average quantity of the n-th product, ordered by i-th customer from m-th seller.

The aforementioned parameters represent global simulation parameters set for each
simulation experiment. Other global simulation parameters are: lower limit sales price,
number of customers, number of sales representatives, number of iterations, and mean
sales request probability. The more exact parameters can be delivered by the real
company, the more realistic simulation results can be obtained. In case we would not be
able to use the expected number of sales orders O following formula can be used

O ¼ ZIp ð2Þ

Z - number of customers,
I - number of iterations,
p - mean sales request probability in one iteration.

Customer agents are organized in groups and each group is being served by con-
crete seller agent. Their relationship is given; none of them can change the counter-
part. Seller agent is responsible to the manager agent. Each turn, the manager agent
gathers data from all seller agents and stores KPIs of the company. The data is the
result of the simulation and serves to understand the company behavior in a time –

depending on the agents’ decisions and behavior. The customer agents need to know
some information about the market. This information is given by the informative agent.
This agent is also responsible for the turn management and represents outside or
controllable phenomena from the agents’ perspective.
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3 Software Framework Description and Simulation Results

In this section, an enhanced software prototype of a framework MAREA based on
agent-based trading company control loop and simulation results are introduced. The
prototype is based on the research results presented herein above. The Enterprise
Resource Planning system (ERP) using the REA ontology approach is used as a
measuring and storing element in the framework and is a part of it. The system has been
developed in cooperation between Silesian University in Opava, School of Business
Administration in Karvina, Czech Republic and REA technology Copenhagen, Den-
mark. After the prototype tests at the end of the year 2011, it was presented at the
beginning of 2012 for the first time [16].

3.1 MAREA Description

Framework enables users to set up trading company parameters and run trading sim-
ulation for a specific time to interpret the development of KPIs of the company. It
consists of two main components, the Simulation of a multi-agent system (MAS) and
the ERP system. A simulation designer can either use the ERP system directly, or can
program intelligent agents to perform the same activities that a human user can per-
form. For example, a simulation designer can use the ERP system directly to create
initial data for a simulation, then start the agent platform to run a simulation, then using
the ERP system inspect the simulation results, and even adjust the data (within the rules
implemented in the ERP system) and then start the agent platform to continue running
the simulation. Both agents and a human user can read data from the ERP system, write
data to the ERP system, and perform actions, such as sending a purchase order.

Simulation of negotiation between agents about sales and purchases is one of the
key functions of the multi-agent simulation system. The messages the agents send to
each other during negotiation are recorded in the ERP system. All messages about sales
(from the initial request to closing the deal) are part of the Sales request entity; likewise
all messages about purchase (from the initial request to closing the deal) are part of the
Purchase request entity.

The ERP system has been configured to calculate KPIs by summing up other values.
For example, Cash level is calculated as a total of all transactions that change Cash level
– payments for purchases, income from sales, payment of bonuses, initial cash, etc.
Turnover and Gross profit is calculated as a total of gross profits and turnovers of
specific product types. The values of the most important KPIs in all simulation steps can
be exported to an Excel file and analysed later by typical Excel tools like a contingency
table or by a data analysis like histograms etc. The negotiation steps can also be exported
to Excel in order to analyse the customer and sales representative behavior.

3.2 Simulation Results

We implemented and analysed simulation results from two 90-days scenarios in
MAREA to present the functionalities of MAREA. The parameterization of first sce-
nario is depicted in Table 1. We changed some parameters of the simulated company in
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second scenario and compared the results at the end of the cycle with the first scenario
with the intention to acquire more beneficial results. We used tables and graphs with
values in both scenarios. After all we decided if our changes were beneficial or not.

We modeled a small-sized trading company for our research. The company deals
with retailing of fluorescence colours. It employs 9 sales representatives and 3 purchase
representatives. Purchase representatives cooperate with 4 vendors. Vendors supply
items in cooperation with purchase representatives to the stock. Our trading company
offers 24 items. These 24 items are 14 different colours and most of them are in two
variants: 1-liter and 5-liters.

We can see the parameters setup of the first scenario in Table 1. First parameter is a
starting day. Start date was set on 1.1.2016 in both scenarios. Second parameter is the
number of iterations, which in our case means the number of days in both scenarios.
We used 90-days, which is exactly 3 months in not leap-year. Each customer has its
own budget and after each purchase the budget has to be diminished. Hence, for
simulation purpose, there has to be one global budget defined for all customers and this
global budget has to be randomized for each customer in the initialization of the
customer. The number of customers, who are involved in the process is 47. Probability
of creating sales request is a parameter, which affects customers. The larger number is
set, the more likely will customers require goods from sales representatives. This is set
on 10. The number of vendors is set on 4. Probability of disturbance is another
parameter which affects customers. Disturbance decreases quality of service of our
sales representatives and at the end negatively affects the customer decision. We set this
value on 10. Last parameter is advertising cost ratio. We change marketing costs using
this parameter. Increasing of marketing costs more but it can bring increase of sales,
which can act positively in final financial balance of the company.

The change we made in the second scenario was in increasing the advertising cost
ratio, which was increased to 0.5. We have made these changes according to the
experience with the first scenario with the aim to improve company’s results and make
it more competitive. Some of sales representatives were not effective so we decided to
dismiss 3 worst of them. In connection with this dismissing we set the percentage
bonus for every sales representative to 10. We also tried to support selling of 5 least
selling items from first scenario. This support was done through a reduction of purchase
limit prices for these items.

Table 1. First scenario simulation parameters. Source: own.

Parameter Example

Start date 1.1.2016
Numbers of iterations 90
Global budget 250000
Customers 47
Probability for creating sales request 10
Vendors 4
Probability of disturbance 10
Advertising cost ratio 0.1
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We tracked initial cash level, cash level, turnover, gross profit and profit. Initial
cash level is a level of cash at start of the trading cycle. This level was set to 15000.
Cash level is calculated as a difference between sales orders and payments. Turnover is
a summary of what customers pays for goods. Gross profit is a profit before taxes,
depreciation and amortization. And a profit is calculated as a difference between rev-
enues and expenses. These five KPIs were set to 0. Table 2 presents company’s results
after three months of trading in both scenarios.

Both of our scenarios started at 15000 initial cash level. The cash level increased
more than five times in second scenario (Figs. 2 and 3). This change is caused by
reducing the number of employees and setting the bonus to 10% of total selling amount
for every seller.

Cash level is fluctuating and reached value 225859,63 which correspond with the
Table 2 as can be seen from a graph of cash level in first scenario (Fig. 2). The reason
for the cash level increase more than five times in the second scenario is that the
company spent large amount of cash on advertising and also the expanses raised.
Bonus payments rose only slightly compared to the sales order.

Table 2. Key performance indicators for both scenarios. Source: own.

Scenario Initial cash
level

Cash level Turnover Gross
profit

Profit Active
customers

1 15000 225859.63 1575954.96 946509.23 210859.63 45
2 15000 1221123.41 1797505.09 984155.09 1206123.41 46
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Fig. 2. Cash level in the first scenario. (Source: own)
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Cash level in the second scenario (Fig. 3) is more consistent and growing more
rapidly than in the first scenario (Fig. 2). Resultant curve reached value of 1221123,41,
which confirms the value from Table 2.

Obtained results show that simulation results in MAREA are sensitive to initial
parameters and simulation results are logically sensitive to changes in parameters.
MAREA will be used for implementation of more simulation models of trading
companies to be used to support the decision-making processes of companies’
management.

4 Conclusion

This paper presents a decision function implementation and simulation experiments in
MAREA software framework. Multi-agent system was developed to support simulation
experiments dealing with KPIs of a small-sized trading company. The MAREA
application serves for the decision support of company’s management as well as for
educational purposes. It enables users to get familiar with the principles of trading
using company model. The setup of the application provides possibilities to edit the
company parameters and to run trading simulations. This allows users to analyse
trading behavior back-to-back according to the parameters setup. The most important
features of MAREA are: configuring options on the lowest level (source code of the
agents), availability for distance learning and simulation speed of the framework.

The motivation was to simulate trading processes in order to obtain KPIs (cash level,
turnover, profit, etc.) in 90-days of trading behavior. The results obtained show that using
such framework can lead to logical outputs. The outputs can be used for improving the
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Fig. 3. Cash level in the second scenario. (Source: own)
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decision making process, and to predictive purposes in business companies. Future
research will concentrate on more complex setup of real trading company.
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Abstract. The main aim of this article is to discuss the setting and
the construction of blockability values for decision-making agents, whose
actions are modeled by transferable utility cooperative game, when possi-
ble coalitions of agents are vague – in this case expressed as I-fuzzy coali-
tions — and test the appropriateness of this approach on real data – in
this case the data from voting in the Chamber of Deputies of the Czech
Parliament during three subsequent Parliamentary periods. Results of
calculations show improvement in values in ex-post I-fuzzy blockability
values, as well as in tested predicted I-fuzzy blockability values based on
results from preceding periods.

Keywords: I-fuzzy setting · Cooperative game · Blockability value ·
Parliamentary voting

1 Introduction

Complex multiagent systems are composed of agents, who are considered to
make decisions with respect to their designed objectives. These agents are con-
sidered to be to some extent autonomous [1]. Agents in complex multiagent sys-
tem environment can, with respect to their objectives and settings, interact and
even cooperate with other agents. The standard descriptions of the multiagent
problem of cooperation is given by the theory of cooperative games [2].

In cooperative game theory, agents (referred also as players) of a model game
are cooperating in order to increase a mutual profit. In transferable utility games,
the profit is expected to be transferred (which means distributed) among play-
ers with respect to some coalition agreement. In general, the cooperative game
theory studies the mechanism of possible profit distribution, called also solution
concepts [3].

The theory of cooperative games was originally derived in order to describe
real-world interactions between two or more rational agents. One from many
examples of the application of cooperative theory on real-world situations is
theory of voting. Rules of every designed election mechanism can be described by

c© Springer International Publishing AG 2018
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a characteristic function of a transferable utility game. The result of a decision-
making mechanism defined as a voting rule is used as a result of voting or
election. Complex agent-based models working on the basis of game-theoretical
approach can be used to describe real world situations. However, in order to
catch all aspect of real life, some sort of vagueness should be incorporated into
models. For example, journalists together with statisticians and political sciences
try to predict outcome of parliamentary elections. Opinion polls are running till
election days, even voters after elections, when leaving polling places, are asked
to reveal their cast ballots. Nonetheless, true results significantly differ from
estimated ones.

There are several possibilities how to incorporate vagueness into game theory.
For example the concept of fuzzy sets [4] is widely is used to describe an uncer-
tainty in coalition creation [5]. In fuzzy sets theory, every fuzzy set is composed
of elements characterized by a membership degree to the set; each element is in
fact to some extent member of the set and to some extent non-member of the set.
However, this concept was not enough in situation, when also undecisive part is
present. For example in voting game in ammendment procedure sometimes there
are three possible outcomes of voting: ‘yes’, ‘no’, and ‘abstain’. This situation is
fully described using intuitionistic or interval-valued fuzzy sets. The intuitionis-
tic or interval-valued fuzzy set approach is based on the fact that membership,
nonmembership as well as an uncertainty part of a set is taken into account [6].
The intuitionistic fuzzy set theory is used to describe game theory concepts in
order to more realistically describe real-world concepts [7]. Dubois et al. (2005)
[8] discussed terminological difficulties concerning term “an intuitionistic fuzzy
set” and proposed use of different term; therefore throughout this text, the term
“I-fuzzy” will be used instead of the term “intuitionistic fuzzy”.

The main aim of this article is to discuss the setting and the construction
of blockability values for decision-making agents, whose actions are modeled
by transferable utility cooperative game, when possible coalitions of agents are
expressed as I-fuzzy coalitions, and test the appropriateness of this approach on
data from voting in the Chamber of Deputies of the Czech Parliament during
three subsequent Parliamentary periods.

2 I-Fuzzy Blockability Value for Weighted Voting Game

The idea of blockability value was derived to evaluate influence of players in
weighted cooperative games [9]. A cooperative game is in general considered to
be a pair (N, v), where N = {1, 2 . . . n} is a set of players, and v : 2N → R is
a characteristic function of a game, defined on subsets of N with the property
v(∅) = 0. The function v is called a characteristic function of a game. Any
nonempty subset of N is called a coalition. The characteristic function v connects
each coalition K ⊂ N with a real number v(K) ∈ R representing total profit of
coalition K, while v(∅) = 0. Any cooperative game is usually denoted as (N, v),
or simply only by its characteristic function v.

Any voting of players with different weights can be described as a
weighted voting game [N,w, q] for players N = {1, 2 . . . n} with weights
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w = [w1, w2, . . . , wn] and quota q. In voting game a coalition K is winning if
its total weight meets or exceeds the quota q:

K wins ⇐⇒
∑

i∈K

wi ≥ q (1)

The characteristic function of a weighted voting game can obtain only values 0
or 1; v(K) = 1 if K wins and v(K) = 0 when K loses. From the definition of
a weighted voting game it is obvious that the empty coalition never wins, the
grand coalition always wins, and any set of winning coalition also wins.

The blockability value was derived in order to easy evaluate a coalitional
influence by a real number in order to compare coalitional influence of all play-
ers – the higher is the blockability value, the higher is a player’s coalition power.
The blockability value of the coalition K for a weighted voting game can be is
expressed as [9,10]:

BK =
∑

T⊂N v(T ) − B∗(K)∑
T⊂N v(T )

(2)

where B∗(K) =
∑

T⊂N v(T\K).

Example: For a game G = [N = {A,B,C,D}, w = (90, 80, 20, 10), q = 101] can
be easily shown that:∑

T⊂N v(T ) = v(∅) + v(A) + v(B) + v(C) + v(D) + v(AB) + v(AC) + v(AD) +
v(BC)+v(BD)+v(CD)+v(ABC)+v(ABD)+v(ACD)+v(BCD)+v(ABCD) =
0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 1 + 1 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 = 7, and
B∗(A) = v(∅) + v(∅)) + v(B) + v(C) + v(D) + v(B) + v(C) + v(D) + v(BC) +
v(BD)+ v(CD)+ v(BC)+ v(BD)+ v(CD)+ v(BCD)+ v(BCD) = 0+0+0+
0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 1 + 1 = 2.
Similarly, B∗(B) = 4, B∗(B) = 4, and B∗(B) = 6. Then blockability values of
all players are:

BA =
∑

T⊂N v(T ) − B∗(A)∑
T⊂N v(T )

=
7 − 2

7
=

5
7
, BB =

3
7
, BC =

3
7
, BD =

1
7
.

In order to be consistent with possible outcomes of voting, the concept of
I-fuzzy coalition was chosen to describe vagueness in Parliamentary voting. I-
fuzzy coalition consists of participation as well as non-participation level for each
player. Formally, let N = {1, 2 . . . n} be a set of n players. An I-fuzzy coalition C̃
is given by a pair of vectors C̃ = 〈μC , νC〉 with coordinates μC = (μC

1 , μC
2 , . . . μC

n )
and νC = (νC

1 , νC
2 , . . . νC

n ) such that 0 ≤ μC
i + νC

i ≤ 1 for all i ∈ N . Then the i-
th coordinate of vector μC gives a level of membership (participation) of player
i in an I-fuzzy coalition C̃; the i-th coordinate of vector νC gives a level of
nonmembership of player i in an I-fuzzy coalition C̃.

A crisp coalition S ⊂ N in I-fuzzy notation is represented by I-fuzzy coalition
C̃S such that C̃S = 〈μS , νS〉 for which μS

i = 1 for all i ∈ S and μS
i = 0 for all

i /∈ S while νS
i = 1 for all i /∈ S and νS

i = 0 for all i ∈ S. Analogically, the empty
coalition is expressed as C̃∅ = 〈μ∅, ν∅〉 for which μ∅

i = 0 and ν∅
i = 1 for all i,
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while the grand coalition is of the form C̃N = 〈μN , νN 〉 for which μN
i = 1 and

νN ti = 0 for all i.
Let T be a crisp coalition such that T ⊂ N . Let C̃ be an I-fuzzy coalition. Let

eT be a fuzzy coalition created from C̃ such membership and nonmembership
function are at basic levels for players not in coalition T , other membership and
nonmembership functions are unchanged. The blockability value of the coalition
K ⊂ N for the referral coalition C̃ can be expressed as:

BK =
∑

T⊂N v(eT ) − B∗(K)∑
T⊂N v(eT )

(3)

where B∗(K) =
∑

T⊂N v(eT \eK). In real-world situation the referral coalition
is considered to be a ‘typical’ coalition for a played game (for example in voting
it can be the most probable coalition or an announced coalitional partnership).

In the case of presented real-world data, the characteristic function of the
presenter weighted voting game is not known, however actions of all players
are revealed. Thus, in order to calculate a characteristic function in the case of
the Chamber of Deputies of the Czech Parliament, a probabilistic approach was
used, values v(eT ) and v(eT \eK) in accord with these three rules:

(1) if the sum of participation levels of party members in coalition T (for sim-
plicity called min(T )) is greater than (q − 1), then v(T ) = 1;

(2) if the sum of participation levels of party members in coalition T plus all
values of uncertainty levels of all political parties in T (for simplicity called
max(T )) is smaller than q, then v(T ) = 0;

(3) if none of above cases is true, then the respective value v(T ) is calculat-
ing as the value of v(T ) = 1 − F (q − 1), where F (q − 1) is the value of
a cumulative distribution function for the continuous uniform distribution
(unif(min(T ),max(T )).

3 Data Description

This analysis is based on the data from the Czech Parliament from three sub-
sequent electoral periods: 2002–2006, 2006–2010, 2010–2013. Data for the 2002–
2006 parliamentary period covered 13633 voting vectors; data for the 2006–2010
parliamentary period covered 8740 voting vectors; data for the 2010–2013 par-
liamentary period covered 5895 voting vectors. The outcome of every vote for
every member is one possibility from the set {yes, no, abstain, absent}. Every
bill to be passed needs at least as many ‘yes’ votes as quota. Quota is dependent
on the number of all present legislators. Therefore, in this analysis the ’abstain’
outcomes were reclassified as ‘no’ outcomes. Basic information on the Czech
Parliamentary system as well as the set of all historical votes can be found at
the official web site of the Chamber of Deputies of the Czech Parliament URL:
www.psp.cz.

During the 2002–2006 parliamentary period there were five political parties
operating in the Chamber of Deputies of the Czech Parliament: Civic Demo-
cratic Party (ODS), Christian and Democratic Union - Czechoslovak People’s

www.psp.cz
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Party (KDU-CSL), Czech Social Democratic Party (CSSD), Communist Party
of Bohemia and Moravia (KSCM), and the Freedom Union – Democratic Union
(US-DEU). Distribution of seats after 2002 Election in the 2010 Chamber of
Deputies of the Czech Republic together with blockability value is given in
Table 1.

Table 1. The Chamber of Deputies of the Czech Parliament after 2002 elections.
Source: Official results of 2002 Elections, own calculations.

Party CSSD ODS KSCM KDU-CSL US-DEU

Seats 70 58 41 21 10

Blockability value 0.625 0.375 0.375 0.125 0.125

During the 2006–2010 parliamentary period there were five political parties
operating in the Chamber of Deputies of the Czech Parliament: Civic Democratic
Party (ODS), Christian and Democratic Union - Czechoslovak People’s Party
(KDU-CSL), Green Party (SZ), Czech Social Democratic Party (CSSD), and
Communist Party of Bohemia and Moravia (KSCM). Distribution of seats in the
2006–2010 Chamber of Deputies of the Czech Republic together with blockability
value is given in Table 2.

Table 2. Distribution of seats and calculated blockability value in the Chamber of
Deputies of the Czech Parliament after 2006 elections. Source: Official results of 2006
Elections, own calculations.

Party ODS CSSD KSCM KDU-CSL SZ

Seats 81 74 26 13 6

Blockability value 0.6 0.467 0.467 0.067 0.067

During the 2010–2013 parliamentary period there were five political parties
operating in the Chamber of Deputies of the Czech Parliament: Civic Demo-
cratic Party (ODS), Czech Social Democratic Party (CSSD), Communist Party
of Bohemia and Moravia (KSCM), TOP09 and Veci Verejne (VV) – respective
distribution of seats and the blockability value is given in Table 3.

4 Ex-post Blockability Value

In order to evaluate appropriateness of calculated results, the coefficient of polit-
ical party success was calculated. The political party success coefficient is defined
as the ratio of decisions in the Chamber of Deputies that were the same as the
party decisions to all decisions during the parliamentary period. The party deci-
sion is derived from the votes of party members using simple majority rule.
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Table 3. Distribution of seats and calculated blockability value in the Chamber of
Deputies of the Czech Parliament after 2010 elections. Source: Official results of 2010
Elections, own calculations.

Party CSSD ODS TOP09 KSCM VV

Seats 56 53 41 26 24

Blockability value 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.25 0.25

The coefficient of party success can reach the values from the interval [0, 1]; the
higher the coefficient, the higher ratio of party decisions was the same as the
whole voting body decision. The coefficient of voting success is influenced by
the vote of other members of parliament. Calculated party success indices for all
three parliamentary periods are given in Table 4.

Table 4. Coefficient of success in the Chamber of Deputies of the Czech Parliament
during three parliamentary periods. Source: Own calculations.

2002–2006

Party CSSD ODS KSCM KDU-CSL US-DEU

Party success 0.930 0.573 0.753 0.852 0.822

2006–2010

Party ODS CSSD KSCM KDU-CSL SZ

Party success 0.808 0.812 0.721 0.749 0.678

2010–2013

Party CSSD ODS TOP09 KSCM VV

Party success 0.592 0.943 0.952 0.567 0.831

The easiest way how to evaluate the reliability of the party blockability value
with reality is to calculate the correlation coefficient between the party success
and the blockability value. The calculating coefficient values are 0.094, 0.690,
and −0.046 for the 2002–2006, 2006–2010, and 2010–2013 parliamentary periods,
respectively. None of the correlation coefficient is statistically significant. Hence,
the adjustment to blockability value has to be done in order to adjust to a real-
world situation. One of the possibilities how to adjust calculated blockability
value is to estimate blockability value with respect to I-fuzzy setting.

As this text deal with possible prediction of future blockability value when
only election results and previous votes are known, it should be important to
discuss ex-post blockability value under I-fuzzy setting in order to show that
this approach could bring reliable results. In order to find the membership and
nonmembership function of a ‘referral coalition’, the party cohesion concept was
used. The membership function of a political party is calculated as the average
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participation of that political party in winning coalition; similarly, the nonmem-
bership function of a political party is calculated as the average participation of
that political party in losing coalitions. Respective membership and nonmem-
bership values are given in Table 5.

Table 5. Membership and nonmembership values for political parties in the Chamber
of Deputies of the Czech Parliament during three parliamentary periods. Source: Own
calculations.

2002–2006

Party CSSD ODS KSCM KDU-CSL US-DEU

Membership value 0.731 0.419 0.628 0.683 0.545

Nonembership value 0.103 0.364 0.248 0.155 0.140

2006–2010

Party ODS CSSD KSCM KDU-CSL SZ

Membership value 0.604 0.602 0.605 0.535 0.523

Nonembership value 0.196 0.205 0.278 0.196 0.217

2010–2013

Party CSSD ODS TOP09 KSCM VV

Membership value 0.392 0.672 0.761 0.453 0.592

Nonembership value 0.354 0.087 0.072 0.407 0.156

Calculated blockability values of political parties based on calculated mem-
bership and nonmembership values of ‘referral coalition’ are given in Table 6.

Correlation coefficient between the party successes and the blockability values
are equal to 0.17, 0.91 and 0.68, for the 2002–2006, 2006–2010, and 2010–2013
periods, respectively. The second correlation coefficient is statistically signifi-
cant at 5% level of significance, other ones are not significant, however show
improvement comparing to original blockability values. The problem with result
is, that it does not take into account created coalitions (both governmental and
opposition ones).

5 Blockability Value Predictions

There are several possibilities how to estimate membership and nonmember-
hip value of a political party in the ‘referral coalition’. The easiest way is to
set all membership and nonmembership values equal to averages of these val-
ues in preceding period, as given in Table 7 (rows Membership Value 1, and
Nonmembership Value 1). Another possibility is to take all membership and
nonmembership values from the previous period for political parties present in
both parliaments, and average values for political parties not present in previous
period parliament (rows Membership Value 2, and Nonmembership Value 2 in
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Table 6. Ex-ante I-fuzzy Blockability values for political parties in the Chamber of
Deputies of the Czech Parliament during three parliamentary periods. Source: Own
calculations.

2002–2006

Party CSSD ODS KSCM KDU-CSL US-DEU

I-fuzzy blockability value 1 0.580 0.514 0.339 0.126

2006–2010

Party ODS CSSD KSCM KDU-CSL SZ

I-fuzzy blockability value 1 1 0.042 0.042 0.014

2010–2013

Party CSSD ODS TOP09 KSCM VV

I-fuzzy blockability value 0.621 0.889 0.759 0.282 0.395

Table 7). Calculated blockability values based on electoral results and estimated
membership and nonmembership values for two presented scenarios are given in
Table 7.

Table 7. Distribution of seats and calculated predicted blockability values in the Cham-
ber of Deputies of the Czech Parliament after 2006 elections. Source: Official results of
2006 Elections, own calculations.

Party 2006–2010 ODS CSSD KSCM KDU-CSL SZ

Seats 81 74 26 13 6

Membership value 1 0.601 0.601 0.601 0.601 0.601

Nonembership value 1 0.202 0.202 0.202 0.202 0.202

Blockability value 1 1 0.998 0.044 0.044 0.017

Membership value 0.731 0.419 0.628 0.683 0.601

Nonembership value 0.103 0.364 0.248 0.155 0.202

Blockability value 2 0.975 1 0.118 0.091 0.044

Correlation coefficients of predicted values with original blockability value,
ex-post I-fuzzy blockability value, and coefficient of success are given in Table 8.
Correlations of predicted values with success coefficient, as well as with ex-ante
blockability value are close to 1, these results are statistically significant at 5%
level of significance. The result is caused by favorably distributed seats after
2006 elections.

In order to estimate blockability value for 2010–2013 parliamentary period,
the membership and nonmemberhip value of a political parties in the ‘refer-
ral coalition’ were estimated with respect to two previous periods. Calculated
blockability values based on electoral results and estimated membership and
nonmembership values for two presented scenarios are given in Table 9.
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Table 8. Pairwise correlation coefficients between calculated values for 2006–2010
Parliamentary period. All correlation coefficients higher than 0.879 are statistically
significant at 5% level of significance. Source: Own calculations.

Success Blockability IF blockability Prediction 1 Prediction 2

Success 1.0000 0.6870 0.9058 0.9055 0.9132

Blockability 0.6870 1.0000 0.7387 0.7387 0.7546

IF blockability 0.9058 0.7387 1.0000 1.0000 0.9993

Prediction 1 0.9055 0.7387 1.0000 1.0000 0.9992

Prediction 2 0.9132 0.7546 0.9993 0.9992 1.0000

Table 9. Distribution of seats and calculated predicted blockability values in the Cham-
ber of Deputies of the Czech Parliament after 2010 elections. Source: Official results of
2010 Elections, own calculations.

Party 2010–2013 CSSD ODS TOP09 KSCM VV

Seats 56 53 41 26 24

Membership value 1 0.587 0.587 0.587 0.587 0.587

Nonembership value 1 0.210 0.210 0.210 0.210 0.210

Blockability value 1 0.839 0.815 0.581 0.385 0.367

Membership value 0.666 0.511 0.587 0.616 0.587

Nonembership value 0.154 0.280 0.210 0.263 0.210

Blockability value 2 0.890 0.765 0.592 0.384 0.377

Table 10. Pairwise correlation coefficients between calculated values for 2006–2010
Parliamentary period. All correlation coefficients higher than 0.879 are statistically
significant at 5% level of significance. Source: Own calculations.

Success Blockability IF blockability Prediction 1 Prediction 2

Success 1.0000 −0.0465 0.6811 0.1219 0.0335

Blockability −0.0465 1.0000 0.6032 0.9279 0.9048

IF Blockability 0.6811 0.6032 1.0000 0.7940 0.7304

Prediction 1 0.1219 0.9279 0.7940 1.0000 0.9873

Prediction 2 0.0335 0.9048 0.7304 0.9873 1.0000

Correlation coefficients of predicted values with original blockability value,
ex-post I-fuzzy blockability value, and coefficient of success are given in Table 10.
Results are better off comparing to real values than crisp blockability values;
however, correlations of predicted values with success coefficient, as well as with
ex-ante blockability value are not statistically significant. The main reason of the
failure is the created coalition of three political parties – ODS, TOP09, and VV.
The similarity in voting of these three players increased their measured success
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coefficient disproportional to their weights. This increase was not covered in
predicted membership and nonmembership values.

6 Concluding Remarks

The main aim of this article was to apply I-fuzzy blocking values on real voting
data, and use the concept of blocking values to predict future outcomes. Real
voting data were represented by a voting data from the Chamber of Deputies of
the Parliament of the Czech Republic for three consequent periods: 2002–2006,
2006–2010 and 2010–2013 periods. Results of the ex-ante and ex-post blocking
values are compared with overall voting outcome represented by coefficient of
success. For the three referral periods 2002–2006, 2006–2010, and 2010–2013,
the correlation coefficients between ex-ante blockability values and party voting
success were 0.094, 0.690, and −0.046, respectively. None of them was statisti-
cally significant at 5% level of significance. The same correlation coefficient for
ex-post I-fuzzy blockability value were equal to 0.17, 0.91 and 0.68; the second
correlation coefficient was statistically significant. Predicted values also show
an improvement in results when uncertainty issues are considered, however the
expected coalition formation (possible future coalition treaty) should be taken
into account.
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Abstract. Business process simulation models usually incorporate sev-
eral essential components that reflect customer behavior for modeling
system inputs and outputs and ranking and/or rating given alterna-
tives. In this paper we deal with a general dynamic system of rating
a number of alternatives given by pairwise comparison matrices on an
alo-group. This system is based on a parametrized agent-based simula-
tion with interactions among agents which is able to replicate various
types of processes, e.g. financial market evaluation, evaluation of prod-
ucts’ demand and supply, evaluation of political parties in general elec-
tions, evaluation of universities etc. A simple simulation experiment is
presented and discussed.

Keywords: Dynamic system · Agents · Ranking alternatives · Pairwise
comparison matrix on alo-group · Simulation

1 Introduction

An agent-based model is a collection of autonomous decision-making entities -
agents. Each agent individually assesses its situation and makes decisions on the
basis of some rules. Agents may execute various behaviors appropriate for the
system they represent, for example, production system, consuming, or selling
system, and many others. A significant feature of agent-based modeling relies on
the power of computers to explore dynamics out of the reach of pure mathemati-
cal methods by means of repetitive competitive interactions between the agents,
see [1–4]. In addition, agents may be capable of evolving, allowing unanticipated
behaviors to emerge, see [3,5].

A process simulation models usually incorporate several basic components
that reflect agent behavior for modeling system inputs and outputs and rank-
ing and/or rating given alternatives, see e.g. [3,6–8]. In this paper we deal with
a dynamic system of rating given number of alternatives based on alo-groups
where agent-based simulations with interactions among agents are dependent on
some parameters. The system of rating alternatives is able to replicate various
processes, e.g. financial market modeling, see [7,8], auction models [2], demand
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and supply models [6], evaluation of political parties in general elections, evalu-
ation of universities or other public institutions, etc.

The structure of the paper can briefly be described as follows. In Sect. 2
the basic problem is formulated as well as necessary notions and terminology
concerning alo-groups. In each time moment, a finite set of alternatives is ranked
by each agent from the finite set of agents. Then, the total ranking is calculated.
In the course of time, the individual agents interact with each other according to
the given system of rules. A detailed agent-based model is described in Sect. 3.
Finally, a simple simulation experiment is presented and discussed in Sect. 4.
The well known additive alo-group is applied. The conclusion section finalizes
the paper.

2 Preliminaries

We shall deal with the following problem: Let X = {x1, x2, ..., xn} be a finite
set of alternatives (n > 1). We consider a set of agents K = {1, 2, ..., |K|},
e.g. brokers, customers, electors, students etc. Here, by symbol |K| we denote
the (finite) number of elements of the set K. The whole group of agents K is
composed of various sub-groups of similar agents. In every time moment the
agents may interact (communicate) among each others and switch from one
sub-group to some other sub-group.

Each agent k ∈ K makes successively his/her decisions in every discrete time
moment t = 1, 2, ..., T by a pairwise comparisons matrix (PC matrix) A(k, t).
The aim is to get global rating, or, group rating, of the given alternatives in each
time moment t, using the information given by each agent k in the form of an
n × n individual pairwise comparisons matrix

A(k, t) = {aij(k, t)}. (1)

In [9], given time t each agent k evaluates the pair of alternatives xi, xj by
a positive real number aij(k, t), for all i and j. In this paper, we extend this
approach to assume that the element aij(k, t) of the pairwise comparisons matrix
A(k, t) belongs to a more general structure then positive real numbers with
the operation of multiplication. Particularly, we shall assume that the elements
aij(k, t) belong to an Abelian linearly ordered group G, (shortly alo-group) G ⊂
R, i.e. a subset of the set of real numbers. This approach enables us to apply
an agent based approach not only to multiplicative system as described in [3],
but also to apply additive systems, fuzzy systems or other systems. Bellow, we
shortly remind some necessary terminology associated with alo-groups.

An abelian group is a set, G, together with an operation � (read: operation
odot) that combines any two elements a, b ∈ G to form another element in G
denoted by a�b, see [10]. The symbol � is a general placeholder for a concretely
given operation. (G,�) satisfies the following requirements known as the abelian
group axioms, particularly: commutativity, associativity, there exists an identity
element e ∈ G and for each element a ∈ G there exists an element a(−1) ∈ G
called the inverse element to a.
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The inverse operation ÷ to � is defined for all a, b ∈ G as follows

a ÷ b = a � b(−1). (2)

An ordered triple (G,�,≤) is said to be abelian linearly ordered group, alo-group
for short, if (G,�) is a group, ≤ is a linear order on G, and for all a, b, c ∈ G

a ≤ b implies a � c ≤ b � c. (3)

If G = (G,�,≤) is an alo-group, then G ⊂ R is naturally equipped with the
order topology induced by ≤ and G × G is equipped with the related product
topology. We say that G is a continuous alo-group if � is continuous on G × G.

G = (G,�,≤) is divisible if for each positive integer n and each a ∈ G there
exists the (n)-th root of a denoted by a(1/n), i.e.

(
a(1/n)

)(n)
= a.

Because of the associative property, the operation � can be extended by
induction to n-ary operation: a(n) = a � a � ... � a. By divisibility, (n)-th power
of a can be extended to (c)-th power of a, a(c), where c ∈ R. It is well known
fact, that a continuous alo-group of real numbers is divisible and that it must
be an open interval.

We define a “multiplication” operation “•” as follows: For all a ∈ G, c ∈ R :

c • a = a(c). (4)

Then H = (G,�, •,≤) is the Riesz space, with the following properties, see [11]:

– (G,�, •) is a vector space over the field R;
– (G,≤) is a lattice;
– for every a, b ∈ G, c ≥ 0, a ≤ b implies c • a ≤ c • b.

Let G = (G,�,≤) be an alo-group. As every alo-group G is a lattice ordered
group, there exists max{a, b}, for each pair (a, b) ∈ G × G . Nevertheless, a
nontrivial alo-group G = (G,�,≤) has neither the greatest element nor the least
element. Then, function ‖.‖ : G → G defined for each a ∈ G by

‖a‖ = max{a, a(−1)} (5)

is called a G-norm.
The operation d : G × G → G defined by d(a, b) = ‖a ÷ b‖ for all a, b ∈ G is

called a G-distance. Next, we present the well known examples of alo-groups of
real numbers R, see also [10] or [12].

Example 1: Additive alo-group R = (R,+,≤) is a continuous alo-group with:
e = 0, a(−1) = −a, a(n) = a + a + ... + a = n.a.

Example 2: Multiplicative alo-group R+ = (]0,+∞[, •,≤) is a continuous alo-
group with: e = 1, a(−1) = a−1 = 1/a, a(n) = an. Here, by • we denote the
usual operation of multiplication.

Example 3: Fuzzy additive alo-group Ra = (R,+f ,≤), see [12], is a continuous
alo-group with: a+f b = a+b−0.5, e = 0.5, a(−1) = 1−a, a(n) = n.a−(n−1)/2.

Example 4: Fuzzy multiplication alo-group ]0,1[m =(]0, 1[, •f ,≤), see [10], is a
continuous alo-group with:a •f b = ab

ab+(1−a)(1−b) , e = 0.5, a(−1) = 1 − a.
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3 Agent-Based Model

Now, let us return back to our original rating problem. If aij(k, t) > e, then xi

“is better than” xj . Here, e is the identity element of a real continuous alo-group
G. The higher is aij(k, t), the stronger is agent’s evaluation that xi “is better
than” xj .

On the other hand, if aij(k, t) < e, then xj “is better then” xi. The lower is
the value of aij(k, t), the stronger the evaluation that xj “is better than” xi.

If aij(k, t) = e, then both alternatives xj , xi are evaluated equally.
PC matrix (1) is assumed to be reciprocal, which is a natural requirement,

see e.g. [10,12,13]. Hence, we have

aji(k, t) = aij(k, t)(−1), for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, k ∈ K, t = 1, 2, ..., T. (6)

The global rating of the alternatives x1, x2, ..., xn in time t is associated with
the global priority vector w(t) = (w1(t), ..., wn(t)) which is calculated from the
global PC matrix A(t) = {aij(t)}, by aggregation (i.e. by the �-average over all
agents) of individual PC matrices as follows, see [12]:

aij(t) =

⎛

⎝
|K|⊙

k=1

aij(k, t)

⎞

⎠

( 1
|K| )

, for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, t = 1, 2, ..., T. (7)

The weights wj of the global priority vector w(t) = (w1(t), ..., wn(t)) are
calculated as row geometric averages of the global PC matrix as follows [12]:

wi(t) = κ(t)

⎛

⎝
n⊙

j=1

aij(t)

⎞

⎠

( 1
n )

, for all i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, t = 1, 2, ..., T. (8)

Here, κ(t) is a normalizing factor as the global priority vector should be normal-
ized in every time moment t = 1, 2, ..., T , i.e.

n⊙

j=1

wj(t) = e, for t = 1, 2, ..., T. (9)

From (8) and (9) we obtain easily

κ(t) =

⎛

⎝
n⊙

j=1

(
n⊙

i=1

aij(t)

)( 1
n )

⎞

⎠

(−1)

, for all t = 1, 2, ..., T. (10)

The global priority vector is associated with the ranking of alternatives as follows:

If wi(t) > wj(t) then xi 
 xj ,

where 
 stands for “is better than” [12,13].
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The rating of alternatives is given directly by the value of elements wi(t) of
global priority vector w(t). Our final task is to analyze the time series of global
ratings of individual alternatives and assess some regularities and/or irregulari-
ties in their behavior.

In the course of time, the individual agents interact with each other, see [9],
personally, by social networks or otherwise. Particularly, in time t = 1, 2, ..., T ,
each agent k ∈ K belongs to exactly one of s agent-types, s ∈ S = {1, 2, ..., |S|},
where |S| ≥ 1, i.e. he/she belongs to exactly one of disjoint sets K1(t),K2(t), ...,
K|S|(t) satisfying K1(t) ∪ K2(t) ∪ ... ∪ K|S|(t) = K, Kr(t) ∩ Ks(t) = ∅, r �= s.
The set of agents K = {1, 2, ..., |K|} is supposed to be constant over time t =
1, 2, ..., T .

Each agent k ∈ K is characterized by the equation of dynamics of the changes
of evaluations of the alternatives as follows:

aij(k, t + 1)) = aij(k, t) � [aij(k, t) ÷ aij(k, t − 1)](c) � m(k, t), (11)

aji(k, t+1)) = aij(k, t+1)(−1), for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, i < j, and k ∈ K, (12)

for all t = 1, 2, ..., T. Here, (12) is the reciprocity condition, moreover, for i ∈
{1, 2, ..., n} we have aii(k, t + 1)) = e, c ∈ R is a parameter, m(k, t) is a random
member (or, error) with a given probability distribution, e.g. the normal one
N(e, σ(k, t)).

From (11) it follows that the pairwise comparisons of alternatives given by
individual agents in time t+1 depend on the previous evaluations in time t and,
on a relative increment of evaluations between time t and t − 1, moreover, a
small random value (dependent on a parameter σ) is added to the right hand
side of equation (11) in order to express small non-specific effects around identity
element e.

In each time t = 1, 2, ..., T , the agents may meet, or interact, at random,
and there is a probability that one agent may convince the other agent to follow
his/her opinion. In addition, there is also a small probability that an agent
changes his/her opinion independently. A key property of this model is that
direct interactions between heterogeneous agents may lead to substantial opinion
swings from the set of type Kr(t), into a set of type Ks(t), or, vice versa. Here,
r, s ∈ S, r �= s. As an example, consider |S| = 2, K1(t) is the set of optimistic
traders, K2(t) is the set of pessimistic traders.

The above mentioned swings from the set of type Kr(t), into a set of type
Ks(t), are modeled as follows.

For each sub-group of agents Ks(t) of type s ∈ S, t = 1, 2, ..., T, we calculate
the group PC matrix As(t) = {as

ij(t)} as �-mean as follows:

as
ij(t) =

⎛

⎝
⊙

k∈Ks(t)

aij(k, t)

⎞

⎠

( 1
|Ks(t)| )

, for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}. (13)

Here again, by |Ks(t)| we denote the number of elements (i.e. agents) in the set
Ks(t).
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Given t ∈ {1, 2, ..., T}, s ∈ S. For each k ∈ K we compute the “distance”
d(k, s, t) of PC matrix A(k, t) from As(t), i.e.

d(k, s, t) = ‖{aij(k, t) ÷ as
ij(t)}‖. (14)

Here, ‖...‖ is a matrix norm, e.g. for an n × n matrix A = {aij}, we use the
norm, see e.g. [12]:

‖A‖ = max{max{aij , a
(−1)
ij }|i, j = 1, ..., n}. (15)

For k ∈ Ks(t), denote

d(k, s∗, t) = min{ d(k, s, t)|s ∈ {1, 2, ..., S}}. (16)

If d(k, s, t) > d(k, s∗, t), then in time t + 1 the agent k switches from type s to
type s∗, i.e.

Ks(t + 1) = Ks(t) − {k},Ks∗(t + 1) = Ks∗(t) ∪ {k}. (17)

Therefore, the number of agents will change as follows:

|Ks(t + 1)| = |Ks(t)| − 1, and |Ks∗(t + 1)| = |Ks∗(t)| + 1. (18)

If d(k, s, t) ≤ d(k, s∗, t), then, in time t+1, the agent k does not switch into any
other type group. In this way we perform all switches of agents in K, i.e. we
obtain new sets Ks(t + 1), s ∈ {1, 2, ..., S} in time moment t + 1.

The algorithm continues in time moments t+1, t+2, ..., T by computing new
group PC matrices, new global PC matrix, global rating of alternatives, etc.

4 Simulation Experiment

Our problem formulated in Sects. 2 and 3 will be illustrated on a simulation
experiment. Let X = {x1, x2, ..., xn} be a set of n alternatives. Here, we
assume the additive alo-group R = (R,+,≤) from Example 1, i.e. � = +.
Then, formulas (7)–(11) can be then reformulated as follows:

aij(t) =
1

|K|
|K|∑

k=1

aij(k, t), for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, t = 1, 2, ..., T ; (19)

wi(t) = κ(t) +
1
n

n∑

j=1

aij(t), for all i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, t = 1, 2, ..., T ; (20)

n∑

j=1

wj(t) = 0, for all t = 1, 2, ..., T ; (21)

κ(t) = − 1
n

n∑

j=1

n∑

i=1

aij(t), for all t = 1, 2, ..., T ; (22)
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Dynamic changes of the individual PC matrix (11) are reformulated by the
following equations:

aij(k, t + 1)) = aij(k, t) + c.[aij(k, t) − aij(k, t − 1)] + m(k, t), (23)

aji(k, t + 1)) = −aij(k, t + 1), for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, i < j, and k ∈ K,

where t = 1, 2, ..., T. Moreover, for i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} we set the diagonal elements
of the PC matrix as identity elements, i.e. aii(k, t + 1)) = 0. Here, m(k, t) is a
random member (error) with normal distribution N(0, σ(k, t)), where σ(k, t) =
σ, and c is a parameter.

For a concrete example, we consider n = 4, the set of agents K = {1, 2, ..., 15},
and T = 100. Each agent k ∈ K makes successively his/her decisions in every
discrete time moment t = 1, 2, ..., 100 by a PC matrix A(k, t) with the dynamic
equation (23). The aim is to investigate global rating of the alternatives in each
time moment t, particularly in the final time t = 100, which can be interpreted
as a time of prediction of ranking of alternatives. To this aim we use information
given by each agent k in the form of a 4 × 4 individual PC matrix.

The simulation starts with 4 × 4 PC matrix for k ∈ K:

A(k, 0) = {aij(k, 0)} =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

0 2 4 6
−2 0 2 4
−4 −2 0 2
−6 −4 −2 0

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ = A(k, 1) = {aij(k, 1)}. (24)

Here, we use the well known additive scale −9,−8, ...,−1, 0, 1, 2, ..., 8, 9, see
[14], with the following interpretation of comparisons of pairs x versus y:
0 ... x is equally important to y,
3 ... x is slightly more important to y,
5 ... x is strongly more important to y,
7 ... x is very strongly more important to y,
9 ... x is absolutely more important to y.
Values 1, 2, 4, 6 and 8 are intermediate values, e.g. 4 means that x is between
slightly more important and strongly more important to y. The negative values
denote the reciprocal importances. The priority vector w(1) = (3; 1;−1;−3), cor-
responding to A(k, 0), generates the rating of alternatives: x1 > x2 > x3 > x4.

In time t, each agent belongs to exactly one of |S| = 2 agent-types, i.e. two
disjoint sub-groups K1(t),K2(t) satisfying K1(t)∪K2(t) = K, K1(t)∩K2(t) = ∅.
The set of agents K = {1, 2, ..., 15}, is constant in time t = 1, 2, ..., 100. The
initial matrices A(k, 0), A(k, 1), k = 1, 2, 3, ..., 15, are given by (24). The random
error m has the normal distribution N(0, σ). In the time moment t = 1, the
agents belong to 2 initial types.

Again, the dynamics of the changes of evaluations of the alternatives by agent
k ∈ Ks(t) is given by formula (23) with the values of σ(k, t) = σ for all k and t,
e.g. σ = 1.0, or, σ = 3.0. Moreover, c is a parameter with the value less than 1,
e.g. c = 0.1, or, c = 0.3. For computing distances of an agent’s PC matrix to the
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global PC matrix, we use norm (15). Changes of number of individual agents of
a given type are given by formulas (17) and (18). For an illustration, the results
of simulation computations for various values of parameter σ and c in the form
of time series of the global weights of the alternatives are depicted.

In Fig. 1, we can see that the global weights wi(t), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, of alternatives
xi remain approximately constant in the course of time t, t = 1, 2, ..., 100. Here,
we consider a small error m, i.e. small values of the parameters σ = 1.0, c = 0.1
Consequently, in the final time moment t = 100 the vector of weights will not
change much: w(100) = (3.1; 1.2;−0 : 5;−3.8), with the corresponding ranking
of alternatives: x1 > x2 > x3 > x4. In Fig. 2, the number of agents of both types
are depicted depending on time t.

Moreover, in Figs. 3 and 4, we have increased the value of the error to
the value σ = 3.0, and also c = 0.3. As we can see, even though in the
final time moment t = 100 the vector of weights is as follows: w(100) =
(5.8; 4.2; 3.2;−13.2), with the same corresponding ranking of alternatives:

Fig. 1. Global rating of 4 alternatives: σ = 1.0, c = 0.1

Fig. 2. Number of agents of 2 types, σ = 1.0, c = 0.1
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Fig. 3. Global rating of 4 alternatives: σ = 3.0, c = 0.3

Fig. 4. Number of agents of 2 types, σ = 3.0, c = 0.3

x1 > x2 > x3 > x4, the rating of the alternatives has been changing a lot during
the time interval from 1 to 100.

5 Conclusion

An extension of the approach from [9] deals with the problem of ranking a
finite number of alternatives by pairwise comparison matrices. A dynamic system
of rating for a given number of alternatives based on agent-based simulation
with interactions among agents, where their PC matrices take elements from
an alo-group, is presented. This system is able to simulate various business or
social processes, e.g. financial market, products’ demand and supply, electors’
preferences of political parties, etc. A simple simulation experiment has been
performed. It turns out that for small values of the parameters σ and c the
global weights of alternatives remain approximately constant in the course of
time. When the values of the parameters are increased then in the final time
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moment the vector of weights changes essentially as well as the rating of the
alternatives. More simulation calculations are to be done. In the future, it will
be also interesting to compare the results of various types of simulation models,
e.g. additive, multiplicative, or fuzzy ones.
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Abstract. In this paper, we describe specific issues arising during implemen-
tation of the virtual surgery simulator. Virtual surgery simulator is a software
that provides realistic surgery experience using virtual reality technologies. We
discuss the necessary requirements that a virtual surgery simulator shall meet,
and suggest the possible solutions for its implementation, such as triangulated
mesh for realistic rendering of soft tissue and haptic feedback. Among the
supported operations with our solution for soft tissue there are cutting and
stitching. Fluid dynamics are also mentioned.

Keywords: Real-time visualization � Virtual surgery � Computer simulation �
Biological development � Biological dynamics � Brain

1 Introduction

The virtual surgery system was created in SIM openlab of Kazan Federal University
[3]. As the presence of virtual reality in our daily lives increases, the educational
system – from the kindergarten and all the way to the college – must respond to this
new challenge. Naturally, medical surgical education is one of the top candidates for
virtual reality technologies use, as it can save many reagents and laboratory supplies,
and, as such, reduce overall monetary spending [4]. This comes with a price of possible
lack of proper experience with real-life operations and reduced realism of the simu-
lation, which in the surgery case can be downright lethal. We can, therefore, conclude
that the field of virtual surgery has requirements much stricter than any other appli-
cation of VR. What are those restrictions exactly?

• Highly-quality graphics, which can give the operating person a good idea of how
the real thing looks;

• Realistic physics of human tissues and fluids, their proper response to various
surgical procedures;

• Haptic and force feedback for user’s hands according to situations in all processes;
• High level of user immersion.

As said it might be to admit, none of currently existing virtual surgery solutions are
capable of matching these criteria. This leads us to the point of this paper: we propose a
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complex of technological solutions for virtual surgery simulators. Among these tech-
nologies are:

• Implementation of soft tissue physics via triangulated mesh;
• Destruction and deformation of solid mesh [5];
• Information collecting;
• Cloud storage of points necessary for rendering of multi-polygonal net;
• UV-less texturing;
• Manual interaction and haptic feedback using Glove One.

Following is description of how each of these technologies was implemented
(Fig. 1).

2 Soft Body Physics

Soft body is an object that changes its whole shape under external force. The soft body
is modeled as a set of point masses (nodes) connected by perfect weightless elastic
springs abiding by a variation of Hooke’s law. Additional springs between nodes can
be added, or the force law of the springs modified, to achieve desired effects.

A traditional rigid-body physics engine, modeling the soft-body motion using a
network of multiple rigid bodies connected by constraints, and using, for example,
matrix-palette skinning to generate a surface mesh for rendering, can also handle
deformation. This is the approach used for deformable objects in Havok Destruction.
Realistic interaction of simulated soft objects with their environment may be important
for obtaining visually realistic results. Cloth self-intersection is important in some
applications for acceptably realistic simulated garments. This is challenging to achieve

Fig. 1. Necessary things for realistic surgical operation
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at interactive frame rates, particularly in the case of detecting and resolving
self-collisions and mutual collisions between two or more deformable objects.
Detection of collisions between cloth and environmental objects with a well defined
“inside” is straightforward since the system can detect unambiguously whether the
cloth mesh vertices and faces are intersecting the body and resolve them accordingly. If
a well defined “inside” does not exist, an “inside” may be constructed via extrusion.
Mutual- or self-collisions of soft bodies defined by tetrahedra is straightforward, since
it reduces to detection of collisions between solid tetrahedra (Fig. 2).

3 Cutting Soft Body

The cutting callback, which is recursively called to advance the cutter to the user’s
current position, can be further divided into five phases [1]: movement, tracking,
testing, retriangulation, and update.

Movement. On this stage user moves trigger and position of trigger is projected on
cuttable surface.

Tracking In an effort to reduce the time needed to test the edges of the next face for
intersection, we can immediately access and test the next edge that would be crossed.
By projecting dragVec onto the last edge crossed (entryEdge), we can predict if the
cutter will be dragged to the edge sharing the left or right vertex of entryEdge.

Testing: On this stage application checks if user’s trigger left boundaries of current
face and, if this happens, go to the next stage.

Retriangulation: When trigger left boundaries of the face, application creates 2
additional vertices on the last hitted edge. Using this pair of vertices and pair vertices of
last intersection current face is triangulated into 2 or 3 triangles.

Update: When cutter left current triangle and after triangulation current triangle must
be updated via new information of hitted triangle.

To cut the mesh is to split the polygons located on the cutting line in half. This is
accomplished by adding more edges and vertices.

Fig. 2. Implementation flexibility for meshes in Unity3D
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Step 1. At the beginning of the process, we put a new vertex at the starting point of the
cut line within the first triangle. From this vertex, we draw new edges to every other
apex of this triangle, creating three new triangles as a result.

Step 2. Now, starting from this point, we start moving in the direction of the cutting
tool, creating new vertices on the every edge we cross. Old edges are replaced with new
ones that are connected by the new apex, and extra edges are added to avoid creating
quads.

Step 3. At the end of the cut, we repeat the process of the first step: splitting the last
triangle into three parts (Fig. 3).

4 Stitching Triangulated Mesh and Implementing Fluids

When operation is completed within the body, it is necessary to sew up the places
subjected to cutting. There are two possible ways of implementing tissue stitching.

• “Stapler-like” binding, in which specified vertices are bounded on the transfor-
mation level, passing each other information about their movement and acting in
unison. In this case, we need to visibly mark the binding so it would be visible to
user.

• Stitching of the mesh. This method involves connecting two different meshes
together with new edges and vertices, with triangles next to the seam being replaced
to absorb the edges that are both adjacent and being stitched together.

There are many mathematical models realization fluids. The main are fluids [2]
based on particle system and screen space rendered fluids. In our project to display the
blood system of the human body, we used the Screen Space Fluids system. This system
somewhat resembles the one we have described above but demands significantly less
computational power. There is no need for a separate mesh or any other game objects in
SSF implementation since all of the computing is done inside of the shaders. This
greatly speeds up the whole process. On other side particle based fluids much better for
realistic physics simulation. In surgery simulator, we will use both of this systems for

Fig. 3. The first image showing a wire frame image the cut and the second image of his
appearance as the user sees
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realistic blood simulation, screen space fluids for realistic look of blood and particle
based fluids for blood stain surrounding objects.

5 Conclusion

Virtual surgery system has now implemented haptic feedback and processing is pre-
sented in VR model. Virtual surgery system will be used in training surgeons. Due to
the multiple repetition of operations as close as possible to the real conditions, surgeons
will be able to more accurately study the actual conduct of operations.

Acknowledgment. This work was funded by the subsidy of the Russian Government to support
the Program of competitive growth of Kazan Federal University among world class academic
centers and universities.
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Abstract. In this position paper we propose the approach to use
“Thinking-Understanding” architecture for the management of the real-
time operated robotic system. Based on the “Robot dream” architecture,
the robotic system digital input is been translated in form of “pseudo-
spikes” and provided to a simulated spiking neural network, then elabo-
rated and fed back to a robotic system as updated behavioural strategy
rules. We present the reasoning rule-based system for intelligent spike
processing translating spikes into software actions or hardware signals
is thus specified. The reasoning is based on pattern matching mecha-
nisms that activates critics that in their turn activates other critics or
ways to think inherited from the work of Marvin Minsky “The emotion
machine” [7].

Keywords: Spiking neural networks · Artificial emotions · Affective
computing

1 Introduction

We suppose that the next revolutionary step in robotics will be done by
autonomous systems able to make decisions and adapt themselves to complex
social and dynamic environments. Unfortunately, the complexity of these envi-
ronments prevents current bio plausible architectures from real-time calculations
because of the lack of the computational power requested, especially in case of
absence of network connectivity. Although several decades have passed between
Stanford’s Shakey and Honda’s ASIMO, robots still have problems to perform a
lot of tasks autonomously or connected through swarm protocols. DARPA DRC
Trials, combining 10 tasks in human environments can help to understand the
pitfalls and severe problems of autonomous robotics. For that reason, and con-
sidering the several challenges engineers are faced to, we propose computational
architecture that could contribute to the improvement of adaptive skills of a
robotic systems. We adopt a two-phase model in which two information process-
ing mechanisms are combined to improve robotic processing architecture, that
we call “Robot Dream” [12].
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2 The Problem

The problem of the embodient for the realistic neural simulations via spik-
ing neural networks (SNN) seems to be not developed currently. It seems to
be promising direction for the affective computing [8–10] and artificial intelli-
gence domains to use realistic and biologically plausible simulations to reimple-
ment psychological phenomena [5,11,15]. According to this approach, we could
reimplement micro and macro neuro-psychological phenomena still being bio-
realistic. From the other perspective it seems to be promising to encapsulate
bio-realistic simulations in form of robotic body, as a modern embodiment plat-
form [2–4]. But unfortunately the computational capacity of a modern robotic
system is relatively low.

2.1 Dreaming Brain Life Cycle

The “dreaming brain” is the part of the “Robot dream” project [12]. The SNN
simulation of the brain that we call “dreaming brain” does not have direct con-
nection with outer world, it uses embodiment via the robotic system, similar to
the Cartesian theater described in [7]. The “dreaming brain” and the robotic
system life-cycle is illustrated in Fig. 1:

1. Firstly the robotic system in “wake” phase stores the experience of every
sensory channel, tagging time-frames and channels in a form of “pseudo-
neuronal” activity.

2. During the direct translation the robotic system transmits to the “dreaming
brain”.

Fig. 1. The life cycle of the robotic system “wake phase” and the “dreaming brain”
with direct (“wake” → “dreaming brain”) and reverse (“dreaming brain” → “wake”)
translations.
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3. The “dreaming brain” “plays back” the transmitted experience by means of
activation of proper neurons, based on tagged input channel and according
to stored sensory pseudo-neuronal activity.

4. The “dreaming brain” runs the simulation life-cycle updating its spiking
neural network. There are two options: to use phases of the mammalian dream
or to use wake simulation.

5. During the reverse translation the “dreaming brain” runs the translation the
updated structure of sNN into rules of behavioral strategies of the robotic
system.

3 Our Idea

We propose rule based system which stands on TU framework [14]. As imple-
mentation of the rule based system runnable real-time or semi real-time we
propose to use TU framework described in [13] that utilize “Critic-Selector-Way
to think” (T3) model described in [14] to manage the robotic system. The T3
“Critic-Selector-Way to think” triplet inherited from works of Marvin Minsky
[6,7] and provides an option to evaluate incoming sensory data over the stored
knowledge in the knowledge base. The inbound information of the TU frame-
work [14] is textual now we propose to use spikes as the representation of inbound
and processing information of the TU framework. The TU framework is based
on probabilistic rules and despite neural networks uses logical reasoning with
the 6-levels of mental activity and T3 over spikes [7].

3.1 Probabilistic Critics

Spikes trigger several critics, that start inbound information processing in par-
allel on several levels of mental activity. Critics are grouped in contexts based
on their level of mental activity and semantics of the processing information
(audial, visual, tactile). The activation of one critic of the context increases the
probability of triggering of corresponding critics of the context. This way every
critic is a temporal probabilistic predicate that contains set of rules that are
evaluated not only over the incoming information, but over current system state
and context of recently processed information.

The overall architecture is presented on the picture below. Incoming spikes
activates critics by evaluating attached to the critic set of rules. See section
General Workflow for overall information. Activate critic runs the selector, which
return another critic or way-to-think.

We propose to evaluate logic rules via NARS [16] or PLN [1]. PLN and NARS
are probabilistic reasoning systems. Once final score will be produced system
specific critic activates and way-to-think checks Knowledge Base for activation
limit for this specific spike. Knowledge base is used for internal learning and
rule storing. System also takes in account the number of the incoming spikes.
Several spikes will be only accumulated and n + 1 spikes trigger a process. For
example, robotic’s ultra sonic sensor detects approaching to the obstacle. It starts
generation of the frequency and produces next data:
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Fig. 2. Reasoning lifecycle.

{ channel : 0 ,
data : [ {2313 , 2017−02−02 13 : 33 : 21 : 122121} ,

{3223 , 2017−02−02 13 : 33 : 21 : 122121} ,
{123 ,2017−02−02 13 : 33 : 21 : 122121} ,
{12331 ,2017−02−02 1 3 : 3 3 : 2 1 : 1 2 2 1 2 1 } ] } ;

These data processed by TU. TU set UnderstandSpike goal. Critics attached
to goal are activated: HandClassifier, DistanceClassifier critics. They have rules
which applied over the incoming data. See Fig. 2 for visualisation.

{
MATCH Goal
WHERE UnderstandSpike
RETURN true
}
=>
{
START SpikeGeneratorWayToThink . Way2Think ,
ContextChangedWayToThink . Way2Think

}
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3.2 Way to Think

Way to think according TU design is a “worker” — component which performs
actual modification of a data in the Knowledge base or raises action. Way to
think can be used as different actions:

1. Append score for specific type of incoming data. For example, if incoming
data is not enough to run the send the signal it will be accumulated. There
are some kind of necessary limit for activation;

2. Send signal to hardware;
3. Do nothing and wait for incoming data.

A way to think also can run a workflow that could trigger the hardware con-
troller of the robotic system. Way to think actually modify data or perform
action. If translation is direct way to think start generation of the spikes into
NEUCOGAR. For example, new type of way to think added to the system –
Spike generator Way to think. It’s goal to generate neuron spikes according to
classified data. For example, input data:

fami ly : hand , foot , e . t . c .
per iod : in second

Output will be call to NEUCOGAR to generate spikes.

4 General Workflow

Input data for the system represented by two types according to workflow path.
See Fig. 3.

1. Robotic sensors’ data. Represented by the JSON array

{ channel : 0 ,
data : [ {2313 , 2017−02−02 13 : 33 : 21 : 122121} ,
{3223 , 2017−02−02 13 : 33 : 21 : 122121} ,
{123 ,2017−02−02 13 : 33 : 21 : 122121} ,
{12331 ,2017−02−02 1 3 : 3 3 : 2 1 : 1 2 2 1 2 1 } ] } ;

2. NEUCOGAR spike processing result – neuron spikes.

Fig. 3. General workflow.
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In general there are 2 type of workflow direct – from robot to NEUCOGAR
and from NEUCOGAR to robot. Below the sample workflow for 1st and 2nd
path.

4.1 Direct Translation: 1st Path

1. Sensors’ data hits TU;
2. TU creates inbound context for data based on its type and attributes: channel,

sensor’s data, time, previously processed information;
3. TU starts processing the context;
4. Several Critics are activated based on resulting probability of their rules;
5. Several data will be only accumulated in the system state and raise spike

generation only after accumulated count will be enough to trigger;
6. The critic activates way to think;
7. Way to think generates neuron spikes for NEUCOGAR.

4.2 Reverse Translation: 2nd Path

1. Spike hits TU;
2. TU creates inbound context for this spike based on its type and attributes:

origin, time, activated number of neurons, mediators, previously processed
information;

3. TU starts processing the spike;
4. Several Critics are activated based on resulting probability of their rules;
5. Several spikes will be only accumulated in the system state and raise motor

reaction only after accumulated count will be enough to trigger;
6. The critic activates way to think;
7. Way to think generates data for controllers.

5 Related Work

This paper is a part of Robot Dream project [12]. Related works include descrip-
tion and testing of the TU framework [13] for automatic incident processing. Due
to architecture it can be simply extend.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we have provided the intro for spiking reasoning system that should
be used as robotic control system. We propose to use TU framework and reason-
ing systems like PLN and NARS. We provide description of the workflow and
usages of the Critic, Selector, Way to think from the TU.

Acknowledgments. This work was funded by the subsidy allocated to Kazan Federal
University for the state assignment in the sphere of scientific activities, grant agreement
no. 1.2368.2017; by the subsidy of the Russian Government to support the Program of
competitive growth of Kazan Federal University among world class academic centers
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Abstract. Catastrophic forgetting is of special importance in reinforce-
ment learning, as the data distribution is generally non-stationary over
time. We study and compare several pseudorehearsal approaches for Q-
learning with function approximation in a pole balancing task. We have
found that pseudorehearsal seems to assist learning even in such very
simple problems, given proper initialization of the rehearsal parameters.

Keywords: Reinforcement learning · Rehearsal · Pseudorehearsal ·
Catastrophic forgetting

1 Introduction

Reinforcement learning is a more general problem formulation than the com-
monly used supervised learning framework. As such, it can be applied to a wider
range of problems. It is also a more difficult problem to optimize for, as the
feedback is more limited.

Reinforcement learning covers space of prediction and control problems in
partially unknown space with unknown behavior. The agent should explore the
environment and find optimal actions it has to perform to reach the goal. It is
used in cases when the optimal policy is unknown so there is no way to train
agents using supervised learning algorithms. The basic idea can be described
by the metaphor of a player starting an unknown game and, after a number of
turns, he/she receives a message stating that he/she has lost or won. After a
number of games he/she will figure out how to act to win as often as possible.

1.1 Supervised Agents in Reinforcement Learning Problems

In order to solve the practical problems that can be assumed to be approximately
Markov decision process (MDP) [1], like robot’s navigation, playing chess or trad-
ing on stock exchange, we can use a value function approximation to speed up
the learning process [2,3]. The weakness of this approach is that convergence
is not guaranteed if the MDP approximation is incorrect, or in cases where the
inputs are continuous, and which necessitates non-linear function approxima-
tion [4]. Furthermore if we have continuous outputs the value approximation
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needs to be combined with an additional optimization technique, such as REIN-
FORCE [5], in order to search for optimal outputs. If the outputs are discrete,
a simple maximization is sufficient and allows us to make use of the Q-learning
framework [6,7].

Although a value function simplifies the learning problem by effectively
converting a reinforcement learning problem to a supervised learning problem
through the use of bootstrapping [8], it is still a more difficult problem than
conventional supervised learning. One of these additional difficulties is that the
policy-dependent rewards introduces a concept drift [9]. This introduces the risk
of unstable oscillations, but is generally solvable at the cost of slower learning if
the learning rate is set sufficiently small in the beginning. This ill conditioning
of the problem has been considered one of the main challenges of reinforcement
learning.

1.2 Catastrophic Forgetting

A different problem which recently got more attention is catastrophic forget-
ting [10]. This problem is most commonly described in an online unsupervised
Hebbian learning task, where the ability to retrieve previously stored patterns
is lost as we update weights in the training of new patterns. This catastrophic
forgetting of the original patterns takes place even when parameter space is more
than sufficient to store both sets of patterns and is a consequence of the limited
mixing of input objects.

Simply alternating between the new and old patterns group with a sufficiently
low learning rate would in theory solve the problem, but this has a potential
impact on the convergence rate and requires explicit memorization of all training
patterns. In order to minimize the effect on convergence rate, we would like to
maximize the mixing of the presented inputs.

2 Catastrophic Forgetting in Reinforcement Learning

The online nature of reinforcement learning means that catastrophic forgetting
is a key bottleneck. There are two principal non-sharpening approaches to the
catastrophic forgetting problem suggested in literature: rehearsal and pseudore-
hearsal. In addition, other methods based on sparse representations [11,12] have
been used less frequently. This latter approach has a theoretical downside in its
negative impact on the ability to generalize, but has shown at least mixed results
and is possible to use in conjunction with the rehearsal methods.

2.1 Rehearsal Approaches

The first and most straight-forward principal approach for mitigating
catastrophic forgetting is rehearsal [13,14]. A rehearsal strategy simply stores
a subset of all previous experiences in a buffer. When a new pattern is pre-
sented, this pattern is combined with several patterns from the buffer in order
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to form a learning batch with good mixing. There are several possible heuristics
for selecting patterns for rehearsal.

The importance of catastrophic forgetting in reinforcement learning was iden-
tified early. Lin introduced the term Experience Replay [15] for referring to the
use of rehearsal strategies in the reinforcement learning setting. Such rehearsal
has shown very promising results in robotics [16] and on more complex environ-
ments, such as Deep Q-learning for playing Atari games [17].

2.2 Pseudorehearsal Approaches

A second principal approach to solving catastrophic forgetting is pseudorehearsal
[18], which does not require explicit storage of patterns. Instead, it uses a two-
step process where generative models are learnt alongside with the main task.
These generative models create pseudopatterns, which are combined in batches
with real patterns for training the agent.

An interesting questions is whether these generated approximations of the
real data are sufficiently accurate in practice to reduce forgetting. Remarkably,
even extremely crude generative models have proven highly effective. In the
original work in this area by [18], pure noise fed to the network was able to almost
completely eliminate catastrophic interference. The argument of the authors was
that, although the input is completely random, the activation distributions in
deeper levels of the network will be representative of the learnt input data.

An analytical approach by Frean and Robins [19] in single perceptrons sug-
gest an alternative explanation for the surprising efficiency of random pseudopat-
terns. They suggest that the pseudopatterns approximate the mean of the input.
Training on this mean of the input leads to decorrelation of the input patterns,
which in high dimensional inputs makes the different patterns’ weight updates
orthogonal to each other. In addition, they demonstrated that using this mean
directly was at least efficient as generating pseudopatterns. Further work in this
direction was done in a thesis by Goodrich [20], where some of these results
where expanded to multilayer perceptrons.

Regardless of the reason for such networks, pseudorehearsal methods have
been demonstrated to significantly decrease and almost completely eliminate
the catastrophic forgetting in unsupervised learning [18], supervised learning
[13] and reinforcement learning [21]. It is interesting to note that the results of
Baddeley suggest that the widely studied ill conditioning might not be the main
bottleneck of reinforcement learning after all. Instead, their results indicate that
the catastrophic forgetting is the main bottleneck for reinforcement learning
problems.

Pseudorehearsal Algorithms. For testing pseudorehearsal approach we used
two different pseudorehearsal types and the online learning with one backprop-
agation step as an example of learning without pseudorehearsal. One algorithm
is based on correcting of the weight updates, other is a batch-backpropagation
learning.
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The first pseudorehearsal algorithm is the one used by Frean and Robins [19]
with a simplified weighting equation and changed for non-linear neural network
inner assignments. The idea behind algorithm is to generate pseudoset, feed it
through the network and save activations on each neuron for every pseudoex-
ample. Then the agent is learned online, but when the real example fed to the
network we use equation

Δwi = errbi
1
pr

∑pr
j=1

bixij ·xij−xijxij ·bi
bi·bixij ·xij−bi·xijbi·xij

to update wi - weights at the ith layer, where errbi - vector backpropagation
errors of the learned example at the ith layer, pr - size of pseudoset, bi - vector
of activations of the learned example when fed forward through the network and
xij is vector of activations of the jth pseudoset on the ith layer.

The second one - is straight-forward using pseudosets in batch backpropaga-
tion learning - we generate set of pseudoexamples, feed it through the network,
save the network outputs as the targets and then create a matrix of feature
vectors where first vector is real example, others are pseudovectors, and matrix
of targets where first vector is target for the real example and others are saved
earlier networks outputs on pseudoset, then each time we learn agent on the
whole set.

2.3 Biological Forgetting

An interesting particular case of catastrophic forgetting problem is learning in
the human brain. Dual network models were initially inspired by biological learn-
ing [22]. As a consequence of promising experimental results of such networks,
pseudorehearsal was indeed found to be the most plausible explanation for the
otherwise cryptic need for dual learning systems in the brain [23].

More biologically detailed extensions of these models have recently been
explored by Hattori, where they again showed excellent improvements on the
ability to store information [24].

The pseudorehearsal approach also contributes to the urgent need for new
biological plasticity rules in large scale neurosimulation and especially for their
developmental varieties (e.g. BioDynaMo [25]). Real full scale brain simulation
is approaching, but we are still lacking even a basic understanding of the role
dreams play in the learning process. This despite the fact that sleep stages
are of considerable length and evident in even the simplest of biological neural
networks.

3 Experimental Design

We will reevaluate the analytic results of Frean and Robins [19] in a real rein-
forcement learning task. We evaluate and compare two algorithms for pseudore-
hearsal on a pole balancing task using Q-learning with function approximation.
Further, we will study the effect of sparsity in fulfilling the requirement for a
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high dimensional input space these algorithms relied on. Our agent is a clas-
sic Q-learning agent with ε-greedy policy using a feed-forward-backpropagation
neural network as function approximator, discounted factor of agent is 0.9. The
environments used for training is the single-pole balancing cart.

Observation. Two different observations are used for experimental comparison.
The first observation type given to the agents constitute a fully observable MDP
and includes current position, velocity, acceleration of the cart, as well as the
current angle, angular velocity and angular acceleration of the pole. The second
observation type make the problem partially observable - here the agent knows
only cart’s position and pole’s angle. If the cart reaches the end of track or the
pole falls for angle more than predefined pole failing angle - the game is lost and
the agent is gained negative reward for this task.

We represented the observations as a feature vector by two different methods.
The first method was a representation of input values where the i-th observation
value sets the 2 ∗ i-th feature if it is positive or on 2 ∗ i + 1-th if it is negative.
The second method was to use sparse unary vectors where feature vector is
concatenation of parameter vectors, similar to a table. Each of parameter vectors
consisted of elements associated with discrete values inside the range possible
for each parameter - [−20; 20] for linear parameters, [−60; 60] for angular. All
the elements of the vector were set to zeros except two - the element associated
with the rounded value of the parameter was set to one, and the next element
is set to the fractional part of this parameter.

Performance Metric. Agent tries to balance pole or poles as long as it can for
5000 tries, for two sets of parameters we also made an averaged variants where 10
iterations of this 5000 tries are averaged to make sure that convergence tendency
is reproducible and not a set of random successful moves. We also have results
for fully random policy to compare with.

Parameter Settings. The task was repeated with different sizes of pseudoitem
batches, with different numbers of iterations between reinitialization of the
pseudosets and with different learning rates. The learning rates used were 0.1,
0.01 and 0.001. The discount factor was set to 0.9. The sizes of pseudosets
were 10, 30, 50 and 100 pseudoitems, respectively. We resample a new set of
pseudoitems after every 1, 10 or 100 runs. Parameters are chosen to define influ-
ence of size of the pseudoset and frequency of it’s reinitialisation on learning.
We try to cover a wide range without trying all the possible values. And we
decrease parameters in close to geometrical progression to see if the influence is
logarithmic. For 30 and 50 item pseudorehearsal batches we also tried 30 and 50
reinitialisation gaps to increase coverage.

Performance Metrics. We did not stop learning after an agent reaches sat-
isfactory result, because the continued learning contains cases of catastrophic
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forgetting which we would like to explore. As we had a very short learning time
during which the performance increases followed by long row of tries with unsta-
ble behavior, we evaluate the efficiency of different approaches by measuring
mean and median number of steps per try for each approach and compare these
two numbers.

Mean > median indicates that some agent’s tries were highly effective and
agent balanced pole for a long time, while the most of runs were weak, so no
convergence occurred or the influence of catastrophic interference is too high
to handle needed weights for a long time. Mean < median shows that agent
successfully converge to some optimal policy, and it’s policy is stable but some
tries are failed so bad that it affected the whole picture, so in this case we can
see successful learning, strong influence of catastrophic forgetting and successful
avoidance of this influence. Mean ≈ meadian means that catastrophic forgetting
and its avoidance has nearly the same influence. Results were averaged over ten
runs when training times allowed and other cases we presents results over single
runs (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Examples: a. median � mean; b. median < mean; c. median > mean; d. median
≈ mean

3.1 Results

Results for all observations show different learning for different cases, while aver-
aged approach and comparison with the random agent assure us that the learning
has place and in case without pseudorehearsal it depends on learning rate mostly.
For the agents using pseudorehearsal learning depends on sets of parameters -
learning rate, pseudoset size and relearning gap. Some of them can make agent
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Table 1. MDP results overall
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to balance pole for significantly larger time than a random run, while the others
perform the same, or worse, or even worse than a random agent.

For both used metrics we discovered a roughly bell-shaped graph of depen-
dencies for each of used learning rates and for each of used techniques. All
pseudorehearsal approaches have different sets of parameters providing optimal
learning, a suboptimal and worse - in case of parameters a little different from the
optimal ones. Further away from optimal parameters agents started to diverge,
e.g. tried to drop the pole about four times faster than if it would use random
policy, etc.

Both Frean-Robins and batch approaches perform similarly in for this obser-
vation, but their optimal parameters differ for the same learning rates. All this
results are summarized in Table 1 for MDPs and Table 2 for partially observable
MDPs - POMDPs.

Table 2. POMDP results overall

3.2 MDP

For the cases of fully observable MDP, where agent knows anything about the
current state of the pole cart and the pole the learning time when the agent’s
performance goes from some initial random to the final one is very short, agent
quickly converges at some number of steps it can balance and most of its next
moves holds around this result with some deviations, sometimes very large,
caused by catastrophic forgetting. If some learning case makes agent signifi-
cantly change its behaviour - change is as quick as initial learning and on graph
looks like immediate change of performance (Fig. 2).

3.3 POMDP

Partial observability tends to suffer less from forgetting, possibly because each
part of the smaller space are more frequently visited. Pseudorehearsal has a more
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Fig. 2. Left plot - learning rate = 0.001, batch learning, pseudoset size = 10, relearning
gap = 10; right - learning rate = 0.01, pseudoset size = 100, relearning gap = 100

significant impact here: although it shares the same optimal-suboptimal-worst
sets of parameters, optimal ones further decrease the number of runs needed to
learn and decrease influence of the catastrophic forgetting: if the agent in current
set of parameters doesn’t diverges to the worst possible case - it’s median for
all runs is always higher then the mean, indicating a relatively stable behaviour
after training. On the other hand, agents in POMDPs agents that can’t converge
change their policy more frequently than agents in MDPs, and while the agent
in fully observable MDP has a minor chance to reach good performance after it
reached a suboptimal solution, agent in POMDP easily changes its policy both
ways (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Results of running in POMDP with pseudoset size 100 and relearning gap 100,
single run on the left plot and averaged by 10 runs on the right one

The pseudorehearsal approach taken from Frean and Robins decreases this
serious context switches and all the agents using this type of pseudorehearsal
show nearly the same performance during the all runs, holding around some
value with occasional deviations, results much better or worse can be met, but
they are rare compared to the results close to this mean (Fig. 4).

Stability is maintained for all sets of parameters, while the mean value
can differ. Different effect is caused by batch-backpropagation learning using
pseudosets: picture of agent’s performance is the same as in learning without
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Fig. 4. Example of diverged agent changing policy: batch pseudorehearsal, pseudoset
size = 30, no relearning gap - new pseudoset generated after each run

Fig. 5. a. 500 first steps for an agent without pseudorehearsal (seed 1); b. 500 first steps
for an agent without pseudorehearsal (seed 2); c. one agent with Frean-Robins’ pseudore-
hearsal with pseudoset size = 10 and relearning gap = 100; d. one agent with batch
pseudorehearsal with pseudoset size = 100 and relearning gap = 10

pseudorehearsal, but efficiency switching occurs only after reinitialization of the
pseudoitem vector. While same pseudorehearsal parameters may lead to different
agent’s behaviour, the efficiency of each set of parameters evaluated by averaging
for ten iterations shows that some sets make agent to increase it’s performance
during the time, while the others do not (Fig. 5).

4 Discussion and Conclusions

The experiment has shown us that pseudorehearsal can deal with catastrophic
interference, but it has its own effects which in some cases cause divergence that
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worsen performance, so this tool should be used carefully and the parameters -
learning rate, pseudoset size and relearning frequency have to be chosen properly
to guarantee high performance on the current task.

For the fully observable MDPs pseudorehearsal decreases influence of the
catastrophic forgetting if the optimal parameters for the task are known. In the
best cases, optimal performance was reached quickly with pseudorehearsal, but
the further parameters from the optimal, the worse performance was. In the case
if modeling this environment might be too complex - optimal parameters can be
defined only empirically before starting learning, which may be unacceptable if
the cost of mistake is high.

For partially observable environments all the problems met by fully observ-
able ones remain the same and some additional effects were noted: agent’s policy
doesn’t only converge, diverge or stay random, but also converge to some value
with the majority of tries having results in a some range around this value, and
strongly deviating runs are more rare and separated by wide gaps of conver-
gence. Another notable effect of the pseudorehearsal in POMDP agents with
both pseudorehearsal cases is a significant decrease of the number of steps to
converge to the number of steps needed by fully observable agent. If an agent in
fully observable environment can converge it converges at about 20–30 runs as
with pseudorehearsal, so without, if agent in partially observable environment
can converge it converges at 100–250 runs without pseudorehearsal and at 10–30
runs with pseudorehearsal.

Pseudorehearsal is known to be a powerful tool for improving performance of
supervised learning agents. We have shown that it can be useful to assist learn-
ing even in relatively quickly mixing continuous reinforcement learning tasks, if
parameters are chosen correctly. Pseudorehearsal reduces this forgetting effect
and maintains stable solutions for longer. While pseudorehearsal may strongly
improve agent’s performance and accelerate learning, empirical defining of the
optimal pseudoset size and relearning gap is required. One of possible exten-
sion of this research would be exploration of mathematical way to figure out
this parameters. We will also explore new, more complex reinforcement learning
challenges and try more advanced dual network generation of pseudoexamples.
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Abstract. As the number of people getting injured or killed on the
roads is constantly growing, it is crucial to identify and prevent poten-
tial factors causing traffic accidents. This paper focuses on one of such
factors – namely, the drivers’ stress, which is known to be one of the
main causes of traffic accidents, and timely detection of such situations
becomes an important challenge. The paper aims to find a potential cor-
relation between the driver stress when riding through a specific urban
location and the recorded history of traffic accidents in that specific loca-
tion. If proven, such a correlation can help to prevent traffic accidents
and re-design urban spaces in a safer manner. To achieve this goal, the
paper combines cross-disciplinary techniques from Computer Science and
Physiology to measure drivers’ stress levels using physiological sensors
during city rides, and match these experimental results against a map
of previously recorded traffic accidents. As a result, the conducted study
indicates that the correlation indeed exists, and measuring drivers’ stress
levels using physiological sensors is a promising approach to minimise the
amount of traffic accidents.

Keywords: Stress detection · Physiological sensors · Traffic accident ·
Cube of emotions

1 Introduction

Traffic accidents cause considerable damage to national economies worldwide.
As of 2013, the World Health Organisation (WHO) reported 1.25 million people
killed in traffic accidents with another 20–50 million people sustaining non-fatal
injuries as a result of road traffic collisions or crashes [1]. Factors leading to this
alarming statistics are manifold, among which driver stress is seen as one of the
main problems. Driver stress typically occurs as a result of curtain conditions or
circumstances experienced by the driver before or during the ride. These stress-
ful conditions represent a curtain emotional and psychological workload on the
driver, which can be quantified. As suggested by [9], there are four levels of driver
stress – namely, no stress, low stress, medium stress, and high stress. Arguably,
the latter three need to be avoided and prevented, as they are most likely to
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lead to a traffic accident. In this light, it becomes a promising attempt to inves-
tigate a potential dependency between the drivers’ stress levels and occurrences
of traffic accidents in areas, where increased stress levels are observed. Under-
standing of changes in the driver’s stress level can potentially lead to an ability
to predict drivers’ further actions, their general ability to drive, and, eventually,
to determine their readiness for a trip.

Measuring of such bodily reactions to surrounding conditions is nowadays
possible by means of a variety of physiological sensors, each of which serves
to measure a certain metric of a human body, such as heart beat rate, body
temperature, or blood sugar level. Accordingly, this paper presents an exper-
imental study, which aims to find a potential correlation between the drivers’
stress levels and occurrences of traffic accidents. The presented cross-disciplinary
research effort lies at the intersection of Computer Science and Physiology, and
is expected to contribute to both fields. The presented experiments have been
conducted in the city of Kazan – a modern megapolis in the European part of
Russia, characterised by a high number of cars, urban public transport, and,
unfortunately, an increased rate of road traffic accidents.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 briefs the reader on
related research works, and puts forward the main hypothesis. Section 3 describes
the experiment methodology, and explains its individual steps. Section 4 sum-
marises the collected information and analyses the experimental results. Section 5
concludes the paper.

2 Related Work and Hypothesis

The concept of finding a dependency between human emotions and psychologi-
cal states and the rate of traffic accidents, potentially caused by these emotions,
is not completely novel. A relevant experimental study has been previously con-
ducted by Healey and Picard [4], who used physiological sensors to collect data
and analyse it in two ways. First, they used features from 5-minute intervals of
data during the rest, highway, and city driving conditions to distinguish three
levels of driver stress with an accuracy of over 97% across multiple drivers and
driving days [4]. In their second research paper [5], the authors compared con-
tinuous features, calculated at 1-second intervals throughout the whole dura-
tion of a drive, with a metric of observable ‘stressors’ created by independent
coders from videotapes. As a result, both experiments demonstrated that skin
conductivity parameters and heart rate are most closely correlated with the
drivers’ stress level. Based on these findings, the authors argued that it is pos-
sible to implement a mechanism, which will be able to determine the level of
the driver stress, and, thus, can be used to create non-critical embedded car sys-
tems, which would automatically control various functions – e.g. the radio may
become quieter, the navigation system may notify of critical moments, the phone
may decline/redirect incoming calls, etc. Moreover, once implemented and inte-
grated into on-board safety systems, such a solution would detect critical levels
of the driver stress, and take preventive actions accordingly to avoid or minimise
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potential consequences of dangerous – that is, stressful – situations, which can
lead to a traffic accident.

This fundamental concept of measuring physiological states of a human body
to detect stressful conditions, underpins the experimental study to be presented
in this paper. Accordingly, this paper puts forward the following hypothesis –
given that the driver stress level can be measured by a variety of physiological
sensors, is there really a correlation between an increased stress level and a pos-
sibility of a traffic accident, occurring on a given road segment? In other words,
this paper tries to find out whether it is possible to predict a traffic accidents on
a very specific location by continuously measuring a driver’s stress level while
driving through that specific location. In order to prove this hypothesis, the
paper first presents a methodology and equipment used to conduct experiments,
and then proceeds with the actual experiments.

3 Methodology and Experiment Setup

As already introduced, by using physiological sensors it is possible to measure
electric signals, produced by the human body in real-world driving conditions –
this is an important factor to achieve maximum accuracy when measuring the
drivers’ daily psychological workload, as opposed to a laboratory testbed, where
simulation techniques are frequently used.

Driving a car in a megapolis is frequently fraught with stress. The traffic
situation in a big city requires continuous attention and concentration, which
may result in constant nervous tension. Psychologists have found three most
powerful stress factors for a person, which dominate the other minor factors [8]:

– Uncertainty : often road signs and the real traffic directions do not match.
Inexperienced drivers cannot find the right route in the maze of streets and
road junctions. Many drivers get lost when driving through busy intersections.

– Suddenness: traffic conditions nowadays have become difficult to predict.
Unexpected obstacles and interferences, sudden noises, unplanned road works,
emerging jams are just a few examples.

– Responsibility : understanding the fact of having a drivers license leads to
an increased awareness and rand associated responsibility to drive safely for
passengers and other drivers.

Taken together, these factors lead to an increased stress level which can be
seen as the human body’s reaction to any demand that exceeds the human
adaptive capacity. The stress affects attention, anxiety, working memory, and
perceptual-motor performance. In this light, driving is not an exception, and is
widely influenced by various ‘stressors’ on an every-day basis [3].

As suggested by the study of emotional receptivity and neurotransmitters by
Lövheim [7], monoamines (i.e. serotonin, dopamine, and noradrenaline) have a
considerable impact on the people’s mood, emotions and behavior. These rela-
tionships are depicted by the so-called ‘cube of emotions’ [7] (see Fig. 1). The
cube represents a three-dimensional model for monoamine neurotransmitters and
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Fig. 1. A three-dimensional model for emotions and monoamine neurotransmitters
(excerpted from [7]).

emotions. In this model, the monoamine systems are represented as orthogonal
axes and the eight basic emotions are placed at each of the eight possible extreme
values, represented as vertices of the cube.

Accordingly, it has been identified that each of the monoamines is involved
in different aspects of human emotions and behavior. More specifically, a combi-
nation of increased levels of noradrenaline and dopamine and a decreased level
of serotonin leads to an increased stress level. This key pattern has been used in
the presented study to detect drivers’ stress levels.

3.1 Setup of the Experiments

Necessary prerequisites for conducting the experiment were the following: a valid
driver’s license, a route map and instructions for the driver, a camera, physio-
logical sensors and a laptop. More details on the main four steps of the proposed
methodology to conduct the experiment are described below.

Preparing Physiological Sensors. The following physiological sensors were
used for the experiment: OpenBCI 32bit Board and OpenBCI Daisy Module1

were used to sample brain activity (i.e. electroencephalogram - EEG), muscle
activity (i.e. electromyogram - EMG), and heart activity (i.e. electrocardiogram -
ECG), and a corresponding 3D-printed headset2 was used to attach the OpenBCI
system to the human head. The system is equipped with wireless interfaces to
communicate to both stationary PCs and mobile devices. Using these sensors,
the data are collected during the driver’s rest and during the drive on various
1 http://shop.openbci.com/products/openbci-16-channel-r-d-kit.
2 https://irenevigueguix.wordpress.com/2016/07/15/behind-the-ultracortex-mark-iii

-novaand-supernova/.

http://shop.openbci.com/products/openbci-16-channel-r-d-kit
https://irenevigueguix.wordpress.com/2016/07/15/behind-the-ultracortex-mark-iii-novaand-supernova/
https://irenevigueguix.wordpress.com/2016/07/15/behind-the-ultracortex-mark-iii-novaand-supernova/
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roads with different traffic conditions. It assumed that different parts of the
driving route indicate different signals of the physiological sensors. In particular,
lower levels of stress are expected during the rest, and higher (or sometimes
critical) levels are expected on busy roads.

Preparing Data. The presented research on the dependence of the driver’s
stress and road accidents was initiated in October 2016, when city traffic data
were first requested. The provided datasets included 70 spreadsheets for 13 dis-
tricts of the city of Kazan, including data from CCTV cameras, which indicated
regulated and unregulated intersections, small blocks or segments of busy streets.
Additionally, statistical information about the places with increased rate of traf-
fic accidents was provided. By comparing the two datasets, it was possible to
find a correlation – that is, potentially stressful segments of urban roads with
an increased number of traffic accidents.

Determining the Driving Route Based on the Map of Accidents. The
experimental route consists of multiple roads, highways and by-streets in the
city of Kazan, and is based on historical data about traffic accidents, which were
requested from the local traffic police. Based on the acquired information, it was
possible to come up with a ‘map of accidents’ – that is, a map of most dangerous
road sections. Using this map, a suitable route (i.e. route passing through the
maximum number of dangerous spots) was selected.

Conducting the Experiments and Collecting Results. Six drivers volun-
teered to participate in the experiment, and agreed to be recorded by a camera
and equipped with physiological sensors during 20 rides. Sensors were attached,
so that the drivers would not be distracted from the road and would drive care-
fully. Before the drive, all the drivers were shown the route map and instructed
accordingly. All the trips were taken during the morning rush hours, i.e. from
7.30 AM to 9.30 AM, and on weekends, when the congestion on the roads was
reduced by 1.5–2 times, compared to working days. As a result of these exper-
iments, data were collected in the form of plotted graphs, containing measure-
ments of the physiological sensors.

4 Recognising Emotions

The first step was to analyse the collected data. Since all the results were sum-
marised in the form of graphs, this enabled enabled clear analysis of the emotions,
experienced by the drivers. Please note that in all three diagrams below the hor-
izontal axis represents time, and the vertical line corresponds to a moment when
the experiments were commenced.
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Analysis of the Data: Distress. Distress is an aversive state, in which a
person is unable to adapt completely to ‘stressors’ and the associated stress,
thus demonstrating maladaptive behavior. As it can be seen on Fig. 2, all the
graphs have an ascending trend.

Fig. 2. Recognising distress.

Analysis of the Data: Fear. Fear is the internal negative emotional state,
caused by a real (or anticipated) threat. It is a natural human reaction to dan-
ger. As it follows from Fig. 3, it is possible to detect the moments when the
fear appears – i.e. these are emotional states (caused by the driver’s conditions
during the experiment), which are represented by sudden peaks in the sensor
measurements.

Fig. 3. Recognising fear.
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To determine the certain emotions, the following formula was used to calcu-
late the biggest fluctuation:

max|xi − xi−k|, i = 1, n (1)

where x1 is the arithmetic mean value of the original sample (i.e. before the start
of the experiment), x2 is the arithmetic average value of the final sample (i.e. the
last seconds of a certain segment of the experiment). This is the maximum value
of the fear – the peak value on the graph. The maximum standard deviation of
fluctuations is calculated according to:

max(|xi − xi−k|), i = 1, n (2)

Assuming that this value is the peak of an emotional state, which represents the
maximum expression of fear, this numerical model allows to distribute drivers on
a scale of expressed emotions. Also, during their trips through the city, drivers
were asked on how they were feeling themselves. By comparing the data on the
graphs and the answers of the subjects, it follows that the proposed method
accurately determines the fear emotions and has the potential to be used to
verify the numerical simulation.

Analysis of the Data: Disgust. Disgust is a negative emotion, which appears
in deep hostility and plays an important role in human self-protective function
[2]. Disgust can be divided into primary (i.e. unconscious psychic reaction of
the body) and secondary (i.e. moral or psychological). The graphs depicted in
Fig. 4 enable analysis of the disgust emotions experienced by the drivers. As it
follows, in all experiments there is a decreasing trend. For the numerical model
of disgust, the following hypothesis was applied:

x1 − x2 (3)

Fig. 4. Recognising disgust.
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where x1 is the arithmetic mean value of the original sample (i.e. before the start
of the experiment), x2 is the arithmetic average value of the final sample (i.e. the
last seconds of a certain segment of the experiment). This value characterises
the overall level of disgust. It is assumed that the higher the value, the higher
the level of disgust. The indicator that characterises fluctuation intensity of the
graph is the following:

n∑

i=1

= |xi − xi−k| (4)

where n is the total number of values, xi is the current value, and x1−k is the
value with a step of size k. This value characterises variability of the emotional
state. It is assumed that the greater the value, the more stable the emotional
state. The standard deviation is the following:

S =

√√√√ 1
n

n∑

i=1

(xi − x)2 (5)

where n is the total number of values, xi is the current value, and x is an
arithmetic mean value. This value represents the total change of the emotional
state. It is assumed that the greater the value, the higher the level of disgust.

4.1 Finding Correlations

The final step of the experiment was to check whether increased emotional levels
were observed while drivers were passing through a potentially dangerous junc-
tion, aiming to prove the initial hypothesis. The second factor for proving the
hypothesis was personal observation – i.e. it was possible to match sensor read-
ings with personal observations. For example, whenever sensors indicated low
stress levels, the drivers behaved calmly and drove confidently, and vice versa.
Upon completion of all experiments, all sensor readings and personal notes on
the drivers’ behaviour were compared to the ‘map of accidents’. As a result, the
following conditions should be met at the same time for a given location on the
‘map of accidents’ in order to claim that the hypothesis is valid:

– An increased level of noradrenaline (i.e. emotions of distress).
– An increased level of dopamine (i.e. emotions of fear).
– A decreased level of serotonin (i.e. emotions of disgust).
– The driver reports on a stressful state.
– The current geo-location of the driver is within one of the dangerous areas.

Taking all these factors into account, the following two observations can be drawn
in this respect:

1. It appeared that the proposed hypothesis is valid to quite a certain extent.
Considering all similarities and differences, it was possible to calculate the
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correlation coefficient, which equaled to about 0.72, which means that in
72% of the cases, the drivers demonstrated an increased stress level when
passing through a dangerous junction (i.e. a junction with an increased rate
of previously recorded accidents). There were also a few cases, when drivers
rode relatively calmly through a dangerous area. This can be explained by
the fact that accidents in these areas in the past were caused by loss of
concentration, sleepiness, not being focused, etc. – all those activities, which
are not detected by high stress levels, but nevertheless may still lead to traffic
accidents. It is worth noting that these indicators are correlated with weather
conditions, road surface conditions, the state of the vehicle, as well as general
physical condition of the driver.

2. The second observation was the following. Indeed, in most locations marked
as dangerous – i.e. where crashes, assaults on pedestrians, cyclists or obstacles
were reported – sensors indicated a deviation from the usual emotional state
of the drivers. However, these deviations were not necessarily represented as
increased stress levels, but as decreased levels as well. This means that at
some locations the drivers were over-relaxed and self-confident to such an
extent, that would loose concentration and, as a result, potentially cause a
traffic accident. At these points the drivers were driving in an ‘unconscious’
manner, not paying much attention to the surrounding context and assuming
the road was completely safe to drive.

Taking into account both observations, the initial hypothesis has to be
slightly refined – it can be claimed that there appears a correlation not only
between the rate of traffic accidents on a specific spot and increased levels of the
drivers’ stress levels, but with decreased levels as well. In other words, a con-
siderable (both positive and negative) deviation from the usual emotional state
may potentially lead to a traffic accident.

It is also worth noting that the described approach relied on a two-factor iden-
tification of the stress state - i.e. using the physiological sensors and interviewing
drivers on their emotions during the drive. As a potential way of introducing a
more reliable and precise three-factor identification, measuring the level of cor-
tisol in the human saliva is seen as a next step for further research. Cortisol is
known to be released in response to the external stress factors, and is already
used to detect stress levels [6].

5 Conclusion

The paper demonstrated that the monitoring and detection of the drivers’ stress
levels during real urban drives is feasible using physiological sensors. Using the
‘cube of emotions’, it was possible to detect three main emotions – i.e. fear, dis-
gust and distress – which are dependent on changes in the levels of the three neu-
rotransmitters – i.e. dopamine, noradrenaline, and serotonin. Collected experi-
mental data served to build mathematical models of the three emotions, accord-
ing to which the stress state is directly proportional to the level of dopamine and
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noradrenaline, and indirectly proportional to the level of serotonin. This makes
it possible to determine the state and psycho-emotional deviations of the driver
during the drive. Also, the paper aimed to prove the hypothesis that increased
stress levels are observed while riding through dangerous road segments. The
hypothesis appeared to be partially true, as it was also observed that decreased
stress levels also have an impact on the potential occurrence of a traffic accident
at a given spot.
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Abstract. While interacting in a human environment, a fall is the main threat to
safety and successful operation of humanoid robots, and thus it is critical to
explore ways to detect and manage an unavoidable fall of humanoid robots.
Even assuming perfect bipedal walking strategies and algorithms, there exist
several unexpected factors, which can threaten existing balance of a humanoid
robot. These include such issues as power failure, robot component failures,
communication disruptions and failures, sudden forces applied to the robot
externally as well as internally generated exceed torques etc. As progress in a
humanoid robotics continues, robots attain more autonomy and enter realistic
human environments, they will inevitably encounter such factors more fre-
quently. Undesirable fall might cause serious physical damage to a human user,
to a robot and to surrounding environment. In this paper, we present a brief
review of strategies that include algorithms for fall prediction, avoidance, and
damage control of small-size and human-size humanoids, which will be further
implemented for Russian humanoid robot AR-601.

Keywords: Robot control � Humanoid robots � Safety � Humanoid robot fall �
Safe fall � Fall prediction � AR-601

1 Introduction

Humanoid robotics is still considered a rather a young research field with many research
challenges. While industrial robots are being widely used in manufacturing and their
technology have reached high level of maturity with a variety of robots available from
different manufacturers, only a few humanoid robots are currently commercially
available. Most of full-size humanoids are built on customer request and come with a
high price tag. Even though these humanoids share majority of their components (e.g.
harmonic drive gears, controllers, sensors etc.), the systems differ significantly.

Humanoid robot locomotion is an extremely challenging research field as keeping
stability during standing straight and locomotion is a necessary requirement for all
applications of such robots. To address this issue problem of dynamically stable biped
locomotion received significant attention over the last decades with some promising
results [26–29].
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Biped humanoid robots have several advantages over wheeled mobile robots as
they can step over obstacles and go up and down stairs. On the other hand, a bipedal
robot has a major disadvantage – it may fall over and then get seriously damaged,
injure people or destroy surrounding objects. Today this, together with high power
consumption, is the most significant barrier for practical application of humanoid
robots. Therefore, humanoid robots could not be entirely integrated in our society as
everyday human assistants and companions unless this problem is solved.

There is a number of general approaches to solve this issue. First approach, Robot
Hardware Design, deals with robot hardware; it concentrates on engineering robots’
hardware in a way that it could survive a fall over due to resistant materials usage,
shock-absorbing structures, etc. Second approach, Fall Detection, emphasizes impor-
tance of detecting when a fall is imminent in order to avoid such situations. Third
approach, Fall Management, proposes a special fall sequence for reducing robot body
damage or damage to objects in vicinity.

Fall avoidance strategies are an attempt to reduce fall frequency. When a fall does
occur, fall damage control strategies could potentially minimize robot damage and/or
damage of its environment. As humanoid robots are generally heavy, robot fall gen-
erally results in its serious damage or causes various damages to an object that is hit by
the robot. Particularly, as an upper body of a humanoid robot is positioned relatively
high when the robot moves, stands or performs some operations in straight vertical
pose, the damage is likely to be very substantial. Therefore, it is desirable for a
humanoid robot to minimize any damage, which the robot or an object hit thereby
suffers when the robot turns over. While falling motion control reduces the robot
damage, landing impact may still damage its parts if experiments are repeated over
again to reevaluate control parameters. Therefore, most researchers have to substitute
real experiments with simulations in order to reexamine and refine the control.

Fall damage minimizing received an interest in human biomechanics and have been
extensively studied for the past decades [5–8]. Even though biomechanics experience
and contribution are valuable for a fall detection and management, and provides sig-
nificant insights, we should be aware of the limits that are imposed by differences
between biology and mechatronics, which emphasize that biomechanics results could
not be directly applied to robots. For example, behavior of humans during a fall
evolved with an instinct to save high-value regions of the body first, firstly protecting a
head, a frontal face, or any limb that was ever injured previously. This may be
applicable with corrections for a humanoid robot to protect an area of essential cir-
cuitry. There are also differences in the materials of the body and motor control
between a robot and humans, which makes direct transfer impractical.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents fall detection
approaches for small size and human size humanoids. Section 3 deals with fall man-
agement. Section 4 discusses our future work proposal on fall detection and prevention
for AR-601. Finally, we conclude in Sect. 5.
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2 Fall Detection

The main objective of fall detection algorithms is to discriminate between fall events
and normal activities of a robot. If during an operation, a humanoid robot suffers a
strong disturbance under external force or torque, and its controller generates a cor-
rection motion that cannot actually be completed on time or performed in general, then
the robot might fall even though the stabilizing control keeps operating.

To detect a fall Renner et al. in [9] used attitude sensors and indicators that trig-
gered integrated into a control system robot reflexes. They estimated model parameters
from an ideal gait sequence and used deviations that were calculated from the robot
sensory data in real time as an instability indicator, which triggers recovery process.

Ogata et al. [10] proposed fall prediction methods that are based on a predicted
Zero Moment Point (ZMP). The predicted ZMP is estimated by evaluating a perfor-
mance limitation of ZMP feedback control, and the robot applies the predicted ZMP to
detect imminent falls and to select correction motions. To further improve fall detection
procedure Ogata et al. used discriminant analysis of experimental walking data labelled
as fall and non-fall in order to construct a classifier [11].

Karssen et al. used multi-way principal component analysis (MPCA) in a simu-
lation to predict the fall [12]. The method was able to predict whether the model is
going to fall or not; in the case of a single disturbance, the method was able to predict
the fall just within a single step after the disturbance. In addition, the method has an
advantage of low implementation complexity and a low number of test runs.

Hobbelen et al. introduced Limit Cycle Walking paradigm for a bipedal locomotion
with a Gait Sensitivity Norm as new disturbance rejection measure, which can be used
as a robust fall indicator [13].

Kanoi and Hartland [14] investigated a use of Reservoir Computing for meta-sensor
conception, involving generation of temporal meta-sensor for fall detection that was
based on actual robot sensors. Their model was able to provide insight into robot status
in the context of fall detections together with a low error rate. The model can be applied
online and shown to be accurate in detecting instabilities that lead to robot falls.

Höhn and Gerth [15] proposed a probability-based balance monitoring concept
with two algorithms that allows distinguishing between normal operation and insta-
bility. First algorithm uses Gaussian-Mixture Models (GMM) to describe the distri-
bution of the robot’s sensor data for two different states - stable locomotion or falling.
Using this model and incoming sensory data it is possible to estimate the probability of
the robot being in one of these states. The second algorithm is based on
Hidden-Markov-Models (HMM), and the model is utilized in order to detect and
identify unstable states using estimated parameters of their typical sequences in the
robot’s sensor data. Learning phase needed for estimation distribution densities and
HMM parameters are generated with help of a simulation program. Robustness of the
algorithms was tested in simulated experiments. The feature vectors of model were
sampled every 10 ms within experiments. GMM and HMM algorithms took less than a
millisecond on a desktop PC, that was also simulating the dynamical model of the
robot. Hence, an online operation on the robot’s microcontroller is feasible.
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Goswami and Kalyanakrishnan introduced a system that uses supervised machine
learning approach to achieve reliable fall prediction [20]. Learned solutions were
combined into decision lists within 16-dimensional feature space, and the false positive
rate and lead-time tradeoff could be further controlled with internal parameters
adjustment. Simulation of ASIMO-like robot were performed in order to verify the
proposed solution.

Jeong-Jung Kim et al. proposed a state classification method for detecting falling
with Support Vector machine (SVM) to classify the state [22]. SVM utilized sensor
data of robot accelerometer and force sensing resistor (FSR) sensor. Training of the
classifier was performed off-line and the trained classifier is used to classify the state of
the biped robot in on-line mode. Robot simulator was used to verify the method. This
approach was able to classify falling state within 0.01 s.

Hofmann et al. proposed a fall protection system based on an artificial MLP neural
network using a time series of gyroscope values [21]. Experiments were performed
with a low cost small-size robotic platform NAO, which unfortunately could not be
immediately scaled up for human-size robots.

3 Fall Management

There are two primary objectives of dealing with the robot accidental fall over:
(a) minimizing damage to the robot and (b) minimizing damage to objects in the
vicinity of the fall. Strategy of reducing damage of the impact is primary when the
robot is operating in a free space. On the contrary, in situations when the falling robot
can cause injury to a person or damage to objects in its vicinity, the primary objective
should be to eliminate such possibility.

While most researches treat fall as an unavoidable part of bipedal walking and
focus on developing strategies to avoid falls and to minimize mechanical damage
Wilken et al. [16] have investigated a deliberate fall of a humanoid soccer goalkeeper.
Although their strategy to minimize fall damage consists mostly of mechanical solu-
tions and concentrates on joints relaxation just before ground impact.

Another approach of fall damage minimizing utilizes heuristics such as manipu-
lating a center of mass (CoM) of a robot. Ruiz-del Solar et al. [17] investigated several
strategies, which were inherited from Japanese martial arts and are to be applied in the
direction of a fall; each strategy concentrated on lowering the robot CoM. Each falling
strategy produced a sequence of motions that modified the geometry of the robot body
with intent to decrease the force of the impact, and spreading kinetic energy of the fall
to transfer through a broader contact area. Based upon this research they implemented a
low damage fall strategies for robots playing soccer [18].

Ishida et al. performed analysis of SDR-4X II robot fall, mimicking shock absor-
bers with servos using servo loop gain shift [19].

Fujiwara et al. in their comprehensive work with human-size HRP-2 robot, pre-
sented their solutions for fall management in a series of publications [2–4]. They
presented “UKEMI” strategy, a falling motion control that minimizes damage to a
humanoid robot. This strategy employs optimal falling maneuvers to minimize impact
force and angular momentum. To minimize the landing impact of a falling motion,
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they use optimization technique based on variations calculation with a quadruple
inverted pendulum model that was used to represent a falling motion. They tested the
estimated optimal forward falling motion and obtained a smooth and damage-free fall
[3]. Main drawback of the method is that it is based on an off-line optimization and
does not support a real-time motion generation for humanoid robots in real environ-
ment. To conduct more experiments of falling over motion of HRP OpenHRP
dynamics simulator was utilized [2]. With simulation, they obtained good estimates of
robot states that are difficult to measure directly on a real robot, such as forces and
moments acting on the hip joint, while robot does not have a six-axis force sensor at the
hip. This knowledge is very important in order to design proper hip joint structure,
which arguably is the most complex structure of a humanoid robot. Comparison with
experimental results of a real humanoid robot demonstrated that an overall behavior of
the robot simulated falling motion corresponds well with real experiments. Further
experiments indicated that the impact force could be damped effectively even if the
shock-absorbing features does not present in entire body of the robot. To decrease
damages further, they have studied a balance between landing impact force and a
position as well as the stability after landing and the position. Adding braking after the
CoM lowering by extending the body just before the impact with the ground reduced
the impact velocity. In order to make joints more compliant, the feedback gain
reduction after braking was introduced [4].

Ogata et al. analyzed trajectories of CoM, both straight [11] and curvilinear [10].
Thus was performed for both phases of lowering the CoM and extending the body for
reduction of the vertical impact speed.

Ruiz-del Solar et al., instead of minimizing the ground impact velocity, sought
minimization of axial force and torque induced by the impact [17]. Using motion-
capture data, a fall was analyzed and a human operator changed the joints positions to
reduce the impact over the joints with maximal impulses.

In their study of intentional fall, Wilken et al. adopted an inverse approach. Instead
of minimizing the fall damage, they first designed the fall motions and then changed the
robot’s structure to reduce the damage. Springs and flexible rubber struts were added to
the most damage-prone locations of the robot was given the deliberate fall motion of a
robot soccer goalkeeper [16].

Goswami et al. studied a control strategy for changing a default fall direction of a
robot so that it could avoid collisions with surrounding people or objects in order to
minimize damage to others. This strategy used the fact that the robot falling definitely
happens at an edge of its support. The authors modified the position and orientation of
this edge to change the fall trajectory to suit the environment. As the fall is predicted
controller infers the optimal trajectory, which results in the safest fall. The fall controller
was also enhanced with inertia shaping that changes robot’s centroidal axis inertia [19].

Seung-kook Yun et al. proposed another approach to reduce damage to a humanoid
robot during a fall [23]. Instead of finding an optimal configuration of the falling down
robot, this strategy seeks to stop the robot from falling all the way to the ground,
preventing full conversion of the robot’s potential energy into kinetic energy, thus
minimizing the force of impact. This is achieved via a sequence of three contacts with the
ground of the swing foot and two hands. The final configuration resembles a tripod as it
has a stable three-point contact with the ground with the robot’s CoM above the ground.
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Vincent Samy et al. proposed a fall strategy that combines two behaviors. The first
behavior involves a closed-loop pose correction during the falling process, which
would help to achieve best impact absorption. The second behavior performs a servo
active compliance mode through instant PD gains reduction, instead of shutting-down
or high-gains control. The authors suggested utilizing actuators as a spring-damper
system by analyzing velocity, computing effective mass at the link’s contact points and
the motors characteristics [24].

Sehoon Ha et al. suggested another approach, which deals with planning of fall
contact points in order to effectively dissipate momentum [25]. Given an unstable
initial position, the planner searches for an optimal sequence of contact points such that
the initial momentum is dissipated with minimal impacts. Rather than choosing from a
collection of individual control strategies, the proposed method is a generic algorithm,
which plans for appropriate maneuvers. Algorithm estimates the number of contacts,
the order of contacts, and the position and time of contacts for supporting further
momentum dissipation with a minimal damage to the robot.

A fall prevention system developed by Park et al. [30] used an inertial-
measurement unit (IMU) to detect if the robot is falling or not. In the case of falling,
the robot performed a forward step with a swing leg in order to prevent falling. Yet, the
approach was tested in simulation experiments only.

4 Future Work: Fall Detection and Prevention for AR-601

The presented above algorithms are carefully tailored and verified in simulations and/or
experimental work by their authors to support particular models of small-size or
human-size robots. Practical implementation of each algorithms is not transferable to
other models due to different hardware specifications and configuration, and, to the best
of our knowledge, a generic solution does not exist yet. We avoid declaring an
ambitious goal of suggesting such generic solution, but are interested to perform
applied research on developing algorithms of fall detection and fall prevention that
would maintain static and dynamic stability of our human-size robot AR-601.

Our target platform is bipedal robot AR-601 with 41 active degrees of freedom
(DoF) that have been developed by Russian company “Android Technics” (Fig. 1,
left). The total mass of the robot is 65 kg, the height is 1442 mm. Mass, and size
parameters of the robot legs are given in Table 1, and for further hardware details about
AR-601 the interested reader could refer to [31]. We had presented a virtual model of
the robot in Matlab/Simulink environment together with a corresponding model in
ROS/Gazebo environment (Fig. 1, right). These models were applied for modeling and
algorithm evaluation, which utilized mass characteristics of the real robot, such as
mass, CoM location and moments of inertia for each part. Locomotion control during
the robot locomotion uses only 12 leg joints (6 DoF in each leg) driven by small
electric motors with STM32F103T8U6 controllers and the communication protocol
provides information about all motor states, pressure in robot’s feet and on-board
gyroscopes. Each leg consists of three joint axes in the hip, two joints in the ankle and
one in the knee. We had modeled and experimentally verified dynamically stable
AR-601 M robot locomotion with VHIPM and preview control methods [26].
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During simulation in Matlab/Simulink and ROS/Gazebo environments that were
followed by locomotion experiments, we encountered multiple instabilities that
resulted in robot falls. These problems were persistent and required significant efforts
during demonstrations in order to consistently preserve the robot, surrounding people
and environment. To deal with this issue we acknowledge the acute need of diving into
the field of fall detection and management. Using our model in virtual environment, we
plan to test aforementioned algorithms to manage such situations.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we discussed different approaches to fall detection and management
procedures for humanoid robots of small-size and human-size, which were verified in
simulations and experimental work. Fall detection procedures are primarily based on
various classification algorithms using supervised learning. For fall management, many
approaches are centered on dissipating initial momentum of the fall using posture
control. Another popular trend in fall management suggests using actuators to simulate
shock absorbers.

Fig. 1. Anthropomorphic robot AR-601 (left), its model in Solidworks (center) and ROS gazebo
environment (right)

Table 1. Mass and size parameters of AR-601 legs

Link Size parameters (mm) Mass (kg)

Thigh Length : 280 7.5
Shank Length: 280 6.9
Foot L � W � H: 254 � 160 � 106 3.2
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We presented a brief overview of Russian bipedal robot AR-601, its modelling and
simulation in Matlab/Simulink and ROS/Gazebo environments. Our future work
concentrates on implementing fall detection and management procedures and verifying
their performance for AR-601, both in intensive simulations and experiments.

Humanoid robot domain is not the only field, which deals with fall detection and
management; these issues go far beyond robotics field and are important particularly in
geriatric medicine. As a part of our long-term future work, we are interested to employ
our insights on fall management in order to adapt humanoid robot algorithms for
elderly support devices in order to improve their safety and quality of life.
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Abstract. The paper highlights the problems of mathematical modelling in the
delivery system. The system describes the suppliers who offer different types of
products as well as the consumers who order different products. Products are
ordered at stochastic times, however, manufacturers offer predictable demand.
The problem becomes more complex when the number of orders grows. The
structure of the system is shown, equations of state are introduced and control
algorithms as well as criteria are proposed. Orders change their state which leads
to modifying it at every decision stage. The same concerns the actual output of
manufacturers which also has to be modified. Therefore, the problem consists of
the design of such a delivery pattern which can minimise losses of the discussed
company. The goal of the paper is to present the mathematical model of the
logistic system taking into account the consumer-supplier relations. The model
forms the basis for the subsequent information support tool.

Keywords: Logistic modelling � Mathematical modelling � Delivery system �
Information support � Computational modelling � Simulation � Heuristic
algorithms � Business process management � Optimisation

1 Introduction

One of the important parts of the value and logistic chain is the method of delivery of
products from the manufacturer to the customer. Each delivery process must guarantee
customer’s satisfaction on one side and the simplest method of delivery for suppliers on
the other. The second of these conditions is very important because it is a significant
factor affecting the overall price of the product. The primary assumption is the correct
definition of logistics and general business processes as well as management and
measurement of their effectiveness [1]. The effectiveness of the supply chain is in most
cases assessed on the basis of time and price. Both of these parameters are influenced
by many other factors, which may be a number of interim storage on the way from the
producer to the end consumer, the number of employees, the number of delivered
products and the demands on their transport providers (there is a difference between
transporting a heavy industry product, for example a ship propeller, and conventional
goods sold to customers for example within the e-commerce [2]), environmental
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requirements [3], the necessity to apply reverse logistics [4] etc. Thus, an important
aspect is economising and optimising logistic processes [5, 6], which ultimately con-
tributes to the satisfaction of customers’ psychological needs who can get products at a
lower price [7]. Nowadays, process optimisation is almost always carried out using
computer simulations for which the starting points are mathematical models. Models
can be created on the basis of many approaches and methods. One of them is a heuristic
approach which, despite some shortcomings presented for example in [8], can be used
in many cases and can help the company find a better structure and the functionality of
the company’s system of processes [9–13]. In the area of process optimisation initially
we start from the map of business processes and principles of business process man-
agement [14], for which mathematical simulation models are created. Based on sim-
ulation results, we can carry out process optimisation, so in this case, optimisation of
logistic processes [15]. In connection with the foregoing, the aim of the article is to
present a mathematical simulation model which takes into account different ways of
supplying goods to customers, state equations of the model, control algorithms of the
delivery process and decision criteria. The background of the model is formed by
taking into account the estimated amount of financial implementation costs i.e. the
factor affecting the final price of the product.

2 Mathematical Model

To discuss the problem of delivering products to customers we have to analyse the
following actions which form the basis of our reasoning:

i. delivering products directly to customers;
ii. delivering products to the storing space of the company;
iii. decommissioning products;
iv. storing products for a specified period of time;
v. commissioning products;
vi. delivering products to customers from the storing space of the company.

Each of the above mentioned activities generates costs. These costs should be min-
imised in order to let the company offer products at the competitive price. Products can
be delivered to customers directly and it is expected that this kind of activity may
reduce the costs of servicing the order, however, if more products are to be delivered to
one or more customers, it can pose a problem which can be solved by means of the
intermodal logistic transport centre in the form of the company storage space. So the
following situation can be analysed:

i. products of the same type produced by one manufacturer are delivered to one
customer;

ii. products of the same type produced by one manufacturer are delivered to multiple
customers;

iii. more products of various types produced by one manufacturer are delivered to one
customer;
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iv. more products of various types produced by one manufacturer are delivered to
multiple customers.

Let us define the structure matrix of the outgoing supply chain (1):

Ek
out ¼ ekm;n

h i
; m ¼ 1; . . .; M; n ¼ 1; . . .; N; k ¼ 0; 1; . . .;K ð1Þ

ekm;n - the information whether or not the n-th order of the m-th customer at the k-th
stage is valid. The elements of the structure matrix of the outgoing supply chain take
the following values:ekm;n ¼ 1 if the n-th order of the m-th customer at the k-th stage

exists; ekm;n ¼ 0 otherwise.
The structure of the system (1), the outgoing supply chain (3), the incoming supply

chain (4), the state of order (25), the storage state of the system (21) as well as the
storage capacity (23) are described at the k-th stage, k ¼ 0; 1; . . .;K. If there is any
activity in the system, the k-th stage is subject to modification.

Let us define the structure matrix of the incoming supply chain (2):

Ek
in ¼ eki;n

h i
; i ¼ 1; . . .;M; n ¼ 1; . . .;N; k ¼ 0; 1; . . .;K ð2Þ

eki;n - the information whether or not the n-th ready product of the i-th producer at
the k-th stage is available. The elements of the structure matrix of the incoming supply
chain take the following values: eki;n ¼ 1 if the n-th ready product of the i-th producer at

the k-th stage exists; eki;n ¼ 0 otherwise.
Let us define the order matrix of the outgoing supply chain (3):

Zk
out ¼ zkm;n

h i
; m ¼ 1; . . .;M; n ¼ 1; . . .;N; k ¼ 0; 1; . . .;K ð3Þ

zkm;n - the number of the n-th order elements of the m-th customer at the k-th stage.
Let us define the matrix of products of the incoming supply chain (4):

Zk
in ¼ zki;n

h i
; i ¼ 1; . . .; I; n ¼ 1; . . .;N; k ¼ 0; 1; . . .;K ð4Þ

zki;n - the number of the n-th ready product elements available from the i-th producer
at the k-th stage.

The following assumptions must be made:

(1) No matter which producer manufactures product of the n-th type they are stored at
the same storage place.

(2) The n-th product elements can be accepted by the company only on condition that
their number does not exceed the allowable capacity.

(3) Products are stored in accordance with either the FIFO or LIFO method.
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Let us define the matrix of transfer possibilities from the producer to the customer
(avoiding the storage space of the discussed company) (5):

Xi;m ¼ xi;m
� �

; i ¼ 1; . . .; I; m ¼ 1; . . .;M ð5Þ

where: xi;m - the adjustment of the i-th producer to the m-th customer. At the same
time: xi;m ¼ 1 if the adjustment is possible, otherwise xi;m ¼ �1 and the i-th producer
products have to be stored in the company storage space in order to be sold to the m-th
customer.

Let us define the matrix of storing possibilities in the company marshalling store (6):

Xn ¼ xn½ �; n ¼ 1; . . .;N ð6Þ

where: xn - storing possibilities of the n-th product.
At the same time: xn ¼ 1 if storing the n-th product is possible, otherwise xn ¼ �1

and the n-th product has to be transported directly to the m-th customer from the i-th
producer.

Let us introduce the matrix of transport times of products to the customers avoiding
the storage space of the company (7):

Ti;n!m;n ¼ si;n!m;n
� �

; i ¼ 1; . . .; I; m ¼ 1; . . .;M ; n ¼ 1; . . .;N ð7Þ

where: si;n!m;n - the transport time of the n-th product of the i-th producer to the m-th
customer.

Let us introduce the matrix of transport times of products to the storage space of the
company (loading and unloading times are included) (8):

Ti;n!D ¼ si;n!D
� �

; i ¼ 1; . . .; I; n ¼ 1; . . .;N ð8Þ

where: si;n!D - the transport time of the n-th product of the i-th producer to the storage
space of the company.

Let us introduce the matrix of transport times of products from the company storage
space to dedicated customers (loading and unloading times are included) (9):

TD!m;n ¼ sD!m;n
� �

; m ¼ 1; . . .;M; n ¼ 1; . . .;N ð9Þ

where: sD!m;n - the transport time of the n-th product to the m-th customer.
Let us introduce the matrix of average transport costs of products from producers to

the customer’s storehouse (avoiding the storage space of the company) (10):

Ci;n!m;n ¼ ci;n!m;n
� �

; i ¼ 1; . . .; I; m ¼ 1; . . .;M; n ¼ 1; . . .;N ð10Þ

where: ci;n!m;n - the transport cost of the n-th product of the i-th producer to the m-th
customer.
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Let us introduce the matrix of average transport costs of products from producers to
the company storage space (11):

Ci;n!D ¼ ci;n!D
� �

; i ¼ 1; . . .; I; n ¼ 1; . . .;N ð11Þ

where: ci;n!D - the transport cost of the n-th product of the i-th producer to the company
storage space.

Let us introduce the matrix of average transport costs of products from the company
to customers:

CD!m;n ¼ cD!m;n
� �

; i ¼ 1; . . .; I; n ¼ 1; . . .;N ð12Þ

where: cD!m;n - the transport cost of the n-th product to the m-th customer.
Storing products generates costs depending on the time of storing which are shown

in the vector below (13):

Cst ¼ u � cst n½ �; n ¼ 1; . . .;N ð13Þ

where: cst n - the unitary cost of storing the n-th product,
u - the number of time units during which the n-th product is stored in its dedicated

storing place.
For illustration purposes the problem is analysed from the point of view of the load

capacity expressed in units. Therefore, the maximal load vector of means of transport is
introduced (14):

H ¼ hu½ �; u ¼ 1; . . .;U ð14Þ

where: hu - the maximal load of the u-th means of transport expressed in units.
The capacity matrix of current load of means of transport (15):

B ¼ bkn;u
h i

; k ¼ 0; 1; . . .;K; n ¼ 1; . . .;N; u ¼ 1; . . .;U ð15Þ

where: bkn;u - the current load of the u-th means of transport with the n-th type product at
the k-th stage.

At the same time
PN
n¼1

mn;u � hu, n ¼ 1; . . .;N, u ¼ 1; . . .;U

where: mn;u - the number of the n-th product units which can be loaded on the u-th
means of transport.

It is assumed that if more products of the same n-th type are to be dispatched by the
same means of transport their transport time equals the transport time of only one n-th
type product on condition that the load of the means of transport is not exceeded.
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3 Decommissioning and Commissioning

Let us introduce the matrix of decommissioning times of products to the storage space
of the company (16):

Tdec n ¼ sdec n½ �; n ¼ 1; . . .;N ð16Þ

where: sdec n - the decommissioning time of the n-th product including transporting it
to its storage place.

Let us introduce the matrix of commissioning times of products in the storage space
of the company (17):

Tcom n ¼ scom n½ �; n ¼ 1; . . .;N ð17Þ

where: scom n - the commissioning time of the n-th product including transporting it to
dispatch place.

Let us introduce the vector of average decommissioning costs of products from
producers (18):

Cdec n ¼ cdec n½ �; n ¼ 1; . . .;N ð18Þ

where: cdec n - the decommissioning cost of the n-th product in the company storage
space.

Let us introduce the vector of average commissioning costs of products before
dispatching them to customers (19):

Ccom n ¼ ccom n½ �; n ¼ 1; . . .;N ð19Þ

where: ccom n - the commissioning cost of the n-th product.
Matrices of delivery costs depending on different combinations of producers,

products and customers are included in Table 1.

Table 1. Delivery costs

Delivery costs Mathematical representation

For multiple orders directly
from various producers to the
m-th customer

CI;N!m;N ¼ PN
n¼1

PI
i¼1

ci;n!m;n

For various products of the
same n-th producer directly to
multiple customers

CI;n!M;n ¼
PM
m¼1

PI
i¼1

ci;n!m;n

For various products of
various producers directly to
multiple customers

CI;N!M;N ¼ PM
m¼1

PN
n¼1

PI
i¼1

ci;n!m;n

For various orders directly
from various producers to
multiple customers via the
company storage space

CD ¼ PM
m¼1

PN
n¼1

PI
i¼1

ðci;n!D þ cdec n þ cst n þ ccom n þ cD!m;nÞ
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4 Equations of State

Let us define the vector of storage capacity of the company (20):

G ¼ gn½ �; n ¼ 1; . . .;N ð20Þ

where: gkn - the maximal number of the n-th product elements which can be stored in the
marshalling store of the company.

The vector of storage state of the company takes the following form (21):

Sk ¼ skn
� �

; k ¼ 0; 1; . . .;K; n ¼ 1; . . .;N ð21Þ

where: skn - the number of the n-th type products which are already stored in the
marshalling store of the company at the k-th stage.

The vector of storage capacity of the company takes the following form (22):

Pk ¼ pkn
� �

; k ¼ 0; 1; . . .;K; n ¼ 1; . . .;N ð22Þ

where: pkn - the number of the n-th type products which still can be stored in the
marshalling store of the company at the k-th stage.

The storage capacity is calculated on basis of the following Eq. (23):

pkn ¼ gn � skn ð23Þ

The state of the order matrix of the outgoing supply chain changes after every
decision as follows (24):

Z0
out ! Z1

out ! . . . ! Zk
out ! . . . ! ZK

out
" " " " "

DZ0
out DZ1

out DZk�1
out DZk

out DZK�1
out

ð24Þ

The state of the order matrix element of the outgoing supply chain does not change
when:zkm;n ¼ zk�1

m;n if the m-th customer does not require the n-th product at the k-th

stage; zkm;n 6¼ zk�1
m;n otherwise. The order matrix elements are subject to modification at

each stage.
The state of the order matrix of the incoming supply chain changes after every

decision as follows (25):

Z0
in ! Z1

in ! . . . ! Zk
in ! . . . ! ZK

in
" " " " "

DZ0
in DZ1

in DZk�1
in DZk

in DZK�1
in

ð25Þ

At the same time the state of the order matrix element of the incoming supply chain
does not change when:zki;n ¼ zk�1

i;n if the i-th producer does not supply the n-th product

at the k-th stage; zki;n 6¼ zk�1
i;n otherwise.
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5 Control Algorithms

There are usually more orders at the same time so the dispatcher has to decide which
order can be send first to the chosen customer. To meet this requirement there is a need
to introduce algorithms responsible for advising the operator how to carry out the
dispatching process at various stages of delivery (see Table 2).

6 Criteria

Criteria take into account delivery time, costs and load (see Tables 1 and 2).
There are the following criteria proposed:

1. The delivery time criterion: Qs ! min

(i.e. the sum of all separate delivery times in the system tends to be minimal).

2. The delivery cost criterion: Qc ! min

(i.e. the sum of all separate delivery costs in the system tends to be minimal).

3. The load criterion: Qload ! max

(i.e. the sum of all separate loads throughout the transport process in the system
tends to be maximal).

Table 2. Delivery algorithms

Delivery algorithms Description
ac ¼ minci;n!m;n - adjusts the i-th producer’s n-th product to the m-th customer

characterised by the minimal delivery costs;
- avoids the company storage space

as ¼ minsi;n!m;n - adjusts the i-th producer’s n-th product to the m-th customer
characterised by the minimal delivery time;
- avoids the company storage space

acI;N!m;N ¼ minci;n!m;n - adjusts producers and their products to the m-th customer
characterised by the minimal delivery costs;
- avoids the company storage space

acI;n!M;n ¼ minci;n!m;n - adjusts products of the n-th producer to various customers
characterised by the minimal delivery costs;
- avoids the company storage space

acI;N!M;N ¼ minci;n!m;n - adjusts products of all producers to various customers
characterised by the minimal delivery costs;
- avoids the company storage space

acD ¼ minD - adjusts products of all producers to various customers
characterised by the minimal delivery costs;
- uses the company storage space;
D ¼ ci;n!D þ cdec n þ cst n þ ccom n þ cD!m;n
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7 Conclusions

The paper is devoted to mathematical modelling of the highly complex economic
system placed in the supply chain. The system can be used for representing a delivery
company problem either with or without its own storage space. The structure matrices
can be adjusted according to the actual needs of the company. Customers’ orders and
manufacturers’ products are verified at each stage. The capacity of the storage space is
limited, so it is often necessary to avoid storing products in it. Instead, it is convenient
to transport products directly to customers which can increase profits of the delivery
company. The problem with modelling such a system seems to be more complicated as
previously thought as customers may have differentiated priorities. The model is the
initial work which is expected to be developed in further works. Moreover, the sim-
ulator of the system should lead to approximations letting us achieve practical
assumptions. Simulating large initial data could mean verifying the correctness of the
proposed heuristic algorithms.
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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to convert the real data from the raw format
from different information systems (log files) to the format, which is suitable for
process mining analysis of a production process in a large automotive company.
The conversion process will start with the import from several relational data-
bases. The motivation is to use the DISCO tool for importing real pre-processed
data and to conduct process mining analysis of a production process. DISCO
generates process models from imported data in a comprehensive graphical form
and provides different statistical features to analyse the process. This makes it
possible to examine the production process in detail, identify bottlenecks, and
streamline the process. The paper firstly presents a brief introduction of a
manufacturing process in a company. Secondly, it provides a description of a
conversion and pre-processing of chosen real data structures for the DISCO
import. Then, it briefly describes the DISCO tool and proper format of
pre-processed log file, which serves as desired input data. This data will be the
main source for all consecutive operations in generated process map. Finally, it
provides a sample analysis description with emphasis on one production process
(process map and few statistics). To conclude, the results obtained show high
demands on pre-processing of real data for suitable import format into DISCO
tool and vital possibilities of process mining methods to optimize a production
process in an automotive company.

Keywords: Process mining � Data cleaning � Data cleaning tools � DISCO

1 Introduction

The aim of this paper is to describe the real data pre-processing stage into suitable import
format, which will be used for process mining analysis in a DISCO software tool. The
subject of the data is a real production process in a Czech automotive company.

Process mining aims at a detection, analysis and optimization of business processes
based on the data from log files, available in companies’ information systems (IS).
Process mining represents the missing link between traditional business process
analysis and data mining [1]. Pre-processing of real data is an important task [2], which
main purpose is to ensure correct data input for a learning or analysis phase of process
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mining. Its main role is to determine, which target attributes and information in a
business process are essential, and which information could be omitted, while not
corrupting the nature of a business process [3]. Note, that the person, which is familiar
with the nature of the business process and analysed domain, plays an important role in
the pre-processing activity.

Poor quality of pre-processed data is what causes losses. For example, once we
have in the system post address, to which the mail carrier can´t deliver the goods, it is a
poor data entry. Once we have an incorrect identification number of the customer, but
the customer can be identified by his customer number in the system, we do not
consider it to be a poor data entry. The quality of the data is determined by its use. Data
simply can´t be judged just by themselves without the context [4].

Tools for automated data cleaning [5] have been existing for years. They usually
focus on a specific database areas, which define possible values that can be inserted in
each field or attribute, such as name and address entry fields. Typically, they use a set
of matching rules from a library or the user delivers the rules interactively. Their task is
to verify street names, city names and zip codes and they transform existing data into
individual standard elements. They use record unification to determine whether two
data records are about the same topic and are able to combine the individual records,
which are connected with, e.g., the same address. Cleaning data tools [6] can be
different in the level of sophistication of audit data, cleaning and migration.

This paper represents a partial research within the project of Silesian University in
Opava, Czech Republic “Advanced mining methods and simulation techniques in
business process domain.” This project initiates partial interdisciplinary research in the
field of simulation of business processes and process mining, which takes place at the
Department of Mathematics and Informatics, and Department of Business economics
and Management with the goal to engage doctoral students from Business economics
and Management specialization, and students of the master’s program Managerial
informatics in scientific research. In cooperation with enterprises from Czech Republic,
real data about business processes that are stored in the information systems log files
will be analysed. In this paper, we use specific real data from a large automotive
company, which business is a production of trucks and we focus on selected parts of a
production process in the company, divided into several sub-processes. These pro-
cesses generate data, which are gradually stored in relational databases and our task
was to convert the data from these relational databases and rationalize them to conduct
process mining analysis. The aim of the analysis is to find possible dependencies of
activities performed in the production process of the company and to suggest process
optimization or re-design. We will use graphical process model based on control-flow
and statistics provided by DISCO to ensure the optimization by identifying weak places
in the production process.

The structure of the paper is as follows. First section deals with familiarization with
the entire manufacturing process and data collection of the company. Next, we intro-
duced the structure of data stored in a database on SQL Server. Final sections describe
the data conversion and pre-processing for process mining. Based on this phase, the
production process data will be imported into DISCO software tool and consequently it
will be briefly analysed.
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2 Manufacturing Process

The motto of the automotive company, we are dealing with is: “Everything is related to
everything”. The company belongs to the world known manufacturers operating in
automotive industry with a truck specialization. Its main concern are not only casual
customers, but they are also producing custom-made vehicles, and vehicles for military
needs. By the end of 2015, the company was operating with approximately 850 own
employees and many others from personal agencies and branches. The volume of
production in 2015 was 821 complete vehicles. The manufacturing process of the
company is further described in the following text. It consists of several production
processes executed in different production halls. They are using the name “economic
centre” instead of production hall in the company. The entire production takes place in
four economic centres with different production processes. We will further use real data
from one production process dealing with transmission parts in the last part of this
paper (Figure 1).

The entire manufacturing process is dependent on the material balance, its flow, and
production planning. Production planning is mainly influenced by production orders
coming from customers, inclusive their deadlines. They also use a forecasting activity
to control the production volume for planned time period. Production process is

Fig. 1. Manufacturing process workflow. (Source: own)
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controlled by operative workers, which use several information systems to plan the
production. They take necessary interventions when real manufacturing process dif-
ferentiates from desired values. There are two main indicators, which are necessity to
control and the entire manufacturing process is based on, namely, material and man-
ufacturing order.

The manufacturing process is divided into following parts, which constitute the
overall workflow:

• Planning and forecasting of production
• Operative – production dispatching
• Main resources – human work, machines
• Material flow and balance
• Production process – production cycles
• The creation of data entries and communication with production IS

The workflow of the process is composed from chronological operations/activities
and many consecutive conditions, which are dependent to each other and perfectly
fulfil conditions set. Right before the production starts and operative workers start
planning, they have to align all operations and understand that in 96% of cases one
machine is able to manage exactly one operation. The rest are composed with
multi-machine operations. The production operative and production planner starts with
aligning all production orders data according to their finishing date. After aligning all
data the planner also checks the production orders, which although have their finishing
data too but their preparation or material is most of the time atypical. Next, all pro-
duction orders are divided based on their type, economic centre and chief production
team. The following step is to choose appropriate machines, which have their specific
operation rules. Employees, which are able to fulfil service conditions of chosen
machine and the time window for working with them, continue to the shorter list of
candidates for according machine. Note that production hall planners have to assign
employees in a way to achieve the highest fluency of work continuously. Because of a
huge size of the economic centre, it is necessary to properly place qualified workers in
order they don’t have to move across the whole place. The first round of employee
placement to machines is done by using this method. In the second round, there are
operatively solved cases of product moving to external hall, which causes “loops and
bottlenecks of production”. So, the second round defines re-alignment and search for
the most proper and mutually compatible resources (employees, machines, material,
tools and other axioms) for the most effective removal of those bottlenecks. All these
operations are stored into a relational database, which defines all dependencies for the
last steps in the production planning. The last steps means the handover of completed
production plan, which fulfil all conditions for the most effective production and all
available resources. These plans are handed over by the production hall chiefs to all
supervisors, who forward them to their work teams and the production can start. Data
concerning production process are stored in several databases on SQL servers. Data
resources are:

1. Manual evidence of data by production dispatchers (employees, machines, parts of
material balance).
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2. Events, which are required for database administration (logged user, date of change,
insertion date, update date, etc.).

3. Information systems outputs (TECHMNG, VOMNG, WIP – employee records).

3 Real Data Conversion and Pre-processing

In this section, we will focus on merging or conversion of data from several databases
into one and on the data pre-processing for further process mining use. We will use data
from one production process, namely transmission production.

These databases differentiate with the information system or company department,
which is responsible for the storing of data. It means that, for instance, data concerning
production orders, which originate from VOMNG information system are stored in a
separate database excluding, e.g., technological procedures. To gain a dataset, which
would consist of several activities from different data sources, we had to program a
conversion software (extract from C# source code in Fig. 2). It took approximately 1
month to build the source code in a team of programmers. The software is a property of
automotive company.

Figure 3 illustrates the entire conversion process of real data to one dataset. Con-
version of data begins with importing tables from three databases, which are used to
store internal information about technological processes and machines (IS
TECHMNG), employees and their activities (IS WIP), and finally about production
orders and their timing (IS VOMNG). After that, we had to prepare desired tables and
their structures manually to start automatic process of conversion. The convertor started

Fig. 2. Extract from conversion software. (Source: own)
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the collection of data from three databases and their tables and loaded required data into
our pre-defined structures. The conversion process took some time, because we were
loading XML records and additional information to employees and machines. After
conversion, we have one SQL database stored with data, which belong to a production
process in one economic centre. The next phase after conversion was the
pre-processing of data.

For the majority of data evidence the automotive company uses information sys-
tems. This ensures minimal number of fault data entries. One of the most common
faults or mistakes was, e.g., empty data entry of the name of the employee, which was
responsible for a specific activity in a production process or a machine name. We
corrected these entries with real IDs of employees or machines. The second most
frequent mistake consist data entries with manually added values from employees.
Specifically, it was problem with small and capital letters of same words, etc. In
Table 1 several such mistakes are visible. For example, the machine with ID 6 is
registered at location “ABC” with capital letters. On the other hand, the machine with
ID 7 is located in the same place, but this can not be recognized, because of the data
entry with small letters “abc”. Similarly, the machine with ID 10 record consists of
same spaces in the filed location.

Fig. 3. The conversion process. (Source: own)

Table 1. Machines table – faults in some data entries. (Source: own)

M-ID LOCATION CODE M-CATEGORY-ID

6 ABC 4 6
7 ABC 11 6
8 ??? 4 6
9 ??? 00C 7
10 A1 00D ???
… … … …
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Some of these common mistakes could be solved directly in conversion software
using methods, which enable a change of letters (oLower, ToUpper) or erase blank
spaces (Trim). Missing data entries should be filled manually. Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5
illustrate data after pre-processing.

Table 2. Data from IS TECHMNG. (Source: own)

VTCHOPID CODE DESCRIPTION DURATION OP-TYPE ITEMID

5483 340174/20 DRILL 3,3 PRODUCTION 1196
5518 340179/53 POINT QUOTE 24 POINT 1201
5523 340179/70 DRILL 9,24 PRODUCTION 1201
5544 340181/169 ADJUSTING OPERATIONS 0,75 SETTING 1203
5546 340181/179 ADJUSTING OPERATIONS 0,75 SETTING 1203
… … … … … …

Table 3. Data from IS VOMNG. (Source: own)

PITEMID PID PLANID COUNT CODE REQUESTEDDELIVERYDT

877 1209 2 100 340006 2015-10-19 00:00:00.000
878 1231 2 18 340007 2015-10-21 00:00:00.000
883 3044 2 50 340012 2015-10-14 00:00:00.000
889 5856 2 50 340018 2015-10-13 00:00:00.000
909 6353 2 200 340038 2015-10-19 00:00:00.000
… … … … … …

Table 4. Machines data. (Source: own)

M-ID LOCATION CODE M-CATEGORY-ID

6 ABC 4 6
7 ABC 11 6
8 ABC 65 6
9 ABC 00C 7
10 ABC 00D 8
… … … …

Table 5. Employees data. (Source: own)

E-ID CODE NAME PROFESSION EMPLOYEDFROM

1 1131 EMPLOYEE1 COMPTROLLER MECHANIC 1997-06-03
2 11815 EMPLOYEE2 GRINDER METAL 2009-12-01
3 1228 EMPLOYEE3 OPERATION AND ADJUSTMENTS 2015-05-04
4 13293 EMPLOYEE4 METAL TURNER 1983-01-01
5 13374 EMPLOYEE5 OPERATION AND ADJUSTMENTS 1983-12-24
… … … … …
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4 Process Mining Analysis

Process mining analysis of our production process was performed in Disco by Fluxicon
[7], which is a stand-alone tool for process mining analysis, with a focus on high
performance (i.e., handling large and complex data sets) and ease of use.

The process mining algorithm of this tool is based on the fuzzy mining approach
[8]. Disco supports seamless abstraction and generalization using the cartography
metaphor. This way the tool is able to deal also with complex, Spaghetti-like processes.
Other dimensions like performance can be analyzed through advanced visualizations of
the mined process models [9].

After starting Disco and uploading our pre-processed log file in XLSX format, we
have to assign columns from our source file to categories, recognized by Disco (case,
activity, timestamp, resource, etc.). Here, we have listed the association of columns to
categories (Fig. 4):

• Code – Case category
• Description – Activity category
• StartDT/FinishDT – Timestamp category
• EmployeeName - Resources category
• CategoryDescription, ProductDescription – Other category

After starting the import process a process map was created in the form as was
expected (a part of the process map is depicted in Fig. 5). One can see logically
connected sub-processes in the map. Every operation/activity and the entire flow of the
product with frequencies in a graphic form is visible in the process. DISCO tool is also
able to give us a functionality to investigate the production process from the statistics
perspective. While the process map view gives an understanding about process flow,
the statistics view provides an additional overview information and detailed perfor-
mance metrics about the selected or filtered processes. The production process starts on
November 29, 2016 and ends on December 14, 2016. The process consists of 490
events, 116 cases, and 248 activities with the mean time case duration 34.6 h. We get

Fig. 4. Columns assigned to categories in DISCO. (Source: own)
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to filtered process by filter function in the statistics tab in Disco. Different cases are
visible in process map with different frequencies of activities and employees respon-
sible for activities. A case is a particular process instance. We filtered a part of the
process map, which depicts activity Spout, and several others connected to Spout
(Fig. 5). Spout activity was performed 19 times with mean duration 58.4 min.

There are 3 activities preceding the activity Spout. Process map starts with Anneal
activity, which was performed 5 times and 5 cases continued to Cementious, blurring,
slacken (performed 13 times). There were also some other cases from different parts of
the production process, which used Cementious, blurring, slacken. This activity was
performed 13 times. The Grind activity was performed 6 times. Activity Spout was
followed by 12 cases to activity Check deflection – 100% and based on its result, 5
products had to be repaired (Re-Hardening light pieces) and 3 products went to the last
control operation (Control operations). 6 products from Spout followed to the Equal
activity. These products had not to be checked for deflections. But some cases used the
Slacken activity and followed to the Spout again. Check deflection activity mean time
duration is 2.5 h.

A filtered process map in Fig. 5 with 19 cases, 113 events and 42 activities has a
mean case duration of 54.9 h. However, the case duration statistics (Fig. 6) show that
some of the cases (e.g., 624429, 624115, 623869, 355242) lasted more than 5 days. It
indicates some possible problems with these cases. It could be a hint for production
managers to concentrate on them among other options for process improvements.
There can be as well analysed other aspects of described production process, e.g.,
activities, variants, events per case, case utilizations, resources, waiting time, etc. This
will be a part of future research.

Fig. 5. Filtered process map. (Source: own)
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5 Conclusion

The aim of this paper was to introduce the conversion of real data about production
process from different information systems (log files) to the format, which is suitable
for process mining analysis in a large automotive company. We introduced basic
information about the entire manufacturing process and described the conversion and
pre-processing of data to be imported into the DISCO tool for simple process mining
analysis. Finally, we introduced some statistics results of the analysis to help us
understand the control-flow and other parameters of the production process.

In the future, we will try to search for weak points in the production process and
possibly, to export the process model to the XES format to use it in more sophisticated
analysis in ProM tool.

Acknowledgement. This paper was supported by the project of Silesian University in Opava,
Czech Republic SGS/19/2016 titled “Advanced mining methods and simulation techniques in
business process domain.”
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Abstract. Nowadays, we are confronted with increasingly complex
information systems. Modelling these kinds of systems will only be con-
trolled through appropriate tools, techniques and models. Work of the
Open Management Group (OMG) in this area have resulted in the devel-
opment of Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) and Decision
Model and Notation (DMN). Currently, these two standards are a pil-
lar of various business architecture Frameworks to support Business-IT
alignment and minimize the gap between the managers’ expectations and
delivered technical solutions. Several research focus on the extension of
these models especially BPMNDF which aims to harmonize decision-
making throughout a single business process. The current challenge is to
extend the BPMNDF in order to cover business process in a distributed
and cooperative environment. In this paper, we propose the Multi-Agent
BPMN Decision Footprint (MABPMNDF) which is a novel model based
on both BPMNDF and MAS to support decision-making in distributed
business process.

Keywords: BPMN · DMN · BI · MAS · MABPMNDF

1 Introduction

Business Intelligence (BI) is a business management term used to describe appli-
cations and technologies which are used to gather, provide access to, and analyse
data and information about the organization, to help make better business deci-
sions [1]. This activity of the company is materialized by business processes
aiming to achieve the objectives established by the managers. Business Process
Model and Notation (BPMN) which is a standard in its field, has been announced
by the Object Management Group (OMG) in 2006 and is currently in version
2.0 BPMN since 2011 [2]. This latest version has introduced several new features
to improve the modeling of business processes with a focus on several aspects
such as:
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• Integration of new elements in the specification (events, gateways, activities,
etc.).

• Distribution of business processes using diagrams of collaboration and chore-
ography.

• Automating the business process execution by improving the BPEL XML
based language (Business Process Execution Language).

Decision-making represents another field of investigation favoring the improve-
ment of business process modeling. It was also an OMG center interest and has
led to the invention of the Decision Model and Notation (DMN) in 2013 [3].
The valuable contribution of the DMN has encouraged the enterprise architec-
ture community to cover other aspects of decision-making in business process.
The challenge raised in several kinds of business process and especially in a BI
process is to effectively manage decision-making in a case of distributed and
communicating processes. In this context, the Multi-Agent System is considered
as a suitable choice to model a solution allowing to satisfy this kind of need. This
paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 overviews the related work about decision-
making and collaboration in business processes. Section 3 argues the choice of
Multi-Agent Systems as decision-making modelling solutions in distributed busi-
ness processes. Section 4 presents our approach that is the Multi-Agent BPMN
Decision Footprint (MABPMNDF). Section 5 will be devoted to highlights the
contribution of MABPMNDF in decision-making during BI process. Finally, we
summarize the presented work and outline its extensions.

2 Decision-Making and Collaboration in Business
Process: Related Works

2.1 BPMN and Decision-Making

A literature review on decision-making and its relationship to business processes
showed a progression in dealing with decision. Indeed, the first preoccupation was
concentrated on the separation between decision-making modelling and process
modelling [4,5]. Research in this field are based on the collection, modelling and
integration of business rules in business processes [6,7]. This work is crowned
in the industrial world by DMN [3] which has become a standard in modelling
decision-making in business process [8]. The second focus is the serialization of
business rules and automation of its processing and its exchange [9,10]. Several
open-source and proprietary software [11–14] appeared and are in competition
to implement both of BPMN and DMN standards based on BPEL and FEEL
languages [2,8]. According to OMG, business processes are modelled through
two standards [8]: Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) and Decision
Model and Notation (DMN). The first is used to represent the various tasks and
their relationships. The second supports decision making in the business process.
Figure 1 shows an excerpt from a BI process in which we use these standards to
model decision making at the data extraction task. The BPMN standard: it is
the substrate for modelling business processes. It allows to represent graphically
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the company’s activities to ensure better collaboration between managers and
IT engineers [2]. The example given in Fig. 1 describes the ETL software selec-
tion task in a BI process. The decision-making is delegated to DMN [3] to work
around the issue. The DMN standard: it is a BPMN add-in. It is structured in
two distinct parts: (i) Decision Requirements Diagram containing the decision to
study, business knowledge models, input data and knowledge source; (ii) Deci-
sion Logic which is represented by a decision table that can be converted into
FEEL scripting language (Friendly Enough Expression Language) [8]. Thanks
to this marriage between the BPMN and the DMN, decision-making in business
processes has become an unquestionable acquis. This fact encouraged researchers
to go further in the mastery of decision-making in business processes. Issues such
as harmonization, uncertainty and collaboration of decision-making are currently
top-level topics around decision-making in business processes. Figure 2 describes
the BPMNDF [15], a model already proposed to ensure decision-making harmo-
nization throughout the business process. Even if it is a collaboration between
the phases of a single process and not a real distributed process or a set of com-
municating processes, BPMNDF [15] represents a first step towards collaboration
in decision-making. It is a coupling of a BPMN with a novel DMN version based
on additionally Decision Repository (DR) and Decision Memorization/Decision
Regard (DM/DR) Algorithm responsible for managing the repository.

Fig. 1. Using BPMN and DMN in BI process

2.2 BPMN and Collaboration

The BPMN has provided support for collaboration since its preliminary releases.
Indeed, the modeling of this need was simulated in BPMN 1.0 using swimlanes [2]
whereas BPMN 2.0 introduced new diagrams according to the nature of this col-
laboration [2]. The new BPMN 2.0 diagrams are: orchestration diagram, collab-
oration diagram, choreography diagram and conversation diagram. We are inter-
ested in our research by the two diagrams: orchestration and collaboration. The
first one is the BPMN Orchestration Diagram. This diagram depicting a sequence
of coordinated activities from a single control center. It can be improved by
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Fig. 2. BPMNDF [15]

introducing the swimlanes to highlight the organizational aspect of the process.
In this case, the problem of the collaboration of decision-making in the business
process does not arise because it is not a real distributed process. As shown
in Fig. 1, the DMN perfectly supports decision-making at the task level and
as shown in Fig. 2, BPMNDF [15], enhances decision-making through harmony
along the process. The second one is the BPMN Collaboration Diagram. It is
a diagram represents interactions between two or more processes, where each
individual process reflects a person, role or a system. In this case, we need a
new approach to manage decision-making in such a distributed and collabo-
rative environment. An extension of the DMN is required to support not only
decision-making at the task level, not also just the harmony of decisions through-
out a single process but the challenge is to support decision making in multiple
collaborative processes.

3 Decision-Making: From Support to Collaboration
in Business Process

3.1 Decision Collaboration Necessity in Business Process

Collaboration is a natural need in business processes. The task of decision-
making is, perhaps, the task most concerned by this collaboration. Because of,
on the one hand the influence of the previous decisions on the current decision
and on the other hand the impact of the current decision on the rest of the
process. In each system, collaboration is governed by approaches that take into
consideration organizational, technical, safety and performance aspects. In our
research, the current challenge is how to combine the two diagrams: DMN and
collaboration diagram to support decision making in a collaborative environ-
ment. In this paper, we propose an MABPMNDF model based on Multi-Agent
Systems to meet this need.

3.2 Multi-Agent Systems as Modelling Solution

A Multi-Agent System is a set of software agents that interact to solve prob-
lems that are beyond the individual capacities or knowledge of each individual
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Fig. 3. Cooperation typology [17]

agent [16]. Objectives of this cooperation can be: achieving individual or common
goals, labour division, task allocation, conflict avoidance, maximum reward, sys-
tem integration, maintaining system functionality, system coordination, knowl-
edge and information acquisition and/or sharing, collective intelligence. In our
research, we are interested by the collaboration of decision-making. A goal per-
fectly ensured by Multi-Agent Systems. Several typologies of Multi-Agent Sys-
tems can be envisaged depending on the degree of synergy between the agents
that contain it. Figure 3 shows a classification of these typologies based on cri-
teria such as interdependence, communication and uncertainty. In this paper,
we propose a novel Multi-Agent based model to support decision-making in
business processes considered as collaborative, communicating and deliberative
Multi-Agent Systems.

4 MABPMNDF Model

4.1 MABPMNDF Presentation

Decision-making in a business process is always based on business rules stored
in a repository. The challenge raised by our proposed model is to ensure effi-
cient management of this repository in a collaborative environment. Multi-
Agent BPMN Decision Footprint MABPMNDF is a Multi-Agent Based System
(MABS) which aims to give new functionalities to business process designers in
order to support decision-making in a distributed and collaborative environment.
It is an extension of the BPMNDF [15], a model that ensures only the harmony
of decision-making between phases throughout a single business process. Figure 4
shows a sympathetic description of this model with its different agents around
a fundamental component of the system which is the Business Rules repository.

4.2 Agents Description

The study of the agents of this model makes it possible to classify them according
to two characteristics:

• The role of the agent which may be an administrative agent belonging to the
management subsystem or a business agent belonging to the design subsys-
tem.
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Fig. 4. MABPMNDF

• The degree of involvement of the business agent in the process through the
privileges granted to it.

Management Subsystem Agents: The administration tasks of the model
represent a crucial mission to ensure collaboration in a distributed business
process. Thanks to agents in this management subsystem, we succeed in master-
ing the management of the repository, strengthening the reliability of business
rules, controlling the security aspect and following versioning. We identify two
types of agents in this subsystem:

• Validation Agent: It is the main agent of the system. It oversees the overall
operation of the business-side system and delegates technical administration
tasks such as system initialization and account management to the adminis-
trator agent.

• Operator Agent: It is a technical agent. It plays an intermediary role between
the validation agent and business agents. The administrator agent is respon-
sible, under cover of the validation agent, for the addition, modification and
suppression of a business agents. It is responsible also for changing roles of
these agents by the granting or denying their privileges. Finally, it enables
and disables historical or contextual versions of the repository according to
the needs.

Design Subsystem Agents: Decision-maker is called upon to accede to busi-
ness rules stored in the repository in order to rationalize his decision. It can
eventually add new rules to the repository or propose changes to existing rules.
A member wishing interact with the deposit is considered as a business agent.
All agents in the design subsystem are business agents. Depending on the degree
of its involvement in the business process, the business agent can be a modelling
agent or a transactional agent.
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• Transactional Agent: is an agent whose only privilege is the read-only access
to the repository in order to masters the decision-making task in business
process.

• Modelling Agent: is an agent with more privileges than a transactional agent.
It has business rule definition privileges such as adding, modifying or drop-
ping. It collaborates with the transactional agents to enrich the deposit.

The overlap between the business agents and the administrative agents is possible
although it is not recommended. Indeed, we can have members ensuring at the
same time the business tasks and administration of the model.

4.3 MABPMNDF Message Protocol

Figure 5 shows an excerpt of the MABPMNDF message protocol via a UML
sequencing diagram. It specifies the sequence of messages exchanged between
the different agents of our model in order to request a new business rule.

Fig. 5. MABPMNDF message protocol

4.4 Deployment Modes

In this section, we describe the different scenarios for using our model. The
strategy is determined according to several parameters regardless of technical
options like (i) infrastructure that can be desktop, web or mobile development
(ii) business rules serialization that can be with XML, JSON, relational model or
NoSQL databases (iii) user interface requirements that can be batch, interactive
or near real-time. We insist in this first release of our model on the establishment
of the repository. This parameter is relative to the creation and refresh of the
repository. Two approaches are possible: an upstream creation or a downstream
creation.

Upstream: The process starts from a pre-built repository and dispatch it to
the different members of the team. Any changes will only take effect on the next
release that will be released to the team. A rather cumbersome and less realistic
approach for this is rarely used in information systems. The versioning concept
in this approach reflects a repository update.
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Downstream: The process starts from an empty repository and feed it grad-
ually. The repository is built over time and it is transformed into a patrimony
of the company. A realistic and very frequent approach in most information
systems. The visioning concept according to this approach is seen as a contex-
tualization between the type of business process and the repository used.

5 Simulation of a BI Process with MABPMNDF

5.1 Study Example

In this section, we provide an illustrative example of our MABPMNDF model
applied to a BI process. The process encompasses the working of a start-up spe-
cialized in information systems engineering and specifically in the integration
of business intelligence solutions. Knowing that a Corporate BI process is typ-
ically subdivided into three sub-processes: (1) data warehousing, (2) deductive
and predictive analysis, and (3) reporting to develop reports, dashboards and
scorecards. The studied company is then composed of three teams involved in
this business process that can be described as a distributed process. In fact,
each sub-process has its own geo-temporal parameters. Figure 6 illustrates the
BI process using the BPMN collaboration diagram. The purpose of the simu-
lation study is to understand how cooperation between the different members
of the different teams is managed in terms of decision-making in the business
process. This objective is materialized by the efficient management of the repos-
itory containing the business rules.

Fig. 6. BPMN collaboration diagram for BI process

5.2 Mapping Between MABPNDF and BI Process

The application of our MABPMNDF model on the chosen process requires in
the first step an initialization phase triggered by a member of the company.
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This member will be considered later as the validation agent who will oversee
the entire process of his management and design side. This initialization is carried
out by another member of the company. The last will be considered later as the
operator agent. The mission of the operator agent is to implement the repository
with the upstream or downstream strategy depending on the validation agent’s
setpoint. Thereafter it will be available to the other team members to act as
the intermediary between them and the validation agent in order to respond to
their requests for registration, profiling and activation of a particular version of
repository. Each member of the team involved in the design of the BI process
is considered as a business agent. It begins with being a transactional agent
with read-only access on the repository. In the case of a need for a new BR or
the modification of an existing BR. The transactional agent must collaborate
with a modeling agent with such privileges to ensure its need. Let us note that
a transactional agent can express its desire to become a modeling agent. If the
request is accepted it will have additional privileges like the definition of business
rules and not only their use.

5.3 Benefits of MABPMNDF on Decision-Making
in Business Process

The assignment of our model is to facilitate and supervise at the same time the
transactions around the repository of business rules for a rationalized decision-
making in the BI business process. Indeed, a BI business process designer, what-
ever is his position in the process, can refer to reliable business rules to elaborate
his decision. These decisions cannot be contradictory or unrealistic, because they
are based on already validated rules. This takes into consideration the harmony
of decisions throughout the process and collaboration between the various stake-
holders. Contributions of the MABPMNDF in a BI process are several. We note
especially:

• Avoiding inappropriate choices about technologies and tools used. Indeed,
the repository can warn the designer through a business rule to streamline
its ETL selection to be portable with its data sources.

• The focus on the principle of ‘what we can do and not on what the business
manager wants to do’. For example, we do not accept the choice of design-
ing near-real time dashboards if we have a mechanism for extracting and
refreshing data with widely spaced periodicity.

• Transforming the BI process into an adaptive way by using business rules
derived from the real world with local parameters of the subsystem and not
inappropriate business rules with generic parameters. Thereby, we must take
into account the capacities and limitations of the infrastructure used in terms
of memory and processing when implementing multidimensional structures or
when choosing data mining algorithms.

• Strengthening the agility of the BI process by studying the feasibility of a suit-
able choice, even if the repository contraindicates it, with the modification
of an existing business rule. The above-mentioned example concerning the
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choice of a near-real time dashboard can be achieved by playing on the busi-
ness rule controlling the extraction of the data from the sources to the data
warehouse. Therefore, we win a highly-requested feature in business processes
that is the agility of IT solutions to support the business layer needs in infor-
mation systems. We hope that our model MABPMNDF contributes on the
dream of business-IT alignment.

• Using versioning feature to manage BI processes in different contexts or with
different modes: legacy mode and current mode. This feature is very handy
when we design the same process with various levels of requirements or when
we are called to attending inherited processes in the company.

These various requirements represent serious challenges for the success of BI
projects. Thanks to MABPMNDF, these gaps may be increasingly controllable
and BI projects could be more likely to achieve their objectives.

6 Conclusion and Future Works

In this article, we argue that decision-making in a business process is always
based on business rules. A good perception and management of these business
rules widely improve decision-making in business process. This task is further
complicated in a distributed environment. Our contribution is in the context of
the work of the OMG, in particular of their BPMN and DMN standards. We
propose the MABPMNDF, which is an extension of BPMNDF, a model already
proposed in the literature in order to improve decision-making by emphasizing
the harmony of decisions throughout a single process. MABPMNDF is designed
to support decision-making cooperatively in a distributed environment using the
Multi-Agent paradigm. To illustrate the contribution of our model, a simulation
of the MABPMNDF is applied on a BI process to show its benefits in decision-
making in business process. Our future work will be scheduled on three axes.
First, the implementation of a Framework to apply the MABPMNDF model.
The second step is to validate this approach with case studies in the industrial
environment. The third axis is the improvement of this approach by focusing on
several aspects around the repository as more security through certificates, more
availability by applying the mechanisms of backup and replication and ultimately
more performance through optimization of business rules serialization.
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